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Welcome

Alberto Martinelli, President International Sociological Association

Dear Friends and Colleagues,

My warmest welcome to the XVth World Congress of Sociology!

This is the first ISA congress of the new century and we have chosen a forward-looking theme, the basic question we ask ourselves as sociologists to-day: what theoretical and methodological tools do we have in order to describe, interpret, explain and predict the social world and the condition of human society in the age of globalization.

The social world at the beginning of the XXI century is increasingly one world, but that at the same time it remains fragmented, conflict ridden, hierarchical and unequal; it is at the same time a global society and a divided world with unprecedented hopes of greater justice and greater well being for all, and unprecedented threats of nuclear war and ecological death.

As concerned social scientists, we are, first of all, committed to address the key social questions of the present, because as Bauman says "asking the right questions makes all the difference between fate and destination, drifting and travelling". As researchers and teachers, we are also committed to provide scientifically sound interpretations and analyses. And, as a truly international association, the ISA, alongside other epistemic communities, can contribute to develop the values and the institutions of democratic global governance.

In the extremely rich program of the Congress- in the many presidential sessions, plenary sessions, thematic symposia, focused sessions of the research committees, ad-hoc sessions, guest sessions, and, for the first time, sessions of the language communities and author-meets-the-readers sessions- we will make a collective effort for discussing the ambivalent legacies of our sociological heritage, assessing the strengths and weaknesses of major paradigms, theoretical approaches and research results, and comparing the intellectual traditions of different sociological communities.

We will look at the rising challenges, both those inherited from the XX century and the new ones we can foresee in the near future, and at the various ways in which they will be enhanced or reversed, controlled and redefined, with a direct, substantive focus on social issues. We will reflect on the condition of human society, on the web of social relations in an increasingly interconnected world, on the growing variety of historical traditions, cultural backgrounds, and linguistic styles, and on the many ways sociological thinking has approached the key processes of the contemporary global world and conceptualized world society. We will share our experiences in teaching and research and we will ask ourselves what are the 'uses of sociology'.

The ISA Congress takes place for the first time in Australia, in the geographical South of the world, in the Pacific area, close to South-East Asia, one of the fastest changing multicultural regions of the world. The choice of this location symbolically underlines the truly international character of ISA, its quest for universality together with its respect for specific identities and cultures, and is coherent with our vision of the world where both unity and diversity are pursued and enhanced.

The International Sociological Association and the Local Organizing Committee have done their best. Now it is up to all of us to create a great intellectual event.

I am persuaded that the ISA Congress in Brisbane will be recorded in our intellectual history as the one where the questions of the social world as a global entity were debated in an open, thorough and fruitful way and where the role of sociology as perceptive, useful and policentric knowledge was significantly advanced.

Have a meaningful experience in Brisbane!

Professor Alberto Martinelli
President of the ISA
Bienvenue

Alberto Martinelli, Président de l’Association internationale de sociologie

Chers amis et collègues,

Je suis ravi de vous souhaiter la bienvenue au XVème Congrès mondial de sociologie ! C’est le premier congrès de l’AIS du nouveau siècle et nous avons choisi un thème tourné vers l’avenir, la question fondamentale que nous nous posons aujourd’hui en tant que sociologues : de quels outils théoriques et méthodologiques disposons-nous pour décrire, interpréter, expliquer et prédire le monde social et la condition de la société humaine à l’heure de la mondialisation ?

Le monde social, au début de ce XXIème siècle, est un monde de plus en plus un, mais en même temps, il reste fragmenté, ravagé par les conflits, hiérarchique et inégal ; c’est à la fois une société mondiale et un monde divisé présentant d’une part des espoirs sans précédent d’une plus grande justice et d’un plus grand bien-être pour tous, et d’autre part, des menaces sans précédent de guerre nucléaire et de mort écologique. En tant que spécialistes des sciences humaines préoccupés, nous sommes tenus tout d’abord d’aborder les questions sociales fondamentales du présent, parce que, comme l’a dit Bauman, « poser les bonnes questions fait toute la différence entre le destin et la destination, les vagabondages et les voyages. » En tant que chercheurs et enseignants, nous sommes également tenus de fournir des interprétations et des analyses rigoureusement scientifiques. Et, en tant qu’association véritablement internationale, l’AIS peut contribuer, avec d’autres collectivités épistémiques, au développement des valeurs et des institutions d’un mode de gouvernement mondial démocratique.

Comme prévu au programme extrêmement riche de ce Congrès – au cours des nombreuses séances présidentielles, séances plénières, symposiums thématiques, séances ciblées des comités de recherche, et, pour la première fois, séances de collectivités linguistiques et séances de rencontre entre auteur et lecteurs – nous ferons un effort collectif pour étudier les effets ambivalents de notre héritage sociologique, évaluer les forces et les faiblesses des grands paradigmes, des approches théoriques et des résultats de la recherche, et comparer les traditions intellectuelles de différentes collectivités sociologiques.

Nous examinerons les défis à relever, tant ceux du XXIème siècle que les nouveaux qui s’annoncent dans un avenir proche, et les différents moyens de les améliorer ou de les inverser, de les maîtriser et de les redéfinir, en nous focalisant de manière directe et concrète sur les problèmes sociaux. Nous réfléchirons sur la condition de la société humaine, sur le tissu des relations sociales dans un monde de plus en plus interconnecté, sur la variété croissante des traditions historiques, des antécédents culturels et des styles linguistiques, ainsi que sur les nombreuses façons dont la pensée sociologique a abordé les processus fondamentaux du monde global contemporain et conceptualisé la société mondiale. Nous partagerons notre expérience de l’enseignement et de la recherche et nous nous demanderons quelles sont les « utilisations de la sociologie ».

Le Congrès de l’AIS se tient pour la première fois en Australie, dans le sud géographique du monde, dans la zone du Pacifique, proche du sud-est asiatique, l’une des régions multiculturelles à l’évolution la plus rapide. Le choix de ce lieu symbolise le caractère véritablement international de l’AIS, sa recherche de l’universalité ainsi que son respect des identités et des cultures spécifiques, et cadre bien avec notre vision d’un monde qui recherche et met en valeur tant l’unité que la diversité.

L’Association internationale de sociologie et le Comité d’organisation local ont fait tout leur possible. Maintenant c’est à nous tous qu’il appartient de créer une grande manifestation intellectuelle. Je suis persuadé que le Congrès de l’AIS à Brisbane figurera dans nos annales intellectuelles comme celui qui se pencha sur les questions du monde social en tant qu’entité globale d’une manière ouverte, complète et fructueuse et qui fit progresser sensiblement le rôle de la sociologie en tant que connaissance perceptive, utile et polycentrique.

Je vous souhaite une expérience intéressante à Brisbane!

Professor Alberto Martinelli
President of the ISA
Bienvenidos

Alberto Martinelli, Presidente de la Asociación sociológica Internacional

Estimados Amigos y Colegas,
¡Les doy la más cordial bienvenida al XV Congreso Mundial de Sociología!

Este es el primer congreso de la ISA del nuevo siglo y hemos seleccionado un tema que mira hacia adelante, la pregunta básica que nos hacemos como sociólogos hoy en día: cuáles son las herramientas teóricas y metodológicas que tenemos para describir, interpretar, explicar y predecir el mundo social y la situación de la sociedad humana en la era de la globalización.

El mundo social, al comenzar el siglo XXI, es cada vez más, un solo mundo, pero que, al mismo tiempo, permanece fragmentado, dirigido por conflictos, jerárquico y desigual; es, al mismo tiempo, una sociedad global y un mundo dividido con esperanzas sin precedente, de mayor justicia y mejor situación para todos, y amenazas sin precedente, de guerra nuclear y muerte ecológica.

Como científicos sociales preocupados, estamos, primero que nada, comprometidos en formular las preguntas sociales claves acerca del presente, porque, como dice Bauman “el hacer las preguntas correctas es muy importante para establecer la diferencia entre destino y rumbo, entre dejarse llevar o viajar”. Como investigadores y maestros, también estamos comprometidos en proporcionar interpretaciones y análisis científicamente sólidas. Asimismo, como una verdadera asociación internacional, la ISA, junto con otras comunidades epistémicas, puede contribuir a desarrollar los valores y las instituciones de gobernanza democrática global.

En el extremadamente amplio programa del Congreso- en las numerosas sesiones presidenciales, sesiones plenarias, simposios temáticos, sesiones especializadas de los comités de investigación, sesiones ad-hoc, sesiones de huéspedes, y, por primera vez, sesiones de las comunidades de idiomas y la sesiones de autor-conoce-al-lector, haremos un esfuerzo colectivo por hablar de la herencia ambivalente de nuestro patrimonio sociológico, revisando las bondades y las deficiencias de importantes paradigmas, planteamientos teóricos y resultados de la investigación, y comparando las tradiciones intelectuales de diferentes comunidades sociológicas.

Analizaremos los crecientes retos, tanto aquellos heredados del siglo XX, como los nuevos que podemos prever para el futuro cercano, y las varias maneras en que se acrecentarán o invertirán, controlarán y redefinirán, con un enfoque directo y substantivo en los temas sociales. Reflexionaremos sobre la condición de la sociedad humana, sobre la red de relaciones sociales en un mundo interconectado cada vez más, sobre la creciente variedad de tradiciones históricas, antecedentes culturales, y estilos lingüísticos, y sobre las muchas formas en que el pensamiento sociológico ha abordado los procesos claves del mundo global contemporáneo y la sociedad mundial conceptualizada. Compartiremos nuestras experiencias en la docencia y la investigación y nos preguntaremos a nosotros mismos cuáles son los ‘usos de la sociología’. El Congreso de la ISA se lleva a cabo por primera vez en Australia, en el sur geográfico del mundo, en la zona Pacífica, cerca del suroeste de Asia, una de las regiones multiculturales del mundo de más rápido cambio. La elección de este sitio, simbólicamente fundamenta el verdadero carácter internacional de la ISA, su lucha por la universalidad unida a su respeto por identidades y culturas específicas, y es coherente con nuestra visión del mundo, donde tanto la unidad como la diversidad se buscan y enaltecen.

La Asociación Sociológica Internacional y el Comité Local Organizador han hecho lo mejor posible. Ahora depende de todos nosotros el crear un gran evento intelectual.

Estoy convencido de que el Congreso de la ISA en Brisbane quedará grabado en nuestra historia intelectual como el evento en el que las preguntas del mundo social como una entidad global fueron debatidas de manera abierta, profunda y provechosa y donde el papel de la sociología como un conocimiento perceptivo, útil y policéntrico fue desarrollado significativamente.

¡Que tengan una experiencia muy significativa en Brisbane!

Professor Alberto Martinelli
President of the ISA
Introduction to the Congress Program

By Piotr Sztompka, ISA Vice-President for Program

Dear Colleagues and Friends, Participants at the XVth World Congress of Sociology,

On the following pages of this fat book you will find a rich intellectual menu prepared for you by the Program Committee and the Research Council with tremendous help from the Local Organizing Committee. During the Congress week, 2,603 papers will be presented in 781 sessions, covering all fields and subfields of sociology, and addressing a staggering number of problems and issues. We hope the menu will satisfy all tastes.

You will inevitably have to make choices, some of them difficult as the time framework cannot be stretched and lots of sessions run parallel, competing for your attention and attendance. To make your decisions a bit easier and better informed, I propose to reveal to you an architecture of the program, which as with all good architecture remains hidden and invisible behind the completed edifice.

Let us look first at the weekly and daily dynamics of Congress events. Monday and Saturday are more solemn days, with two Presidential Sessions of a truly plenary character, allowing everybody to meet literally under one roof. The most demanding Congress work is concentrated in four days, from Tuesday until Friday. On each of these days the schedule is the same. The morning hours from 9.00 to 12.00 are taken by the semi-plenary Thematic Symposia which attempt to reflect on the various aspects of the main theme of the Congress. There are five symposia of this sort running parallel in three consecutive parts each, on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. Then on Friday the scope of issues to be discussed is extended by giving you the choice of an additional seven themes at parallel Special Sessions. The same semi-plenary level and the privileged location in the morning slot is given to the Focused Integrative Sessions of the Research Committees, bringing together several of them for reflection on issues relevant to the Congress theme. Then the afternoons from 13.30 until 17.30 are dominated by the sessions of all fifty-some Research Committees. In this slot you will also find the Sessions of National Associations, where the topics particularly significant for their local sociological communities will be taken up, as well as the Sessions of Language Communities providing an opportunity for exchanges by sociologists often divided by geographical or political borders but united by speaking in one of the major world languages. In the afternoon you will also find the Guest Sessions convened by our invitation by other friendly, collaborating associations or organizations. In the evening hours, from 20.00-21.45 there are the more informal encounters with selected eminent sociologists labelled as Author-Meets-the-Readers sessions, and parallel with these a number of Ad-Hoc Sessions, recognizing groups doing important research on dispersed topics, but not directly linked with the main Congress theme.

Already reading this timetable you will easily discover the central assumption that the Program Committee took from the beginning of its work: the strong emphasis on diversity, but not the haphazard collection of papers, rather what I prefer to call “focused diversity”. Indeed, I suppose the diversity is greater than at any Congress before. Just look at fourteen formats in which the sessions are arranged, some of them quite innovative, like Integrative Sessions of Research Committees, Author-Meets-the-Readers, Sessions of Language Communities, Guest Sessions etc. And there is the constant effort to structure and discipline this richness of contributions by the substantial focus on the “ambivalent legacies and rising challenges of world sociology in the XXI century”, our main Congress theme. The central principle of diversity is also reflected in the balanced representation of gender, languages, continental, regional and national traditions of doing sociology, theoretical and methodological orientations, and varied styles of discourse. We tried to observe balance as much as practically feasible in this not yet perfect social world in which we live.
The Program Committee assumed from the beginning that the calling of ISA is not only to provide the international **integrative forum**, but to set the **international standards** of outstanding research. We trust that in most cases high criteria of selection were observed by the conveners, and as a result you will have exemplars of the best that sociology has to offer. The emphasis on **professional and academic excellence** which ISA has the duty to recognize and reward is also visible in the honoring of five eminent colleagues at Author-Meets-the-Readers sessions, and granting a prize — generously sponsored by Mattei Dogan’s foundation — for a distinguished career in sociology.

The whole point of getting together at the World Congress is to discuss, debate, even quarrel about sociological problems and solutions. The papers, if only good enough will be printed anyway, and will be available for reading. But nothing will make up for personal encounters. Hence, our appeal to you: don’t just listen to what the paper-givers say. Talk yourself, speak your mind, present and argue your point of view, criticize or support others. We trust that the conveners provided ample time for discussions. It is in such discussions that serendipity occurs, new vistas are opened, new ideas are born.

So much for our intentions. Whether this Congress will truly become **not only the first but the best** in the XXI century is now up to you; to each of you individually and to all of us collectively. Let’s make the most of this opportunity. Have an inspiring time at the Brisbane World Congress.

**Piotr Sztompka**
ISA Vice-President for Program
Introduction au Programme du Congrès Mondial de Sociologie
par Piotr Sztompka, Vice-Président du Programme

Chers collègues et amis, participants au XVème Congrès Mondial de Sociologie,

Dans les pages suivantes de ce livre épais, vous trouverez un riche menu intellectuel préparé pour vous par le Comité du Programme et par le Conseil de Recherche avec la grande aide du Comité Local Organisateur. Pendant la semaine du Congrès 2603 présentations dans 781 sessions seront exposées couvrant tous les champs et sous-champs de la sociologie et traitant un énorme nombre de problèmes et d'idées. Nous espérons que le menu satisfera tous les goûts.

Inévitablement vous devrez choisir entre plusieurs options, certaines d'entre elles difficiles pour raison de temps et parce que beaucoup de sessions se célèbrent en parallèle, attirant votre attention et présence. Afin de rendre un peu plus facile vos décisions et pour que vous soyez mieux informés, je vous propose de vous révéler une architecture du programme, qui comme toute bonne architecture reste cachée et invisible derrière le bâtiment terminé.

D'abord nous allons voir la dynamique hebdomadaire et quotidienne des actes du Congrès. Lundi et samedi sont les jours les plus solennels où les deux Sessions Présidentielles ont un véritable caractère plénier qui permettent à tout le monde de se réunir littéralement sous un même toit. Les activités les plus exigantes du Congrès sont concentrées sur quatre jours, du mardi au vendredi. Le schéma de ces jours est le même. Le matin de 9:00 à 12:00 heures auront lieu les Symposia thématiques, de caractère plénier, qui essaient de réfléchir sur divers aspects du thème principal du Congrès. Il y a cinq Symposia de cette sorte qui se célèbrent parallèlement et chacun en trois parties consécutives mardi, mercredi et jeudi. Après, vendredi, l'envergure des sujets à débattre s'amplifie et offre la possibilité de choisir entre sept thèmes supplémentaires dans les Special Sessions parallèles. Le matin se célebreront aussi au même niveau semi-plénier, Focused Integrative Sessions des Comités de Recherche qui traitent des sujets relevant pour le thème principal du Congrès. L'après-midi de 13:30 à 17:30, est occupé par les sessions des Comités de Recherche. Dans cet horaire vous trouverez en plus les sessions des Associations Nationales où les thèmes sont particulièrement significatifs pour leurs communautés sociologiques locales, également les sessions des Communautés Linguistiques qui offrent une opportunité pour l'échange entre sociologues normalement séparés par les divisions géographiques ou politiques, mais unis par une langue d'importance mondiale. L'après-midi seront organisées aussi Guest Sessions convoquées par d'autres associations ou organisations amies et collaboratrices invitées par nous. Le soir, de 20:00 à 21:45, auront lieu les rencontres plus informelles avec de prestigieux sociologues, les sessions Author-Meets-the-Readers, et parallèlement plusieurs sessions Ad-Hoc de groupes qui sont en train de faire une recherche importante sur divers sujets qui ne sont pas directement en rapport avec le thème principal du Congrès.

Une fois que vous aurez lu le menu, vous découvrirez facilement l'objectif principal que le Comité du Programme a assumé depuis le début de son travail: une forte emphase sur la diversité, pas comme une collection fortuite de présentations mais ce que je préfère appeler Adversité orientée. Sincèrement, je crois que la diversité est plus grande que dans n'importe quel autre congrès. Remarquez les quatorze formats différents de sessions, certains d'entre eux assez innovateurs, comme les sessions intégratives de Comités de Recherche, Author-Meets-the-Readers, les sessions des Communautés Linguistiques, etc. De plus, l'effort constant pour structurer et discipliner cette richesse des contributions orientées substantiellement vers Ades legs ambiguës et de nouveaux défis pour la sociologie mondiale au XXIème siècle, le thème principal de notre Congrès, est visible. Le principe central de la diversité est aussi reflété dans la représentation équilibrée de genre, langue, traditions continentales, régionales et nationales d'exercer la sociologie, d'orientations théoriques et méthodologiques, tout comme de styles différents de discours. Nous avons essayé de respecter l'équilibre de la meilleure façon possible dans ce monde social, encore imparfait, où nous vivons.
Le Comité du Programme a assumé depuis le début que le message de l'AIS est non seulement organiser un forum international intégratif, mais aussi établir les standards internationaux pour une recherche d'excellence. Nous sommes sûrs que dans la majorité des cas les organisateurs des sessions ont tenu compte des bons critères de sélections et comme résultat vous aurez des exemples du meilleur que peut offrir la sociologie. L'emphasis sur d'excellence professionnelle et académique que l'AIS doit détacher et récompenser est aussi visible dans la reconnaissance de cinq imminents collègues dans les sessions Author-Meets-the-Reader et dans la concession d'un prix parrainé par la Fondation Mattei Dogan pour une carrière distinguée en sociologie.

Le principal motif pour se réunir dans le Congrès mondial c'est de discuter, débattre, et même se disputer, sur des problèmes et des solutions sociologiques. Si les présentations sont assez bonnes, elles seront publiées et seront disponibles pour la lecture. Mais, il n'y a rien de mieux que les rencontres personnelles. Pour cela, nous vous faisons cet appel: n'écoutez pas seulement ce que diront les conférenciers. Parlez vous mêmes, exprimez vos idées, présentez et argumentez vos points du vue, critiquez ou appuyez les autres. Nous espérons que les coordinateurs des sessions réserveront beaucoup de temps pour la discussion. C'est pendant ce type de discussions qu'apparaissent les découvertes les plus inattendues, s'ouvrent de nouveaux horizons, naissent de nouvelles idées.

Voici nos intentions. Si vraiment ce Congrès vas être non seulement le premier mais aussi le meilleur du XXI ème siècle, cela dépend maintenant de vous; de chacun individuellement et de tous collectivement. Vivez au maximum cette opportunité. Passez un séjour profitable à Brisbane!

Piotr Sztompka
ISA Vice – président
Introducción al Programa del Congreso

Por Piotr Sztompka, ISA Vice-Presidente de Programa

Estimados Colegas y Amigos, Participantes en el XV Congreso Mundial de Sociología,

En las siguientes páginas de este gordo libro, encontrarán un rico *menu intelectual* preparado para usted por el Comité de Programa y el Consejo de Investigación, con tremenda ayuda del Comité Local Organizador. Durante la semana del Congreso, se presentarán 2,603 trabajos en 781 sesiones, cubriendo todos los campos y subcampos de la sociología, abordando un asombroso número de problemas y temas. Esperamos que el *menu* satisfaga todos los gustos.

Inevitablemente tendrá que elegir, algunas veces será difícil ya que el tiempo no puede extenderse y muchas sesiones se dan de manera paralela, compitiendo por su atención y asistencia. Para que sus decisiones sean un poco más fáciles y mejor informadas, le propongo revelarle la *arquitectura del programa*, la cual, como toda buena arquitectura, permanece oculta e invisible detrás del edificio terminado.

Veamos primero las *dinámicas semanales y diarias* de los eventos del Congreso. El lunes y sábado son días más solemnes, con dos Sesiones Presidenciales de verdadero carácter plenario, permitiendo a todos encontrarse literalmente bajo un mismo techo. El trabajo más exigente del Congreso está concentrado en cuatro días, desde el martes hasta el viernes. En cada uno de estos días, el horario es el mismo. Las horas de la mañana van de 9.00 a 12.00 y son dedicadas al Simposio Temático semi-plenario que trata de reflejarse en los diversos aspectos del tema principal del Congreso. Hay cinco simposios de este tipo, cada uno presentándose paralelamente en tres partes consecutivas, el martes, miércoles y jueves. Después, el viernes se extiende el gama de temas a discutir, dándole la opción de elegir siete temas adicionales en Sesiones Especiales paralelas. El mismo nivel semi-plenario y la ubicación privilegiada en el grupo de la mañana se le da a las Sesiones Integrales Especializadas de los Comités de Investigación, reuniendo a varios para reflexionar sobre asuntos que tengan relevancia al tema del Congreso. Luego, las tardes de 13.30 a 17.30 están dominadas por las sesiones de todos los cincuenta y tantos Comités de Investigación. En este grupo también encontrará las Sesiones de las Asociaciones Nacionales, donde se hablará sobre tópicos que son particularmente significativos para sus comunidades sociológicas, así como las Sesiones de las Comunidades de Idiomas, dando oportunidad para intercambios por parte de sociólogos que a menudo se encuentran divididos por fronteras políticas o geográficas, pero unidos al hablar en uno de los principales idiomas del mundo. En la tarde también encontrará las Sesiones de Invitados convocadas por nuestra invitación de otras asociaciones u organizaciones colaboradoras amigas. Por las noches, de 20.00-21.45 se llevan a cabo las reuniones más informales con eminentes sociólogos selectos, denominadas Sesiones de Autor-Conoce-al-Lector, y de manera paralela a éstas, hay un número de Sesiones Ad-Hoc, reconociendo a grupos que realizan investigación importante en diversos tópicos, pero no ligado directamente con el tema principal del Congreso.

Al leer este programa, usted descubrirá fácilmente la suposición central que el Comité de Programa tomó desde el principio de este trabajo: un fuerte énfasis en la diversidad, pero no la poco sistemática compilación de presentaciones, sino lo que yo prefiero llamar "*diversidad enfocada*". Ciertamente, supongo que la diversidad es mayor que en cualquier otro Congreso anterior. Sólo observe los catorce formats en que se *arreglan las sesiones*, algunos de ellos bastante innovadores, como las Sesiones Integrales de RCs, Autor-Conoce-al-Lector, Sesiones de Comunidades de Idiomas, Sesiones de Invitados, etc. Asimismo, existe el constante esfuerzo de estructurar y disciplinar esta riqueza de contribuciones mediante el enfoque substancial en la "herencia ambivalente y crecientes retos de la sociología mundial en el siglo XXI", nuestro principal tema del Congreso. El principio central de diversidad también se refleja en la *representación balanceada* de género, idiomas, tradiciones continentales, regionales y nacionales de hacer sociología, orientaciones...
teóricas y metodológicas, y diversos estilos de discurso. Tratamos de mantener un equilibrio, tanto como fuera prácticamente posible, en este todavía no perfecto mundo social en que vivimos.

El Comité de Programa supuso desde el inicio que el llamado de la ISA es no sólo para proporcionar un forum integral internacional, sino para establecer los estándares internacionales de investigación sobresaliente. Confiamos en que, en la mayoría de los casos, los convocadores observaron un alto criterio de selección, y como resultado usted tendrá modelos de lo mejor que la sociología tiene que ofrecer. El énfasis en la excelencia profesional y académica que la ISA tiene la obligación de reconocer y premiar, también es visible al laurear a cinco eminentes colegas en las sesiones Autor-Conoce-al-Lector, otorgando un premio – generosamente patrocinado por la fundación Mattei Dogan – por una distinguida carrera en sociología.

El objetivo real de reunirse en el Congreso Mundial es para discutir, debatir, y hasta disputar, acerca de problemas sociológicos y soluciones. Las presentaciones, aunque sólo sea suficiente, se imprimirán de todas maneras y estarán disponibles para su lectura. Sin embargo, nada suplirá los encuentros personales. Por lo tanto, nuestro llamado a usted: no sólo escuche lo que el presentador diga. Hable usted, diga lo que piensa, presente y argumente sus puntos de vista, critique o apoye a otros. Confiamos en que los convocadores dieron amplio tiempo para discusiones. Es en esas discusiones cuando se da la 'serendipity', se abren nuevas perspectivas, nacen nuevas ideas.

Esas son nuestras intenciones. Ya sea que este Congreso de verdad se convierta no sólo en el primero sino en el mejor en el siglo XXI depende ya de usted; de cada uno de ustedes individualmente y de todos nosotros colectivamente. Aprovechemos al máximo esta oportunidad. ¡Que tengan momentos de gran inspiración en Brisbane!

Piotr Sztompka

ISA Vice-Presidente de Programa
Welcome to Australia – Jake M Najman

It is with great pleasure that I welcome you to Australia for the XV World Congress of Sociology. This is the first time the international sociological community will have had the opportunity to meet their Australian colleagues in large numbers. Many Australian and New Zealand sociologists will be participating – please use this as an opportunity for establishing what we hope will be enduring professional and collaborative relationships.

Australians are friendly and hospitable. Take this opportunity to learn about our country and enjoy the facilities it offers. We believe we live in a magnificent country with an inexhaustible range of beaches, forests and many of the world's great locations.

If we can help make your stay more pleasant please let us know how. For our part we hope this will be the beginning of a continuing friendship with our country and its people.

Jake M. Najman
Chair, Local Organizing Committee
Bienvenue en Australie – Jake M Najman

C’est avec grand plaisir que je vous souhaite la bienvenue en Australie pour le XVème Congrès mondial de sociologie. C’est la première fois que la communauté sociologique internationale aura l’occasion de rencontrer ses collègues australiens en grand nombre. De nombreux sociologues australiens et néo-zélandais participeront au Congrès – profitez de cette occasion pour établir des relations professionnelles et collaboratrices que nous espérons durables.

Les Australiens sont amicaux et hospitaliers. Profitez de cette occasion pour vous informer sur notre pays et apprécier les agréments qu’il vous propose. Nous aimons à croire que nous habitons un pays magnifique doté d’une variété inépuisable de plages, de forêts et de bon nombre des sites les plus spectaculaires du monde.

S’il y a quelque chose que nous pouvons faire pour rendre votre séjour plus agréable, n’hésitez pas à nous en parler. Pour notre part, nous espérons que le Congrès sera le début de rapports amicaux suivis avec notre pays et ses habitants.

Jake M. Najman
Président du Comité d’organisation local
Bienvenidos a Australia – Jake M Najman

Es un gran placer darles la bienvenida a Australia en el XV Congreso Mundial de Sociología. Ésta es la primera ocasión en que la comunidad sociológica internacional habrá tenido la oportunidad de reunirse con un gran número de sus colegas australianos. Muchos sociólogos australianos y neozelandeses estarán participando – por favor utilicen esto como una oportunidad para establecer lo que esperamos serán relaciones profesionales duraderas y de colaboración.

Los australianos son amigables y hospitalarios. Aprovechen esta oportunidad para aprender acerca de nuestro país y disfruten lo que éste les ofrece. Sabemos que vivimos en un país extraordinario con una inagotable serie de playas, bosques y muchos de los maravillosos sitios de este mundo.

Si en algo podemos ayudar a hacer su estancia más placentera, les rogamos nos lo hagan saber. Por nuestra parte, esperamos que éste sea el comienzo de una continua amistad con nuestro país y su gente.

Jake M. Najman

Presidente, Comité Local Organizador
Welcome from the TASA President

Dear Colleagues

Welcome | Bienvenue | la Bienvenida

On behalf of the TASA membership, I extend a warm welcome to all delegates, particularly those who have travelled far from many parts of the world to be with us, and hope you find the Congress an intellectually stimulating and socially rewarding event.

TASA is pleased to collaborate with the ISA in hosting the XV World Congress of Sociology. The World Congress is without doubt the most significant international event in the sociological calendar, with an impact that extends well beyond the boundaries of the discipline. The Congress provides a global springboard for raising the public profile of sociology and enhancing its contribution to public debate.

In many ways the World Congress provides an avenue for the nexus of ‘the global’ and ‘the local’; and so while in Australia, we trust you will take advantage of the opportunity to reflect on the global significance of developments in the Asia-Pacific region and become a little more familiar with Australian society and Australian sociology.

I extend immeasurable thanks to all those TASA and ISA members, particularly the Local Organising Committee and the ISA Executive, who have worked tirelessly and diligently to make the XV World Congress of Sociology an event to remember. It is now time to reflect on our discipline, take pride in our achievements and enjoy the gemeinschaft of sociology.

Dr John Germov
President, The Australian Sociological Association
Bienvenue de la part du Président de l’Association Australienne de Sociologie

Chers Collègues,

Au nom des membres de l’Association Australienne de Sociologie (TASA), je souhaite la bienvenue à tous les délégués, surtout à ceux qui viennent de loin, d’autres parties du monde, pour être avec nous. Nous espérons que le Congrès sera un événement intellectuellement stimulant et socialement fructifère.

TASA est ravi de collaborer avec l’Association International de Sociologie (AIS) dans la célébration du XV ème Congrès Mondial de Sociologie. Ce congrès est, sans aucun doute, l’événement international le plus remarquable du calendrier sociologique, avec une portée qui s’étend au-delà des bornes de la discipline. Le Congrès offre un tremplin pour élever le profil public de la Sociologie et intensifier sa contribution au débat public.

C’est de plusieurs façons que le Congrès Mondial offre un chemin pour la rencontre entre “le local” et “le global”; donc nous confions que, pendant votre séjour en Australie, vous profiterez de l’occasion de réfléchir à la signification globale des développements dans la zone Asie-Pacifique autant plus que vous deviendrez un peu plus éclaircis sur la société australienne et la sociologie australienne.

Je voudrais bien exprimer mes remerciement infinis à tous les membres de l’TASA et de l’AIS, notamment au comité local organisateur et au comité exécutif de l’AIS, qui ont travaillé sans pause et avec une diligence extrême pour que le XV Congrès de Sociologie soit un événement inoubliable. Le moment est arrivé de réfléchir sur notre discipline, nous congratuler de nos accomplissements et de jouir du gemeinschaft de la sociologie.

Dr John Germov
Président de l’Association Australienne de Sociologie
Bienvenida del Presidente de la Asociación Australiana de Sociología

Estimados Colegas,

En nombre de los miembros de la Asociación Australiana de Sociología, quisiera dar una calurosa bienvenida a todos los delegados, en particular, a aquellos que han hecho un largo viaje desde distintas partes del mundo para estar con nosotros. Esperamos que el Congreso sea un acontecimiento intelectualmente estimulante y socialmente fructífero.

La Asociación Australiana de Sociología (TASA) está encantada de colaborar con la Asociación Internacional de Sociología (AIS) en celebrar el XV Congreso Mundial de Sociología. El Congreso Mundial es, sin duda, el acontecimiento internacional más significativo en el calendario sociológico, con un impacto que va más allá de las fronteras de la disciplina. El Congreso ofrece un trampolín para elevar el perfil público de la sociología e intensificar su contribución al debate público.

En muchos aspectos el Congreso Mundial abre una avenida para el nexo de “lo global” y “lo local”; así que cuando estéis en Australia, confiamos en que aprovechéis la oportunidad para reflexionar sobre el significado global de los desarrollos en la región Asia-Pacífico y para llegar a conocer mejor la sociedad australiana y la sociología australiana.

Agradezco inmensamente a todos los miembros de la TASA y de la AIS, en particular al Comité Local Organizador y al Comité Ejecutivo de la AIS, quien ha trabajado sin descanso y diligentemente para hacer del XV Congreso Mundial de Sociología un acontecimiento inolvidable. Ahora es tiempo de reflexionar sobre nuestra disciplina, sentirse orgulloso de nuestros logros y disfrutar del gemeinschaft de la sociología.

Dr John Germov
President, The Australian Sociological Association
Introduction and Acknowledgements

The program for this Congress is an enormous undertaking. There are close to 2,700 papers distributed across 800 academic sessions and other events.

The complexity of the program reflects the complexity of the ISA itself. The bulk of sessions are sponsored by the Research Committees (RC01, RC02 etc.), Thematic Groups (TG) and Working Groups (WG). The Research Committees sponsor their own programs but also combine to sponsor Joint Sessions of the Research Committees (JS).

The Program Committee of the ISA organises the plenary sessions of the conference that occupy the Morning Program. It also sponsors the Guest Sessions (GS) of the Congress and the Authors Meet Readers (AR) sessions in the evening. In addition it sponsors groups who, in turn, organise the Ad Hoc sessions.

Other entities within the ISA run their own sessions. Language Communities (LC), National Associations (NA) and Regional Associations (RA). Furthermore the ISA itself sponsors the Presidential Sessions and has its own administrative meetings during the course of the Congress.

We have kept track of the Afternoon Program and other events through their sponsors. Each session code contains a reference to the sponsor as its first four characters. The relationship of sponsors to sessions is summarized in the diagram overleaf. The sessions of the Morning Program are coded by type of session, Thematic Symposia (TSY), Focused Sessions (FS) and Special Sessions (SS).

Pulling the program together from information supplied by session organisers and information supplied independently through The Meeting Planners has been an enormous task. It was, effectively, achieved between May 1 and June 11 a period of just 5 weeks. Many people worked long hours to make this happen. I want to sincerely thank the consultants at Electronic Productivity Solutions Pty Ltd who got us over the biggest hurdles and Melanie Yelland and other staff at The Meeting Planners who carried us through to the end. Final thanks to Anne and Geof who kept me sane and Nikki, Matilda and Polly who reminded me that other lives are possible after this Congress.

Malcolm Alexander
Scientific Program Coordinator,
Local Organizing Committee
About TASA

TASA began its life in 1963 as the Sociological Association of Australia and New Zealand, incorporated in 1968 and in 1988 changed its name to TASA. TASA members include sociologists and social scientists consisting of academics, postgraduate and undergraduate students, public servants, consultants and social researchers. TASA is a vibrant and dynamic association that is particularly attuned to the interests of its membership. It holds annual conferences and produces a refereed journal, a newsletter, a membership directory, a website and maintains an email list. It bestows several prestigious awards, including the Jean Martin Award for best PhD, the Best Paper in the Journal of Sociology Award and the occasional awards for Service to Australian Sociology. TASA has long been a 'collective member' of the ISA.

TASA Membership Benefits

TASA membership offers sociologists numerous ways to enhance their careers through professional activities, scholarly information exchange and networking opportunities. TASA membership includes the following benefits:

- **Journal of Sociology**: 4 issues per year published by Sage
- **Nexus newsletter**: 3 issues per year
- **TASA Directory**: listing members’ areas of interest, contact details, and contact details for all Sociology Departments in Australia and New Zealand.
- **Conference discounts**: for the annual TASA sociology conference, and the conferences of the American Sociological Association (ASA), British Sociological Association (BSA) and the Sociological Association of Aotearoa/NZ (SAANZ).
- **Discounts on all TASA Teaching & Professional Development publications**
- **Eligibility for TASA Awards**: Jean Martin Award (best PhD thesis); Service to Australian Sociology Award, and Best Paper in the Journal of Sociology Award.
- **Access to the TASA e-list and the Members-only section of TASAweb**: with access to new sociology positions and scholarships, the full text of TASA Publications such as Refereed Conference Proceedings, TASA policies and reports, Nexus newsletter online...
- **Discount student membership** is available
- **Members receive discounts on advertising rates** for Nexus and TASAweb

You can join TASA by using our online membership form and secure payment facilities at TASAweb: www.tasa.org.au
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Congress Information

Venue Information:
The XV World Congress of Sociology will be held in Brisbane, Australia, at the Brisbane Convention Centre, the Gardens Point Campus of Queensland University of Technology and Griffith University – Queensland College of Art (South Bank Precinct) from July 7-13, 2002. Accommodation is also provided by the residential Colleges at the University of Queensland.

For further information please refer to the following:
- Brisbane Convention Centre – www.brisconex.com.au
- Griffith University – www.gu.edu.au
- Queensland University of Technology – www.qut.edu.au
- University of Queensland – www.uq.edu.au

Summary of Social Functions

Sunday 7th July 2002
Welcome Reception – Barbecue by the Lagoon
7.00pm South Bank Precinct, Brisbane
The Welcome Reception to the XVth World Congress will provide the warm hospitality for which Australia is deservedly famous, in an award winning outdoors setting in beautiful riverfront Brisbane. You will be able to swim in the South Bank lagoon, listen to music, enjoy live entertainment, and eat to your heart’s content from a selection of barbecue items. Join us, meet your colleagues and experience Australia in style! The Welcome Reception is inclusive for registered delegates, however accompanying persons are required to purchase a ticket.

Wednesday 10th July 2002
Dusk Picnic in the Botanic Gardens
4.30pm Brisbane Botanic Gardens
Come and catch up with old friends, meet new ones, and benefit from the beautiful setting, the views, and the outdoors that are so central to our way of life in subtropical Queensland. This evening is a celebration of our Coming together. Make sure to buy a ticket and let us entertain you at the Brisbane Botanic Gardens. The Dusk Picnic is not inclusive for registered delegates. All participants are required to purchase a ticket.

Special Event: Publishers Round Table

HOW TO GET YOUR SCHOLARLY BOOK PUBLISHED IN A SCHOLARLY JOURNAL

Wednesday 10th July 2002
Publishers' Roundtable Wednesday 10 July, Mezz2 at BCEC from 12.30, sponsored by SAGE Publications: This will comprise short presentations on scholarly book and journal publishing with Q&A. In attendance Robin Derricourt, author of "An Author's Guide to Scholarly Publishing" and Managing Director of UNSW Press; Elizabeth Weiss, Allen&Unwin; Ian Eastment, Marketing Director, SAGE Publications; Chris Rojek, Sociology Publisher, SAGE Publications.
Congress Exhibitors

- Allen and Unwin
- The Australian Institute of Family Studies
- Blackwell Publishers
- Brill Academic Publishers
- Cambridge Scientific Abstracts
- DA Information Services
- Elsevier Science
- Footprint Books
- MAXqda
- Oxford University Press
- Palgrave Macmillian
- Sage Publications
- TASA/APSA
- Taylor & Francis
PROGRAM STRUCTURE

Session Sponsors

Presidential Sessions (PS1, PS2)*
Guest Sessions (GS01 to GS04)*

Thematic Symposia (TSY)*
Focused Sessions (FS)*
Special Sessions (SS)*
Authors Meet Readers (AR)

Ad Hoc Sessions
(AH01_01 to AH09_01)

RC01_01 to RC01_14
RC02_01 to RC02_14
RC03_01 to RC03_14
RC53_01 to RC53_14

Joint Sessions of the
Research Committees
J_01_04_52 to J_30_52

National Associations NAFR, NARU etc
Language Communities LCFR, LCSP etc
Regional Associations RAIB, RAPS

* = Morning Program
ACADEMIC SESSIONS PROGRAM
## Timetable of Academic Sessions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2002</th>
<th>9:00-12:00 Morning</th>
<th>13:30-15:15 Early Afternoon</th>
<th>15:30-17:15 Late Afternoon</th>
<th>17:30 Early Evening</th>
<th>20:00-21:45 Evening</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sunday</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Opening Ceremonies, Presidential Address, Reception</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 July</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Monday</strong></td>
<td>Presidential Session 1</td>
<td>RC, WG, TG Sessions of National Associations</td>
<td>RC, WG, TG Sessions of Language Communities Guest session</td>
<td>Various Events (Some Sessions)</td>
<td>RC, WG, TG Ad Hoc Authors Meet the Readers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 July</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tuesday</strong></td>
<td>5 Parallel Symposia Sessions on the Congress Theme, Focused Sessions of RC</td>
<td>RC, WG, TG Sessions of National Associations</td>
<td>RC, WG, TG Sessions of Language Communities Guest session</td>
<td>Various Events (Some Sessions)</td>
<td>RC, WG, TG Ad Hoc Authors Meet the Readers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 July</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wednesday</strong></td>
<td>5 Parallel Symposia Sessions on the Congress Theme, Focused Sessions of RC</td>
<td>RC, WG, TG Sessions of National Associations</td>
<td>RC, WG, TG Sessions of Language Communities Guest session</td>
<td>Picnic in the Park (Some Sessions)</td>
<td>RC, WG, TG Ad Hoc Authors Meet the Readers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 July</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thursday</strong></td>
<td>5 Parallel Symposia Sessions on the Congress Theme, Focused Sessions of RC</td>
<td>RC, WG, TG Sessions of National Associations</td>
<td>RC, WG, TG Sessions of Language Communities Guest session</td>
<td>Various Events (Some Sessions)</td>
<td>RC, WG, TG Ad Hoc Authors Meet the Readers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 July</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Friday</strong></td>
<td>6 Parallel Special Sessions, Focused Sessions of RC</td>
<td>RC, WG, TG Sessions of National Associations</td>
<td>RC, WG, TG Sessions of Language Communities Guest session</td>
<td>Various Events (Some Sessions)</td>
<td>RC, WG, TG Ad Hoc Authors Meet the Readers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 July</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Saturday</strong></td>
<td>Presidential Session II and Mattei Dogan Foundation Prize for Distinguished Career in Sociology, Installation of New President</td>
<td>RC, WG, TG Sessions of National Associations</td>
<td>RC, WG, TG Sessions of Language Communities Guest session</td>
<td>Various Events (Some Sessions)</td>
<td>RC, WG, TG Ad Hoc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 July</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Abbreviations:
- **RC:** Research Committees of the ISA
- **TG:** Thematic Groups of the ISA
- **WG:** Working Groups of the ISA
- **NA:** National Associations
- **LC:** Language Communities
- **RG:** Regional Associations

These sections of the ISA sponsor Congress sessions in their own right but also combine to sponsor **Joint Sessions of the Research Committees (JS).**

The Congress also comprises Presidential Sessions (PS), Thematic Symposia (TSY), Focused Sessions of the Research Committees (FS), Special Sessions (SS), Guest Sessions (GS) and Authors meets the Readers (AR) organised by the Program Committee of the ISA. There are also a number of other events (OE).

### Room Allocations
All morning sessions are held in the Brisbane Convention and Exhibition Centre (BCEC). The afternoon sessions are held at the Gardens Point campus of QUT (QUT-GP) and in the Griffith University, Queensland College of Art (GU-QCA) Lecture Theatre. All Research Committees have 'home rooms' at these sites. The Thematic Groups (TG), Working Groups (WG), and Ad Hoc (AH) sessions are in W block of the QUT Gardens Point Campus. The Guest Sessions (GS) are in L501A and the Authors Meet the Readers (AR) are in QUT-GP-S403.
# ISA Administrative Meetings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event Details</th>
<th>Venue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sunday 7 July</td>
<td>09:30-11:30</td>
<td>Research Council (1st meeting) Business meeting</td>
<td>Rydges, Room B1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13:00-15:00</td>
<td>Council of National Associations (1st meeting) Business meeting</td>
<td>Rydges, Room B1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday 10 July</td>
<td>20:00-22:00</td>
<td>Assembly of Council Election of President and Vice-President</td>
<td>Rydges, Room B3&amp;4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday 11 July</td>
<td>17:30-19:30</td>
<td>Council of National Associations (2nd Meeting) Election of 8 members of the ISA Executive Committee</td>
<td>Rydges, Room B3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20:00-22:00</td>
<td>Research Council (2nd Meeting) Election of 8 members of the ISA Executive Committee</td>
<td>Rydges, Room B1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday 12 July</td>
<td>17:30-19:30</td>
<td>Training Session for the Steering Boards of Research Committees</td>
<td>Rydges, Room B3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday 13 July</td>
<td>13:30-15:15</td>
<td>New ISA Executive Committee Meeting</td>
<td>BCC, M5&amp;6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Opening Ceremony and Presidential Addresses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17:30 pm</td>
<td>1. Introduction/Opening Remarks (Jake Najman 2 – 3 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:35 pm</td>
<td>2. Welcome from Indigenous Community Maroochy Baramba and Wakka Wakka Dance Troupe (15 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:50 pm</td>
<td>3. Welcome from John Hay UQ – Vice Chancellor (10 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18:00 pm</td>
<td>4. Welcome from John Germovy – TASA (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18:05 pm</td>
<td>5. Opening Ceremony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18:30 pm</td>
<td>6. Presidential Address – Alberto Martinelli – “Markets, Governments, Communities and Global Governance”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19:15 pm</td>
<td>7. Close – Move to Lagoon BBQ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Timetable of Sessions

**Sunday, 7 July 2002 - Morning Sessions: 09:30 - 12:00**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Council (1st Meeting) Business Meeting (ISA_RC1)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chair:</td>
<td>TBA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Location: Rydges-B1*
Monday, 8 July 2002 - Morning Sessions: 09:00 - 12:00

Presidential Session I: Global Order or Divided World (PS01)
Chair:
Alberto Martinelli (Università Degli Studi Di Milano, Italy)

Location: BCEC-Great-Hall

Keynote Papers:

Alain Touraine (École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales, France), *Is it possible to avoid a global disorder?*

Neil J Smelser (University of California, United States of America), *Pressures for continuity in the context of globalization*

Elisa Reis (Federal University of Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ), Brazil), *Global world, multiple angles, one sociological community*

Margaret Archer (University of Warwick, United Kingdom), *The disappearance of institutional subsidiarity*
Tuesday, 9 July 2002 - Morning Sessions: 09:00 - 12:00

**Thematic Symposium I: Inequality and Exclusion. Session 1: Global Perspectives (TSY01_01)**

Chair:
Sujata Patel (University of Pune, India)

**Authors and Papers:**

- Huang Ping (China), *Globalisation and inequality in contemporary China*
- Michael Hout (UC-Berkeley, United States of America), *Growing Inequality and Social Mobility*
- Goran Therborn (Swedish Collegium for Advanced Study in Social Sciences, Sweden), *Dimensions and Processes of Global Inequalities*

**Thematic Symposium II: Knowledge, Creativity and Communication. Session 1: Knowledge and Social Change in Contemporary Societies (TSY02_01)**

Chair:
Arnaud Sales (Université de Montréal, Canada)

**Authors and Papers:**

- Nico Stehr (FZ Karlsruhe/GKSS, Germany), *Modern Societies as Knowledge Societies*
- Jerald Hage (University of Maryland, United States of America), *Integrating Meso Organisational and Macro Theories Relative to Evolution in Organisational Populations: Knowledge and Patterns of Consolidation and Differentiation*
- Karin Knorr Cetina (Universität Bielefeld, Germany), *InfoKnowledge: Some Epistemic Transitions in a Knowledge Society*
- Arnaud Sales (Université de Montréal, Canada), *Knowledge, Reflexive Creativity, Communication and Social Change*

**Thematic Symposium III: Sexuality, Families and Forms of Intimacy. Session 1: Conceptual and socio-cultural dimensions (TSY03_01)**

Chair:
Stella Quah (National University of Singapore, Singapore)

**Authors and Papers:**

- David Klein (University of Notre Dame, United States of America), *Theoretical and methodological issues for future research on sexuality and intimacy*
- François De Singly (University of Paris V - La Sorbonne, France), *Personal intimacy and conjugal intimacy*
- Fumie Kumagai (Kyorin University, Japan), *Asian families in the information age society: a paradigm shift*
- Phyllis Moen (Cornell University, USA) *Couples and Careers: New Dimensions of Intimacy*
Thematic Symposium IV: The Ambivalence of Social Change. Panel I: The Evolving Theory of Cultural Trauma (TSY04_01)

Chair:
Piotr Sztompka (Jagiellonian University, Poland)

Location: BCEC-Great-Hall-4

Authors and Papers:

Bernhard Giesen, *The Trauma of Perpetrators: Culturalist Approach*

Neil J Smelser (University of California, United States of America), *The Attacks of September 11, 2001 as Cultural Trauma*

Krzysztof Zagorski (CBOS - Public Opinion Research, Poland), *Post-communist Trauma: Transformation Shock and Transformation Legitimacy*

Jeffrey Alexander (Yale University, United States of America), *The Social Construction of Cultural Trauma*

Piotr Sztompka (Jagiellonian University, Poland), *Introduction: The Trauma of Social Change*

Thematic Symposium V: Difference and Politics. Panel I: Towards a Sociology of Difference: Orienting Perspective (TSY05_01)

Chair:
Jeffrey Alexander (Yale University, United States of America)

Location: BCEC-Mezz-1

Authors and Papers:

Michel Wieviorka (Cadin, France), *The Making of Cultural Difference*

Nilufar Gole (École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales, France), *Opening sociology to the perspective of non-western modernities*

Jeffrey Alexander (Yale University, United States of America), *Rethinking Strangeness: From Structures in Space to Discourses in Civil Society*

Commentator:
Craig Calhoun (Social Science Research Council, United States of America)

Integrative Focused Session 1: Rising challenges for the next millennium: globalisations, migration, work and urbanisation. RC02, RC21, RC30 and RC31 (FS01)

Chair:
Dennis McNamara (Georgetown University, USA)

Location: BCEC-Mezz-2

Keynote Paper:

Saskia Sassen, (University of Chicago, USA) *Unable to attend. Paper withdrawn.*

Commentators:

Dennis McNamara (Georgetown University, USA)
Han Entzinger (Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Netherlands)
Alice Abreu (CNPq / UFRJ, Brazil)
Soledad Garcia (Universidad de Barcelona, Spain)
Wednesday, 10 July 2002 - Morning Sessions: 09:00 - 12:00

**Thematic Symposium I: Inequality and Exclusion. Session 2: Areas of Inequality and Exclusion (TSY01_02)**

**Chair:**
Elisa Reis (Federal University of Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ), Brazil)

**Location:** BCEC-Great-Hall-1

**Authors and Papers:**

Denny Vägerö (CHESS, Stockholm University, Sweden), *Inequalities of health: national, European and global perspectives*

Katalin Tausz, *Poverty and Inequality in Eastern Europe*

Markku Kivinen (Aleksanteri-Institute Finnish Centre for Russian and East European Studies, Finland), *Classes in the Making? Russian social structure in the transition*

Arne Kalleberg (University of North Carolina, United States of America), *Changing Employment Relations and Labour Market Inequality*

**Thematic Symposium II: Knowledge, Creativity and Communication. Session 2: The Social Processes of Creativity (TSY02_02)**

**Chair:**
Mareel Fournier (Université de Montréal, Canada)

**Location:** BCEC-Great-Hall-2

**Authors and Papers:**

Randall Collins (University of Pennsylvania, United States of America), *The Creativity of Social Networks and the Struggle over Attention Space*

Sergio Miceli, *Social Experiences and Artistic Constraints in Emerging Art Market*

Josh Guetzkow, *Evaluating Creative Minds: How Funding Panels Define Originality in Research?*

Marcel Fournier (Université de Montréal, Canada), *Evaluating Creative Minds: How Funding Panels Define Originality in Research?*

Gregoire Mallard, *Evaluating Creative Minds: How Funding Panels Define Originality in Research?*

Roxane Bernier, *Evaluating Creative Minds: How Funding Panels Define Originality in Research?*

Michele Lamont (Princeton University, United States of America), *Evaluating Creative Minds: How Funding Panels Define Originality in Research?*

Hans Joas (Free University of Berlin, Germany) *The Creation of Human Rights - A study about the articulation of moral feelings*
Thematic Symposium III: Sexuality, Families and Forms of Intimacy. Session 2: Conflict and conflict resolution (TSY03_02)

Chair: Bernadette Bawin-Legros (University of Liège-Belgium, Belgium)

Location: BCEC-Great-Hall-3

Authors and Papers:

Jean Kellerhals (University of Geneva, Switzerland), *Types of interactions: Problems and coping in contemporary families*

Ulla Björnberg (Göteborg University, Sweden), *Making arrangements and managing conflict: Swedish dual earner couples in theory and practice*

Susan McDaniel (University of Alberta, Canada), *Tangled hierarchies and strange loops: Challenges of a risk society of intimate relations*

Thematic Symposium IV: The Ambivalence of Social Change. Panel II: Perceiving and experiencing ambivalent outcomes of change in various countries (TSY04_02)

Chair: Raquel Sosa Elizaga (UNAM, Mexico)

Location: BCEC-Great-Hall-4

Authors and Papers:

Anibal Quijano (Peru), *Totality, Power and Knowledge*

Nancy Cardia (NEV, Brazil), *Victimizing the Victims*

Jerzy J. Smolicz (Adelaide University, Australia), *The Cultural Trauma of Australian Aborigines*

Ari Sitas (University of Natal, South Africa), *Of Land, Bones and Money: the making of the pillars of a national compromise*

Thematic Symposium V: Difference and Politics. Panel II: Difference and Domination (TSY05_02)

Chair: Nilufer Gole (École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales, France)

Location: BCEC-Mezz-1

Authors and Papers:

Karen Vintges (University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands), *Endorsing Practices of Freedom. Feminism in a Global Perspective*

Christine Inglis (University of Sydney, Australia), *Domesticating Diversity: Multiculturalism in a Changing World*

Kevin McDonald (University of Melbourne, Australia), *Difference, domination and the experience of action*

Commentator: Danielle Juteau (Université de Montréal, Canada)
**Integrative Focused Session 2: The ambivalence of participation in organisational change. Challenges for democracy and efficiency.** RC10, RC17, RC18, RC26, RC32 and RC36 (FS02)

**Chair:**
Alain Chouraqui (Cnrs (Lest), France)

**Location:** BCEC-Mezz-2

**Authors and Papers:**

Lauren Langman (Loyola University of Chicago, United States of America), *Globalisation Past, Present and Future*

Jon Alexander (Carleton University, United States of America), *Participatory Social Engineering: Democracy by Design*

Jean-François Chanlat, *To be confirmed*

David Dunkerley (University of Glamorgan, United Kingdom), *It's Europe, Jim, but not as we know it - Changing Conceptions of 'Europe' and Citizenship*

Kiran Mirchandani (University of Toronto, Canada), *Telework: Catalyst for Change or Tonic for the Status Quo?*

György Széll (University of Osnabrück, Germany), *The Ambivalence of Participation - some historical perspectives*
Thursday, 11 July 2002 - Morning Sessions: 09:00 - 12:00

**Thematic Symposium I: Inequality and Exclusion. Session 3: Cultural Dimensions (TSY01_03)**

**Chair:**
Goran Therborn (Swedish Collegium for Advanced Study in Social Sciences, Sweden)

**Location:** BCEC-Great-Hall-1

**Authors and Papers:**
- **Peter Weingart** (University of Bielefeld, Germany), *Inequalities of Knowledge*
- **Elisa Reis** (Federal University of Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ), Brazil), *Elite Perceptions of Inequality*
- **Michele Lamont** (Princeton University, United States of America), *Cultures of Inequality: A Research Agenda*

**Thematic Symposium II: Knowledge, Creativity and Communication. Session 3: New Information technologies, communication and networks: towards new forms of community? (TSY02_03)**

**Chair:**
Arnaud Sales (Université de Montréal, Canada)

**Location:** BCEC-Great-Hall-2

**Authors and Papers:**
- **John Urry** (Lancaster University, United Kingdom), *Mobilities, Networks and Communities*
- **Steve Fuller** (University of Warwick, United Kingdom), *Social Capital Is Capital by More Polite Means: How Information Technology Exacerbates the Traditional Problems of Capitalism*
- **Barry Wellman** (University of Toronto, Canada), *Living Networked in the Wired World*
- **Craig Calhoun** (Social Science Research Council, United States of America), *Information Technology and the Public Sphere*

**Thematic Symposium III: Sexuality, Families and Forms of Intimacy. Session 3: Cross-cultural meanings in the context of HIV/AIDS (TSY03_03)**

**Chair:**
Jake M Najman (University of Queensland, Australia)

**Location:** BCEC-Great-Hall-3

**Authors and Papers:**
- **Jenna Mahay**, *Sex, intimacy and family life in the United States*
- **Edward O Laumann**, *Sex, intimacy and family life in the United States*
- **Genevieve Paicheler** (Cnrs/ermes, France), *From traditional models to blurred boundaries and fuzzy identities*
- **Yoosik Youm**, *Sex, intimacy and family life in the United States*
- **Michael Dunne**, *Sexual health and the Australian population*
- **Lorne Tepperman** (University of Toronto, Canada), *Strategies of disclosure in a HIV-positive population*
- **Liviana Calzavara**, *Strategies of disclosure in a HIV-positive population*
Thematic Symposium IV: The Ambivalence of Social Change. Panel III: Coping with and overcoming ambivalence (TSY04_03)

Chair:
Nikita Pokrovsky (Moscow State University/State University-Higher School of Economics, Russia)

Authors and Papers:
Peter Atteslander (Swiss Academy for Development, Switzerland), *Cross Cultural Anomie Research: Concepts and Practical Implications to Development Policies*

George Ritzer (University of Maryland, United States of America), *Anomie in McDonaldized Systems and the New Means of Consumption: An Inversion of the Durkheimian Approach*

Alexander Filippov (Moscow School of Social and Economic Sciences, Russia), *Anomie as Heterotopia on the Post-Communist Space*

Nikita Pokrovsky (Moscow State University/State University-Higher School of Economics, Russia), *Opening Remarks: New Facets of Anomie in a Globalised World*

Thematic Symposium V: Difference and Politics. Panel III: Difference and Plurality (TSY05_03)

Chair:
Michel Wieviorka (Cadis, France)

Authors and Papers:
Ken Thompson (The Open University, United Kingdom), *Difference and Diaspora: Negotiating Ethnic Identity through the New Technologies*

Alain Touraine (École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales, France), *Difference and Equality*

Shmuel N Eisenstadt, *Pluralistic and Totalistic Tendencies in the Contemporary Multiple Modernities*

Commentator:
Ron Eyerman (Copenhagen University, Denmark)

Integrative Focused Session 3: "Who is the "We" in the "How do we know?: some issues behind the new methodologies and our efforts to transform society. RC09, RC32 and RC38 (FS03)

Chair:
Marilyn Porter (Memorial University, Canada)

Organisers:
Kathy Davis (Utrecht University, The Netherlands)
Ulrike Schuerkens (Humboldt University, France)

Authors and Papers:
Phillip McMichael (Cornell University, United States of America), *How does the anti-globalisation movement constitute globalisation? An incorporated comparison perspective*

Ulrike Schuerkens (Humboldt University, France), *Structure/agency" in recent studies on social transformations*

Kathy Davis (Utrecht University, The Netherlands), *Between two social spaces: sociology and social practice*

Victoria Semenova (Russia), *Between two social spaces: sociology and social practice*

Marilyn Porter (Memorial University, Canada), *Is there still a role for the social researcher?*
Friday, 12 July 2002 - Morning Sessions: 09:00 - 12:00

Special Session 1: The social world of the Asia-Pacific region in the age of globalisation and innovation in information technology (SS01)

Chair:
Christine Inglis (University of Sydney, Australia)
Shujiro Yazawa (Hitotsubashi University, Japan)

Location: BCEC-Great-Hall-1

Authors and Papers:
Kenji Kawasaki (Komazawa University, Japan), Is Singapore Really an Alternative Model?: A Sociological Meaning of Informational Policy and Cultural Issues In Singapore?
Emma Porio (Ateneo De Manila University, Philippines), State, Civil Society Movements, and Democratisation in Asia: Prospects and Challenges in the New Millennium
Ming-Chang Tsai (National Taipei University, Taiwan), National Politics, Economic Restructuring and Human Development in the Third World: Implications for Asian Countries
Sang-Jin Han (Seoul National University, Korea), Netizens and Citizens: The Impact of the IT Revolution on Democratic Politics

Discussants:
Riaz Hassan (Flinders University of South Australia, Australia)
Kokichi Shoji (University of Tokyo, Japan)

Special Session 2: National and Regional Sociologies (Roundtable). Part 1: American Sociology: Hegemony and Its Limitations (SS02_1)

Chair:
Goran Therborn (Swedish Collegium for Advanced Study in Social Sciences, Sweden)
Sujata Patel (University of Pune, India)

Location: BCEC-Great-Hall-2

Authors and Papers:
Layi Erinosho (Ogun State University, Nigeria), African Sociology
Mike Forrest Keen (Indiana University South Bend, USA), Central and Eastern European Sociology in the Post-Communist Era
Sujata Patel (University of Pune, India), Sociology for the Nation and the Nation-State: Lessons from its Making in India
Cynthia Bautista (University of the Philippines, Philippines), Doing Sociology in Asia: Reflections on Developments in Teaching and Research
Alice Abreu (CNPq / UFRJ, Brazil), A (strong) voice from the South: Latin American Sociology Today
Craig Calhoun (Social Science Research Council, United States of America), Recognising and Misrecognising the American Model

Authors and Papers continued overleaf
Francine Descarries (Université du Québec à Montréal, Canada), *The Hegemony of the English Language in the Academy: the Damaging Impact of the Socio-cultural and Linguistic Barriers on the Development of Feminist Knowledge, Theories and Strategies*

Mattei Dogan (CNRS, France), *The USA: Primacy or Hegemony?*

Janusz Mucha (Nicholas Copernicus University, Poland), *Central and Eastern European Sociology in the Post-Communist Era*

Discussant:

Goran Therborn (Swedish Collegium for Advanced Study in Social Sciences, Sweden)

**Special Session 3: Women's movement at the verge of the XXI century: achievements and new challenges (SS03)**

**Chair:**

Jan Marie Fritz (University of Cincinnati, United States of America)
Linda Christiansen-Ruffman (Saint Mary's University, Canada)

**Authors and Papers:**

Paola Melchiori (Crinali-Free University of Women, Italy), *Visibility and Invisibility of Women's Political Practices*

Kalpana Kannabiran (NALSAR University of Law and Asmita Resource Centre For Women, India), *Feminism and the Cultures of Politics: Reflections on India*

Linda Christiansen-Ruffman (Saint Mary's University, Canada), *TBA*

Patricia McFadden, *Women's Movements: An African Feminist Perspective*

Angela Miles (University of Toronto, Canada), *White Western Feminism and Global Feminist Solidarity: Multi-centred Alternatives to Corporate Globalisation*

**Special Session 4: New wave of radical mobilisation (SS04)**

**Chair:**

Bert Klandermans (Free University, The Netherlands)
Claus Offe (Humboldt-University, Germany)

**Authors and Papers:**

Margaret Levi (University of Washington, USA), *Coalitions of Contention: The Case of the WTO Protests in Seattle*

Gillian Murphy (University of Washington, United States of America), *Coalitions of Contention: The Case of the WTO Protests in Seattle*

Hans-Jurgen Puhle (Goethe-Universität Frankfurt, Germany), *Old wines in new skins, or do constellations make a difference? New global anti-globalism and its challenges*

Shalini Randeria (University of Munich, Germany), *Between the Cunning State and International Institutions: Dilemmas of Social Movements in India*
Friday - Morning Sessions

**Special Session 5: Legal institutions in crisis (Continuation in RC12 Sociology of Law) (SS05)**

**Chair:**
Piotr Sztompka (Jagiellonian University, Poland)
Vincenzo Ferrari (Universita Degli Studi Di Milano, Italy)

**Location:** QUT-GP-S403

**Authors and Papers:**

Thomas Heller, *Environment and Law*

William Chambliss, *On Penal Repression*

Biko Agozino (Indiana University of Pennsylvania, United States of America), *The crisis of authoritarianism and the democratisation of legal systems*

Peter Cane, *Private Law in the Regulatory State*

**Special Session 6: After Globalisation (SS06)**

**Chair:**
Christopher Chase-Dunn (University of California, United States of America)
Volker Bornschier (University of Zurich, Switzerland)

**Location:** BCEC-Mezz-2

**Authors and Papers:**

Urs Bruegger (Universität St. Gallen, Switzerland) *Global microstructures: virtual societies of financial markets*

Dimitri Ivanov (St. Petersburg State University, Russia), *Globalisation shifted for a virtualisation*

Arthur S Alderson (Indiana University, USA), *Globalisation and centralisation of power in world city system, 1981-2000: a neural network approach*

Jason Beckfield (Indiana University, United States of America), *Globalisation and centralisation of power in world city system, 1981-2000: a neural network approach*

Mark Herkenrath (University of Zurich, Switzerland), *Transnational corporations in global development: still the same harmful effects in an increasingly globalised world economy?*

Volker Bornschier (University of Zurich, Switzerland), *Transnational corporations in global development: still the same harmful effects in an increasingly globalised world economy?*

Joachim K Rennstich, *The new economy, the leadership cycle and the 19th K-wave*

Havard Hegre, *Globalisation and conflict: contrasting a liberal and a structural perspective*

Boris Holzer (University of Munich, Germany), *Post-globalisation or world society: anti-corporate protest*

Karim Knorr Cetina (Universität Bielefeld, Germany), *Global microstructures: virtual societies of financial markets*

Christian Suter, *Biotechnology and genetic engineering: a new technological style or a new technology controversy?*

Sylvia Walby (University of Leeds, United Kingdom), *Globalisation and new forms of democracy*

Nils Gleditsch (Prio, Norway), *Globalisation and conflict: contrasting a liberal and a structural perspective*

**Distributed Papers:**

Terry Nichols Clark (University of Chicago, United States of America), *Global exposure and wage inequalities in global cities*

Anne Bartlett, *Global exposure and wage inequalities in global cities*

Kathleen Fernicola, *Global exposure and wage inequalities in global cities*
Special Session 7: Sociological teaching in divided societies (SS07)

Chair:
Jennifer Platt (University of Sussex, United Kingdom)

Location: BCEC-Mezz-1

Authors and Papers:

Charles Crothers (Auckland University of Technology, New Zealand), *Dominion sociologies: sociological research and pedagogy in New Zealand and Australia*

Ari Sitas (University of Natal, South Africa), *Methods of teaching for South African circumstances*

John Holmwood (University of Sussex, United Kingdom), *Sociology in a multi-society nation: the Scottish case*
**Saturday, 13 July 2002 - Morning Sessions: 09:00 - 12:00**

**Presidential Session II: The Uses of Sociology (PS02)**

**Chair:**
Alberto Martinelli (Universitá Degli Studi Di Milano, Italy)

**Location:** BCEC-Great-Hall

**Keynote Papers:**

- **Huang Ping** (China), *Sociology and social problems research*
- **Alain Chouraqui** (Cnrs (Lest), France), *Sociologists and social actors*
- **Sandra Harding** (Queensland University of Technology, Australia), *Sociology, business and management*
- **Takako Sodei** (Ochanomizu University, Japan), *The sociology of aging*
- **John Braithwaite** (Australian National University, Australia), *Sociology and justice*
# Timetable of Sessions

## Sunday, 7 July 2002 - Early Afternoon: 13:00 - 15:15

**International Sociological Association**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISA</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Sociological Association</td>
<td>ISA: Council of National Associations (1st meeting): Business Meeting</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>Rydges-B1</td>
<td>ISA_CNA1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Sunday, 7 July 2002 - Early Afternoon: 14:00 - 16:15

**Research Committees**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RC Name</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC32 - Women in Society</td>
<td>Board Meeting</td>
<td>Ann Denis</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S408</td>
<td>RC32_BM1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Sunday, 7 July 2002 - Early Evening: 17:30 - 19:15

**Other Events**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OE</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other Events</td>
<td>Opening Ceremony, Presidential Address</td>
<td>Jake M Najman</td>
<td>BCEC-Great-Hall</td>
<td>OPCE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Sunday, 7 July 2002 - Early Evening: 19:00 - 21:15

**Other Events**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OE</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other Events</td>
<td>Welcome Reception: Barbeque by the Lagoon</td>
<td>Local Organising Committee</td>
<td>South Bank Lagoon</td>
<td>OE_WR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RC Name</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC01 - Armed Forces and Conflict Resolution</td>
<td>Session 1: Ambivalent colonial legacies: obstacles to effective democratisation in Africa</td>
<td>Benedict Ijomah</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S405A</td>
<td>RC01_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC02 - Economy and Society</td>
<td>Session 1: Asian models of economy and society</td>
<td>Dennis McNamara</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S310</td>
<td>RC02_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC03 - Community Research</td>
<td>Session 1a: Globalisation and Urban Processes</td>
<td>Alan Harding</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S413</td>
<td>RC03_01a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC04 - Sociology of Education</td>
<td>Session 1: Sociology of Education: Teachers, Curriculum, and Critical Ethnographies</td>
<td>Carlos Torres</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z304</td>
<td>RC04_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC05 - Ethnic, Race and Minority Relations</td>
<td>Session 1: Post-national identity and citizenship</td>
<td>Kogila Moodley</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S314</td>
<td>RC05_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC06 - Family Research</td>
<td>Session 1: Marriage, Family and Rational Choice</td>
<td>Bernard Nauck, Martin Martin</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S303</td>
<td>RC06_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC07 - Futures Research</td>
<td>Session 1: Keynote Speaker: Religious and Secular Values</td>
<td>Reimon Bachika</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z207</td>
<td>RC07_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC08 - History of Sociology</td>
<td>Session 1: The history of sociology in Australia and New Zealand</td>
<td>Peter Beilharz, Michael Crozier</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Q224</td>
<td>RC08_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC09 - Social Practice and Social Transformation</td>
<td>Session 1: Globalization, economic change and commercialization</td>
<td>Colin Mooers</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z802</td>
<td>RC09_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC10 - Participation and Self-Management</td>
<td>Session 1: Opening Session. Rising challenges of participation, organisational democracy and self-management in the globalization context. Los nuevos retos de la participación, la democracia organizacional y la autogestión en el contexto de la globalización</td>
<td>György Széll, Vera Vratusa</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z701</td>
<td>RC10_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC11 - Sociology of Aging</td>
<td>Special Session: Social exclusion at older ages</td>
<td>Martin Kohli</td>
<td>QUT-GP-O603</td>
<td>RC11_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC12 - Sociology of Law</td>
<td>Session 1: The Construction of Victimhood in the Field of Human Rights</td>
<td>Maria Luisa, Stephan Parmentier</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S301</td>
<td>RC12_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC13 - Sociology of Leisure</td>
<td>Session 1: Leisure futures</td>
<td>Francis Lobo</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S308</td>
<td>RC13_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC14 - Sociology of Communication, Knowledge and Culture</td>
<td>Session 1: Cultural Industries</td>
<td>Slavko Splichal</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z801</td>
<td>RC14_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC15 - Sociology of Health</td>
<td>Session 1: The Body</td>
<td>Alan Petersen</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S403</td>
<td>RC15_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC16 - Sociology of Organization</td>
<td>Session 1: Bureaucracy and Enterprises (A)</td>
<td>Paul Du Gay</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L306</td>
<td>RC17_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC19 - Poverty, Social Welfare and Social Policy</td>
<td>Session 1: Round Table Session - Family, Citizenship and gender - challenges for the welfare state</td>
<td>Thomas Boje</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S309</td>
<td>RC19_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC20 - Comparative Sociology</td>
<td>Session 1: Comparative Survey Research</td>
<td>Frederick Turner, Loek Halman</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L431</td>
<td>RC20_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC21 - Regional and Urban Development</td>
<td>Session 1: The Dynamics of Urban Poverty in Developing Countries</td>
<td>Ranvinder Singh, Sandhu</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Q218</td>
<td>RC21_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC22 - Sociology of Religion</td>
<td>Session 1: Religion in the global/local matrix</td>
<td>Joseph Tharamangalam</td>
<td>GU-QCA-LectTh</td>
<td>RC22_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC23 - Sociology of Science and Technology</td>
<td>Session 1: Knowledge and Social Change in Contemporary Societies</td>
<td>Karel Muller</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z606</td>
<td>RC23_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC24 - Environment and Society</td>
<td>Session 1: Environmental attitudes and behaviour</td>
<td>Riley Dunlap, Yoshy Mitsuda</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S410</td>
<td>RC24_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session Code</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Organizers/Participants</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC25</td>
<td>Sociolinguistics 1: Language and Education</td>
<td>Carolyn Baker</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z305</td>
<td>RC25_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC27</td>
<td>Sociology of Sport 1: Globalisation in sport: Analytical, theoretical and comparative issues 1</td>
<td>Kazu Matsumura Christopher Hallinan</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z208</td>
<td>RC27_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC28</td>
<td>Social Stratification 1: Family Processes and Stratification - I</td>
<td>Robert D Mare Louis-Andre Vallet</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z205</td>
<td>RC28_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC29</td>
<td>Deviance and Social Control 1: Imperialism, Crime and Criminology</td>
<td>Biko Agozino</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S306</td>
<td>RC29_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC32</td>
<td>Women in Society 1: Globalization, Gender and Social Change (Special Session on Congress Theme)</td>
<td>Esther Ngan-ling Chow Kalpana Kannabiran</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S408</td>
<td>RC32_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC33</td>
<td>Logic and Methodology in Sociology 1: Advances in Survey Methodology: New Methods in a new millennium</td>
<td>Gerty Lensvelt-Mulders</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z702</td>
<td>RC33_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC36</td>
<td>Alienation Theory and Research 1: Alienation and Social Institutions I</td>
<td>Ligaya Lindio-McGovern</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Q226</td>
<td>RC36_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC37</td>
<td>Sociology of Arts 1: Artistic Forms and Social Identities</td>
<td>Joao Gabriel LC Teixeira Gillian Bottomley</td>
<td>QUT-GP-M306</td>
<td>RC37_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC38</td>
<td>Biography and Sociology 1: Collective identities, social conflicts, and personal biographies 1</td>
<td>Gerhard Riemann</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z306</td>
<td>RC38_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC49</td>
<td>Mental Health and Illness 1: Living Conditions and Quality of Life of People with Chronic Mental Illness in Contemporary Societies</td>
<td>Reinhold Kilian</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S307</td>
<td>RC49_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC50</td>
<td>International Tourism 1: The Quotidian Tourist: Everyday Life and Beyond</td>
<td>Graham M S Dann</td>
<td>QUT-GP-O604</td>
<td>RC50_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC53</td>
<td>Sociology of Childhood 1: Ambivalent legacies and rising challenges (1): Childhood and sociological theory</td>
<td>Robert van Krieken</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z607</td>
<td>RC53_01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Guest Sessions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GS</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guest Sessions</td>
<td>The Internationalization of American Sociology: A Centennial Challenge for the ASA in 2005 and Beyond</td>
<td>Felice Levine</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L501A</td>
<td>GS01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Language Communities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LC</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Russian-Speaking Forum</td>
<td>Russian-Speaking Forum. Session 1: Russia and the World: Shifting Perspectives and Global Realities</td>
<td>Nikita Pokrovsky</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>LCRU_01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### National Associations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NA</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Italian Sociological Association</td>
<td>Italian Sociological Association</td>
<td>Roberto Cipriani</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z308</td>
<td>NA1T_01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Joint Sessions of Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JS</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joint Sessions of Research Committees</td>
<td>Joint Session of RC16 and RC14: Performativity and Performance 1</td>
<td>Dick Pels</td>
<td>QUT-GP-C405</td>
<td>J_14_16_1a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Monday, 8 July 2002 - Late Afternoon: 15:30 - 17:15

### Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RC Name</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC01 - Armed Forces and Conflict Resolution</td>
<td>Session 2: The military profession</td>
<td>Giuseppe Caforio</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S405A</td>
<td>RC01_02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC02 - Economy and Society</td>
<td>Session 2: Globalisation on the Ground: Processes and Structures</td>
<td>Volker Bornschier, Christopher Chase-Dunn</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S310</td>
<td>RC02_02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC03 - Community Research</td>
<td>Session 1b: Globalisation and Urban Processes</td>
<td>Anne Bartlett</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S413</td>
<td>RC03_01b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC04 - Sociology of Education</td>
<td>Session 2: Sociology of Education in Latin America: critical perspectives, questions and answers</td>
<td>Maria Teresa Sirvent, Silvia Llomovatte</td>
<td>QUT-GP-A208</td>
<td>RC04_02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC05 - Ethnic, Race and Minority Relations</td>
<td>Session 2: Gendering Racisms Intersectionalities - gender and ethnicity in the Diaspora</td>
<td>Nira Yuval-Davis</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S314</td>
<td>RC05_02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC06 - Family Research</td>
<td>Session 2: New Family Forms</td>
<td>Irene Levin, Jan Trost</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S303</td>
<td>RC06_02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC07 - Futures Research</td>
<td>Session 2: Panel Discussion: Values and moral concern</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z207</td>
<td>RC07_02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC08 - History of Sociology</td>
<td>Session 2: History of mainstream sociology in non-Western societies</td>
<td>Irmela Gorges</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Q224</td>
<td>RC08_02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC09 - Social Practice and Social Transformation</td>
<td>Session 2: Social transformation between global forces and local life</td>
<td>Ulrike Schuerkens</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z802</td>
<td>RC09_02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC10 - Participation and Self-Management</td>
<td>Session 2: Knowledge, creativity and communication: participation as a long learning process</td>
<td>Heinz Stuenker, Richard Ruzicka</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z701</td>
<td>RC10_02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC11 - Sociology of Aging</td>
<td>Session 1: State, market or community: policy responses to aging</td>
<td>Diane Gibson</td>
<td>QUT-GP-O603</td>
<td>RC11_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC12 - Sociology of Law</td>
<td>Session 2: The Sociology of Rights</td>
<td>Grazyna Skapska</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S301</td>
<td>RC12_02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC13 - Sociology of Leisure</td>
<td>Session 2: Leisure and Culture</td>
<td>Ishwar Modi</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S308</td>
<td>RC13_02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC14 - Sociology of Communication, Knowledge and Culture</td>
<td>Session 2: Public Sphere and Democracy</td>
<td>Alberto Moncada</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z801</td>
<td>RC14_02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC15 - Sociology of Health</td>
<td>Session 2: Gender and health</td>
<td>Ellen Annandale</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S403</td>
<td>RC15_02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC17 - Sociology of Organization</td>
<td>Session 2: Bureaucracy and Enterprises (B)</td>
<td>Paul Du Gay</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L306</td>
<td>RC17_02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC19 - Poverty, Social Welfare and Social Policy</td>
<td>Session 2: Round Table Session - Family, Citizenship and Gender, challenges for the welfare state 2</td>
<td>Thomas Boje</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S309</td>
<td>RC19_02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC21 - Regional and Urban Development</td>
<td>Session 2a: Urban Development and Social Inequality in Latin America (Desarrollo urbano y desigualdad social en América Latina): segregación socio-espacial y exclusión (socio-spatial segregation and exclusion)</td>
<td>Maria Luisa Loures Seoane, Fernando Diaz Orueta</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Q218</td>
<td>RC21_02a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session Title</td>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Speaker(s)</td>
<td>Code</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XV World Congress of Sociology Monday - Late Afternoon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC21 - Regional and Urban Development</td>
<td>Session 2b: Urban Development and Social Inequality in Latin America (Desarrollo urbano y desigualdad social en americ a latina): hábitat y medio ambiente (habitat and environment)</td>
<td>Fernando Diaz Orueta Maria Luisa Loures Seoane</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC21 - Regional and Urban Development</td>
<td>Session 2c: Urban Development and Social Inequality in Latin America (Desarrollo urbano y desigualdad social en americ a latina): cultura e identidad (culture and identity)</td>
<td>Fernando Diaz Orueta Maria Luisa Loures Seoane</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC21 - Regional and Urban Development</td>
<td>Session 2d: Urban Development and Social Inequality in Latin America (Desarrollo urbano y desigualdad social en americ a latina): desarrollo regional (regional development).</td>
<td>Fernando Diaz Orueta Maria Luisa Loures Seoane</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC22 - Sociology of Religion</td>
<td>Session 2: Revisiting Identity and Religion I</td>
<td>Hans Mol</td>
<td>GU-QCA-LectTh RC22_02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC23 - Sociology of Science and Technology</td>
<td>Session 2: Changing Interpretations of Knowledge</td>
<td>Marja Hayrinen-Alestalo</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z606 RC23_02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC24 - Environment and Society</td>
<td>Session 2: Environmental Movements and environmental Justice</td>
<td>Leonidas Rinkevicius Timmons Roberts</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S410 RC24_02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC25 - Sociolinguistics</td>
<td>Session 2: Helplines</td>
<td>Michael Emmonson</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z305 RC25_02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC27 - Sociology of Sport</td>
<td>Session 2: Globalisation in sport: Analytical, theoretical and comparative issues 2</td>
<td>Hanspeter Stumm Camilla Obel</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z208 RC27_02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC28 - Social Stratification</td>
<td>Session 3: Family Processes and Stratifications - 2</td>
<td>MDR Evans</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z205 RC28_03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC28 - Social Stratification</td>
<td>Session 4: The Correlates of Social Stratification: Life styles and Consumption</td>
<td>Péter Róbert</td>
<td>QUT-GP-M312 RC28_04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC29 - Deviance and Social Control</td>
<td>Session 2: Urban Crime and Safe Cities</td>
<td>Ahti Laitinen</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S306 RC29_02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC31 - Sociology of Migration</td>
<td>Session 2: Methodologies of Migration Research</td>
<td>Peter McDonald</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z504 RC31_02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC32 - Women in Society</td>
<td>Session 2: Women and Social Change: Local Impacts of Policy Change on Women in the (Global) South and North</td>
<td>Veena Poonacha</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S408 RC32_02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC33 - Logic and Methodology in Sociology</td>
<td>Session 2: Surveys and Society: Methods Supporting Social Research</td>
<td>Gerty Lensvelt-Mulders Edith de Leeuw</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z702 RC33_02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC34 - Sociology of Youth</td>
<td>Session 2: Intergenerational relations</td>
<td>Helena Helve</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z309 RC34_02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC36 - Alienation Theory and Research</td>
<td>Session 2: Alienation and Social Institutions II</td>
<td>Matthew David</td>
<td>QUT-GP-O226 RC36_02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC37 - Sociology of Arts</td>
<td>Session 2: Artistic Globalization</td>
<td>Alain Quemin</td>
<td>QUT-GP-M306 RC37_02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC38 - Biography and Society</td>
<td>Session 2: Collective identities, social conflicts, and personal biographies II</td>
<td>Gerhard Riemann</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z306 RC38_02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC40 - Sociology of Agriculture and Food</td>
<td>Session 2: Institutional and Regulatory Tensions</td>
<td>Phillip McMichael</td>
<td>QUT-GP-C406 RC40_02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC41 - Sociology of Population</td>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>Farhat Yusuf</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z302 RC41_BM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC44 - Labor Movements</td>
<td>Session 2: Unions and the organising of young workers</td>
<td>Carla Lipsig-Mummé</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L301B RC44_02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TG</td>
<td>Session Title</td>
<td>Chair/Organiser</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Session ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Body in the Social Sciences</td>
<td>The Body in the Social Sciences. Session 1: For A Transcultural Sociology</td>
<td>Bianca Maria Pirani</td>
<td>QUT-GP-W203</td>
<td>TG03_01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LC</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spanish Speaking Forum</td>
<td>Spanish Speaking Forum - La sociología actual iberoamericana. 2. Desafíos para el futuro: cooperación en investigación, publicaciones, estrategias institucionales.</td>
<td>María-Ángeles Duran</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S407</td>
<td>LCSP_02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RA</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Association for the Study of Persianate Societies</td>
<td>International Association for the Study of Persianate Societies: The Persianate World and Social Change: Panel 1</td>
<td>Said Arjomand</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z308</td>
<td>RAPS_01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JS</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joint Sessions of Research Committees</td>
<td>Joint Session of RC16 and RC14: The Status of the Object 1</td>
<td>Dick Pels</td>
<td>QUT-GP-C405</td>
<td>J_14_16_2a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Monday, 8 July 2002 - Early Evening: 17:30 - 19:15

### Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RC Name</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC08 - History of Sociology</td>
<td>Session 3: History of mainstream sociology in non-Western societies II</td>
<td>Irmela Gorges</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Q224</td>
<td>RC08_03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC02 - Economy and Society</td>
<td>Session 3: Corruption of Business: Challenges to States and to Markets</td>
<td>Harry M Makler, Neil J Smelser</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S310</td>
<td>RC02_03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC10 - Participation and Self-Management</td>
<td>Session 3: Nouveaux et anciens acteurs des conflits et des négociations. Nuevos y viejos actores en los conflictos y los procesos de negociación</td>
<td>Jose Vicente Tavares, Dos Santos, Diane Gabrielle Tremblay</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z701</td>
<td>RC10_03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC30 - Sociology of Work</td>
<td>Session 3: Thematic Seminar 1 - Work Restructuring: Global and Local Implications 1,3</td>
<td>Leni Beukema, Jorge Carrillo</td>
<td>QUT-GP-M310</td>
<td>RC30_03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC05 - Ethnic, Race and Minority Relations</td>
<td>Reception</td>
<td>Kogila Moodley</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>RC05_R</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RC Name</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC01 - Armed Forces and Conflict Resolution</td>
<td>Session 3: The military and the masculinity</td>
<td>Paul Higate</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S405A</td>
<td>RC01_03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC06 - Family Research</td>
<td>Session 3: Work and Family - Perspectives of women</td>
<td>Ria Smit Chin Chun Yi</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S303</td>
<td>RC06_03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC11 - Sociology of Aging</td>
<td>Session 2: Demography, aging and social support: Roundtable</td>
<td>PKB Nayar Jacob John Kattakayam</td>
<td>QUT-GP-O603</td>
<td>RC11_02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC12 - Sociology of Law</td>
<td>Session 3: Comparing Criminal Justice</td>
<td>Johannes Feest</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S301</td>
<td>RC12_03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC14 - Sociology of Communication, Knowledge and Culture</td>
<td>Session 3: Communication and Representation</td>
<td>Giancarlo Chiro</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z801</td>
<td>RC14_03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC15 - Sociology of Health</td>
<td>Session 3: Gender and reproductive health</td>
<td>Ellen Annandale</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z303</td>
<td>RC15_03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC16 - Sociological Theory</td>
<td>Session 3: Theorizing the New Stratification</td>
<td>Elisa Reis</td>
<td>QUT-GP-C405</td>
<td>RC16_03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC17 - Sociology of Organization</td>
<td>Session 3: Organizations and their Environments: Results from the Australian Organization Survey</td>
<td>Catherine Zimmer</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L306</td>
<td>RC17_03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC20 - Comparative Sociology</td>
<td>Session 3: Comparative Charting of Social Change</td>
<td>Simon Langlois</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L431</td>
<td>RC20_03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC21 - Regional and Urban Development</td>
<td>Session 3: Comparative Urban Development: Are Cities Converging?</td>
<td>Hank Savitch</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Q218</td>
<td>RC21_03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC22 - Sociology of Religion</td>
<td>Session 3: Revisiting Identity and Religion II</td>
<td>Hans Mol</td>
<td>GU-QCA-LeetTh</td>
<td>RC22_03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC24 - Environment and Society</td>
<td>Session 3: The state and environment: local, national, global</td>
<td>Rauno Sairinen Kate O'Neill</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S410</td>
<td>RC24_03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC27 - Sociology of Sport</td>
<td>Session 3: Open Papers 1</td>
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<td>QUT-GP-S314</td>
<td>RC05_04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC06 - Family Research</td>
<td>Session 5: Work and Family Interactions</td>
<td>Christine Millward</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S303</td>
<td>RC06_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC07 - Futures Research</td>
<td>Session 4: Religion in the social world of the 21st century: toward a world ethos</td>
<td>Rudolf J Siebert</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z207</td>
<td>RC07_04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC08 - History of Sociology</td>
<td>Session 6: The history of empirical social research and statistics II</td>
<td>Irmela Gorges</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Q224</td>
<td>RC08_06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC08 - History of Sociology</td>
<td>Session 7: The utility vs the interpretation of the classics II</td>
<td>Sven Eliaeson</td>
<td>QUT-GP-M312</td>
<td>RC08_07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC09 - Social Practice and Social Transformation</td>
<td>Session 4: Globalization, culture and communication</td>
<td>Zaheer Baber</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z802</td>
<td>RC09_04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC10 - Participation and Self-Management</td>
<td>Session 5: Participation in various cultural areas and communities: diversity and common challenges. Participación en áreas culturales y comunidades diversas: diversidad y retos comunes</td>
<td>Dasarath Chetty Richard Harris</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z701</td>
<td>RC10_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC11 - Sociology of Aging</td>
<td>Session 4: Households, gender and everyday life</td>
<td>Sara Arber</td>
<td>QUT-GP-O603</td>
<td>RC11_04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC12 - Sociology of Law</td>
<td>Session 5: Law, Media, Melodrama</td>
<td>Mary Farquhar</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S301</td>
<td>RC12_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC14 - Sociology of Communication, Knowledge and Culture</td>
<td>Session 5: Youth and Gender</td>
<td>Paul Jones</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z801</td>
<td>RC14_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC15 - Sociology of Health</td>
<td>Session 5: Medicine and sexuality</td>
<td>Anthony Pryce</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S403</td>
<td>RC15_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC16 - Sociological Theory</td>
<td>Session 5: Theory of Practice</td>
<td>Marcel Fournier</td>
<td>QUT-GP-C405</td>
<td>RC16_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC17 - Sociology of Organization</td>
<td>Sessions 5: Organizational Networks II</td>
<td>William Stevenson</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L306</td>
<td>RC17_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC18 - Political Sociology</td>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>Kay Lawson</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S406</td>
<td>RC18_BM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC20 - Comparative Sociology</td>
<td>Session 5: Global Trends and National Transformations</td>
<td>Nikolai Genov</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L431</td>
<td>RC20_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC21 - Regional and Urban Development</td>
<td>Session 5: Cities and Social Polarisation</td>
<td>Scott Baum</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Q218</td>
<td>RC21_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Presenter(s)</td>
<td>Institution(s)</td>
<td>Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC22</td>
<td>Sociology of Religion, Session 5: The interplay between politics and religion II</td>
<td>Patrick Patrick</td>
<td>GU-QCA-LectTh</td>
<td>RC22_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC23</td>
<td>Sociology of Science and Technology, Session 4: Technology in Action 1</td>
<td>Ilkka Arminen</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z606</td>
<td>RC23_04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC24</td>
<td>Environment and Society, Session 5: Green Consumption and lifestyles</td>
<td>Gert Spaargaren, Maurie Cohen</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S410</td>
<td>RC24_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC25</td>
<td>Sociolinguistics, Session 3: Language and Gender</td>
<td>Isabella Paolletti</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z305</td>
<td>RC25_03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC26</td>
<td>Sociotechnics, Sociological Practice, Session 2: Delivering Social inclusion, Forming Local Partnerships</td>
<td>George O Tsobanoglou</td>
<td>QUT-GP-O507</td>
<td>RC26_02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC27</td>
<td>Sociology of Sport, Session 5: Sport, exercise and health in a sociological perspective, Two</td>
<td>Sook-Ja Kim, Joseph Maguire</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z208</td>
<td>RC27_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC28</td>
<td>Social Stratification, Session 6: Theories of Social Stratification</td>
<td>Michael Hout</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z205</td>
<td>RC28_06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC29</td>
<td>Deviance and Social Control, Session 5: Violence in the Developing and Developed Worlds</td>
<td>Maria Stela Porto, Sergio Adorno, Cesar Barreira, Jose Vicente Tavares, Dos Santos</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S306</td>
<td>RC29_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC31</td>
<td>Sociology of Migration, Session 5: Integration and Multiculturalism</td>
<td>Catherine Wihtol de Wenden</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z504</td>
<td>RC31_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC32</td>
<td>Women in Society, Session 5: Gender, Nation and the (Post-)Colonial Condition: Dilemmas for Feminist Activism</td>
<td>Ann Denis, Vandita Sharma, Veena Poonacha</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S408</td>
<td>RC32_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC33</td>
<td>Logic and Methodology in Sociology, Session 5: Participatory Action Research: Methodological Legacies and Challenges II</td>
<td>Nancy Andes</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z702</td>
<td>RC33_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC34</td>
<td>Sociology of Youth, Session 5: Making a living in 'old' and 'new' economies</td>
<td>Jurgen Hartmann</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z309</td>
<td>RC34_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC35</td>
<td>Committee on Conceptual and Terminological Analysis, Session 2: The Concept of Society</td>
<td>Martin Albrown</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z301</td>
<td>RC35_02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC38</td>
<td>Biography and Society, Session 4: Contested meanings: Interpreting single cases from multiple perspectives</td>
<td>Kathy Davis, Helma Lutz</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z306</td>
<td>RC38_04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC41</td>
<td>Sociology of Population, Session 2: Socio-demographic changes in developing countries</td>
<td>Dudley L. Poston</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z302</td>
<td>RC41_02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC42</td>
<td>Social Psychology, Session 3: Recent Developments in Justice Analysis</td>
<td>Guillerminda Jasso</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S305</td>
<td>RC42_03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC43</td>
<td>Housing and Built Environment, Session 2: Social Housing at the Threshold of the New Millennium 1</td>
<td>Peter Phibbs</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L501A</td>
<td>RC43_02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC45</td>
<td>Rational Choice, Session 4: Social Norms and Institutions I</td>
<td>Karl-Dieter Opp</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z503</td>
<td>RC45_04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC46</td>
<td>Clinical Sociology, Session 4: Theories in Change</td>
<td>Rheaume Jacques</td>
<td>QUT-GP-O401</td>
<td>RC46_04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC47</td>
<td>Social Classes and Social Movements, Session 4: Anti-Globalization Movements II</td>
<td>Roland Roth</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S409</td>
<td>RC47_04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC48</td>
<td>Social Movements, Collective Action and Social Change, Session 5: The Struggle for the Construction of New Identities: Gender and Queer Theories</td>
<td>Marcia Texler Segal</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L418</td>
<td>RC48_05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Thematic Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TG</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time Use Research</td>
<td>Time-Use Research - Session 1: New Methodological Approaches and Issues in</td>
<td>Michael Bittman</td>
<td>QUT-GP-C417</td>
<td>TG01_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time-Use Research</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Body in the Social Sciences</td>
<td>The Body in the Social Sciences. Session 2: The Body In a State of War, Liminality and The Loss of Agency</td>
<td>Roberto Motta</td>
<td>QUT-GP-W203</td>
<td>TG03_02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology on Local-Global Relations</td>
<td>Sociology of Local-GLOBAL Relations. Session 2: Global Dynamics of Peoples and Countries</td>
<td>Martin Albrow</td>
<td>QUT-GP-W204</td>
<td>TG06_02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Working Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WG</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Famine and Society</td>
<td>Famine and Society. Session I and II: Poverty marginalisation and famine: An exploration of 'shifts' and 'movements' between the three</td>
<td>T K Oommen</td>
<td>QUT-GP-W206</td>
<td>WG05_01b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Indicators</td>
<td>Social Indicators and Social Reporting. Session 2: Women and Development</td>
<td>Robert A Cummins</td>
<td>QUT-GP-W207</td>
<td>WG06_02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Regional Associations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RA</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International</td>
<td>International Association for the Study of Persianate Societies: Issues in Democratisation in Contemporary Iran: Panel 2</td>
<td>Poopak Taati</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z308</td>
<td>RAPS_02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Joint Sessions of Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JS</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joint Sessions of Research Committees</td>
<td>Joint Session of RC01, RC04 and RC52: Education and Professionalism in the new armed forces: New Missions (OOTW) and the changing international order</td>
<td>Julia Evetts</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Q216</td>
<td>J_01_04_52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint Sessions of Research Committees</td>
<td>Joint Session of RC17 and RC30: Thematic Seminar II - The Organisation of Knowledge Production II.2</td>
<td>Hanss-Georg Brose, Jan Spurk</td>
<td>QUT-GP-M310</td>
<td>J_17_30_2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RC Name</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC10 - Participation and Self-Management</td>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>Alain Chouraqui</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z701</td>
<td>RC10_BM1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC03 - Community Research</td>
<td>Session 3b: Social Capital: New Ideas, New Results, Controversial Interpretations</td>
<td>Rachel Harvey</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S413</td>
<td>RC03_03b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC30 - Sociology of Work</td>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>Alice Abreu, Antônio Brandão, Moniz</td>
<td>QUT-GP-M310</td>
<td>RC30_BM1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Other Events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OE</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other Events</td>
<td>Sociological Abstracts: Information Session</td>
<td>Malcolm Alexander</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L418</td>
<td>OE_SocAb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RC Name</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC32 - Women in Society</td>
<td>Reception (with national and international feminist organisations and with publishers.)</td>
<td>Ann Denis</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>RC32_R</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RC Name</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC02 - Economy and Society</td>
<td>Dinner for Members Guests</td>
<td>Dennis McNamara</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>RC02_D1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tuesday, 9 July 2002 - Early Evening: 18:00 - 20:15
# Tuesday, 9 July 2002 - Late Evening: 20:00 - 21:45

## Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RC Name</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC01 - Armed Forces and Conflict Resolution</td>
<td>Session 6: Peace and the threat of terrorism in the new millennium</td>
<td>Franklin Pinch</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S405A</td>
<td>RC01_06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC05 - Ethnic, Race and Minority Relations</td>
<td>Session 5: Children of Immigrants: Struggles for Identity in Multicultural Societies</td>
<td>Helen Ralston Vanaja Dhruvarajan</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S314</td>
<td>RC05_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC06 - Family Research</td>
<td>Session 6: Transnational Families</td>
<td>Loretta Baldassar Raelene Wilding Cora Baldock</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S303</td>
<td>RC06_06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC07 - Futures Research</td>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>Reimon Bachika</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z207</td>
<td>RC07_BM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC08 - History of Sociology</td>
<td>Dinner</td>
<td>Dirk Kaesler</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>RC08_D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC09 - Social Practice and Social Transformation</td>
<td>Session 5: Globalization, political culture and collective identities</td>
<td>Willfried Spohn</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z802</td>
<td>RC09_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC10 - Participation and Self-Management</td>
<td>Session 6: Financial participation and/or organisational democracy</td>
<td>Edward Zammit L Nicolaou-Smokoviti</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z701</td>
<td>RC10_06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC11 - Sociology of Aging</td>
<td>Session 5: Gender and Aging (A)</td>
<td>Susan Feldman Marilyn Poole</td>
<td>QUT-GP-O603</td>
<td>RC11_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC12 - Sociology of Law</td>
<td>Session 6: Regulation</td>
<td>Martin Krygier</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S301</td>
<td>RC12_06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC14 - Sociology of Communication, Knowledge and Culture</td>
<td>Session 6: Social uses of information and communication technology I</td>
<td>Leslie Jolly</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z801</td>
<td>RC14_06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC15 - Sociology of Health</td>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>Elianne Riska</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z303</td>
<td>RC15_BM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC16 - Sociological Theory</td>
<td>Session 6: Can there be a post-modern universalism?</td>
<td>Jeffrey Alexander</td>
<td>QUT-GP-C405</td>
<td>RC16_06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC17 - Sociology of Organization</td>
<td>Session 6: Networks and intercorporate/interorganizational relationships</td>
<td>Emanuela Todeva</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L306</td>
<td>RC17_06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC20 - Comparative Sociology</td>
<td>Session 6: Values in Europe - Cross-national Comparisons</td>
<td>Loek Halman</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L431</td>
<td>RC20_06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC21 - Regional and Urban Development</td>
<td>Session 6: Cities, Consumerism and Consumption</td>
<td>Patrick Mullins</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Q218</td>
<td>RC21_06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC22 - Sociology of Religion</td>
<td>Session 6: Religious tolerance and intolerance</td>
<td>Ivan Varga</td>
<td>GU-QCA-LectTh</td>
<td>RC22_06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC23 - Sociology of Science and Technology</td>
<td>Session 5: Technology in Action 2</td>
<td>Iikka Arminen</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z606</td>
<td>RC23_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC24 - Environment and Society</td>
<td>Session 6: Science, environment and social constructivism</td>
<td>William Freudenburg Steven Yearley</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S410</td>
<td>RC24_06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC28 - Social Stratification</td>
<td>Session 7: Methods and Models for Social Stratification Research</td>
<td>Yu Xie</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z205</td>
<td>RC28_07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC30 - Sociology of Work</td>
<td>Session 4: Daniel Cornfield</td>
<td>António Brandão Moniz Alice Abreu</td>
<td>QUT-GP-M310</td>
<td>RC30_04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC31 - Sociology of Migration</td>
<td>Session 6: Migration Policies</td>
<td>Maria Baganha</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z504</td>
<td>RC31_06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session Title</td>
<td>Chair/Organiser</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Session ID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 6: New Possibilities for Feminist Activism in Asia and the South Pacific</td>
<td>Catherine Richmond, Chilla Bulbeck, Suzanne Franzway</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S408</td>
<td>RC32_06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 6: Life Management and quality of life in a 'flexible' world</td>
<td>Howard Williamson</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z309</td>
<td>RC34_06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>Kathy Davis</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z306</td>
<td>RC38_BM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>Michael Bounds</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S304</td>
<td>RC43_BM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 5: Business Meeting II: Dinner and Informal Discussions</td>
<td>Jerzy Krupinski, J Gary Linn</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>RC49_05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 6: Cultures of childhood and children's cultures</td>
<td>Samantha Punch</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z607</td>
<td>RC53_06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Authors Meet The Readers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AR</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Authors Meet The Readers</td>
<td>Authors Meet the Readers: Neil J Smelser</td>
<td>Jeffrey Alexander</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S403</td>
<td>AR04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Guest Sessions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GS</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guest Sessions</td>
<td>Guest Sessions: Internationalisation of sociological research and teaching: Organised with the presidents of national associations</td>
<td>Alberto Martinelli</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L501A</td>
<td>GS02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ad Hoc Groups**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AH</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capitalism and its Cultures</td>
<td>Ad Hoc 1: Capitalism and its cultures. Session 1</td>
<td>Peter Beilharz, Johann Arnason</td>
<td>QUT-GP-W203</td>
<td>AH01_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology of the Holocaust</td>
<td>Ad Hoc 5: Sociology of the Holocaust. Panel 1</td>
<td>Lynn Rapaport, Gershon Shafir</td>
<td>QUT-GP-W206</td>
<td>AH05_01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Wednesday, 10 July 2002 - Early Afternoon: 12:00 - 14:15

**Other Events**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OE</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other Events</td>
<td>Publishers' Roundtable</td>
<td>Local Organising Committee</td>
<td>BCEC-Mezz-2</td>
<td>OE_PB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RC Name</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC23 - Sociology of Science and Technology</td>
<td>Session 6: Changing Communities in Science and Technology</td>
<td>Jaime Jimenez</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z606</td>
<td>RC23_06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC Name</td>
<td>Session Title</td>
<td>Chair/Organiser</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Session ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC01 - Armed Forces and Conflict Resolution</td>
<td>Session 7: Peacekeeping</td>
<td>Ljubica Jelusic</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S405A</td>
<td>RC01_07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC02 - Economy and Society</td>
<td>Session 6: The Entrepreneurial Society</td>
<td>Bruno Trezzini</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S310</td>
<td>RC02_06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC03 - Community Research</td>
<td>Session 4a: The New Community Power. Civic Associations, Networks, Contexts.</td>
<td>Daniel Monti</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S413</td>
<td>RC03_04a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC05 - Ethnic, Race and Minority Relations</td>
<td>Session 6: Transnationalism, the economy and identity</td>
<td>Christine Inglis</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S314</td>
<td>RC05_06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC06 - Futures Research</td>
<td>Session 5: Towards a multicultural society: a challenge for sociologists</td>
<td>Tetsuo Maruyama</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z207</td>
<td>RC07_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC07 - History of Sociology</td>
<td>Session 8: Public understanding of sociology</td>
<td>Christian Fleck</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Q224</td>
<td>RC08_08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC08 - Participation and Self-Management</td>
<td>Session 7: Participation in network organisations and society</td>
<td>Albert L Mok</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z201</td>
<td>RC10_07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC09 - Sociology of Aging</td>
<td>Session 6: Quality of life and participation</td>
<td>Alan Walker</td>
<td>QUT-GP-O603</td>
<td>RC11_06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC10 - Sociology of Law</td>
<td>Session 7: Feminist Futures in Law and Society</td>
<td>Rosemary Hunter</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S301</td>
<td>RC12_07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC11 - Sociology of Communication, Knowledge and Culture</td>
<td>Session 7: Political communication</td>
<td>Keith Hampton</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z801</td>
<td>RC14_07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC12 - Sociology of Health</td>
<td>Session 7: Medicalization I</td>
<td>Peter Conrad</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S403</td>
<td>RC15_07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC13 - Sociological Theory</td>
<td>Session 7: Cultural Sociology or the sociology of culture?</td>
<td>Philip Smith</td>
<td>QUT-GP-C405</td>
<td>RC16_07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC14 - Political Sociology</td>
<td>Session 2: Institutions and political participation</td>
<td>David Farrell</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S406</td>
<td>RC18_02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC15 - Comparative Sociology</td>
<td>Session 7: American Primacy or American Hegemony? 1</td>
<td>Mattei Dogan</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L431</td>
<td>RC20_07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC16 - Regional and Urban Development</td>
<td>Session 7: Sustainable Urban and Regional Development</td>
<td>Dai-Yeon Jeong</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Q218</td>
<td>RC21_07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC17 - Sociology of Religion</td>
<td>Session 7: The changing face of religion</td>
<td>Adam Possamai</td>
<td>GU-QCA-LectTh</td>
<td>RC22_07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC18 - Environment and Society</td>
<td>Session 7: Environment and Social Theory: Modernity, Postmodernity, and</td>
<td>Damian White</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S410</td>
<td>RC24_07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC19 - Sociotechnics, Sociological Practice</td>
<td>Environ hostile Change: Bottom up and horizontal Approaches</td>
<td>Hans Pruijt</td>
<td>QUT-GP-O507</td>
<td>RC26_03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC20 - Sociology of Sport</td>
<td>Session 6: Sport and Gender. One</td>
<td>Suzanne Laberge</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z208</td>
<td>RC27_06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC21 - Social Stratification</td>
<td>Session 8: Labour Markets</td>
<td>Yossi Shavit</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z205</td>
<td>RC28_08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC22 - Social Stratification</td>
<td>Session 9: Inequalities, Values and Attitudes</td>
<td>Krzysztof Zagorski</td>
<td>QUT-GP-M312</td>
<td>RC28_09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC24 - Sociology of Work</td>
<td>Session 5: Thematic Seminar III - Time, Space and Family Life in the World of</td>
<td>Diane Gabrielle Tremblay</td>
<td>QUT-GP-M310</td>
<td>RC30_05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wednesday, 10 July 2002 - Early Afternoon: 13:30 - 15:15
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Institution(s)</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC31_07</td>
<td>Sociology of Migration - Session 7: Gender and Migration: 1st Session</td>
<td>Kesav Kaistha Devanayak Sundaram</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z504</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC32_07</td>
<td>Women in Society - Session 7: Control and Use of Women's Bodies: Local Impacts of Policy Change on Women in the (Global) South and North</td>
<td>Ann Denis Veena Poonacha</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S408</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC33_07</td>
<td>Logic and Methodology in Sociology - Session 7: Visualization of Categorical Data</td>
<td>Joerg Blasius</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z702</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC34_07</td>
<td>Sociology of Youth - Session 7: Responses to social change - ambivalences, conflicts, risks</td>
<td>David Everatt</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z309</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC35_03</td>
<td>Committee on Conceptual and Terminological Analysis - Session 3: Time and the Concept of Social Acceleration</td>
<td>Hartmut Rosa</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z301</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC36_05</td>
<td>Alienation Theory and Research - Session 5: Alienation and the new Technologies</td>
<td>Knud Jensen</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Q226</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC37_05</td>
<td>Sociology of Arts - Session 5: Artistic Work</td>
<td>Guy Bellavance Clara Lévy</td>
<td>QUT-GP-M306</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC38_05</td>
<td>Biography and Society - Session 5: Interdependence of Collective and Individual Violence in Family and Life Histories</td>
<td>Gabriele Rosenthal</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z306</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC39_03</td>
<td>Sociology of Disasters - Session 3: Disaster and Development - Theoretical and Practical Linkages</td>
<td>Maureen Fordham</td>
<td>QUT-GP-O314</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC40_05</td>
<td>Sociology of Agriculture and Food - Session 5: Food Biotechnologies</td>
<td>Janet Norton</td>
<td>QUT-GP-C406</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC41_03</td>
<td>Sociology of Population - Session 3: Health and other socio-demographic issues in developed countries</td>
<td>Farhat Yusuf</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z302</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC42_04</td>
<td>Social Psychology - Session 4: Exchange, Affect, and Trust</td>
<td>Karen S Cook Edward J Lawler</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S305</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC43_03</td>
<td>Housing and Built Environment - Session 3: The Sociology of Housing and Contemporary Social Theory</td>
<td>Michael Bounds</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S304</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC44_07</td>
<td>Labor Movements - Session 7: Trade Unions and Casualisation</td>
<td>Bridget Kenny</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L301B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC45_05</td>
<td>Rational Choice - Session 5: Social Norms and Institutions II</td>
<td>Karl-Dieter Opp</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z503</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC46_05</td>
<td>Clinical Sociology - Session 5: Organisational Sociology and Intervention</td>
<td>Genevieve Dahan-Seltzer</td>
<td>QUT-GP-O401</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC47_05</td>
<td>Social Classes and Social Movements - Session 5: Cultural and Ethnic Movements</td>
<td>Maria da Gloria Gohn</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S409</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC48_07</td>
<td>Social Movements, Collective Action and Social Change - Session 7: Women in Dissent and Social Movements I</td>
<td>Myra Marx Ferree Silke Roth</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L418</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC49_06</td>
<td>Mental Health and Illness - Session 6: Theory, Policy and Practice: Issues for Culturally Diverse Mental Health Service Users</td>
<td>Renata Kokanovic</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S307</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC50_05</td>
<td>International Tourism - Session 5: Researching the Tourist</td>
<td>Graham M S Dann</td>
<td>QUT-GP-O604</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC51_07</td>
<td>Sociocybernetics - Session 7: Systems theory after Niklas Luhmann - I</td>
<td>Raf Vanderstraeten</td>
<td>QUT-GP-M303</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC52_04</td>
<td>Sociology of Professional Groups - Session 4: Identities - Professional and Personal</td>
<td>Didier Demaziere</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Q216</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC53_07</td>
<td>Sociology of Childhood - Session 7: Children in time and space</td>
<td>Doris Bühler-Niederberger</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z607</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Thematic Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TG</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sociology on Local-Global Relations</td>
<td>Sociology of Local-Global Relations. Session 3: Global-Local Linkages in Democratic Governance</td>
<td>Henry Tenue</td>
<td>QUT-GP-W204</td>
<td>TG06.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Working Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WG</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Famine and Society</td>
<td>Famine and Society. Session III: Human Rights to Food and Livelihood: The Theoretical Issues</td>
<td>Upendra Baxi</td>
<td>QUT-GP-W206</td>
<td>WG05.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Indicators</td>
<td>Social Indicators and Social Reporting. Session 3: Societal issues and social indicators</td>
<td>Robert A Cummins</td>
<td>QUT-GP-W207</td>
<td>WG06.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Guest Sessions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GS</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### National Associations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NA</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indian Sociological Association</td>
<td>Indian Sociological Association. Themes in Indian Sociology: Coming Challenges. Session 2</td>
<td>T K Oommen</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z308</td>
<td>NAIND_02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Society of Sociologists</td>
<td>Russian Society of Sociologists. Session 1</td>
<td>Valery Mansurov</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>NARU_01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Joint Sessions of Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JS</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joint Sessions of Research Committees</td>
<td>Joint Session of RC06 and RC31: Migration and Family</td>
<td>Bernard Nauck, Ursula Mehrlander</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S405B</td>
<td>J_06_31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RC Name</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC33 - Logic and Methodology in Sociology</td>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>Edith de Leeuw</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z702</td>
<td>RC33_BM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC01 - Armed Forces and Conflict Resolution</td>
<td>Session 8: Armed forces and society</td>
<td>Nehama Bavin</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S405A</td>
<td>RC01_08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC02 - Economy and Society</td>
<td>Session 7: Key Themes in Economic Sociology</td>
<td>Stewart Clegg</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S310</td>
<td>RC02_07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC04 - Sociology of Education</td>
<td>Session 10: Sociology of Education: Distributed Papers I</td>
<td>Siliiva Llomovatte, Maria Teresa Sirvent</td>
<td>QUT-GP-A209</td>
<td>RC04_10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC04 - Sociology of Education</td>
<td>Session 11: The Sociology of Education: Distributed Papers II</td>
<td>Antonio Teodoro</td>
<td>QUT-GP-A208</td>
<td>RC04_11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC05 - Ethnic, Race and Minority Relations</td>
<td>Session 7: Migrant Travels - Negotiating Ethnicity in a Transnational Context</td>
<td>Zlatko Skrbis</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S314</td>
<td>RC05_07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC06 - Family Research</td>
<td>Session 7: Family in countries of the Third World</td>
<td>Maria Christina Siqueira de Souza Campos</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S303</td>
<td>RC06_07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC07 - Futures Research</td>
<td>Session 6: Social Movements and the Futures of Society</td>
<td>Markus S Schulz</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z207</td>
<td>RC07_06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC08 - History of Sociology</td>
<td>Session 9: Next generation</td>
<td>Christian Fleck</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Q224</td>
<td>RC08_09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC09 - Social Practice and Social Transformation</td>
<td>Session 6: Globalisation, tradition and multiple modernity</td>
<td>Willfried Spohn</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z802</td>
<td>RC09_06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC10 - Participation and Self-Management</td>
<td>Session 8: Co-operatives, social enterprises and social auditing: engaging members and other stakeholders</td>
<td>Leslie Brown, Gary Cronan</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z701</td>
<td>RC10_08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC11 - Sociology of Aging</td>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>Michael Fine</td>
<td>QUT-GP-O603</td>
<td>RC11_BM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC12 - Sociology of Law</td>
<td>Session 8: Gender at Work/the Work of Gender</td>
<td>Rosemary Hunter</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S301</td>
<td>RC12_08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC13 - Sociology of Leisure</td>
<td>Session 5: Leisure education</td>
<td>Tony Veal</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S308</td>
<td>RC13_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC14 - Sociology of Communication, Knowledge and Culture</td>
<td>Session 8: Advances in the sociology of knowledge I</td>
<td>Barbara A Misztal</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z801</td>
<td>RC14_08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC16 - Sociological Theory</td>
<td>Session 8: Non-Western Theoretical Responses to Western Modernity</td>
<td>Nilufer Gole</td>
<td>QUT-GP-C405</td>
<td>RC16_08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC17 - Sociology of Organization</td>
<td>Session 7: Organizational Stress/Stress organisational</td>
<td>Jean-François Chanlat</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L306</td>
<td>RC17_07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC21 - Regional and Urban Development</td>
<td>Session 8: Urban Societies and Mobility</td>
<td>Patrick Le Gales</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Q218</td>
<td>RC21_08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC22 - Sociology of Religion</td>
<td>Session 8: The Changing Face of Religion II</td>
<td>Adam Possamai</td>
<td>GU-QCA-LectTh</td>
<td>RC22_08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session Code</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Speaker(s)</td>
<td>Institution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC23 07</td>
<td>Sociology of Science and Technology</td>
<td>Session 7: The Effects of Globalisation in Science and Technology</td>
<td>Jaime Jimenez</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC24 08</td>
<td>Environment and Society</td>
<td>Session 8: New Technologies and the Environment</td>
<td>Elim Papadakis, Raymond Murphy</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC26 04</td>
<td>Sociotechnics, Sociological Practice</td>
<td>Session 4: Transforming Social infrastructure</td>
<td>Kjeld Hogsbro</td>
<td>QUT-GP-O507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC27 07</td>
<td>Sociology of Sport</td>
<td>Session 7: Sport and Gender Two</td>
<td>Lee Vander Velden, Mari Kristin Sisjord</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC28 10</td>
<td>Social Stratification</td>
<td>Session 10: Comparative Studies of Stratification and Mobility</td>
<td>Harry Ganzeboom</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC29 08</td>
<td>Deviance and Social Control</td>
<td>Session 8: Persistent and Recent Issues Surrounding Drugs</td>
<td>Toni Makkai</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC30 06</td>
<td>Sociology of Work</td>
<td>Session 6: Thematic Seminar III - Time, Space and Family Life in the World of Work III.2</td>
<td>Agnes Simonyi, Diane Gabrielle Tremblay</td>
<td>QUT-GP-M310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC31 08</td>
<td>Sociology of Migration</td>
<td>Session 8: Gender and Migration: 2nd Session</td>
<td>Devanayak Sundaram, Kesar Kaistha</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC34 08</td>
<td>Sociology of Youth</td>
<td>Session 8: Youth, power and knowledge - new communications, new cultural forms</td>
<td>Gunilla Holm</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC35 04</td>
<td>Committee on Conceptual and Terminological Analysis</td>
<td>Session 4: Temporal Structures and the Concept of Acceleration</td>
<td>Hartmut Rosa</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC36 06</td>
<td>Alienation Theory and Research</td>
<td>Session 6: Alienation Theory</td>
<td>Lauren Langman</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Q226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC37 06</td>
<td>Sociology of Arts</td>
<td>Session 6: The Social Processes of Artistic Creativity. Special session on the congress symposium theme The social processes of creativity</td>
<td>Motti Regev</td>
<td>QUT-GP-M306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC38 06</td>
<td>Biography and Society</td>
<td>Session 6: Cross-Border Identities</td>
<td>Roswitha Breckner, Julia Vajda</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC39 04</td>
<td>Sociology of Disasters</td>
<td>Session 4: Round Table/Author Meets their Critics Session. Author: Ben Wisner</td>
<td>TBA TBA</td>
<td>QUT-GP-O314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC40 06</td>
<td>Sociology of Agriculture and Food</td>
<td>Session 6: Panel: Organics and Biotechnology</td>
<td>Hugh Campbell</td>
<td>QUT-GP-C406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC41 04</td>
<td>Sociology of Population</td>
<td>Session 4: Mortality and social structure</td>
<td>Yonathon Anson</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC42 S</td>
<td>Social Psychology</td>
<td>Special Session: Micro Perspectives on Social Inequality</td>
<td>Judith A Howard</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC43 04</td>
<td>Housing and Built Environment</td>
<td>Session 4: Houses Homes and Lifestyles</td>
<td>David Thorns</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L501A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC44 08</td>
<td>Labor Movements</td>
<td>Session 8: State restructuring and the implications for labour</td>
<td>Charlotte Yates, Peter Fairbrother</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L301B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC45 06</td>
<td>Rational Choice</td>
<td>Session 6: Social Norms and Institutions III</td>
<td>Karl-Dieter Opp</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC47 06</td>
<td>Social Classes and Social Movements</td>
<td>Session 6: Urban Violence</td>
<td>Kevin McDonald</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC48 08</td>
<td>Social Movements, Collective Action and Social Change</td>
<td>Session 8: Women in Dissent and Social Movements II: Gender Equality in the EU: Opportunities and Issues</td>
<td>Silke Roth, Myra Marx Ferree</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC49 07</td>
<td>Mental Health and Illness</td>
<td>Session 7: The Construction of 'Mental Illness' in Culturally Diverse Communities</td>
<td>Susan Hansen</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC51 08</td>
<td>Sociology of Networks</td>
<td>Session 8: Systems theory after Niklas Luhmann - 2</td>
<td>Raf Vanderstraeten</td>
<td>QUT-GP-M303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC53 08</td>
<td>Sociology of Childhood</td>
<td>Session 8: Cultural diversity and children's social worlds</td>
<td>Barrie Thorne</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z607</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Thematic Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TG</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Body in the Social Sciences</td>
<td>The Body in the Social Sciences. Session 3: Socio-anthropologie des corporalites collectives constructrices du sens</td>
<td>Pierre Bouvier</td>
<td>QUT-GP-W203</td>
<td>TG03_03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology on Local-Global Relations</td>
<td>Sociology of Local-Global Relations. Session 4: Information Technology - Local Practices and Global Connectivity</td>
<td>Franc Treek Bodo Polzer</td>
<td>QUT-GP-W204</td>
<td>TG06_04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Working Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WG</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Famine and Society</td>
<td>Famine and Society: Session IV: Poverty: The terms of perception</td>
<td>Amrita Rangasami</td>
<td>QUT-GP-W206</td>
<td>WG05_04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Indicators</td>
<td>Social Indicators and Social Reporting. Session 4: Indicators of National Development</td>
<td>Bam Dev Sharda</td>
<td>QUT-GP-W207</td>
<td>WG06_04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Joint Sessions of Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JS</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joint Sessions of Research Committees</td>
<td>Joint Session of RC15 and RC52: Health professions and the public I</td>
<td>Mike Saks Elianne Riska</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S403</td>
<td>J_15_52_1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RC Name</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC32 - Women in Society</td>
<td>Session 8: Women's Health and Wellness</td>
<td>Lilian M Olivera</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S408</td>
<td>RC32_08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Other Events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OE</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other Events</td>
<td>Dusk Picnic in the Botanic Gardens</td>
<td>Local Organising Committee</td>
<td>Gardens Point Botanical Gardens</td>
<td>OE_DP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RC Name</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC40 - Sociology of Agriculture and Food</td>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>Geoffrey Lawrence</td>
<td>QUT-GP-C406</td>
<td>RC40_BM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC02 - Economy and Society</td>
<td>Business Meeting, Election of New Executive Committee</td>
<td>Dennis McNamara</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S310</td>
<td>RC02_BM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC24 - Environment and Society</td>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S410</td>
<td>RC24_BM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC30 - Sociology of Work</td>
<td>Session 7: Globalization and Regional Blocs: the implications for work</td>
<td>Jean Ruffier, Alice Abreu</td>
<td>QUT-GP-M310</td>
<td>RC30_07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC42 - Social Psychology</td>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>Edward J Lawler</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S305</td>
<td>RC42_BM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC44 - Labor Movements</td>
<td>Session 9: Unions and labour law reforms in a comparative perspective</td>
<td>Regina Morel</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L301B</td>
<td>RC44_09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RC Name</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC31 - Sociology of Migration</td>
<td>Business Meeting, plus dinner (RC31 Members only)</td>
<td>Han Entzinger</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>RC31_BM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Wednesday, 10 July 2002 - Late Evening: 20:00 - 21:45

### Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RC Name</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC01 - Armed Forces and Conflict Resolution</td>
<td>Session 9: Multiculturality within the armed forces</td>
<td>Joseph Soeters</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S405A</td>
<td>RC01_09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC05 - Ethnic, Race and Minority Relations</td>
<td>Session 8: Ethnic Conflicts and their Relevance for the Contemporary Social Sciences: The Balkans</td>
<td>Silvia Meznaric</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S314</td>
<td>RC05_08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC06 - Family Research</td>
<td>Session 9: Intergenerational Relationships</td>
<td>Jenifer Kunz</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S303</td>
<td>RC06_08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC09 - Social Practice and Social Transformation</td>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>Willfried Spohn</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z802</td>
<td>RC09_BM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC11 - Sociology of Aging</td>
<td>Session 7: Intergenerational and life course perspectives</td>
<td>Marjatta Marin</td>
<td>QUT-GP-O603</td>
<td>RC11_07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC12 - Sociology of Law</td>
<td>Session 9: Policy-making and its Effects</td>
<td>Alex Ziegert</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S301</td>
<td>RC12_09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC15 - Sociology of Health</td>
<td>Session 8: Chronic Illness I</td>
<td>Heather McKenzie</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z303</td>
<td>RC15_08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC16 - Sociological Theory</td>
<td>Session 09: New philosophies of Social Science</td>
<td>Patrick Baert</td>
<td>QUT-GP-C405</td>
<td>RC16_09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC17 - Sociology of Organization</td>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>Jean-François Chanlat</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L306</td>
<td>RC17_BM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC20 - Comparative Sociology</td>
<td>Session 9: Varieties of Capitalism and Globalisation</td>
<td>Erwin Scheuch</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L431</td>
<td>RC20_09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC21 - Regional and Urban Development</td>
<td>Session 9: Land Use, Segregation and Urban Policy</td>
<td>Hartmut Uaesussersmann Anne Haila</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Q218</td>
<td>RC21_09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC22 - Sociology of Religion</td>
<td>Session 9: Family, Gender and Religion</td>
<td>Marie Cornwall</td>
<td>GU-QCA-LectTh</td>
<td>RC22_09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC24 - Environment and Society</td>
<td>Session 9: Ecological modernization</td>
<td>Bruce Arai Pekka Jokinen</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S410</td>
<td>RC24_09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC29 - Deviance and Social Control</td>
<td>Session 9: Invited Speakers and Business Meeting</td>
<td>Mario Arroyo Patrick Jobes</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S306</td>
<td>RC29_09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC30 - Sociology of Work</td>
<td>Session 8: Restructuring, Flexibilization and new kinds of work</td>
<td>Jean Ruffier Alice Abreu</td>
<td>QUT-GP-M310</td>
<td>RC30_08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC34 - Sociology of Youth</td>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>Lynne Chisholm</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z309</td>
<td>RC34_BM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC38 - Biography and Society</td>
<td>Session 7: Biographical Research and Professional Practice</td>
<td>Ursula Apitzsch Prue Chamberlayne</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z306</td>
<td>RC38_07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC48 - Social Movements, Collective Action and Social Change</td>
<td>Session 9: Emotions and Social Movements</td>
<td>Helena Flam</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L418</td>
<td>RC48_09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC51 - Sociocybernetics</td>
<td>Session 9: &quot;Cyberspace: Luhmannean or Habermasean?&quot; Roundtable Session</td>
<td>Vessela Misheva</td>
<td>QUT-GP-M303</td>
<td>RC51_09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Authors Meet The Readers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AR</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>Authors Meet the Readers: Dorothy E Smith</td>
<td>Alison I Griffith</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S403</td>
<td>AR02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Ad Hoc Groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AH</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AH</td>
<td>Ad Hoc 1: Capitalism and its cultures. Session 2</td>
<td>Johann Arnason, Peter Beilharz</td>
<td>QUT-GP-W203</td>
<td>AH01_02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AH</td>
<td>Ad Hoc 3: Figurational Sociology. Session 2:</td>
<td>Robert van Krieken</td>
<td>QUT-GP-W204</td>
<td>AH03_02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AH</td>
<td>Ad Hoc 5: Sociology of the Holocaust. Panel 2</td>
<td>Lynn Rapaport, Gershon Shafir</td>
<td>QUT-GP-W206</td>
<td>AH05_02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AH</td>
<td>Ad Hoc 8: Rethinking civilisational analysis. Session 1</td>
<td>Said Arjomand</td>
<td>QUT-GP-W207</td>
<td>AH08_01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Joint Sessions of Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JS</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JS</td>
<td>Joint Session of RC05 and RC31: Migration and Racism</td>
<td>Lydio Tomasi, Kogila Adam-Moodley</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z504</td>
<td>J_05_31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JS</td>
<td>Joint Session of RC14 and RC16: Performativity and Performance 2</td>
<td>Gaetan Tremblay</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z801</td>
<td>J_14_16_1b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JS</td>
<td>Joint Session of RC19 and TG01: Beyond money income- social policy of the allocation of time to market work, non-market work and leisure. Joint Session with TG01 and RC19</td>
<td>Oriel Sullivan</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S309</td>
<td>J_19_TG01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## International Sociological Association

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IS</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IS</td>
<td>ISA: Assembly of Councils: Election of President and Vice-President</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>Rydges-B3&amp;4</td>
<td>ISA_AC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RC Name</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC32 - Women in Society</td>
<td>Brown bag Business Meeting (2)</td>
<td>Ann Denis</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S408</td>
<td>RC32_BM3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC Name</td>
<td>Session Title</td>
<td>Chair/Organiser</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Session ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC01 - Armed Forces and Conflict Resolution</td>
<td>Session 10: The place of sociology in the military academy curriculum</td>
<td>David Segal</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S405A</td>
<td>RC01_10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC02 - Economy and Society</td>
<td>Session 8: Markets, Hierarchies and Networks in the Global Economy</td>
<td>Emanuela Todeva</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S310</td>
<td>RC02_08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC03 - Community Research</td>
<td>Session 5: The Progressive City: How Do Localities Frame and Provide Positive or Negative Opportunities To New Social Movements, Human Rights, And Related Activities?</td>
<td>Dan Chekki</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S413</td>
<td>RC03_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC05 - Ethnic, Race and Minority Relations</td>
<td>Session 9: Race, Difference and the Inclusive Society</td>
<td>Peter Ratcliffe</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S314</td>
<td>RC05_09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC06 - Family Research</td>
<td>Session 9: Youth and the Family</td>
<td>Chin Chun Yi Rudolf Richter</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S303</td>
<td>RC06_09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC07 - Futures Research</td>
<td>Session 7: The social world of the XXI century: the future of family and kinship culture</td>
<td>Lorne Tepperman</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z207</td>
<td>RC07_07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC08 - History of Sociology</td>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>Dirk Kaesler</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Q224</td>
<td>RC08_BM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC10 - Participation and Self-Management</td>
<td>Session 10: Participative management in Third World countries: retrospect and prospect</td>
<td>S L Hiremath</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z701</td>
<td>RC10_10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC12 - Sociology of Law</td>
<td>Session 10: Social and Legal Systems</td>
<td>Vittorio Olgiati</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S301</td>
<td>RC12_10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC15 - Sociology of Health</td>
<td>Session 9: Health and inequality</td>
<td>Eero Labelma</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S403</td>
<td>RC15_09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC16 - Sociological Theory</td>
<td>Session 11: Analogies with other sciences</td>
<td>Patrick Baert</td>
<td>QUT-GP-C405</td>
<td>RC16_10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC17 - Sociology of Organization</td>
<td>Session 8: Organizations and Power (A): a tribute to Stewart Clegg</td>
<td>Jean-François Chanlat</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L306</td>
<td>RC17_08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC18 - Political Sociology</td>
<td>Session 4: Governing Society Today</td>
<td>Paul Henman Mitchell Dean</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S406</td>
<td>RC18_04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC20 - Comparative Sociology</td>
<td>Session 10: Globalization in Comparative Perspective</td>
<td>Henry Teune</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L431</td>
<td>RC20_10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC21 - Regional and Urban Development</td>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>Patrick Mullins</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Q218</td>
<td>RC21_BM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC23 - Sociology of Science and Technology</td>
<td>Session 8: Academia-industry Engagement in the Knowledge Area</td>
<td>Judith Zubieta</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z606</td>
<td>RC23_08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session Code</td>
<td>Session Title</td>
<td>Presenters</td>
<td>Venue Details</td>
<td>Room Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC27</td>
<td>Sociology of Sport</td>
<td>Toshio Saeki, Inge Kryger Pedersen</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z208</td>
<td>RC27_08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC28</td>
<td>Social Stratification</td>
<td>Yossi Shavit</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z205</td>
<td>RC28_11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC29</td>
<td>Deviance and Social Control</td>
<td>Doris Cooper, Patrick Jobes</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S306</td>
<td>RC29_10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC30</td>
<td>Sociology of Work</td>
<td>Prema Rajagopalan, Ban Jee Chun</td>
<td>QUT-GP-M310</td>
<td>RC30_09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC31</td>
<td>Sociology of Migration</td>
<td>Lloyd L Wong</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z504</td>
<td>RC31_10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC32</td>
<td>Women in Society</td>
<td>Veena Poonacha</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S408</td>
<td>RC32_10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC33</td>
<td>Logic and Methodology in Sociology</td>
<td>Lyn Richards</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z702</td>
<td>RC33_08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC34</td>
<td>Sociology of Youth</td>
<td>Carles Feixa</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z309</td>
<td>RC34_09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC36</td>
<td>Alienation Theory and Research</td>
<td>Karen Halnon</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Q226</td>
<td>RC36_07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC37</td>
<td>Sociology of Arts</td>
<td>Antoine Hennion, Richard Peterson</td>
<td>QUT-GP-M306</td>
<td>RC37_08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC40</td>
<td>Sociology of Agriculture and Food</td>
<td>Jane Dixon</td>
<td>QUT-GP-C406</td>
<td>RC40_07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC41</td>
<td>Sociology of Population</td>
<td>Encarnacion Aracil-Rodriguez</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z302</td>
<td>RC41_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC42</td>
<td>Social Psychology</td>
<td>Margaret Foddy</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S305</td>
<td>RC42_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC43</td>
<td>Housing and Built Environment</td>
<td>Peter Phibbs</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S304</td>
<td>RC43_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC44</td>
<td>Labor Movements</td>
<td>Edward Webster</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L301B</td>
<td>RC44_10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC45</td>
<td>Rational Choice</td>
<td>Thomas Voss, Rolf Hoijer</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z503</td>
<td>RC45_07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC46</td>
<td>Clinical Sociology</td>
<td>Jan Marie Fritz</td>
<td>QUT-GP-O401</td>
<td>RC46_06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC47</td>
<td>Social Classes and Social Movements</td>
<td>François Dubet</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S409</td>
<td>RC47_07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC49</td>
<td>Mental Health and Illness</td>
<td>Tsunetsugu Munakata</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S307</td>
<td>RC49_08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC50</td>
<td>International Tourism</td>
<td>Graham M S Dann</td>
<td>QUT-GP-O604</td>
<td>RC50_06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC51</td>
<td>Sociocybernetics</td>
<td>Bernard Scott, James G Anderson</td>
<td>QUT-GP-M303</td>
<td>RC51_10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC52</td>
<td>Sociology of Professional Groups</td>
<td>William Louden, Helen Wildly</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Q216</td>
<td>RC52_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC53</td>
<td>Sociology of Childhood</td>
<td>Ethel Kosminsky</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z607</td>
<td>RC53_09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Thematic Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TG</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sociology on Local-Global Relations</td>
<td>Sociology of Local-Global Relations. Session 5: New Perspectives on Global/Local Relations</td>
<td>Drago Kos</td>
<td>QUT-GP-W204</td>
<td>TG06_05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Working Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WG</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Famine and Society</td>
<td>Famine and Society: Session V: Roundtable - An evaluation of the work of the Famine and Society Group</td>
<td>Amrita Rangasami</td>
<td>QUT-GP-W206</td>
<td>WG05_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Indicators</td>
<td>Social Indicators and Social Reporting. Session 5: Human Development</td>
<td>Alex Michalos</td>
<td>QUT-GP-W207</td>
<td>WG06_05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Guest Sessions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GS</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guest Sessions</td>
<td>Guest Sessions. International Institute of Sociology IIS</td>
<td>Karen S Cook</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L501A</td>
<td>GS04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### National Associations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NA</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Russian Society of Sociologists</td>
<td>Russian Society of Sociologists. Session 2</td>
<td>Valery Mansurov</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>NARU_02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Joint Sessions of Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JS</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joint Sessions of Research Committees</td>
<td>Joint Session of RC02 and RC38: Ethnic Business and Biography</td>
<td>Jan Rath</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z306</td>
<td>J_02_38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RC Name</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC14 - Sociology of Communication, Knowledge and Culture</td>
<td>Session 9: Social uses of information and communication technology 2</td>
<td>Angela Coco</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z801</td>
<td>RC14_09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC Name</td>
<td>Session Title</td>
<td>Chair/Organiser</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Session ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC02 - Economy and Society</td>
<td>Session 9: Economic Elites and Entrepreneurs: Politics in EU Enlargement</td>
<td>Jochen Tholen</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S310</td>
<td>RC02_09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC03 - Community Research</td>
<td>Session 6: Roundtable Discussion - Planning for Future International Urban Research, Building on Past Surveys of the Fiscal Austerity and Urban Innovation Project</td>
<td>Johan Zaaiman</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S413</td>
<td>RC03_06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC05 - Ethnic, Race and Minority Relations</td>
<td>Session 10: Round Table: Peacemaking in Divided Societies: South Africa and Israel</td>
<td>Heribert Adam</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S314</td>
<td>RC05_10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC06 - Family Research</td>
<td>Session 10: Families and Later Life Relationships</td>
<td>Ben Schlesinger</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S303</td>
<td>RC06_10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC07 - Futures Research</td>
<td>Session 8: Cultural identity and difference</td>
<td>Reimon Bachika</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z207</td>
<td>RC07_08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC08 - History of Sociology</td>
<td>Session 10: General session I: Conceptual Contributions</td>
<td>Charles Crothers</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Q224</td>
<td>RC08_10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC10 - Participation and Self-Management</td>
<td>Session 11: Workers' direct and representative participation in new organisational forms</td>
<td>Jan Kees Loose</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z701</td>
<td>RC10_11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC11 - Sociology of Aging</td>
<td>Session 8: Care services: organisation, quality, finance and assessment</td>
<td>Rolf Ronning</td>
<td>QUT-GP-O603</td>
<td>RC11_08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC12 - Sociology of Law</td>
<td>Session 11: Judges and Courts</td>
<td>Hector Fix-Fierro</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S301</td>
<td>RC12_11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC14 - Sociology of Communication, Knowledge and Culture</td>
<td>Session 10: Educational Uses of Information and Communication Technologies</td>
<td>Jeffrey A Halley</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z801</td>
<td>RC14_10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC17 - Sociology of Organization</td>
<td>Session 9: Organizations and Power (B)</td>
<td>Stewart Clegg</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L306</td>
<td>RC17_09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC18 - Political Sociology</td>
<td>Session 5: The Quality of Democracy in the Twenty First Century</td>
<td>Leonardo Morlino</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S406</td>
<td>RC18_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC20 - Comparative Sociology</td>
<td>Session 11: Comparative Research at Cross-roads (roundtable)</td>
<td>Mattei Dogan</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L431</td>
<td>RC20_11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC21 - Regional and Urban Development</td>
<td>Session 10: Cities, Representation and Memory</td>
<td>John Walton</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Q218</td>
<td>RC21_10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC23 - Sociology of Science and Technology</td>
<td>Session 9: The Transformation of Research Centers 1</td>
<td>Luis Sanz-menendez</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z606</td>
<td>RC23_09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC24 - Environment and Society</td>
<td>Session 11: Industrial transformation and industrial ecology</td>
<td>Phuong Thuy Phung</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S410</td>
<td>RC24_11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC25 - Sociolinguistics</td>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z305</td>
<td>RC25_BM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC26 - Sociotechnics, Sociological Practice</td>
<td>Session 6: Applying Sociological Practice</td>
<td>Joachim Schmidt</td>
<td>QUT-GP-O507</td>
<td>RC26_06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC27 - Sociology of Sport</td>
<td>Session 9: Inequality in sport</td>
<td>Eunha Koh</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z208</td>
<td>RC27_09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session ID</td>
<td>Session Title</td>
<td>Chair/Organiser</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC28_12</td>
<td>Session 12: Gender Stratification</td>
<td>Haya Stier</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z205</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC30_10</td>
<td>Session 10: Thematic Seminar IV - Identities at Work: Gender, Race and Ethnicity IV.2</td>
<td>Prema Rajagopalan, Ban Jee Chun</td>
<td>QUT-GP-M310</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC31_11</td>
<td>Session 11: Immigrant and Ethnic Entrepreneurship 2nd Session</td>
<td>Lloyd L Wong</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z504</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC32_11</td>
<td>Session 11: Transformative Potentials and Pitfalls of the New Information Technology for Women</td>
<td>Jan Pahl, D Jayalakshmi</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S408</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC33_09</td>
<td>Session 9: Quality and Quantity in Social Research</td>
<td>Clive Seale</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z702</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC34_10</td>
<td>Session 10: Youth in time, space and place</td>
<td>Carmen Leccardi</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z309</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC36_08</td>
<td>Session 8: Work and Alienation II</td>
<td>Gisela Kaplan</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Q226</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC37_BM</td>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>Alain Quemin, Arturo Rodriguez-Morató</td>
<td>QUT-GP-M306</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC38_08</td>
<td>Session 6: September 11th</td>
<td>John Handmer</td>
<td>QUT-GP-O314</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC40_08</td>
<td>Session 8: Food Quality and Standards (Second Session)</td>
<td>Jane Dixon</td>
<td>QUT-GP-C406</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC41_06</td>
<td>Session 6: Gender issues in demography</td>
<td>Eva Bernhardt</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z302</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC42_06</td>
<td>Session 6: Applied Social Psychology</td>
<td>Murray Webster</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S305</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC43_06</td>
<td>Session 6: Housing the Poor and Developing Countries 2</td>
<td>Brian Aldrich, Ranvinder Sandhu</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S304</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC44_BM</td>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>Richard Hyman</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L301B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC47_08</td>
<td>Session 8: Social Movements and Democracy II</td>
<td>Roland Roth</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S409</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC48_10</td>
<td>Session 10: Globalization of Social Movements and Cultural Paradigms (Culture, Literature, National History and Ideology)</td>
<td>Wanda Dressler</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L418</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC50_07</td>
<td>Session 7: Theorising the Tourist</td>
<td>Graham M S Dann</td>
<td>QUT-GP-O604</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC51_11</td>
<td>Session 11: The impact of information and communications technology developments on educational institutions, business organizations and communities - 2</td>
<td>Bernard Scott, James G Anderson</td>
<td>QUT-GP-M303</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC52_06</td>
<td>Session 6: Professionalization of Sociology</td>
<td>Charles Gadea</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Q216</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC53_10</td>
<td>Session 10: Childhood as difference and identity</td>
<td>Jo Moran-Ellis</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z607</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Working Group**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WG</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Famine and Society</td>
<td>Famine and Society: Business Meeting</td>
<td>Arnrita Rangasami</td>
<td>QUT-GP-W206</td>
<td>WG05_B1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Indicators</td>
<td>Social Indicators and Social Reporting. Session 6: Inequality Issues</td>
<td>Wolfgang Glatzer</td>
<td>QUT-GP-W207</td>
<td>WG06_06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**National Associations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NA</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Swedish Sociological</td>
<td>Swedish Sociological Association, Analytical currents in Scandinavian</td>
<td>Peter Hedstrom</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L501A</td>
<td>NASW_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association</td>
<td>sociology: Promises and controversies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Joint Sessions of Research Committees**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JS</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Research Committees</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bernard Nauck</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint Sessions of</td>
<td>Joint Session of RC09 and RC31: Migration, Transnationalism and World</td>
<td>Han Entzinger</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z802</td>
<td>J_09_31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Committees</td>
<td>Development. Joint session of RC09 and RC31</td>
<td>Ulrike Schuerkens</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Committees</td>
<td>on physical and mental health and health care.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RC Name</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC10 - Participation and Self-Management</td>
<td>Business Meeting (board)</td>
<td>Alain Chouraqui</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z701</td>
<td>RC10_BM2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC16 - Sociological Theory</td>
<td>Session 12: The Social Threats to Human Dignity</td>
<td>Piotr Sztompka</td>
<td>QUT-GP-C405</td>
<td>RC16_12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC26 - Sociotechnics, Sociological Practice</td>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>QUT-GP-O507</td>
<td>RC26_BM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC36 - Alienation Theory and Research</td>
<td>Business Meeting followed by Dinner</td>
<td>Lauren Langman</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>RC36_BM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC02 - Economy and Society</td>
<td>Session 10: Immigration, Business, and Society - First Session</td>
<td>Jan Rath</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S310</td>
<td>RC02_10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC14 - Sociology of Communication, Knowledge and Culture</td>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>Gaetan Tremblay</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z801</td>
<td>RC14_BM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC30 - Sociology of Work</td>
<td>Session 11: Organizational aspects of work</td>
<td>Alice Abreu</td>
<td>QUT-GP-M310</td>
<td>RC30_11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Regional Associations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RA</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asociacion Iberoamericana de Sociología del las organizaciones</td>
<td>Regional Associations: Asociación Iberoamericana de Sociología de las organizaciones. Coordinador general: Antonio Lucas. Sesion 1: La aportacion de las experiencias de participacion publicas y privadadas</td>
<td>Isabel de la Torre</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L501A</td>
<td>RAIB_01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### International Sociological Association

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IS</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Sociological Association</td>
<td>ISA: Council of National Associations (2nd Meeting) and Elections</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>Rydges-B3</td>
<td>ISA_CNA2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Thursday, 11 July 2002 - Late Evening: 20:00 - 21:45

#### Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RC Name</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC20 - Comparative Sociology</td>
<td>Session 12: New Directions in Comparative Methods</td>
<td>Jeffrey Broadbent</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L431</td>
<td>RC20_12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC05 - Ethnic, Race and Minority Relations</td>
<td>Session 11: Theorizing Ethnicity in the World System</td>
<td>Danielle Juteau</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S314</td>
<td>RC05_11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC06 - Family Research</td>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>Rudolf Richter</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S303</td>
<td>RC06_BM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC11 - Sociology of Aging</td>
<td>Session 9: Cultural gerontology</td>
<td>Peter Oberg</td>
<td>QUT-GP-O603</td>
<td>RC11_09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC12 - Sociology of Law</td>
<td>Session 12: Board Meeting</td>
<td>Rosemary Hunter</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S301</td>
<td>RC12_12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC14 - Sociology of Communication, Knowledge and Culture</td>
<td>Session 11: Advances in the sociology of knowledge 2</td>
<td>Jerzy J. Smolcic</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z801</td>
<td>RC14_11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC15 - Sociology of Health</td>
<td>Session 10: Medicalization II</td>
<td>Peter Conrad</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z303</td>
<td>RC15_10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC22 - Sociology of Religion</td>
<td>Session 12: Popular Religiosity</td>
<td>Roberto Cipriani</td>
<td>GU-QCA-LectTh</td>
<td>RC22_12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC23 - Sociology of Science and Technology</td>
<td>Session 10: The Transformation of Research Centers 2</td>
<td>Luis Sanz-menendez</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z606</td>
<td>RC23_10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC24 - Environment and Society</td>
<td>Session 12: Sustainability: Major challenges and examples of best practices</td>
<td>Jeffrey Broadbent</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S410</td>
<td>RC24_12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC27 - Sociology of Sport</td>
<td>Session 10: Open Papers 2</td>
<td>Gyöngyi Szabo Földesi</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z208</td>
<td>RC27_10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC28 - Social Stratification</td>
<td>Session 13: Inequality over the Life-Course</td>
<td>Robert M Hauser</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z205</td>
<td>RC28_13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC31 - Sociology of Migration</td>
<td>Session 12: International Migration in the CIS countries</td>
<td>Elena Sadowskaya</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z504</td>
<td>RC31_12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Authors Meet The Readers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AR</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Authors Meet The Readers</td>
<td>Authors Meet the Readers: Shmuel N Eisenstadt</td>
<td>Bjorn Wittrock</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S403</td>
<td>AR03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Ad Hoc Groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AH</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Comparative Historical Sociology of Empires</td>
<td>Ad Hoc 2: The comparative historical sociology of empires. Session 1</td>
<td>Johann Arnason, Stephen Mennell</td>
<td>QUT-GP-W203</td>
<td>AH02_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveillance in Information Societies</td>
<td>Ad Hoc 6: Surveillance in information societies. Session 2: Surveillance: Internet, Identity, and Individualisation</td>
<td>David Lyon</td>
<td>QUT-GP-W206</td>
<td>AH06_02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time, Culture and Society</td>
<td>Ad Hoc 7: Time, culture and society. Session II: &quot;Time Research and Methodology&quot;</td>
<td>Barbara Adam, Carmen Leccardi</td>
<td>QUT-GP-W207</td>
<td>AH07_02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Joint Sessions of Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JS</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joint Sessions of Research Committees</td>
<td>Joint Session of RC10 and RAIB: La sociedad de la información: conocimiento y poder</td>
<td>Antonio Lucas, Alejandro Piscitelli</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z701</td>
<td>J_10_RAIB_1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint Sessions of Research Committees</td>
<td>Joint Session of RC16 and RC18: Theorizing Society beyond the nation-state.</td>
<td>Sven Bislev, Elisa Reis</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>J_16_18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### International Sociological Association

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IS</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Sociological Association</td>
<td>Research Council (2nd Meeting) and Elections</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>Rydges-B1</td>
<td>ISA_RC2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Friday, 12 July 2002 - Early Afternoon: 12:30 - 14:15

### Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RC Name</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RCS2 - Sociology of Professional Groups</td>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>Julia Evetts</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Q216</td>
<td>RC52_BM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RC Name</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC01 - Armed Forces and Conflict Resolution</td>
<td>Session 11: Aspects of war and the military</td>
<td>Giuseppe Caforio</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S405A</td>
<td>RC01_11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC02 - Economy and Society</td>
<td>Session 11: Politics and Markets: The Future of Institution-Building</td>
<td>Geoff Dow</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S310</td>
<td>RC02_11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC03 - Ethnic, Race, and Minority Relations</td>
<td>Session 12: The Boundaries of Globality: Race, Nation Human Rights and the Problem of Global Justice</td>
<td>Denise Ferreira Da Silva</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S314</td>
<td>RC03_12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC06 - Family Research</td>
<td>Session 11: Family Policy</td>
<td>Wilfried Dumon</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S303</td>
<td>RC06_11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC08 - History of Sociology</td>
<td>Session 11: General session II: Biographical Contributions</td>
<td>Christian Fleck</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Q224</td>
<td>RC08_11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC10 - Participation and Self-Management</td>
<td>Session 12: Multi-level Participation in Industrial Relations Systems</td>
<td>Raymond Markey</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z701</td>
<td>RC10_12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC11 - Sociology of Aging</td>
<td>Session 10: Care giving and dependency</td>
<td>Michael Fine</td>
<td>QUT-GP-O603</td>
<td>RC11_10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC12 - Sociology of Law</td>
<td>Session 13: Legal Institutions in Crisis (Continuation of Special Session SS05)</td>
<td>Vincenzo Ferrari</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S301</td>
<td>RC12_13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC13 - Sociology of Leisure</td>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>Francis Lobo</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S308</td>
<td>RC13_BM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC14 - Sociology of Communication, Knowledge and Culture</td>
<td>Session 12: Advances in communication theory</td>
<td>Kayko Okamura</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z801</td>
<td>RC14_12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC15 - Sociology of Health</td>
<td>Session 11: Research advances in medical sociology</td>
<td>William Cockerham</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S403</td>
<td>RC15_11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC17 - Sociology of Organization</td>
<td>Session 11: Cultures nationales et organisation</td>
<td>Emmanuel Kamdem</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L306</td>
<td>RC17_11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC18 - Political Sociology</td>
<td>Session 6: Parties in context: parties as agencies of democracy in Oceania</td>
<td>Marian Simms Kay Lawson</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S406</td>
<td>RC18_06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC21 - Regional and Urban Development</td>
<td>Session 12: Comparative Urban Leadership and Governance</td>
<td>Alan Harding</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Q218</td>
<td>RC21_12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC22 - Sociology of Religion</td>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>Alan Black</td>
<td>GU-QCA-Lect1Th</td>
<td>RC22_BM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC25 - Sociolinguistics</td>
<td>Session 5: Language and Law</td>
<td>Rod Gardner</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z305</td>
<td>RC25_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC27 - Sociology of Sport</td>
<td>Session 11: Sport and media. One</td>
<td>Markus Lamprecht Kevin Young</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z208</td>
<td>RC27_11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC28 - Social Stratification</td>
<td>Session 14: Economic Inequality</td>
<td>Thomas DiPrete</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z205</td>
<td>RC28_14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC31 - Sociology of Migration</td>
<td>Session 13: Migration in the Asia Pacific Region</td>
<td>Paul Spoonley</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z504</td>
<td>RC31_13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC33 - Logic and Methodology in Sociology</td>
<td>Session 11: Modeling Complex Data 1: Complex Data In Official Statistics</td>
<td>Joop Hox</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z702</td>
<td>RC33_11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session Title</td>
<td>Chair/Organiser</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Session ID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC34 - Sociology of Youth Session 12: Political participation and citizenship</td>
<td>Claire Wallace</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z309</td>
<td>RC34_12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC36 - Alienation and Research Theory Session 9: Alienation and Youth</td>
<td>Catherine Casey</td>
<td>QUT-GP-ZQ26</td>
<td>RC36_09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC40 - Sociology of Agriculture and Food Session 9: The Global Farm Crisis (First session)</td>
<td>Monica Bendini, Angela Ferreira, Sonia Bergamasco</td>
<td>QUT-GP-C406</td>
<td>RC40_09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC41 - Sociology of Population Session 7: Ageing and other demographic issues</td>
<td>Joseph Troisi</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z302</td>
<td>RC41_07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC42 - Social Psychology Session 7: Inclusion and Exclusion in Social Dilemmas</td>
<td>Toshio Yamagishi, Margaret Foddy</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S305</td>
<td>RC42_07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC47 - Social Classes and Social Movements Session 9: Actors</td>
<td>Kevin McDonald</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S409</td>
<td>RC47_09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC50 - International Tourism Session 8: Theorising the Tourist I</td>
<td>Graham M S Dann</td>
<td>QUT-GP-0604</td>
<td>RC50_08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC52 - Sociology of Professional Groups Session 7: Comparative Methodology in Sociology of Professional Groups</td>
<td>Viola Burau</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Q216</td>
<td>RC52_07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Thematic Group**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TG</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Body in the Social Sciences</td>
<td>The Body in the Social Sciences. Session 5: Mondes Arabes Entre Memoire et Oubli</td>
<td>Hassan Arfaoui</td>
<td>QUT-GP-W203</td>
<td>TG03_05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Joint Sessions of Research Committees**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joint Session of RC04 and RC05: Race/ethnicity and Equality in Education</td>
<td>David Gillborn, Kogila Adam-Moodley</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z304</td>
<td>J_04_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint Session of RC08, RC14 and RC23: Special Session on Knowledge societies: Rising Expectations and Ambivalent Prospects</td>
<td>Marja Hayrinen-Alestalo</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z606</td>
<td>J_08_14_23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RC Name</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC01 - Armed Forces and Conflict Resolution</td>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>Giuseppe Caforio</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S405A</td>
<td>RC01_BM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC02 - Economy and Society</td>
<td>Session 12: Finance</td>
<td>Jocelyn Pixley</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S310</td>
<td>RC02_12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC03 - Community Research</td>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>Terry Nichols Clark</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S413</td>
<td>RC03_BM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC04 - Sociology of Education</td>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>Ari Antikainen</td>
<td>QUT-GP-A209</td>
<td>RC04_BM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC05 - Ethnic, Race and Minority Relations</td>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>Kogila Moodley</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S314</td>
<td>RC05_BM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC06 - Family Research</td>
<td>Session 12: Welfare state and the family</td>
<td>John Eriksen</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S303</td>
<td>RC06_12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC08 - History of Sociology</td>
<td>Session 12: General session III: Interpretive Contributions</td>
<td>Dirk Kaezler</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Q224</td>
<td>RC08_12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC11 - Sociology of Aging</td>
<td>Session 11: Gender and Ageing (B)</td>
<td>Susan Feldman, Marilyn Poole</td>
<td>QUT-GP-O603</td>
<td>RC11_11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC12 - Sociology of Law</td>
<td>Session 14: Legal Institutions in Crisis (continued)</td>
<td>Vincenzo Ferrari</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S301</td>
<td>RC12_14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC16 - Sociological Theory</td>
<td>Session 14: New sources of the sacred</td>
<td>Ken Thompson</td>
<td>QUT-GP-C405</td>
<td>RC16_14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC18 - Political Sociology</td>
<td>Session 7: The transformation of political actors after the collapse of communist systems</td>
<td>Pierre Turpin</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S406</td>
<td>RC18_07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC20 - Comparative Sociology</td>
<td>Session 14: Presentation of the new journal: Comparative Sociology Guidelines for articles: content of the first issues and presentation of several papers</td>
<td>Joel Elich</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L431</td>
<td>RC20_14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC21 - Regional and Urban Development</td>
<td>Session 13: Cities and Security after the 11th September</td>
<td>Harvey Molotch</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Q218</td>
<td>RC21_13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC23 - Sociology of Science and Technology</td>
<td>Session 11: The Transformation of Research Centers 3</td>
<td>Laura Cruz-Castro, Luis Sanz-menendez</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z606</td>
<td>RC23_11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC24 - Environment and Society</td>
<td>Session 14: Current Research in Environmental Sociology: Roundtable Sessions</td>
<td>Arthur Mol, Frederick Buttel</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S410</td>
<td>RC24_14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC27 - Sociology of Sport</td>
<td>Session 12: Sport and media.Two</td>
<td>Janet Harris, Roland Renson</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z208</td>
<td>RC27_12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC28 - Social Stratification</td>
<td>Session 15: Wealth and Inequality</td>
<td>Noah Lewin-Epstein</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z205</td>
<td>RC28_15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC28 - Social Stratification</td>
<td>Session 16: Educational Stratification</td>
<td>Shu-Ling Tsai</td>
<td>QUT-GP-M312</td>
<td>RC28_16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session Title</td>
<td>Chair/Organiser</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Session ID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC31 - Sociology of Migration</td>
<td>Kam Wing Chan</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z504</td>
<td>RC31_14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 14: Migration in China and Chinese Diasporas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC32 - Women in Society</td>
<td>Neuma Aguiar</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S408</td>
<td>RC32_13a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 13a: Revealing the 'Invisible': Feminist Time Use Studies in the South and North. Concurrent Methodology Workshops (Jointly with TG01)</td>
<td>Michael Bittman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC32 - Women in Society</td>
<td>Janet Z Giele</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>RC32_13b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 13b: Research on Changing Life Patterns of Women: Using a Variety of Methods. Concurrent Methodology Workshops</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC32 - Women in Society</td>
<td>Ludmila Scherbich</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>RC32_13c</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 13c: Gender Analysis: Methodological and Conceptual Potentials and Pitfalls. Concurrent Methodology Workshops</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC33 - Logic and Methodology in Sociology</td>
<td>Joop Hox</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z702</td>
<td>RC33_12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 12: Modeling Complex Data II: Complex Data in Social Research</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC34 - Sociology of Youth</td>
<td>Lyudmila Nurse</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z309</td>
<td>RC34_13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 13: Youth studies past, present and future</td>
<td>Lynne Chisholm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC35 - Alienation Theory and Research</td>
<td>Laurel Langman</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Q226</td>
<td>RC36_10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 10: Distributed Papers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC40 - Sociology of Agriculture and Food</td>
<td>Sonia Bergamascos</td>
<td>QUT-GP-C406</td>
<td>RC40_10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 10: The Global Farm Crisis (Second session)</td>
<td>Angela Ferreira</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC41 - Sociology of Population</td>
<td>Lisbeth Knudsen</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z302</td>
<td>RC41_08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 8: Miscellaneous issues in sociology of population</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC42 - Social Psychology</td>
<td>Michael A Hogg</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S305</td>
<td>RC42_08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 8: Social Identity and Status Processes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC44 - Labor Movements</td>
<td>AV Jose</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L301B</td>
<td>RC44_S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Session: Unions at the Crossroads: Ambivalent Legacies and Rising Challenges</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC47 - Social Classes and Social Movements</td>
<td>Sasha Roseneil</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S409</td>
<td>RC47_10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 10: New Movements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC51 - Socio cybernetics</td>
<td>Bernd Hornung Francisco Parra-Luna</td>
<td>QUT-GP-M303</td>
<td>RC51_14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 14: Axiological systems theory: its applications to organisations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC52 - Sociology of Professional Groups</td>
<td>John Duff</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Q216</td>
<td>RC52_08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 8: The Decline of Trust and Discretion: Regulation of Professional Work</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC53 - Sociology of Childhood</td>
<td>Leena Alanen</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z607</td>
<td>RC53_BM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Working Group**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WG</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social Indicators and Social Reporting. Session 7: Future Tasks for the Social Indicators Network</td>
<td>Robert A Cummins</td>
<td>QUT-GP-W207</td>
<td>WG06_07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**National Associations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NA</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polish Sociological Society. Session : Polish Sociology and the Challenge of Changes</td>
<td>Marian Kempny</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S407</td>
<td>NAPO_01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Joint Sessions of Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JS</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joint Sessions of Research Committees</td>
<td>Joint Session of RC15 and RC52: Health professions and the public II</td>
<td>Elianne Riska, Mike Saks</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S403</td>
<td>J_15_52_2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RC Name</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC50 - International Tourism</td>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>Marie Francoise, Lanfant</td>
<td>QUT-GP-O604</td>
<td>RC50_BM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RC Name</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC10 - Participation and Self-Management</td>
<td>Session 14: Actors' participation in the research processes: participatory research and action-research</td>
<td>Bruce Wilson, Manfred Maoldaschl</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z701</td>
<td>RC10_14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC16 - Sociological Theory</td>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>Ken Thompson</td>
<td>QUT-GP-C405</td>
<td>RC16_BM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC47 - Social Classes and Social Movements</td>
<td>Special Session: New forms of domination and collective action after September 11</td>
<td>Louis Maheu</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S409</td>
<td>RC47_S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC14 - Sociology of Communication, Knowledge and Culture</td>
<td>Session 14: Information and knowledge society</td>
<td>Anna Woodrow</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z801</td>
<td>RC14_14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### International Sociological Association

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IS</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Sociological Association</td>
<td>ISA: Training Session for the Steering Boards of Research Committees</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>Rydges-B3</td>
<td>ISA_TR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RC Name</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC05 - Ethnic, Race and Minority Relations</td>
<td>Session 13: Indigenous Minorities</td>
<td>Nira Yuval-Davis</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S314</td>
<td>RC05_13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC06 - Family Research</td>
<td>Session 13: Family sociology and intervention</td>
<td>Barbara Settles</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S303</td>
<td>RC06_13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC12 - Sociology of Law</td>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>Rosemary Hunter</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S301</td>
<td>RC12_BM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC15 - Sociology of Health</td>
<td>Session 12: Health care and social policy</td>
<td>Viola Burau</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z303</td>
<td>RC15_12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC16 - Sociological Theory</td>
<td>Session 15: Sociological and cultural theory: The Boundary Condition</td>
<td>Roger Friedland, Ken Thompson</td>
<td>QUT-GP-C405</td>
<td>RC16_15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC18 - Political Sociology</td>
<td>Session 8: Islam, modernization and democracy in the Middle East</td>
<td>Fares Al-Braizat</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S406</td>
<td>RC18_08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC20 - Comparative Sociology</td>
<td>Session 15: Asia-Pacific Societies in Comparative Perspective</td>
<td>Joji Watanuki</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L431</td>
<td>RC20_15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC22 - Sociology of Religion</td>
<td>Session 14: Other Issues in the Sociology of Religion II</td>
<td>Alan Black</td>
<td>GU-QCA-LectTh</td>
<td>RC22_14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC23 - Sociology of Science and Technology</td>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z606</td>
<td>RC23_BM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC28 - Social Stratification</td>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z205</td>
<td>RC28_BM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC31 - Sociology of Migration</td>
<td>Session 15: New Trends in International Migration Research</td>
<td>Han Entzinger</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z504</td>
<td>RC31_15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC34 - Sociology of Youth</td>
<td>Session 14: Contemporary Australian Youth Research</td>
<td>Johanna Wyn</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z309</td>
<td>RC34_14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC39 - Sociology of Disasters</td>
<td>Session 8: Vulnerability and Resilience</td>
<td>Philip Buckle</td>
<td>QUT-GP-O314</td>
<td>RC39_08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC51 - Sociocybernetics</td>
<td>Session 15: Sociocybernetics and social transformations</td>
<td>Karl-Heinz Kaltenborn</td>
<td>QUT-GP-M303</td>
<td>RC51_15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Working Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WG</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social Indicators</td>
<td>Social Indicators and Social Reporting, Business Session</td>
<td>Wolfgang Glatzer</td>
<td>QUT-GP-W207</td>
<td>WG06_BM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Authors Meet The Readers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AR</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Authors Meet The Readers</td>
<td>Authors Meet the Readers: Alain Touraine</td>
<td>Michel Wieviorka</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S403</td>
<td>AR05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Ad Hoc Groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AH</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Comparative Historical Sociology of Empires</td>
<td>Ad Hoc 2: The comparative historical sociology of empires. Session 2</td>
<td>Johann Arnason, Stephen Mennell</td>
<td>QUT-GP-W203</td>
<td>AH02_02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Joint Sessions of Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JS</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joint Sessions of Research Committees</td>
<td>Joint Session of RC14 and RC16: The Status of the Object 2</td>
<td>Frédéric Vandenberghe</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z801</td>
<td>J_14_16_2b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Special Sessions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SS</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Special Sessions</td>
<td>Special Session 2: Continuation: National and Regional Sociologies (Roundtable): American Sociology: Hegemony and Its Limitations</td>
<td>Goran Therborn, Sujata Patel</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S410</td>
<td>SS02_2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**XV World Congress of Sociology**  
Saturday, 13 July 2002 - Early Afternoon: 13:30 - 15:15

### Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RC Name</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC02 - Economy and Society</td>
<td>Session 15: Borders of Gender and Ethnicity between the Old and New Economy</td>
<td>Judith Hollows</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S310</td>
<td>RC02_14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC06 - Family Research</td>
<td>Session 14: Families, social capital and the community involvements</td>
<td>Mark Hutter</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S303</td>
<td>RC06_14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC18 - Political Sociology</td>
<td>Session 9: Rethinking citizenship</td>
<td>Mohammed Bamyeh</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S406</td>
<td>RC18_09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC20 - Comparative Sociology</td>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>Mattei Dogan</td>
<td>QUT-GP-L431</td>
<td>RC20_BM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC51 - Sociocybernetics</td>
<td>Session 16: New paradigms of social analysis</td>
<td>Bob Hodge</td>
<td>QUT-GP-M303</td>
<td>RC51_16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Joint Sessions of Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JS</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joint Sessions of Research Committees</td>
<td>Joint Session of RC10 and RAIB: Participación en comunidades: un balance de perspectivas teóricas y prácticas</td>
<td>Sergio Contreras Carlos Gadsden</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z701</td>
<td>J_10_RAIB_2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### International Sociological Association

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IS</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Sociological Association</td>
<td>New ISA Executive Committee Meeting</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>BCEC-M5&amp;6</td>
<td>ISA_EX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Saturday, 13 July 2002 - Late Afternoon: 15:30 - 17:15

#### Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RC Name</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC02 - Economy and Society</td>
<td>Session 16: Regional Systems of Innovation: First Session</td>
<td>Diane Gabrielle Tremblay Jorge Niosi</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S310</td>
<td>RC02_15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC05 - Ethnic, Race and Minority Relations</td>
<td>Session 14: Poster Session</td>
<td>Peter Ratcliffe</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S314</td>
<td>RC05_14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC06 - Family Research</td>
<td>Session 15: Fatherhood</td>
<td>Rudy Ray Seward</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S303</td>
<td>RC06_15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC15 - Sociology of Health</td>
<td>Session 14: Health in the Third World</td>
<td>Ogoh Alubo</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S403</td>
<td>RC15_14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC18 - Political Sociology</td>
<td>Session 10: States and citizens in a globalized world</td>
<td>Sven Bislev</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S406</td>
<td>RC18_10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC24 - Environment and Society</td>
<td>Session 15: Current Developments in Social Theory and the Environment</td>
<td>Frederick Buttel Damian White</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S410</td>
<td>RC24_15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC40 - Sociology of Agriculture and Food</td>
<td>Session 11: Toward a New Agri-food Paradigm</td>
<td>Farshad Araghi</td>
<td>QUT-GP-C406</td>
<td>RC40_11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC51 - Sociocybernetics</td>
<td>Session 17: Societies in Transition - 2</td>
<td>Philoppos Nicolopoulos</td>
<td>QUT-GP-M303</td>
<td>RC51_17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RC Name</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC47 - Social Classes and Social Movements</td>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S409</td>
<td>RC47_BM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC02 - Economy and Society</td>
<td>Session 17: Regional Systems of Innovation: Second Session</td>
<td>Jorge Niosi Diane Gabrielle Tremblay</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S310</td>
<td>RC02_16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Saturday, 13 July 2002 - Late Evening: 20:00 - 21:45

### Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RC Name</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC05 - Ethnic, Race and Minority Relations</td>
<td>Session 15: Ethnic Self-determination and state's territorial integrity: Is the current contradiction solvable?</td>
<td>Roza N Ismagilova</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S314</td>
<td>RC05_15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC15 - Sociology of Health</td>
<td>Session 15: Chronic Illness II</td>
<td>Christine Walker</td>
<td>QUT-GP-Z303</td>
<td>RC15_15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC24 - Environment and Society</td>
<td>Session 16: Environmentalism and Environmental Attitudes</td>
<td>Frederick Buttel</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S410</td>
<td>RC24_16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Arthur Mol</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Joint Sessions of Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JS</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joint Sessions of Research Committees</td>
<td>Joint Session of RC01, RC06 and RC32: Gender, work and family issues in predominantly male occupations</td>
<td>Ann Denis</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S303</td>
<td>J_01_06_32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mady Segal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sunday, 14 July 2002 - Early Afternoon: 14:00 - 16:15

Research Committees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RC Name</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair/Organiser</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC32 - Women in</td>
<td>Board meeting - current board members and incoming</td>
<td>Ann Denis</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>RC32_BM4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society</td>
<td>board members</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


AFTERNOON PROGRAM:

ACADEMIC SESSION

DETAILS
Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: Ambivalent colonial legacies: obstacles to effective democratisation in Africa
Chair:
Benedict Ijomah (Ambrose Alli University, Nigeria)
Location: QUT-GP-S405A  Session ID: RC01_01

Authors and Papers:
Benedict Ijomah (Ambrose Alli University, Nigeria),
Ambivalent Colonial Legacies: Obstacles to effective democratisation and Nation-Building in Nigeria
Alemayehu Kumsa, Ethno-national conflicts in Ethiopia and Ethio-Eritrean war of 1998-2000
Nehama Bavin, David Segal (University of Maryland, United States of America), Transformation of the Military in the 21st Century: What happened in Africa
GI Obetoh, Professionalism and professional growth of the Nigerian Military
Innocent Modo (University of Uyo, Nigeria), A Critical Examination of Ethnicity as a colonial Heritage and Obstacle to Democratisation Process in Africa

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 2: The military profession
Chair:
Giuseppe Caforio (ISA: RC01, Italy)
Location: QUT-GP-S405A  Session ID: RC01_02

Authors and Papers:
Ljubica Jelusic (University of Ljubljana, Slovenia), Professional education of military officers in Post-Yugoslav states: The Challenges of new tasks and/or demobilisation
Giuseppe Caforio (ISA: RC01, Italy), The flexible officer: results from cross-national survey
Alise Weibul, The right stuff in the wrong system? On structure and culture in the Swedish Air Force

Bruce Horsfield, Professionalism in the Special Air Service Regiment: Building the post-modern Military organisation
Adam Kolodziejczyk, Changes in perception of a military profession in Poland in the 90's
Lindy Heinecken (Univ of Stellenbosch, South Africa), From profession to occupation in contract worker. The resurging interest in military unionism
Omar Gutierrez, Armed Forces and postmodernity

Monday, 8 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 3: The military and the masculinity
Chair:
Paul Higate (University of Bristol, England)
Location: QUT-GP-S405A  Session ID: RC01_03

Authors and Papers:
Uta Klein, Military, Masculinity, Manhood - A New Perspective in current research
Donald N Levine (University of Chicago, United States of America), The Masculinity Ethos and military Traditions in Ethiopian and Japanese cultures
Kim Hosking (Australian National University, Australia), Gender and the cadet culture within the Australian defence force academy
Aleksandra Milicevic, Masculinity and War: Volunteers and Draft-Dodgers from Siberia 1991 - 1995
Laurel Halladay (University of Calgary, Canada), "Heaven will protect an honest girl": Female Impersonators and Canadian Military Entertainment in World Wars I and II
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Authors and Papers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15 | Joint Session of RC01, RC04 and RC52: Education and Professionalism in the new armed forces: New Missions (OOTW) and the changing international order | Session ID: RC01_06 | Peace and the threat of terrorism in the new millennium | Franklin Pinch (CF Leadership Institute, Canada) | Anne Brown, Peace Building in East Timor: What can we learn? Some preliminary investigations  
Franklin Pinch, Terrorism and the Canadian Forces: Looking for Mr Good Role  
Bandana Purkayastha, Mangala Subramaniam, Women in Public Sphere: conflict and negotiation in India  
Hammed Shahidian, Lesson from Iran of the 20th Century for peace in the New Millennium |
| Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15 | Session 4: The other soldier? Trends in the integration of women in the armed forces | Session ID: RC01_04 | Authors and Papers: | Marina Nuciari (Department of Social Sciences-University of Turin, Italy, Italy), The integration of women in Italian armed forces. Lessons learned from a new comer  
Liora Sion, Women's exclusion in the Dutch military  
Darlene Iska, Marcia Leithauser, Stephen Trainor, Mady Segal, Women's participation in armed conflict cross-nationally: expanding Segal's model  
Gerhard Kuemmel, Rainer Senger (SOWI, Germany), The interaction of women in the Bundeswehr and gender role images  
Marcia Kovitz (McGill University, Canada), (En)Gendering military sociology |
| Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15 | Session 5: Peace in the new millennium: Lessons from the 20th century | Session ID: RC01_05 | Authors and Papers: | Proshanta Nandi (University of Illinois - Springfield, United States Of America), Unprincipled Politics and Inter-Societal Violence  
Guntram Wether, Facilitating Evil - Societal Values in Public Policy Formation and Execution  
| Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15 | Session 7: Peacekeeping | Session ID: RC01_07 | Authors and Papers: | Marina Nuciari (Department of Social Sciences-University of Turin, Italy, Italy), Mission, Tradition and motivation in all volunteer Italian unit  
Guido Sertorio (Department of Social Sciences-University of Turin, Italy, Italy), Women in Public Sphere: Conflict and Negotiation in India  
Hammed Shahidian, Lesson from Iran of the 20th Century for Peace in the New Millennium |
Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 8: Armed forces and society
Chair: Nehama Bavin
Location: QUT-GP-S405A Session ID: RC01_08

Authors and Papers:
Priscila Antunes, The role of intelligence branches of the Brazilian Armed Forces
Maria Carrilho, Politique européenne de securite et defence
Marjan Malesic, Popular perception of security in Slovenia
Adam Kolodziejczyk, Social legitimation of armed forces in Poland in 90's
Manuel Neto, Modernization and political participation: the case of the Brazilian Army
Vladimir Rukavishnikov (Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia), Tatiana Rukavishnikova, New threats and old phobias: a sociological look on changes in foreign policy and trends in public opinion on US-Russia relations and international security issues since 1930's
Marian Zulean, Changing Pattern of Civil-Military Relations in Southeastern Europe - A Comparative Study of Bulgaria, Romania and Slovenia -
Silene de Moraes Freire, Armed Forces and Bourgeois Revolution in Brazil

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 9: Multiculturality within the armed forces
Chair: Joseph Soeters (Royal Netherlands Military Academy, The Netherlands)
Location: QUT-GP-S405A Session ID: RC01_09

Authors and Papers:
E C Ejiogu (University of Maryland, USA), Projecting the future-some likely outcomes of high minority representation on the US Military
Alemayehu Kumsa, The formation of Ethiopian armed forces after 2001
Doo-Seung Hong (Seoul National University, Korea), Byeong-jo Kim, Hierarchy and adjustment among the Korean conscripts
Asael Maldonado, Sociologia Del Conflicto: guerra, pobreza y desarrollo en las sociedades contemporaneas
Fotios Moustakis, Comparative Analysis of the Armed forces in Greece and Turkey in the Post Cold War Era

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 10: The place of sociology in the military academy curriculum
Chair: David Segal (University of Maryland, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-S405A Session ID: RC01_10

Authors and Papers:
Franklin Pinch (CF Leadership Institute, Canada), The role of Sociology in Canadian Military Education: a Struggle for Commitment and Continuity
Eric Ouellet (Canadian Forces College, Canada), Sociology and the study of leadership in military academies
Hitoshi Kawano (Japan National Defense Academy, Japan), The expanding role of sociology at the Japan National Defense Academy
Richard Cooney Jr, Gina Swanson, David Segal (University of Maryland, United States of America), Sociology at the US Air Force Academy
Joseph Soeters (Royal Netherlands Military Academy, The Netherlands), Rene Moelker (Royal Netherlands Military Academy, The Netherlands), Van Doorn and Beyond. The role of Military Sociology in Military Academic Training
Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 11: Aspects of war and the military
Chair:
Giuseppe Caforio (ISA: RC01, Italy)
Location: QUT-GP-S405A  Session ID: RC01_11

Authors and Papers:

Marek Garztecki, The Spirits of the Dead - The Lost Cultural Dimension in African Conflict Resolution
Edna Lomsky-Feder, The Discourses of psychology and the Normalisation of War in Contemporary Israel
Susma Sood, War Widows and problems of Absenteeism
Rene Moelker (Royal Netherlands Military Academy, The Netherlands), Joseph Soeters (Royal Netherlands Military Academy, The Netherlands), Norbet Elias, lost and found. On Elias' lost work on the genesis of the Naval Profession
Erna Danielsson (Swedish National Defence College, Sweden), Is participation possible in a bureaucracy? A case study within the Swedish Armed Forces focusing on the work that preceded the 1996 Resolution of Defence

Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Business Meeting
Chair:
Giuseppe Caforio (ISA: RC01, Italy)
Location: QUT-GP-S405A  Session ID: RC01_BM

Saturday, 13 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Joint Session of RC01, RC06 and RC32: Gender, work and family issues in predominantly male occupations
Chair:
Mady Segal (University of Maryland, United States Of America)
Ann Denis (University of Ottawa, Canada)
Location: QUT-GP-S303  Session ID: J_01_06_32
Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: Asian models of economy and society
Chair: Dennis McNamara (Georgetown University, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-S310 Session ID: RC02_01

Authors and Papers:
Dennis McNamara (Georgetown University, United States of America), Global Sectors, National Systems, and Local Societies - Japan's Production Networks in Asia
Changcheng Zhou, Comparative Study of Quality of Life: China Versus Thailand
Sheying Chen, Qingwen Xu (City University of New York, United States of America), Ann Y Chen, Eric Zhong, Wanshou Li, Economic Reform and Social Change in China: Future Direction for the Economic State
Hyuk-Rae Kim (Yonsei University, Korea), Recasting East Asian Economic Governance: An Institutional Perspective
Mike Rafferty, Dick Bryan, "Globalisation and Economic Nationalism"

Distributed Papers:
Hao Wang (Feng-Chia University, Taiwan), "Social Capital: Unexpected Windfall of Rational Action by Shanghai's Industrial Workers for their Enterprise"
Jenn-hwan Wang, "Two Routes of Restructuring the financial System: South Korea and Taiwan Compared"

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 2: Globalisation on the Ground: Processes and Structures
Chair: Christopher Chase-Dunn (University of California, United States of America)
Volker Bornschier (University of Zurich, Switzerland)
Location: QUT-GP-S310 Session ID: RC02_02

Authors and Papers:
Stephen Bunker, Theoretical Traps: Rent and Tax Policies - Problems from the Amazon
Jeffrey Kentor, Organisational Linkages in the World-Economy: An Examination of Global Interlocking Directorates
Sally Weller, Power Structure of Commodity Chains: the Rag Trade
Jeffrey Henderson, Peter Dicken, Martin Hess, Neil Coe, Henry Yeung, Global Production Networks and the Analysis of Economic Development

Distributed Papers:
Aleksandra Kania, Changing national identities in the era of globalization
J Flynn, Transportation and Globalisation: a Transnational Road
Anita Kon, Technology and Changes in Occupational structures in the Scenery of Globalisation
Sonia Larangeira (UFRGS, United States of America), Privatisation and its Implications in the Context of Globalisation: an Analysis of a Telecommunications Firm in Brazil
Anthony Lee, Entrepreneurial Networks in the Core and the Semiperiphery
Daniel Maman, Global, Local and the Global: The New Israeli Corporate Law
Daniel Mato, The Transnational Making of Social Representations and Related Agendas in Latin America
### Session 3: Corruption of Business: Challenges to States and to Markets

**Chair:**
Harry M Makler (University Toronto - Stanford University, United States of America)
Neil J Smelser (University of California, United States Of America)

**Authors and Papers:**
- Harry M Makler (University Toronto - Stanford University, United States of America), *Introduction to the session: 'Corruption in Banking: A Sociological Approach'*
- Vadim Radaev (State University, Russia), *Sources of Corruption in Russian Business*
- Alfredo Rehren (Universidad Catolica De Chile, Chile), *Business and Corruption in Emerging Latin American Democracies*
- Cyrus Yeganeh (University of Art, Iran), *Economic Crime, Civil Society and Economic Development in Iran*

**Location:** QUT-GP-S310  **Session ID:** RC02_03

---

### Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

**Session 4: Asian Business Networks**

**Chair:**
Eun Mee Kim (International Education Institute/ GSIS Ewha Womans University, South Korea)
Alvin Y So

**Location:** QUT-GP-S310  **Session ID:** RC02_04

**Authors and Papers:**
- Georgina Murray (Griffith University, Australia), Kate Hutchings, *Guanxi or Ownership? The Significance of trust or Capital in Chinese Business*
- Tong Kiong, *Feuds and Legacies: Conflict and Inheritance in Chinese Business Firms in Southeast Asia*
- Geraldine Kim Ling Chan (National University of Malaysia, Malaysia), *Business-State Relations in Malaysia: A Sociological Analysis Of Interlocking Directorships*
- Eun Mee Kim (International Education Institute/ GSIS Ewha Womans University, South Korea), Dukjin Chang, *State-Business Relations in the Clash of Capitalisms: South Korea after the Asian Crisis*

---

### Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

**Session 6: The Entrepreneurial Society**

**Chair:**
Bruno Trezzini (Nanyang Technological University, Singapore)
Alexius Pereira (National University of Singapore, Singapore)

**Location:** QUT-GP-S310  **Session ID:** RC02_06
Authors and Papers:

Allan Bates, Juliet Cox, Demographic and Societal Change - 'Third Age' Business Owners

Michael Gilding (Swinburne University of Technology, Australia), Entrepreneurs, Social Class and Trust

Marie Leech, Claire Field (Mission Australia, Australia), Social Entrepreneurs - Achieving a Social and Economic Impact

Heili Pals (Stanford University, United States of America), Nancy Tuma, The emergence of Self-employment in Post-Soviet Societies

Alexander Salvisberg, Towards the emergence of an employed entrepreneur? Shifting soft skill requirements in the second half of the 20th century

Distributed Papers:

Volker Bornschier (University of Zurich, Switzerland), Thomas Volken (University of Zurich, Switzerland), Trust: consequences for social change and entrepreneurship

PS Malik, Saroj Malik, Sociology of Entrepreneurship in Beekeeping for Sustainability, Diversification in Agriculture and Rural Self Employment

Alexius Pereira (National University of Singapore, Singapore), State Entrepreneurship and Economic Development: Singapore's Regionalization Programme

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

Session 7: Key Themes in Economic Sociology

Chair:
Stewart Clegg (University of Technology - Sydney, Australia)

Location: QUT-GP-S310 Session ID: RC02_07

Authors and Papers:

Malcolm Alexander (Griffith University, Australia), National Systems of Corporate Governance in a Globalizing World: The Australian Case

Harold L. Wilensky (University of California, Berkeley, USA), Postindustrialism and Postmaterialism? A Critical View of the "New Economy", the "Information Age", and the "High Technology Society", and all That

Brian Uzzi, Ryon Lancaster (Northwestern University, United States Of America), Social Embeddedness and Price Formation in the Large Law Firm Market

Elizabeth McFall (The Open University, United Kingdom), The Notion of Constituent Practice: Rethinking the Boundaries of Economic Sociology

Discussants:

Carole Heimer (Northwestern University, United States of America)

Geoff Dow (University of Queensland, Australia)

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

Session 8: Markets, Hierarchies and Networks in the Global Economy

Chair:
Emanuela Todeva (South Bank University, United Kingdom)

Location: QUT-GP-S310 Session ID: RC02_08

Authors and Papers:

Alexius Pereira (National University of Singapore, Singapore), State-driven Markets, Hierarchies and Networks: Singapore's Regionalization Strategy

William Carroll (University of Victoria, Canada), Forging a New Hegemony? The Role of Transnational Policy Groups in the Network and Discourses of Global Corporate Governance

Martin Marcussen , Networking in the Global Economy - The Case of Central Bankers and E-Managers

Cristina Puga (Universidad Nacional Autónoma De México (UNAM), México), NAFTA and Organized Business in Mexico

Anita Kon , Global Economy: Changes in Regional Hierarchies and Market Effects

Emanuela Todeva (South Bank University, United Kingdom), The Evolution of Co-Ordination and Control of Economic Activities and the Mechanisms for Allocation of Resources

Sigmund Gronmo (University of Bergen, Norway), Trond Loyning, The Strength of Weak Coordination: Networks of Interlocking Directorates in Norway 1970-1995

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

Joint Session of RC02 and RC38: Ethnic Business and Biography

Chair:
Ursula Apitzsch (J.W. Goethe University Frankfurt, Germany)

Jan Rath (University of Amsterdam/IMES, The Netherlands)

Location: QUT-GP-Z306 Session ID: J_02_38

See full details in Joint Session section
Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 9: Economic Elites and Entrepreneurs: Politics in EU Enlargement
Chair:
Gyorgy Lengyel (Hungary)
Jochen Tholen (University of Bremen, Germany)
Location: QUT-GP-S310 Session ID: RC02_09

Authors and Papers:
Sidonia Jedrzejewska (Central European University, Poland), Chambers of Commerce and Industry in the Baltic Sea Region
Gyorgy Lengyel (Hungary), Who's Afraid of European Integration?
Jose Vargas-Hernandez (University of Guadalajara, Mexico), Mexican State's Economic and Political Transition: From the Entrepreneurial State to the State of Entrepreneurs
Jochen Tholen (University of Bremen, Germany), Foreign Direct Investment in CEE Countries - Creating a New Management?

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 17:30 - 19:15
Session 10: Immigration, Business, and Society - First Session
Chair:
Jan Rath (University of Amsterdam/IMES, The Netherlands)
Location: QUT-GP-S310 Session ID: RC02_10

Authors and Papers:
Ewa Morawska (University of Pennsylvania, United States of America), Transnational Immigrant Entrepreneurs in New York: Three Varieties and their Correlates
Min Zhou (University of California, United States Of America), The Enclave Economic and Ethnic Social Structures: Sources of Social Capital in Facilitating the Education of Immigrant Children
Daniel Hiebert (University of British Columbia, Canada), Ravi Pendakur, Who's cooking? The changing ethnic division of labour in the Canadian restaurant sector
Ching Pang (Catholic University of Leuven, Belgium), Recasting immigrant business neighbourhoods into tourist area. Exploring the advantages and drawbacks

Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 11: Politics and Markets: The Future of Institution-Building
Chair:
Geoff Dow (University of Queensland, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-S310 Session ID: RC02_11

Authors and Papers:
Leonardo Berlamaqui, The Polanyi Problem and the Need for International Institution-building
Giuseppe Moro (University of Bari, Italy), Social factors in the regional development of Southern Italy
Jose Vargas-Hernandez (University of Guadalajara, Mexico), The economic and political transition for the Mexican state on the threshold of the twenty-first century: from the entrepreneurial state to the state of entrepreneurs
Volker Bornschier (University of Zurich, Switzerland), Democracy's Indirect Growth Fuelling
Hanno Scholtz (University of Zurich, Switzerland), TBA
Stefani Strazzari (Adelaide University, Australia), Politicising the globalization discourse: government policy responses to the global economy in South Australia and New South Wales
George Lafferty, Civilizing society: politics, markets and the reconstruction of social democracy
Georgina Murray (Griffith University, Australia), A comparative Marxist analysis of power and finance capital in Australia, New Zealand and South Africa

Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 12: Finance
Chair:
Jocelyn Pixley (University of New South Wales, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-S310 Session ID: RC02_12

Authors and Papers:
Alicia Giron (Instituto De Investigaciones Economicas - Universidad Nacional Autonoma De Mexico, Mexico), Eugenia Correa, Emergent Markets, Instability and Fragility (Latin America and Mexico)
Aaron Pitluck (University of Wisconsin-Madison, Malaysia), A Political Economy of Speculation in the Malaysian Stock Market
Jocelyn Pixley (University of New South Wales, Australia), Shifting Hierarchies of Impersonal Trust in the Finance Sector
Friday, 12 July 2002: 17:30 - 19:15
Session 13: Immigration, Business, and Society - Second Session
Chair: Dieter Bogenhold
Location: QUT-GP-S310    Session ID: RC02_13

Authors and Papers:
Maarten Rothengatter (University of Queensland, Australia), Taxpayer compliance
Vinod Chandra (Lucknow University, India), Children as 'Small Wheels' in Indians' Small-Scale Family Business in Britain
Zoran Slavnic (National Institute for Working Life, Sweden), Immigrant and Small Business Research in Sweden
Denis Robichaud (Télé-Université, Canada), Portuguese entrepreneurs in Montreal

Saturday, 13 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 15: Borders of Gender and Ethnicity between the Old and New Economy
Chair: Judith Hollows (Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong)
Location: QUT-GP-S310    Session ID: RC02_14

Authors and Papers:
SE Korupp, Information technology, Gender and Occupational Qualifications
Panchayati Raj, Women=s Participation in Local Self Government
Shefi Shalit, Arab Enterprises in Israel
Nandita Gandhi, Nandita Shah, Women Workers at a Crossroad: Work, Household and Strategies
Min Choe, Women in the Workplace and Korea's New Economy

Saturday, 13 July 2002: 17:30 - 19:15
Session 16: Regional Systems of Innovation: First Session
Chair: Jorge Niosi (University of Quebec, Canada)
Diane Gabrielle Tremblay (Tele-Universite, Canada)
Location: QUT-GP-S310    Session ID: RC02_15

Authors and Papers:
Lucio Biggiero (LUISS University, Italy), Creating Territorial Value: Positive and Negative Feedback Processes
Robert Dalpe (Political Science, Université De Montréal, Canada), Interaction Between Science and Technology in Biotechnology
Willem Elfring Hulsink, T Elfring Hulsink, Much Ado About Nothing? The Role and Contribution of Incubators in Promoting and Fostering Entrepreneurship in New Companies
Feiwel Kupferberg (Aalborg University, Denmark), Classical Hollywood as a Creative Milieu: Networks, Newcomers, and Nothing
Matilda Luna, Networks and Translators in the Configuration of Regional Systems of Innovation
Maria Lucia Maciel (University of Brasilia and Federal University of Rio De Janeiro, Brazil), Innovative Arrangements in Brazil

Saturday, 13 July 2002: 17:30 - 19:15
Session 17: Regional Systems of Innovation: Second Session
Chair: Diane Gabrielle Tremblay (Tele-Universite, Canada)
Jorge Niosi (University of Quebec, Canada)
Location: QUT-GP-S310    Session ID: RC02_16

Authors and Papers:
Jane Marceau (AEGIS, Australia), Innovative Sector, Innovative City, Innovative Region? An Analysis of Innovation at State Level in Australia
Jorge Niosi (University of Quebec, Canada), An Evolutionary Perspective of Regional Innovation Systems
Diane Gabrielle Tremblay (Tele-Universite, Canada), Modalities for the Establishment of the Relational Firm
**Daniel Villavicencio, A Villavicencio**, *L' emergence des systemes regionaux d'innovation: deux exemples de la frontiere mexicaine*

**Martin Zagler** (Vienna University of Economics, Austria), *Institutional and Organizational Determinants of Product Innovation in European Regions*

**Judith Hollows** (Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong), *The Characteristics of Innovation and the Internet in Hong Kong*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 17:30 - 19:15</th>
<th>Business Meeting, Election of New Executive Committee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chair:</strong></td>
<td>Dennis McNamara (Georgetown University, United States of America)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location:</strong></td>
<td>QUT-GP-S310</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 18:00 - 20:00</th>
<th>Dinner for Members Guests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organisers:</strong></td>
<td>Dennis McNamara (Georgetown University, United States of America)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location:</strong></td>
<td>TBA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RC03 Community Research

Investigación sobre la comunidad local
Recherche sur les communautaires
Coordinator: Terry Nichols Clark

Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1a: Globalisation and Urban Processes
Chair: Alan Harding
Location: QUT-GP-S413 Session ID: RC03_01a

Authors and Papers:
Sheying Chen, Ann Y Chen, Eric Zhong, Special Economic Zones and Globalisation of Chinese Cities: The Case of Shenzhen
Jerzy Bartkowski (Institute of Sociology, Poland), Globalisation at Local Level - Polish Case
Peter Orpin, The Community 'Stranger' in Globalisation

Distributed Papers:
Franck Eckardt (Universität-Gesamthochschule Kassel, Germany), Frankfurt: A Political Region for the Global Players

Discussants:
Hendriks Frank (Tilburg University/CRBI, The Netherlands)
Anne Bartlett

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 2: Enhancing Urban Amenities and Environmental Preservation: Theories and Examples that Work
Chair: Richard Hula
Location: QUT-GP-S413 Session ID: RC03_02

Authors and Papers:
Judith Kapferer (University of Bergen, Norway), City Diversions
Ada Cattaneo (Istituto Di Scienze Dell'Uomo Dell'Ambiente - IULM University, Italy), Travel Styles as a Result of Individual Factors, Every-day Context, Tourist Reality and Traveller's Dreams
Hendriks Frank (Tilburg University/CRBI, The Netherlands), New Political Culture and Consensus Democracy
Terry Nichols Clark (University of Chicago, United States of America), The City as Entertainment?
Rachel Harvey (University of Chicago, United States of America), Of Media and Social Movements: the Retheorisation of the Media as a Form of Movement Social Capital

Discussants:
Jerzy Bartkowski (Institute of Sociology, Poland)
Johan Zaaliman (Huguenot College, South Africa)
**Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15**

**Session 3a: Social Capital: New Ideas, New Results, Controversial Interpretations**

**Chair:** Hendriks Frank (Tilburg University/CRBI, The Netherlands)

**Location:** QUT-GP-S413  
**Session ID:** RC03-03a

**Authors and Papers:**

Marie Leech, *What's Happening Over the Back Fence?*

Anthony Lee, *Civic Participation and Economic Opportunities*

Fredesvinda Merida, Josep Rodriguez, *Contribution to the Spanish Social Capital: The Volunteer Participation*

Ewa Rokicka (University of Lodz, Poland), Pawel Starosta (University of Lodz, Poland), *Civic Associations and Community Power in Polish Cities: Real Social Force, Myth, or Ceremony?*

**Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 17:30 - 19:15**

**Session 3b: Social Capital: New Ideas, New Results, Controversial Interpretations**

**Chair:** Rachel Harvey (University of Chicago, United States of America)

**Location:** QUT-GP-S413  
**Session ID:** RC03-03b

**Authors and Papers:**

Padma Subramaniam (M.O.P. Vaishnav College For Women, India), *Social Capital - An Essential Element for Social Cohesion in the Society and Family*

Mike Savage, Andrew Pickles, *Social Mobility, Social Capital and Civic Participation in the UK, 1972-1998*

Daniel Monti Jr, Colleen Butler, Alexandra Curley, Kirsten Tilney, Melissa Weiner, *Civic Association and the Art of Making a People: Persistence and Change in Americans' Social Ties and Group Affiliations At the End of the Twentieth Century*

**Discussants:**

Daniel Monti Jr

---

**Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15**

**Session 4a: The New Community Power. Civic Associations, Networks, Contexts. Organisers:**

Michael Goldsmith and Robyne Turner

**Chair:**

Daniel Monti

**Location:** QUT-GP-S413  
**Session ID:** RC03-04a

**Authors and Papers:**

Robyne Turner, *Incrementalism and Regime Change: Exploring Boundary Shifts*

Dan Ferrand-Bechmann (Universite Paris 8, France), *Community Development in Paris*

Rusydi Syahra (Indonesian Institute of Sciences, Indonesia), *Regional Autonomy in Indonesia: Tug-of-War between Central and Local Governments*

Wilson Wilson, *Social Movement Organisations*

Alan Morris (University of New South Wales, Australia), *Progress and Setbacks for Local Government: Democratic Practice and Redistribution in Johannesburg in the 1990's*

**Discussants:**

Wonho Jang (University of Seoul, Korea)

Johan Zaaiman (Huguenot College, South Africa)

---

**Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15**

**Session 4b: The New Community Power. Civic Associations, Networks, Contexts. Organisers:**

Michael Goldsmith and Robyne Turner

**Chair:**

Ewa Rokicka (University of Lodz, Poland)

**Location:** QUT-GP-S413  
**Session ID:** RC03-04b

**Authors and Papers:**

Peter Eisinger (Wayne State University, United States of America), *Gunslingers Versus The Bazaar: Nonmarket Alternatives in Education Reform*

Seung Lee (Sungkyunkwan University, Korea), Wonho Jang (University of Seoul, Korea), *Factors Influencing Mayoral Leadership in Korea*

Xia Jianzhong, *Community Power in Urban of Contemporary China*

Lynda Herbert-Cheshire (Central Queensland University, Australia), *Docile Bodies or Active Agents? Community Power and Government in Contemporary Rural Australia*
**Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15**

**Session 5: The Progressive City: How Do Localities Frame and Provide Positive or Negative Opportunities To New Social Movements, Human Rights, And Related Activities?**

**Chair:**
Dan Chekki

**Location:** QUT-GP-S413  
**Session ID:** RC03 05

**Authors and Papers:**

- **Corazon Dee** (Institute for Housing and Urban Development Studies, Philippines), *Gender Sensitivity in Housing and Household Conditions in Urban Poor Communities in Davao City, Philippines*
- **Valentina Iarskaia** (Saratov State Technical University, Russia), *Community Resources for Empowering People with Disabilities in Today’s Russia*
- **Anna Ferro**, *The Italian Community In Boston, Identity Construction And Social Integration*
- **Johan Zaaiman** (Huguenot College, South Africa), *The Politics of Local Reconciliation: Holism versus Sectorialism*
- **P Rao**, *Migration and Status of Women in India*

**Discussants:**

- **Gabrielle Gwyther** (University of Western Sydney, Australia)
- **Dingxin Zhao** (Huadong Yiyuan, China)

---

**Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15**

**Business Meeting**

**Chair:**
Terry Nichols Clark (University of Chicago, United States of America)

**Location:** QUT-GP-S413  
**Session ID:** RC03 BM

---

**Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15**

**Session 6: Roundtable Discussion - Planning for Future International Urban Research, Building on Past Surveys of the Fiscal Austerity and Urban Innovation Project**

**Chair:**
Terry Nichols Clark (University of Chicago, United States of America)

- **P O Norrell**
- **Johan Zaaiman** (Huguenot College, South Africa)
- **Jerzy Bartkowski** (Institute of Sociology, Poland)

**Location:** QUT-GP-S413  
**Session ID:** RC03 06
RC04 Sociology of Education
Sociología de la educación
Sociologie de l'éducation
Coordinator: Carlos Alberto Torres

Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: Sociology of Education: Teachers, Curriculum, and Critical Ethnographies
Chair: Carlos Torres (University of California, United States Of America)
Location: QUT-GP-Z304

Authors and Papers:
Steve Jordan (McGill University, Canada), Critical Ethnography and the Sociology of Education
Sue Thomas (Griffith University, Australia), Television Teachers: Mapping the Public Discourse on Teachers and Teacher Quality
Sue Thomas (Griffith University, Australia), Cheryl Sim, Contesting the Curriculum: an Analysis of Public Debates over History Curriculum
Carlos Torres (University of California, United States Of America), Teachers and Teachers Unions in the Phase of Globalisation and Neoliberalism
Armando Alacantara, Ana Hirsch (Universidad Nacional Autonoma De Mexico, México), Maribel Ríos, University and Professional Values in Mexico: A State-of-the-Art

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 2: Sociology of Education in Latin America: critical perspectives, questions and answers
Chair: Maria Teresa Sirvent (Argentina)
Silvia Llomovatte (Russia)
Location: QUT-GP-A208

Authors and Papers:
Belinda Castillo, Mujeres Imaginarias: el Papel de la Escuela en la Invencion de "al Mujer". Representaciones de la Mujer en Fotografías, Libros de Texto y Festivales Escolares (1934-1946)
Zaia Brandao, Bourdieu's Cultural Capital: A Brazilian Perspective. Schooling elites in Brazil
Marcio da Costa (Universidade Federal Do Rio De Janeiro, Brazil), Sociology of Education in Backward Contexts - Educational Change, Structural Constrains, Political Limits and Inertia
Silvia Grinberg, Gerenciando el Riesgo: Diagramas de la Gubernamentalidad en el Escenario Neoliberal
Carina Kaplan, El Horizonte Social Mirado desde la Escuela. Probabilidades Objetivas y Esperanzas Subjetivas de los Estudiantes en Sociedades de Exclusion
Graciela MoraesSilva, The Rise and Fall of Sociology of Education in Brazil and its Present Possibilities
Prudenciano Moreno Moreno, Francisco Lopez, Nuevos Paradigmas de la Sociologia de la Educacion para los Escenarios de la Politica Educativa
Hilda Santos, Conocimiento sobre Salud Reproductiva en Sectores Populares

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 3: National Imaginaries and 'the Civilizing' Practices of Education: Producing Subjects/Subjectivities
Chair: Thomas Popkewitz (University of Wisconsin-Madison, United States Of America)
Location: QUT-GP-A209

Authors and Papers:
Erica McWilliam (Queensland University of Technology, Australia), Against Professional Development
Mirian Varda, Visions of Paradise and the Education of Hope: The Future is somewhere else
Ines Dussel, Educational Policy after Welfare: reconstructing Patterns of Governance in Argentinean Education
Dimitri Morakhovski (La Trobe University, Australia), Margarita Pavlova, Russian Educational Reform: Two Visions of National Imaginary in the Context of Globalization

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 4: Retrieving the Sociology of Educational Knowledge
Chair: Parlo Singh (Queensland University of Technology, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-A208
Session ID: RC04_04

Authors and Papers:
Michael Young, Vygotsky and the curriculum
Paula Ensor (University of Cape Town, South Africa), Inter-disciplinarity and Higher Education Programme Restructuring
James Ladwig, The Distribution of Educational Knowledge as the Central Problematic
Karl Maton (University of Cambridge, United Kingdom), A little Knowledge is a Dangerous Thing. Whatever happened to the sociology of educational knowledge
Trish Glasby (University of Queensland, Australia), The Politics of Consensus in Curriculum Development

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 5: Globalisation and Education
Chair: M'hammed Sabour
Location: QUT-GP-A209
Session ID: RC04_05

Authors and Papers:
M'hammed Sabour, University, Nation-state and Globalisation
Indhu Rajagopal (York University, Canada), I don't do Windows: gender, Pedagogy and Cyber Education
Carmel Desmarchelier (University of Southern Queensland, Australia), Studying Global Society in Remote Rural Australian Schools
Lauren Erdreich, Julia Lerner, Tamar Rapoport, Academic Knowledge and the Process of Lacation: The Case of Russian-Jewish Immigrants and Palestinian-Israelis Students at the Hebrew University
Miguel Briceño (Universidad Central De Venezuela, Venezuela), University and Knowledge Society

Ronald Sultana, Vocational Curricula, Globalisation and the New Economy in a North-South Perspective

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Chair: Gail E Thomas (Soka University of America, United States of America)
Walter R Allen (University of California, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-A208
Session ID: RC04_06

Authors and Papers:
Hanna Ayalon (Tel Aviv University, Israel), Abraham Yogev (Tel Aviv University, Israel), Field of Study and Students' Stratification in the Israeli Expanded System of Higher Education
Mark Sinclair (Central Queensland University, Australia), Three Futures for University Provision: The Social Justice Market, State Capitalism and Private 'For Profit' Universities
Gniejsha Dinwiddie (University of Pennsylvania, United States of America), Robert Teranishi (University of Pennsylvania, United States of America), Daniel Solorzano, Diversity in US Higher Education: Campus Climate, Student Persistence and Academic Achievement
Barbara Mori (Cal Poly - SLO CA, Japan), The Future Through the eyes of Chinese Women University Students
Maria Cristina Parra Sandoval (University del Zulia, Venezuela), El Profesor Universitario en Venezuela: Perspectivas Comparadas
Sarah Ouaja (Université Paris 5 Sorbonne, France), Positive Discrimination, Equity and Equality in the French System of Higher Education
Andrei Rezaev, Tatiana Martioucheva (St Petersburg State University, Russia), Foci and Issues of a Sociological Study of the Higher Education System in Russia
GG Wankhede, The Scheduled Castes and Higher Education in India: Retrospects and Prospects
Joaquim Barbosa Gomes, Affirmative Action in Brazil: A Big Shift

Discussants:
Aldon Morris (Northwestern University, United States of America)
RR Saravanabhaver
Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 7: Public and Private Education from a Global Perspective
Chair: Anne Bert Dijkstra (University of Groningen, The Netherlands)
Location: QUT-GP-A209
Authors and Papers:
Christian Maroy, Changes in Regulation Modes and Public/Private Education Relationships in Francophone Belgium
Jung-Ho Yang (Wisconsin Center for Education Research, United States of America), The Longitudinal Effects of Social Capital on Student Achievement in Mathematics and Sciences in the USA. A Three-Level HLM Analysis of NELS:88
Jaap Dronkers (European University Institute, Italy), Jurgen Baumert, Karl Schwippert, Are German Non-Public Secondary Schools More Effective at Teaching Mathematics and Natural Sciences?
Adam Gamoran (University of Wisconsin-Madison, United States of America), Nura Resh, Aaron Benavot, Religious Education under Public and Private Support: A Cross-National Comparison of Jewish Education in Israel and the United States

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Joint Session of RC01, RC04 and RC52: Education and Professionalism in the new armed forces: New Missions (OOTW) and the changing international order
Chair: Julia Evetts (University of Nottingham, United Kingdom)
Location: QUT-GP-Q216
See full details in Joint Session section

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 8: Education and Society: New Challenges
Chair: Joseph Zajda
Location: QUT-GP-A208
Authors and Papers:
Joseph Zajda, Education and Society in Russia: Ambivalent Legacies and Challenges
David Konstantinovski (Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia), Models of Adaptive Behaviour: 'Weak' and 'Strong' Groups of Youth in Russian Education
Bralislava Baranovic (Institute For Social Research - Zagreb, Croatia), School Discourse Changes in Post-Communist Croatia - As an Example of History and Literature Textbooks
John Bynner (Institute of Education, United Kingdom), Education and Society: New Challenges
Kitty te Riele (Faculty of Education, Australia), Alienation and Re-engagement: Re-Entry Education for Marginalised Youth in Australia
Mahmoud Sharepour (Mazandaran University, Iran), Salehi, M Fazeli, University, Students, and the Workplace: Assessing Core Competencies

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 9: The Scholarship of Teaching and Learning in Higher Education
Chair: Jeanne Ballantine (Wright State University, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-A209
Authors and Papers:
Vaneeta D'Andrea, David Gosling (The Open University, United Kingdom), The Scholarship of Teaching and Learning: A Comparison of the Work of Carnegie Scholars (USA) and National Teaching Fellows (UK)
Theodore Wagenaar (Miami University, United States of America), Deep Learning and the Sociology of Curriculum
Catherine Berheide (Skidmore College, United States of America), Sociology Curriculum and Assessment
Edward Kain (Southwestern University, United States of America), Implementation of the Liberal Learning Document in Curricula in Institutions of Higher Education
Jeanne Ballantine (Wright State University, United States of America), What Difference for Sociology of education?
Jim Sinclair, The Paradigm of the University Revised
Osmo Kivinen (Research Unit for the Sociology of Education, RUSE, Finland), Paivi Kaipainen (Research Unit for the Sociology of Education, RUSE, Finland), Building Experimental and Investigative Learning into Higher education Curriculum
Shaheeda Essack (South Africa), Higher Education: An alienating experience? Moving towards a collaborative and
inclusive approach to student development in higher education.

Sima Yogev, Teacher Educators as Researchers: A Profile of Research in Israeli Teacher Colleges versus University Departments of Education

Cheryl Albers (Buffalo State College, United States of America), Scholarship of Teaching and Learning

David Cooper, TBA

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 10: Sociology of Education: Distributed Papers I
Chair: Maria Teresa Sirvent (Argentina)
Siliiva Llomovatte (Russia)
Location: QUT-GP-A209 Session ID: RC04_10

Authors and Papers:

K Reddy, Sociology of Education in India
Alan Brady (Kwansei Gakuin University, Japan), The Integration of Additional Language Medium Study and Specialty-area Study in a Sociology of Higher Education Setting
Arnold Dashefsky (University of Connecticut, United States of America), Cory Lebson, The Relationship Between Formal Jewish Education and Dimensions of Jewish Identity
Mieke Van Houtte (Universiteit Gent, Belgium), Quantitative evidence for the differentiation-polarisation-theory
Susan Rogers (Columbus State Community College, United States of America), Karen Muir, Signs of resilience: Case studies in a Deaf community of college students
Juhani Kirjonen (University of Jyvaskyla, Finland), The Career of the Manager at a Metal Industry Plant from the Perspective of Learning History: A Follow-Up of Valmet Inc Employees in Jyvaskyla

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 11: The Sociology of Education: Distributed Papers II
Chair: Antonio Teodoro (University Lusofona of Humanities and Technologies, Portugal)
Location: QUT-GP-A208 Session ID: RC04_11

Authors and Papers:

Tara Goldstein (University of Toronto, Canada), Performed Ethnography for Critical Teacher Education
Christian Maroy, Change of School, Change of Teachers: The Reflexive Practitioner Model in Front of Facts
Valery Mansurov (Institute of Sociology of RAS, Russia), G Zborovsky, Social Standing of Teachers in Modern Russia
Elena Iarskaia-Smirnova (Saratov State Technical University, Russia), Producing Disability in Post-Soviet Russia: An Ethnography of a Boarding School

Jong Kyung-Sup, The Social Investment Family in Crisis. Private Family, Public Education, and Globalization in South Korea
Nura Resh, Aaron Benavot, What Do Students Learn in Schools? Inter- and Intra- Sector Diversity in the Construction of Local School Curricula

Homa Zade, Education, Women and Society: New Challenges

Lidia Puigert (University of Barcelona, Spain), Carmen Garcia (University of Barcelona, Spain), Carmen Elboj, Universal Forum of Cultures 2004 and Learning Communities
Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 12: Sociology of Education: A Handbook of International Perspectives
Chair:
Carlos Torres (University of California, United States Of America)
Ari Antikainen (University of Joensuu, Finland)
Location: QUT-GP-A209  Session ID: RC04_12

Authors and Papers:
Antonio Teodoro (University Lusofona of Humanities and Technologies, Portugal), Education Policies and New Forms of Government in a Transnationalizational Period
Raf Vanderstraeten (University of Bielefeld, The Netherlands), Explorations in the Systems-theoretical Study of Education
Ari Antikainen (University of Joensuu, Finland), Biography, Life Course and the Sociology of Education
Almudena Minguez, The Sociology of education in a Dialectical Perspective
Thomas Popkewitz (University of Wisconsin-Madison, United States Of America), (Re-)Thinking Questions of Knowledge and Politics in the Sociology of Education
Jaap Dronkers (European University Institute, Italy), AnneBert Dijkstra (University of Groningen, The Netherlands), Civil Society as Equilibrium. Governance and Choice in Education

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 13: The Sociology of Pedagogy: Basil Bernstein's Contributions to the Sociology of Education
Chair:
Susan Semel
Location: QUT-GP-A209  Session ID: RC04_13

Authors and Papers:
Annah Healy (Queensland University of Technology, Australia), Karen Dooley (Queensland University of Technology, Australia), The Materiality of Pedagogical Contexts: New Perspectives on Relations of Control
Parlo Singh (Queensland University of Technology, Australia), Pedagogic Discourse and Cultural Difference
Karl Maton (University of Cambridge, United Kingdom), Margins, Rulers and Justification: The diminishing marginal returns of knower modes for intellectual fields
Geoffrey Walford (University of Oxford, England), Classification and Framing of the Curriculum in Evangelical

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 14: Social Psychology of Education: Micro Perspectives on the Classroom, Students and Peer Group
Chair:
Lawrence J Saha (Australian National University, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-A208  Session ID: RC04_14

Authors and Papers:
Margaret Macpherson-Freund (University of Sydney, Australia), I feel guilty if I don't work hard enough": Primary Teaching, Emotion and Social Control in the Creation of Moral Order
Howard Kaplan (Texas A&M University, United States of America), Diane Kaplan (Texas A&M University, United States of America), Explaining Intergenerational Parallelism in Negative School Experiences
Lynn Mulkey (University of South Carolina, United States Of America), Sophia Catsambis, Lala Carr Steelman, Getting Psyched Up': Gender, Middle-School Tracking, and Social Psychological Characteristics as Predictors of the High School Math Trajectory
Laurell Bornholt, David Good, Developing meaning within children's self concepts and academic work
Gary Dworkin (University of Houston, USA), Jon Lawrence, Laurence Toenjes, Antwanette Hill, Student Retention Following High Stakes Testing: an Intensive Assessment
Ann-Kristin Boström (Stockholm University, Sweden), Increasing Social Capital in the Classroom - A Challenge for Intergenerational Learning in the 21st Century
Mahmoud Sharepour (Mazandaran University, Iran), Social correlates of the school- related outcomes and educational aspirations of Iranian secondary school students in the transitional stage
Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 15: Sociology of Education: Distributed Papers III

Chair:
Jeanne Ballantine (Wright State University, United States of America)
Carlos Torres (University of California, United States Of America)

Location: QUT-GP-A208 Session ID: RC04_15

Authors and Papers:
Ananta Giri, A School for the Subject: The Vision and Experiments of Integral Education
Joao Correa, Professional Formation and Political Public: Is a Real Participation Possible
Yongbing Liu, Recent Curriculum Reform of Literacy Education in China
Valerie Harwood (University of South Australia, Australia), Civilising Behaviour: Psychopathology and the Imaginaries of Inclusion
Mary Rusmussen, Interrogating Heterosexual Imaginaries and the Reproduction of Straight Subjectivities in Practices of Education
Veli-Matti Ulvinen, Experiences of Contemporary Youth
Christine Rogers, Parenting Problem Children: Negotiating the Education Process
Jurgen Enders, Higher Education, Internationalisation and the Nation-State
Preeti Kumtakar, Women's Participation in Local Self Government
Veronika Kalmus, A Reception Study of A Ninth Grade Civic Education Textbook
DP Hayes, Rival Explanations for the 16- consecutive Year Decline (1963-1978) in US SAT - Verbal Achievement Levels
Argentina Freitas (Universidade De Santiago De Compostela, Portugal), Education in Global Bioethics as a Human Right
Ana Perez, Olga Halina Sosinski (Instituto De Investigaciones Sociales "Gino Germani", Facultad De Ciencias Socia, Argentina), Elementary Schools in Poor Neighbourhoods in Buenos Aires: The Teachers Voices
Elisabeth da Fonseca Guimaraes, Sociology in the High School Teaching in Brazil
Karen McMillan (Centre for Research on Gender, New Zealand), Alison Jones, The Usual Suspects: Risk, Safety and the Regulation of the Teacher
Tere Sorde-Marti (Harvard University, United States of America), Olga Serradell, Dialogical Reading and Social Transformation

Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Joint Session of RC04 and RC05: Race/Ethnicity and Equality in Education.
David Gillborn (London University, United Kingdom)
Kogila Adam-Moodley (University of Oxford, United Kingdom)
Location: QUT-GP-Z304 Session ID: J_04_05
See full details in Joint Session section

Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Chair: Jaap Dronkers (Tel Aviv University, Israel)
Location: QUT-GP-S405B Session ID: J_04_28
See full details in Joint Session section

Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Business Meeting
Chair: Ari Antikainen (University of Joensuu, Finland)
Location: QUT-GP-A209 Session ID: RC04_BM

Maria Benedita Portugal e Melo, School for All and Television
Mikko Aro, Expansion of Education and Marginalisation
PS Vivek, Teaching English: An Unresolved Indian Dilemma
Wilhelmina Orozco, Nurturance in Filipino Women: Historical and Philosophical Perspectives on Education
RC05 Ethnic, Race and Minority Relations
Relaciones étnicas, raciales y las minorías
Relations entre les races, les éthnies et les minorités
Coordinator: Kogila Moodley

Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: Post-national identity and citizenship
Chair: Kogila Moodley (University of British Columbia, Canada)
Location: QUT-GP-S314 Session ID: RC05_01

Authors and Papers:
Luci Frey, The stranger in social theory: elements for the recognition of differences
Alison Assiter (University of the West of England, United Kingdom), Why Pluralism?
Sally Tomlinson (University of Oxford, United Kingdom), A Multi-Cultural Post-Nation? The Future of Multi-Ethnic Britain
Gerard Mare, Race counts: classification and categorisation in contemporary South Africa

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 3: Divided Memories: Post-Conflict Reconstruction and Reconciliation
Chair: Heribert Adam (Simon Fraser University, Canada)
Location: QUT-GP-S314 Session ID: RC05_03

Authors and Papers:
Eliezer Ben-Rafael (Tel-Aviv University, Israel), Yochanan Peres, The Jewish-Arab national division: Prospects for reconciliation
Liz Eckermann (Deakin University, Australia), Bruce Wiegand, Sharon Hutchinson, Pranee Rice, Violent scatterings and reconstruction
RS Ratner (University of British Columbia, Canada), Andrew Woolford, William Carroll (University of Victoria, Canada), A Measured Sovereignty: Reparational Politics and the First Nations of British Columbia

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 2: Gendering Racisms
Intersectionalities - gender and ethnicity in the Diaspora
Chair: Nira Yuval-Davis
Location: QUT-GP-S314 Session ID: RC05_02

Authors and Papers:
Nira Yuval-Davis, The Intersectionality of Race, Ethnicity Class and Gender Relations
Georgina Tsolidis (Monash University, Australia), TBA
Floya Anthias (University of Greenwich, United Kingdom), Intersectionality
Maria Omene, The Experiences of Black Caribbean Women in Saskatchewan Labour Force

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 4: Ethnic Relations and Migration: Globalization and the Changing Australian paradigm
Chair: Christine Inglis (University of Sydney, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-S314 Session ID: RC05_04

Authors and Papers:
Julie Matthews (University of Queensland, Australia), Ravinder Sidhu (University of Queensland, Australia), International Students: New Mobilities and Ethnic Synergies
Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 5: Children of Immigrants: Struggles for Identity in Multicultural Societies
Chair:
Vanaja Dhruvarajan (University of Winnipeg, Canada)
Helen Ralston (Saint Mary's University, Canada)
Location: QUT-GP-S314  Session ID: RC05 05

Authors and Papers:
Louise Humpage (Massey University, New Zealand), Embodying Ambiguity: Adolescent Somali Refugees Resettling in New Zealand
Nikki Khanna (Emory University, United States of America), The Role of Reflected Appraisals in Racial Identity: The Case of Multiracial Asians
Siew-Ean Khoo (Australian Centre For Population Research, Australia), The Family Situation of Second Generation Children in Australia
Scott Poynting (University of Western Sydney, Australia), Greg Noble, Paul Tabar, Lost between Two Cultures?: The lived experience of second-generation Lebanese immigrant youth in Sydney
Helen Ralston (Saint Mary's University, Canada), Working Towards a Theory of Identity Construction among Daughters of Canadian and Australian Immigrant Women of South Asian Origin
Zvone Zigon (Institute for Slovenian Emigration Studies, Slovenia), Children of Two Cultures

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 6: Transnationalism, the Economy and Identity
Chair:
Christine Inglis (University of Sydney, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-S314  Session ID: RC05 06

Authors and Papers:
Caroline Pluss (Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong), Indian Migrants in Hong Kong: Relations with British and Chinese Host Societies
Yen-Fen Tseng (Department of Sociology, National Taiwan University, Taiwan), Diasporic Linkages, Identity Politics and Transnationalism
David Ip (University of Queensland, Australia), Transnationalism, Hybridity or Marginality: Identities of Chinese Migrants in Australia
Hiro Toyota (Miyazaki International College, Japan), A comparative study of ethnic identity, assimilation and racial attitudes of the people of Japanese heritage in the US and Brazil
Ghassan Hage (University of Sydney, Australia), Towards a Political Economy of Hope

Discussants:
John Stone

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 7: Migrant Travels - Negotiating Ethnicity in a Transnational Context
Chair:
Zlatko Skrbis (University of Queensland, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-S314  Session ID: RC05 07

Authors and Papers:
Zlatko Skrbis (University of Queensland, Australia), Visits to Medjugorje and Croatian Diaspora: Religious Pilgrimage or Ethnic and National Rejuvenation
Lenie Brouwer (Free University Amsterdam, The Netherlands), Muslims On-Line: Migrants, Technology and Identity
Christiane Timmerman (University of Antwerp, Belgium), Illusions and disillusions among settled immigrants and 'newcomers': a confrontation between different ethnic identities
### Session 1: Introduction to the Conference

This section is an introduction or overview of the conference themes and objectives. It serves as a context-setting for the subsequent discussions and presentations.

### Session 2: Ethnic Conflicts and their Relevance for the Contemporary Social Sciences: The Balkans

**Chair:** Silva Meznaric

**Location:** QUT-GP-S314  
**Session ID:** RC05_08

**Authors and Papers:**

- **Alex Bellamy**, *Understanding Ethnic War: The Dissolution of Yugoslavia*
- **Kenneth Roberts** (University of Liverpool, England), **Khasan Dzutsev**, **Abraham Pershitz**, *Ethnic Divisions, Politics and Wahhabism in the Post-Soviet North Caucasus*
- **Victor Roudometof** (Miami University, United States of America), *Collective Memory, National Identity and Symbolic Conflict in the Southern Balkans: The Macedonian Question*
- **Dusko Sekulic**, **Randy Hodson** (Ohio State University, United States of America), **Garth Massey**, *War and Tolerance*
- **Dmitry Pozhidaev** (Pristina University, Macedonia), *The Challenges of Post-conflict Reconciliation in Kosovo*
- **Silva Meznaric**, *Why did it not happen? Peace Keeping and Reconciliation Strategies before the War in Ethnically Mixed Communities in Croatia*
- **Edward Tiryakian** (Duke University, United States of America), *External State Intervention in Ethnic Conflict: the Case of Macedonia*
- **Zdenek Uherek**, *Reflections on the Ethnic Conflict in Bosnia and Herzegovina by the Czech Minority*

### Session 3: Race, Difference and the Inclusive Society

**Chair:** Peter Ratcliffe (University of Warwick, United Kingdom)

**Location:** QUT-GP-S314  
**Session ID:** RC05_09

**Authors and Papers:**

- **Samira Kauchakje**, *Constructing New Citizenship: Contemporary Social Movements and the Right to Equality and Difference*
- **David Mason** (University of Plymouth, United Kingdom), *Minority ethnic groups in the UK armed services: conditional inclusion or voluntary exclusion?*
- **ST Hettige** (University of Colombo, Sri Lanka), *Language, Social Exclusion and Ethnic Conflict in Sri Lanka*
- **Katia Lurbe Puerto** (Universitat Autònoma De Barcelona, Spain), *Racialising Health Inequalities? The Treatment of Ethnic Diversity in Mental Healthcare*
- **Baujke Prins** (University of Groningen, The Netherlands), *Accidental classmates: Life stories at the intersection of ethnicity, class, gender and religion*
- **Barbara Ballis Lal** (UCLA, United States Of America), *Learning to 'Do' Ethnic Identity: A Comparison of Children in Transracial/Transethnic Biological and Adoptive Families in the USA and Britain*

### Joint Session of RC05 and RC31: Migration and Racism

**Chair:** Lyudio Tomasi (Center For Migration Studies, United States of America)

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z504  
**Session ID:** J_05_31

See full details in Joint Session section
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors and Papers:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Heribert Adam</strong> (Simon Fraser University, Canada), <em>Theorizing Ethnicity: Minorities Compared</em></td>
<td>Heribert Adam (Simon Fraser University, Canada), <em>Theorizing Ethnicity: Minorities Compared</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Floya Anthias</strong> (University of Greenwich, United Kingdom), <em>The Poverty of Identity and the Limits of Hybridity</em></td>
<td>Floya Anthias (University of Greenwich, United Kingdom), <em>The Poverty of Identity and the Limits of Hybridity</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Elzbieta Budakowska</strong> (Warsaw University, Poland), <em>In Search of Ethnicity Among Polish Brazilians: A Critique of Current Interpretations</em></td>
<td>Elzbieta Budakowska (Warsaw University, Poland), <em>In Search of Ethnicity Among Polish Brazilians: A Critique of Current Interpretations</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tan Chee-Beng</strong>, <em>Kinship, Religion and Transnational Ethnicity</em></td>
<td>Tan Chee-Beng, <em>Kinship, Religion and Transnational Ethnicity</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussants:**

Michael Lanphier (York University, Canada)

**Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15**

**Session 12: The Boundaries of Globality: Race, Nation Human Rights and the Problem of Global Justice**

**Chair:**
Denise Ferreira Da Silva (University of California, United States of America)

**Location:** QUT-GP-S314  **Session ID:** RC05.12

**Authors and Papers:**

Philip Mabry, *The Boundaries of Justice: Race, Nation and the Global Production of the 'Illegal Immigrant'*


Rachel Hamed, *Rights, relativism and the impossibility of the Universal*

Mark Drumbl, *Terrorist Crime, Taliban Guilt, and Western Innocence: The Convenience of Judging*

Maria Mendes, *Vulnerabilities and limits in the application of human rights to foreign and immigrant groups*

**Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15**


**Chair:**
Tova Benski (The College of Management, Israel)

**Location:** QUT-GP-L301B  **Session ID:** J.05.18.44.48

See full details in Joint Session section

**Friday, 12 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45**

**Session 13: Indigenous Minorities**

**Chair:**
Nira Yuval-Davis

**Location:** QUT-GP-S314  **Session ID:** RC05.13

**Authors and Papers:**

Louise Humpage (Massey University, New Zealand), *A State-Determined 'Solution' for Indigenous Self-Determination: The New Zealand Public Health and Disability Act (2006)*

Robert Poirier (Northern Arizona University, United States of America), *Indigenous Land Rights and National Parks in Australia and the US*

Ahmad Sa'Di (Ben-Gurion University, Israel), *Control and Resistance: Two dimensions of Palestinians' Existence in Israel*

Edmund Industain (Marian College, United States of America), *Detribalization of the Ata Manobo: A Case-study of Ethnicity and Change*

V. Konovalov (Rostov-On-Don State University, Russia), G. Denisova, *Problems of the public status of the polycultural republic of North Caucasus (an example of Nogai ethnosc*

George Morgan, *Questioning Status - Debates around Aboriginal Authenticity*

**Saturday, 13 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15**

**Session 14: Poster Session**

**Chair:**
Peter Ratcliffe (University of Warwick, United Kingdom)

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z304  **Session ID:** J.04.05

See full details in Joint Session section

**Posters:**

Rosana Albuquerque (Universidade Aberta - CEMRI, Portugal), *Ethnic associations and the challenge of youth political participation: a gendered perspective*
**Gerhard Schutte** (University of Wisconsin-Parkside, United States of America), *Hybridity in a Binary Racial Culture Renegotiating "Race" in 21st Century America*

**MiRei Sato** (University of Massachusetts-Amherst, United States of America), *I am not a racist, but...? Imported Racism: A Survey of Japanese Views of African Americans*

**Kathleen Barlow, C Dunbar**, *Race and Inequality in a Gifted and Talented School: an Ethnography of Politics and Personal Identity*

**Evelyn Rodriguez**, *Mothers of (Re-)Invention. Children of Innovation: How Cultural Care is Given and Received in "Mixed" Filipino-White Families*

**Mansor Noor**, *Social Transformation, Urban Marginalisation and Ethnic Conflict in Malaysia*

---

**Saturday, 13 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45**

**Session 15: Ethnic Self-determination and state's territorial integrity: Is the current contradiction solvable?**

**Chair:**

Roza N Ismagilova (Institute for African Studies, Russia)

**Location:** QUT-GP-S314  
**Session ID:** RC05_15

**Authors and Papers:**

**Yuri Arutyunyan**, *The Problem of Ethnic Identity (Self-definition) of Russians in Post-Soviet States*

**Eduard Bagramov** (Institute of Social and Political Studies, Russia), *Does the Right of National Self-Determination Become Obsolete?*

**Martin Doornbos**, *State, Ethnicity and Territory: Ground for Reappraisals*

**Leokadia Drobizheva** (Institute of Sociology Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia), *Shared Sovereignty as Possible Way of Ethnic Self-Determination in a Federate State: View of Elites and Masses in Russian Society*

**Roza N Ismagilova** (Institute for African Studies, Russia), *Is a Secession the Only Way for Ethnic Self-Determination?*

**Alexandre Ossipov**, *The Idea of Group Rights as a Product of Reifying Thought*

**Rene Otayek** (Institut D'études Politiques, Centre D'étude D'Afrique Noire (Bordeaux), France), *The Politics of Identity and the Principle of Sovereignty: A View from Africa*

**Irma Taddia**, *Eritrea: an African Contradiction (some reflections on historiography*
Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: Marriage, Family and Rational Choice
Chair:
Bernard Nauck (Chemnitz University of Technology, Germany)
Martin Martin
Location: QUT-GP-S303  Session ID: RC06 01

Authors and Papers:
Kate StruUy (New York University, United States Of America), Alternative Forms of marital Exchange: an examination of social support and marital stability
Hartmut Esser (University of Mannheim, Germany), The Framing of marriage and the risk to Divorce
Georg Mueller (University of Fribourg, Switzerland), Conflict and co-operation in young families with children: an empirical test of a game theoretic approach
Hadas Doron (Tel- Hi College, Israel), Marriage in small communities: Interdependence among spouses, quality and stability in Israeli Kibbutzim and Moshavim
Galina Gvozdeva (Institute of Economics and Industrial Engineering SBRAS, Russia), The ways of adaptation and allocation of work time of Russian household in the period of crises

Distributed Papers:
Gura Bhargava (University of Saskatchewan, Canada), Two variants of rational choice: arranged and autonomous mate-seeking through advertisement in an ethnic weekly
Anna Mikheeva, Orientation of the post- soviet youth in the sphere of marriage and parenthood: the case of Siberia
Carlos Arnoldo, Ethnicity and Marriage patterns in Mozambique

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 2: New Family Forms
Chair:
Jan Trost (Uppsala University, Sweden)
Irene Levin (Oslo University College, Norway)
Location: QUT-GP-S303  Session ID: RC06 02

Authors and Papers:
Sara Eldén (Department of Sociology, Sweden), The Family of Family counselling
Clary Krekula (University of Uppsala, Sweden), Children's perspective on the concept of family
Dolores De Landa, A family model for the twenty-first century
Irene Levin (Oslo University College, Norway), Jan Trost (Uppsala University, Sweden), Three parallel social institutions
Maria Quinteiro (NUPRI-Uni.of São Paulo, Brazil), Dialogue in the Family: The Basis of equality
Maria Schmeeckle (Illinois State University, United States of America), Roseann Giarusso, Adult Children's perception of step- ex step- and biological parents
Norma Winston (University of Tampa, United States of America), G Kelpfer, Correlates of Black, Hispanic and white intra-and interracial marriages
Susan Ziehl (Rhodes University, South Africa), Divorce statistics - A case of the wool being pulled over out eyes

Monday, 8 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 3: Work and Family - Perspectives of women
Chair:
Chin Chun Yi (Academia Sinica, Taiwan)
Ria Smit (Rand Afrikaans University, South Africa)
Location: QUT-GP-S303  Session ID: RC06 03

126
Authors and Papers:

Francisca Omorodion (University of Regina, Canada), 
Women’s work and reproductive behaviour among Esan women in Nigeria

S L Hiremath (Gulbarga University, India), Stiff collar identities and premature aspirations

Shlomit Bechar (Beit Berl College, Israel), Women write their professional and Familial lives

Reiko Yamato (Kansai University, Japan), Does husbands sharing in housework increase wives marital satisfaction

Catherine Ng, Evelyn Ng (Centre of Asian Studies, University of Hong Kong, China), Single working women in Hong Kong: On 'work' and 'family'

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 4: Work and Family - Perspectives of men
Chair: Chin Chun Yi ( Academia Sinica, Taiwan)
Ria Smit ( Rand Afrikaans University, South Africa)
Location: QUT-GP-S303 Session ID: RC06_04

Authors and Papers:

Martin Diewald (Gerhard Mercator Universitat Duisburg, Germany), The Destandardization of employment and its impact on family formation on men in Germany

Karen Robson, Men in family care: An examination of an atypical role

Yan Yu (Grand Valley State University, United States of America), Work conditions, gender and life quality in single-parent families

Ning Tang (University of Hertfordshire, United Kingdom), Christine Cousins (University of Hertfordshire, United Kingdom), Households, Work and flexibility in Europe

Distributed Papers:

Martin Abraham, Business comes first? Specialization and trust in marriage of self-employed persons

Laurent Lesnard, Time spent together in French families

Carmen Dominguez-Alcon (Universidad De Barcelona, Spain), Changes in work and family balance: is the era of caring organisations

A Vijayarangan, Division of Labour in the both employed family

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 5: Work and Family Interactions
Chair: Christine Millward (Australian Institute of Family Studies, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-S303 Session ID: RC06_05

Authors and Papers:

Mikael Nordenmark, The possibility for men and women

Margarita Iguiniz, Rural and urban forms work and family interaction in Mexico

Minna Salmi (National Research and Development Centre For Welfare And Health (STAKES), Finland), Either/or or Both/And? Experiences of combining work and family in Finland

Julie Seymour, Doing 'Proper Family Life' Combining employment and home life in one location

Ivana La Valle, Sue Arthur, Christine Millward (Australian Institute of Family Studies, Australia), The effects upon family life of parents working atypical hours: a British study

Distributed Papers:

Eva Bernhardt (Stockholm University, Sweden), Work and family interactions by ethnic background: A case study of attitudes among young adults in Sweden

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 6: Transnational Families
Chair: Raelene Wilding (The University of Western Australia, Australia)
Loretta Baldassar (University of Western Australia, Australia)
Cora Baldock (Murdoch University, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-S303 Session ID: RC06_06

Authors and Papers:

Cora Baldock (Murdoch University, Australia), Loretta Baldassar (University of Western Australia, Australia), Raelene Wilding (The University of Western Australia, Australia), Transnational Families and caring for elderly parents

Don Weenink (Amsterdam School for Social Science Research, The Netherlands), Socializing an international Elite

Aliki Coudroglou, Gokul Mandayam, Intergenerational Exchange in transnational families: The Asian Indian experience
**Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15**

**Joint Session of RC06 and RC31: Migration and Family**

**Chair:**

Ursula Mehrlander  
Bernhard Nauck (Chemnitz University of Technology, Germany)

**Location:** QUT-GP-S405B  
**Session ID:** J 06 31

See full details in Joint Session section

---

**Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15**

**Session 7: Family in countries of the Third World**

**Chair:**

Maria Christina Siqueira de Souza Campos (University of Sao Paulo, Brazil)

**Location:** QUT-GP-S303  
**Session ID:** RC06 07

**Authors and Papers:**

Celia Lucena, *Familias emigrantes: sentimientos de pertenencia y fronteras socioculturales*  
Irma Arriagada, *Cambio en las Familias Latinoamericanas*  
Sergio Soto, *El Caracter Hitorico de la Familia y las Transformaciones sociales Contemporaneas*  
JP Singh, *Changing Family in Urban India*  
Anna Mikheyeva, *Fatherhood in a context of marriage modernization*  
Mohammad Sheyki (Iran), *The elderly and family change in Asia with a focus on Iran: a sociological assessment*  
Maria Christina Siqueira de Souza Campos (University of Sao Paulo, Brazil), *Brazilian and Portuguese families in Sao Paulo: Education and work*  
Neusa Mendes de Gusmao, *Familias Transplantadas: Imagenes, suenos y realidad*  
Ranjana R Sinha, *Family institution and social traditions: Dilemmas, Challenges and solutions-an Indian perspective*  
Arlete Monteiro, *Familia y Propiedad: El Esfacelamiento de la Propiedad Familiar en Pueblos del Litoral Sur de Brazil*  

---

**Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45**

**Session 9: Intergenerational Relationships**

**Chair:**

Jenifer Kunz (West Texas A&M University, United States of America)

**Location:** QUT-GP-S303  
**Session ID:** RC06 08

**Authors and Papers:**

Eva Bernhardt (Stockholm University, Sweden), Michael Gahler, Guy Moors, *The parent-child relationship as viewed by young adults in Sweden*  
Gianpiero Zunna, Marizia Loghi, *An important component of differential fertility: The number of children of the parental families of brother partners-some updates on Italy*  
Alfred Ho, *Determinants of intergenerational support in the newly industrialized societies: Taiwan as an example*  
Dana Prilutzky, *Intergenerational solidarity and its relation to autonomy and life satisfaction in old age*  
Hong-Kin Kwok (Lingnan University, China), Cheung Lam (Hong Kong Shue Yan College, Hong Kong), *Contradiction between a Traditional Chinese value and its actual performance: A study on the care giving role of the modern "Sandwich Generation"*  
Jenner Tsay, *Parental psychological control and adolescents internalized problems: Multiple informant approach*  
Khim Arber, *Stigma of falling in private and public places: Gender and generational differences*  
Evelyn Hello, *The association between young adults educational attainment and ethnic exclusionism: Socialization by the school, their parents and/or other socializing agents*  
Claudia Villarreal, *Are residential practices produced or reproduced? The case of an extended family at Ciudad Juarez, Mexico*  
Deborah Setterlund, Cheryl Tilse (School of Social Work and Social Policy, Australia), Jill Wilson (University of Queensland, Australia), Linda Rosenman, Gitte Robinson, *Intergenerational asset management Family practices in managing the assets of older people*  
Kim Suk, *The tendency of changing families in Korea*
### Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

**Session 9: Youth and the Family**

**Chair:**
- Chin Chun Yi (Academia Sinica, Taiwan)
- Rudolf Richter (University of Vienna, Austria)

**Authors and Papers:**
- Jacqueline Scott (University of Cambridge, England), **Family Gender-roles and Youth Wellbeing**
- Chin Chun Yi, Chiang Ying-Hwa Chang (Academia Sinica, Taiwan), **The Intergenerational transmission of family values: A comparison between teenagers and parents in Taiwan**
- Dianne E. Looker (Acadia University, Canada), Victor Thiessen, **Changing Patterns of Family Dependence**
- Ping-Yin Kuan (National Chengchi University, Taiwan), **Handling Interpersonal disputes Adolescents attitudes towards conflict resolution in Taiwan**
- Almudena Minguez, **The late emancipation of Spanish Youth: Keys for understanding**
- Chyi-In Wu, Man-Kit Lei, **The Determinants of Personal relationships in adolescent’s health risk behaviors**
- Kuei-Hsiu Lin, **Parenting practices and adolescent’s depression in two social contexts: A latent growth cure approach**
- Pau Baizan, **Household formation of young adults in Spain: The hanging effects of Labour Force Participation**
- Yi-Fu Chen, **Two types of delinquents and two types of models: The relationship between deviant adolescents and their deviant peers**
- Natacha Freitas (Universidade De Santiago De Compostela, Portugal), **The rights of the child and bioethical issues in the medically assisted procreation**
- Tamar Fischer (Nijmegen University, The Netherlands), **School success and demographic behaviour after divorce: the role of post-divorce parental conflict and parental social emotional well-being**
- Alessandra Rusconi (Max Planck For Human Development, Germany), **Different pathways out of the parental home: A comparison of West-Germany and Italy**
- Marie Simard (Laval University, Canada), Madeleine Beaudry, Sylvie Drapeau, France Nadeau, **Sibling relationships in Family Transitions**

### Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

**Session 10: Families and Later Life Relationships**

**Chair:**
- Ben Schlesinger
- Rachel Schlesinger
- Maximiliane Szinovacz

**Authors and Papers:**
- Klas Borell, **Living apart together. Gender and family diversity in old age**
- Louise Clarke (University of Saskatchewan, Canada), **Grandparenting in the modern family**
- Rachel Schlesinger, Ben Schlesinger, **Young adult grandchildren and their perceptions of their own grandparents**
- Maximiliane Szinovacz, **Well-being and spouses’ retirement**
- Beverley McNamara (University of Western Australia, Australia), **Bound to care: Families and the experience of Dementia**

### Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

**Joint Session of RC06 and RC45: Marriage, Family, and Rational Choice.**

**Chair:**
- Bernard Nauck (Chemnitz University of Technology, Germany)
- Martin Abraham

See full details in Joint Session section

### Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

**Session 11: Family Policy**

**Chair:**
- Wilfried Dumon

**Authors and Papers:**
- Gerardo Meil, **TBA**
- Anne Lise Ellingsæter (Institute for Social Research, Norway), **The complexity of family policy reform**
- Mary Daly (Cancelled Registration), **TBA**
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Sigrid Leitner (University of Goettingen, Germany), Varieties of familialism

Wielisława Kruszyńska, Changing family structure and intergenerational transmission of poverty in Poland

Peter Cuyvers, Family policy solutions for life course imbalances in Modern Western Societies

Heikki Hiilamo (The National Research and Development Centre for Welfare and Health, Finland), Family policy models and family policy outcomes

Sylvie Fogiel-Bijaoui (New School of Journalism, Israel), Familism and Families in Israel

Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 12: Welfare state and the family
Chair: John Eriksen (NOVA - Norwegian Social Research, Norway)
Location: QUT-GP-S303 Session ID: RC06_12

Authors and Papers:
Almudena Minguez, The family policies in Spain. Past and present of the reconciliation of labour and family life in Spain

Susanna Giulari, Kin: another dimension of the welfare quadrangle

Ed Carson (University of South Australia, Australia), Lorraine Kerr (University of South Australia, Australia), Harry Savelsberg, Policy shifts and intergenerational dependencies: challenges for the "middle generation"

Therese Jacobs (Centre for Population & Family Studies, Belgium), Paying for informal care: a contradiction in terms?

Pierre Turcotte, Pascale Baupre, Mokili Mbulyo, Celine Le Bourdais, Evelyne Lapierre-Adamcyk, Moving in and out of lone parenthood: the Canadian experience

Urike Urban, Structural paradoxes of social work I care planning in Germany

John Eriksen (NOVA - Norwegian Social Research, Norway), Public payment for informal care: Contradictions and dilemmas of the welfare state

Friday, 12 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 13: Family sociology and intervention
Chair: Barbara Settles (University of Delaware, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-S303 Session ID: RC06_13

Authors and Papers:
Sandra Thibodeaux, So many cages, so many small theatres' Surveillance and the single mother

Suet-ling Pong (Penn State University, United States of America), Jaap Dronkers (European University Institute, Italy), Gillian Hampden-Thompson, Family policy and the effects of single-parent family on math and science achievement: A comparative study of eleven countries

Rudolf Richter (University of Vienna, Austria), Intervening policies. How do family policies contribute to the combination of work and labor. The European example

Barbara Denton, Parenting concerns and needs of illicit drug-using parents in custodial and community environments

Xuewen Sheng (University of Delaware, USA), Barbara Settles (University of Delaware, United States of America), Rethinking the one child policy: Challenges confronting Chinese families in the 21st century

Saturday, 13 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 14: Families, social capital and the community involvements
Chair: Mark Hutter (Rowan University, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-S303 Session ID: RC06_14

Authors and Papers:
Dan Chekki, Beyond assimilation: The immigrant family and community in a Canadian Metropolis

Catherine Chiu (City University of Hong Kong, China), Family and work demands, and community level social capital in Hong Kong

Carmel Desmarchelier (University of Southern Queensland, Australia), Rick Churchill, Out of the comfort zone: Habitus altered

Dimi Giorgas (Australian National University, Australia), Social capital within ethnic communities The importance of family ties in the economic progress of children and young adults

Anna Kim (University of Mannheim, Germany), The role of kinship in social Networks

Nan Lin (Duke University, United States of America), Yang-chih Fu (Academia Sinica, Taiwan), Chih-jou Chen (Academia Sinica, Taiwan), Gina Lai (Hong Kong Baptist University, Hong Kong), The wedding banquet: Social capital in action in the Chinese context
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Claire Renzetti (St. Joseph's University, United States of America), Violent victimization of women public housing residents: Does level of collective efficacy make a difference

Liv Schjelderup, Cecilie More, Partnership in social work with children and families: A Scandinavian context

Wendy Stone (Australian Institute of Family Studies, Australia), Jody Hughes (Australian Institute of Family Studies, Australia), Families, Social Capital and Citizenship: An empirical investigation of social capital in family and community life

Kate Strully (New York University, United States of America), Alternative forms of marital exchange: An examination of social support and marital stability

Keith Hampton (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, United States of America), Barry Wellman (University of Toronto, Canada), Family community and networks: A wired suburb

Saturday, 13 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

Session 15: Fatherhood

Chair: Rudy Ray Seward (University of North Texas, United States of America)

Location: QUT-GP-S303 Session ID: RC06_15

Authors and Papers:

Louise Clarke (University of Saskatchewan, Canada), Ceridwen Roberts, Fathers and fatherhood: The research and policy debate in Britain

Johanna Lammi-Taskula (Stakes, Finland), Men on child care leave: Experience in the Nordic countries

Linda Haas (Indiana University, United States of America), Peter Breie, Philip Hwang, Fatherhood and employment: The importance of unions for men's utilization of parental leave

Ria Smit (Rand Afrikaans University, South Africa), "New fatherhood"-fact or fiction: The perceptions and experiences of fathers in South Africa

Marie-Pierre Maekiewicz (IUFM Nord Pas De Calais, France), The network of voluntary organisations: Support for paternal retraining

Marlize Rabe (Vista University, South Africa), Southern Africa mine migrants and fatherhood

V O Modo, Overcoming the problem of malelessness through new fatherhood system-the case of Ezechima clan of Nigeria

Anne Skevik (NOVA - Norwegian Social Research, Norway), The male breadwinner and the lone parent: Fathers negotiating child maintenance obligations

Yoo-Jean Song (Brown University, United States of America), Fatherhood and childcare: A comparative analysis of Chinese and Korean families

Rudy Ray Seward (University of North Texas, United States of America), Dale E Yeats, Ryan E Fletcher, Using social identity theory and models of involvement to account for fathers' involvement with children

Saturday, 13 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45

Joint Session of RC01, RC06 and RC32: Gender, work and family issues in predominantly male occupations

Chair: Mady Segal (University of Maryland, United States of America)

Ann Denis (University of Ottawa, Canada)

Location: QUT-GP-S303 Session ID: J_01_06_32

See full details in Joint Session section

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45

Business Meeting

Chair: Rudolf Richter (University of Vienna, Austria)

Location: QUT-GP-S303 Session ID: RC06_BM
## RC07 Futures Research

### Investigación sobre el futuro

Recherche sur l’avenir

Coordinator: Reimon Bachika

### Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

#### Session 1: Keynote Speaker: Religious and Secular Values

Chair: Reimon Bachika (Bukkyo University, Japan)

Location: QUT-GP-Z207  
Session ID: RC07_01

Authors and Papers:

- **Rudolf J Siebert** (Western Michigan University, United States of America), *The Open Dialectic Between Religious and Secular Values and Norms: Their Universalization through Public Discourse*

### Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

#### Session 2: Panel Discussion: Values and moral concern

Chair: TBA TBA

Location: QUT-GP-Z207  
Session ID: RC07_02

Authors and Papers:

- **Hernando Gutierrez** (Javeriana University, Colombia), *Sustainable Values*
- **Reimon Bachika** (Bukkyo University, Japan), *Symbolization and Valuation: Conflict and Harmony of Meaning and Happiness*

Discussants:

- **Roland Robertson** (University of Aberdeen, United Kingdom)
- **Chee-Beng Tan** (Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong)
- **Risto Heiskala** (University of Helsinki, Finland)

### Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

#### Session 3: Keynote Speaker: Religion in the 21st century

Chair: Reimon Bachika (Bukkyo University, Japan)

Location: QUT-GP-Z207  
Session ID: RC07_03

Keynote Speakers and Papers:

- **Rudolf J Siebert** (Western Michigan University, United States of America), *Religion in the social world of the 21st century: toward a world ethos*

### Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

#### Session 4: Religion in the social world of the 21st century: toward a world ethos

Chair: Rudolf J Siebert (Western Michigan University, United States of America)

Location: QUT-GP-Z207  
Session ID: RC07_04

Authors and Papers:

- **Hizuru Miki** (Osaka International University, Japan), *After the Great Earthquake: An Emergent Prayer for Humanity Supreme*

### Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

#### Session 5: Towards a multicultural society: a challenge for sociologists

Chair: Tetsuo Maruyama (Bukkyo University, Japan)

Location: QUT-GP-Z207  
Session ID: RC07_05

Authors and Papers:

- **Isao Araki** (Bukkyo University, Japan), *Examining "Visual Digital Culture"*
Mohammed A J Almutawa, *Value change and effects on women’s status in the U.A.E. society: A comparative field study using a sample of educated working and non-working women*

Jane Page, *Laying foundations for tolerance in the future. The role of early childhood education*

Distributed Papers:
Luca Rondini, *McWorld vs. Jihad: looking for alternatives*

**Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15**

**Session 6: Social Movements and the Futures of Society**

**Chair:** Markus S Schulz (New School For Social Research, United States of America)

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z207 **Session ID:** RC07 06

**Authors and Papers:**
- Ligia Tavera (Flacso, Mexico), *Movements as Messages*
- Vladimir M Pashinsky, *Social Movements as Combinations of Socio-Cultural Innovations*
- Jose Magellans, *The ‘Narco-Guerilla’ in Peruvian Amazonia*
- Markus S Schulz (New School For Social Research, United States of America), *Social movements research and the sociology of Futures*

**Discussants:**
- Martin Albrow (SUNY Stony Brook, United States of America)

**Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15**

**Session 7: The social world of the XXI century: the future of family and kinship culture**

**Chair:** Lorne Tepperman (University of Toronto, Canada)

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z207 **Session ID:** RC07 07

**Authors and Papers:**
- Stella Quah (National University of Singapore, Singapore), *Culture and Perception of Parenting Roles*
- Maureen Baker (University of Auckland, New Zealand), *Medically Assisted Fertility, Gender and the Future of Family Life*

**Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15**

**Session 8: Cultural identity and difference**

**Chair:** Reimon Bachika (Bukkyo University, Japan)

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z207 **Session ID:** RC07 08

**Authors and Papers:**
- Tetsuo Maruyama (Bukkyo University, Japan), Hiro Toyota (Miyazaki International College, Japan), *The Cultural Identity of Japanese Brazilians in the Age of Globalization*
- Ligia Ferreira, *Culture and Identity: Observing Sociocultural Research*
- Tetsuo Ninomiya, *Community as Another Human Brain*
- Yuri M Vasserman, *Investigation of Cultural Modernization Value Dynamics in Russia*

**Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45**

**Business Meeting**

**Chair:** Reimon Bachika (Bukkyo University, Japan)

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z207 **Session ID:** RC07 BM
Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: The history of sociology in Australia and New Zealand
Chair:
Michael Crozier (University of Melbourne, Australia)
Peter Beilharz (La Trobe University, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-Q224  Session ID: RC08 01

Authors and Papers:
Peter Beilharz (La Trobe University, Australia),
Introduction: Finding Sociology in the Antipodes
Michael Crozier (University of Melbourne, Australia), The History of Social Sciences in Australia
Charles Crothers (Auckland University of Technology, New Zealand), The History of Sociology in New Zealand
Daniela Stehlik (Central Queensland University, Australia), Establishing a Sociology for Tropical Australia?
Gillian Bottomley (Macquarie University, Australia), Communities, Migration and Multiculturalism - The Heritage of Jean Martin
Peter Beilharz (La Trobe University, Australia), Concluding Remarks

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 2: History of mainstream sociology in non-Western societies I
Chair:
Irmela Gorges (FHVR Berlin, Germany)
Location: QUT-GP-Q224  Session ID: RC08 02

Authors and Papers:
Nilgun Celebi (Ankara University, Turkey), Imported Goods' into Turkish Sociology
Jeremy Smith (University of Ballarat, Australia), Teruhito Sako (Japan Society For The Promotion of Science, Japan), Comparative Analysis of the Uses of the World "Shakai"
Lanre Olutayo, History, Science and the Dilemma of Contemporary Sociology: Paradox for African Sociology
Charles Crothers (Auckland University of Technology, New Zealand), The Intellectual Content of National Sociologies

Monday, 8 July 2002: 17:30 - 19:00
Session 3: History of mainstream sociology in non-Western societies II
Chair:
Irmela Gorges (FHVR Berlin, Germany)
Location: QUT-GP-Q224  Session ID: RC08 03

Authors and Papers:
Alejandro Blanco, The Contribution of Gino Germani to the Institutionalization of Sociology in Argentinia
Mohammad Abdolahi, Sociology in Iran

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 4: The history of empirical social research and statistics I
Chair:
Irmela Gorges (FHVR Berlin, Germany)
Location: QUT-GP-Q224  Session ID: RC08 04

Authors and Papers:
Susan Keen (University of New South Wales, Australia), The Historical Development of Social Science Research in Australia
Jennifer Platt (University of Sussex, United Kingdom), International Organisations and Empirical Research
Donald Fisher, The Development of Sociology in English-speaking Canada from the early 1930s to the mid-1980s. Responses to a National Questionnaire and Case Studies
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15</th>
<th>Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Session 5: The utility vs. the interpretation of the classics I</strong></td>
<td><strong>Session 7: The utility vs the interpretation of the classics II</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chair:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Chair:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sven Eliaeson (CEU/Center For Social Studies, Poland)</td>
<td>Sven Eliaeson (CEU/Center For Social Studies, Poland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Authors and Papers:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Authors and Papers:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam Porter (Queen's University Belfast, Ireland), Sally Shortall (Queen's University Belfast, Ireland), <em>The Utility of the Classics: Resurrecting Talcott Parsons</em></td>
<td>Sven Eliaeson (CEU/Center For Social Studies, Poland), <em>The Universal Parochialist: Machiavelli, Weber - and Modern Thought</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gina Zabludovsky (Unam, Mexico), <em>The Utility vs the Interpretation of the Classics: A Comparison between Max Weber and Isaiah Berlin</em></td>
<td>Philippe Lefebvre (Ecole Des Mines De Paris, France), <em>How do we have to understand Smith's ambiguous 'division of labour'? Integrating the Skinnerian approach in a more comprehensive one &amp; highlighting the logic of misinterpretation</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthias Gross (Institute For Science And Technology Studies, Germany), <em>From Reciprocal Interaction to Environmental Sociology: Georg Simmel, Human Ecology, and Society's Development in Nature</em></td>
<td>Frank Welz (Department of Sociology, Germany), <em>The Utility of the Interpretation of the Classics</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beth Pengelly (Murdoch University, Australia), <em>Beyond Admirationism: Realising Merton's Project for an Authentic History of Sociology</em></td>
<td>Mascia Ferri (University of Rome &quot;La Sapienza&quot;, Italy), <em>The Coherency Analysis: An Updating of Sociological Thought</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15</th>
<th>Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Session 6: The history of empirical social research and statistics II</strong></td>
<td><strong>Session 8: Public understanding of sociology</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chair:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Chair:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irmela Gorges (FHVR Berlin, Germany)</td>
<td>Christian Fleck (University of Graz, Austria)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Authors and Papers:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Authors and Papers:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Guth, <em>W F Whyte's Personal Papers - An Interaction Process Analysis</em></td>
<td>Christian Fleck (University of Graz, Austria), <em>Is there a need for PUSS (Public Understanding of the Social Sciences)?</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per Wisselgren (Swedish Institute for Studies In Education and Research (SISTER), Sweden), <em>Boundaries of Social Knowledge: Academisation and Gender in Britain and Sweden, 1880-1960</em></td>
<td>Dirk KAESLER (Institut Für Soziologie, Universität Marburg, Germany), <em>From Priests of Reason to Media-Clowns: Alternative Roles of Sociologists in the History of European Sociology</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Schrecker, <em>Community Study: The Author at a Sociological Crossroads</em></td>
<td>Mark J Smith, <em>Transmission or dialogue?: questions on producing and consuming social scientific knowledge</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irmela Gorges (FHVR Berlin, Germany), <em>Public opinion research during the Nazi Regime in Germany - Scientific methods.</em></td>
<td><strong>Participants:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Terry Nichols Clark (University of Chicago, United States of America)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dick Pels (Brunel University, United Kingdom)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sandro Segre (State University of Genoa, Italy)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 – 17:15
Session 9: Next generation
Chair: Christian Fleck (University of Graz, Austria)
Location: QUT-GP-Q224  Session ID: RC08_09

Authors and Papers:
Filipe Carreira Da Silva, G H Mead in the History of Sociological Ideas
Diego Pereyra, Dear Mr Durkheim: You are wrong (but I agree with you). The Social Fact and Sociology in Argentina during Centenary
Pascale Maltais (Université Du Québec À Montréal, Canada), The History of Sociology Related by the Story of a Concept: The Case of the Sociology of Everyday Life

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 10: General session I: Conceptual Contributions
Chair: Charles Crothers (Auckland University of Technology, New Zealand)
Location: QUT-GP-Q224  Session ID: RC08_10

Authors and Papers:
Terry Nichols Clark (University of Chicago, United States of America), The Construction of Post-Industrial Society: An Unannounced Paradigm Shift
Charles Crothers (Auckland University of Technology, New Zealand), Conceptual Frameworks for Understanding the History of the Social Sciences: A Review
Alessandro Gobbicchi (Military Center For Strategic Studies, Italy), War in the Sociological Thought and the controversial role of reason

Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 11: General session II: Biographical Contributions
Chair: Christian Fleck (University of Graz, Austria)
Location: QUT-GP-Q224  Session ID: RC08_11

Authors and Papers:
Hans Petter Sand (Agder University College, Norway), The Autobiography of Ulf Himmelstrand
Mahmoud Dhaouadi, The of Role of Ibn Khaldun's Personality Traits in the Making of his Pioneering Social Thought
Hedda Ekerwald, Alva Myrdal's Questions to Our Time

Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 – 15:15
Joint Session of RC08, RC14 and RC23: Special Session on Knowledge societies: Rising Expectations and Ambivalent Prospects
Chair: Marja Hayrinen-Alestalo (FZ Karlsruhe/GKSS, Germany)
Location: QUT-GP-Z606  Session ID: J_08_14_23
See full details in Joint Session section

Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 12: General session III: Interpretive Contributions
Chair: Dirk Kaesler (Institut Für Soziologie, Universität Marburg, Germany)
Location: QUT-GP-Q224  Session ID: RC08_12

Authors and Papers:
Jack Barbalet (University of Leicester, United Kingdom), Veblen and Weber on the Spirit of Capitalism
Sandro Segre (State University of Genoa, Italy), Weber's Ideal-typical Reconstruction of the Religious Experience of the Calvinist Devout
Stephen Kalberg (Boston University, United States of America), The Social Bases to Simmel's "the Stranger"
Ragnvald Kalleberg (University of Oslo, Norway), The "Voltaire of Scandinavia" Ludwig Holberg (1684-1754)
Muhammed Asadi, Koran: A New History of Sociology
**Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15**

**Business Meeting**

**Chair:**
Dirk Kaesler (Institut Für Soziologie, Universität Marburg, Germany)

**Location:** QUT-GP-Q224  
**Session ID:** RC08_BM

**Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45**

**Dinner**

**Organisers:**
Dirk Kaesler (Institut Für Soziologie, Universität Marburg, Germany)

**Location:** TBA  
**Session ID:** RC08_D
Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: Globalization, economic change and commercialization
Chair: Colin Mooers (Ryerson University, Canada)
Location: QUT-GP-Z802  Session ID: RC09_01

Authors and Papers:
- Alan Sears (University of Windsor, Canada), The commodified Queer: Prospects of Liberation in a Lean World
- Ben Maddison, Reification Destabilized A Lukacsian analysis of global commodification and the anti-globalization movement
- John Shields (Ryerson University, Canada), Labour market restructuring, Social Exclusion and the political economy of global restructuring: The case of Canadian Unemployment and full-time work in the 1990's
- Bob Russell (Griffith University, Australia), Call Centres, commercialization and social theory
- Suzan Lican Lynne Phillips, Exploring 'other' worlds in the Post World War II Development Era: UN Global strategies of governance
- Colin Mooers (Ryerson University, Canada), Commodification and the Global Public Sphere

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 3: Globalization, economic culture and political transformation
Chair: Wilfried Spohn (European University Institute, Italy)
Location: QUT-GP-Z802  Session ID: RC09_03

Authors and Papers:
- Ruthy Nadia Laniado (Federal University of Bahia, Brazil), Strategies, cultural patterns and changing traditions in relation to economic survival
- Julio Rodrigues, Sigilo XXI: Globalizacion desarrolo regional y transformacion politica en America Latina
- Benjamin Buclet, The "Third Sector" in Brazilian Amazona: Enlarging the limits of democracy or contribution to social development?
- Haran Rivlin, Technological receptiveness in laggard countries: the case of Palestine
- Andrej Golubev, Irina Malkovskaya, Privatizing process in Russia ideology, myths and economic changes
Svetlana Peramanova, Dynamics of moral consciousness in transitional society

Dimitri Ivanov (St. Petersburg State University, Russia),
Virtualization: Recent economic and social transformation

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 4: Globalization, culture and communication
Chair: Zaheer Baber (University of Saskatchewan, Canada)
Location: QUT-GP-Z802 Session ID: RC09_04

Authors and Papers:
Teresa Tovar Pena, Plays, Playthings, players, television and new technology: From tradition to the global
Britta Kalscheuer (University of Erlangen, Germany), Intercultural Competence: a new colonial strategy
Jane Mulcock (University of Western Australia, Australia), Borrowers, buyers, owners and thieves: Culture as a contested resource in globalized discourses of identity and belonging
Frédéric Moens (Facultés Universitaires Catholiques De Mons (FUCaM), Belgique), Globalization des reference, hybridacion des contextes: L'exemple d'un cooperation universitaire institutionelle
Iris B Bálsamo (National Academy of Sciences of Bs.As, Argentina), Knowledge change of globalization
Jean-Sebastien Guy (Université Du Québec, Canada), L'espace de communication dans la theorie des systeme sociaux de Niklas Luhmann
Zaheer Baber (University of Saskatchewan, Canada), Net-activism and globalization, The internet and politics in Singapore

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 5: Globalization, political culture and collective identities
Chair: Willfried Spohn (European University Institute, Italy)
Location: QUT-GP-Z802 Session ID: RC09_05

Authors and Papers:
Magdalini Psarrou (University of Macedonia, Greece), Civilisation and culture. From the national state to the multinational formation

Mattias Konig, Postnational citizenship, human rights and the politics of religion: Incorporating Muslim minorities in Western Europe
Regina Kreide (University of Frankfurt, Germany), Human rights in context
Victor Armony (Université Du Québec À Montréal, Canada), Emerging social and ethnic identities in Latin America
Filiz Baloglu (University of Istanbul, Turkey), Globalization and the potential power of women in Turkey
Liusa Leonini (Milan University, Italy), Gender relationships and the globalization of sexual markets
Preeti Kumtaker, Women's participation in local self-government: Panchati Raj institution as a step forward to empowerment
Raka Sharan (Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur, India), Women's health in India: Global impacts
Anand Singh (Academy of Social Sciences, South Africa), Participation in Various Cultural Areas and Communities: Diversity and Common Challenges

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 6: Globalisation, tradition and multiple modernity
Chair: Willfried Spohn (European University Institute, Italy)
Location: QUT-GP-Z802 Session ID: RC09_06

Authors and Papers:
Michael Mann (University of California, United States of America), Globalizations
Dennis Smith, Americanization and the class of civilization: global citizenship and the implications of cultural difference
Craig Browne (University of Sydney, Australia), Can Democratization lead to another form of globalization? Habermas and Giddens on the discontinuity of late-modernity
Lina Gudelionyte-Gyliene (Klaipeda University, Lithuania), Postmodernity and globalization
Magaroh Mayurama, Heterogenistics and morphogenetics

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Business Meeting
Chair: Willfried Spohn (European University Institute, Italy)
Location: QUT-GP-Z802 Session ID: RC09 BM
Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

Joint Session of RC09 and RC31: Migration, Transnationalism and World Development.

Joint session of RC09 and RC31

Chair:
Han Entzinger (Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Netherlands)
Ulrike Schuerkens (Humboldt University, France)

Location: QUT-GP-Z802  
Session ID: J 09 31

See full details in Joint Session section
Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: Opening Session. Rising challenges of participation, organisational democracy and self-management in the globalization context.

Los nuevos retos de la participación, la democracia organizacional y la autogestión en el contexto de la globalización

Chair:
György Széll (University of Osnabrück, Germany)
Vera Vratusa (Yugoslavia)

Location: QUT-GP-Z701 Session ID: RC10_01

Authors and Papers:
Alain Chouraqui (Cnrs (Lest), France), Introduction : Défis nouveaux pour la participation, la démocratie organisationnelle et l'autogestion dans le contexte de la mondialisation
Helmut Loiskandl (Tokiwa - University, Japan), Globalisation and the Synchronisation of individualism
Francesco Garibaldo (Institute for Labour Foundation, Italy), Co-operative forms of work: a practical understanding
Manuel da Silva Costa, Mondialisation et Participation: Le défi, les espoirs et les illusions des PME
Vera Vratusa (Yugoslavia), Globalisation of democratic participation and self-governance against globalisation of oligopolistic markets and totalitarianism
György Széll (University of Osnabrück, Germany), Conclusion

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 2: Knowledge, creativity and communication: participation as a long learning process

Chair:
Richard Ruzicka (Charles University in Prague, Czech Republic)
Heinz Stienker

Location: QUT-GP-Z701 Session ID: RC10_02

Authors and Papers:
Johann Maree (University of Cape Town, South Africa), Shane Godfrey, The Learning Curve of Participation: Lessons from South African Manufacturing Firms
Eduardo Figueira (ACADEMUS, Consultadoria, Formação E Investigação, Lda, Portugal), Active Adults' Participation in Continuing Education in Alentejo
Bruce Wilson (Urcot, Australia), Robyn Dale (Urcot, Australia), Participation, Research, Innovation/Melbourne, Australia Generating and Applying Knowledge in Organisational Change: Lessons from Participative Research in Australia
David Freeman (La Trobe University, Australia), Emergent forms of scientific management: Babbage, lifelong learning and knowledge-based economies
Verna Blewett (New Horizon Consulting Pty Ltd, Australia), Navigating the industrial turf: Lost leaders in organisational change
Monday, 8 July 2002: 17:30 - 19:15
Session 3: Nouveaux et anciens acteurs des conflits et des négociations. Nuevos y viejos actores en los conflictos y los procesos de negociación
Chair:
Diane Gabrielle Tremblay (Tele-Universite, Canada)
Jose Vicente Tavares Dos Santos (Federal University of Rio Grande Do Sul, Brazil)

Location: QUT-GP-Z701  Session ID: RC10_03

Authors and Papers:
Jose Vicente Tavares Dos Santos (Federal University of Rio Grande Do Sul, Brazil), Participation et Démocratie : Actions Sociales contre la Violence à l’Ecole.
Mercedes Pardo (Universidad Publica De Navarra, Spain), La Participacion de las Mujeres y la Ciudad, o el Derecho de las Mujeres a la Ciudad
Eric Verdier, La participation des organisations syndicales et professionnelles à la construction de la formation professionnelle des jeunes : sens et efficacité vis à vis de la dérégulation du marché du travail juvénile
Ain Haus (Indiana University, United States of America), L’économie mondiale et l’expérience de la démocratie sur le lieu de travail dans les petites nations : Une comparaison de la Suède et de l’Estonie
Delphine Mercier (Lest Umr 6123, Cnrs, France), La gestion de l’activité des facteurs par l’entreprise et par eux-mêmes : régulation autonome ou régulation de contrôle ?

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 4: Participation and property: privatisation and/or democratisation?
Chair:
Michal Palgi (Emek Yezreel College, Israel)
Volkmar Kreissig (WIESO-Europa, Germany)

Location: QUT-GP-Z701  Session ID: RC10_04

Authors and Papers:
Krzysztof Konecki, Cultural Determinants of Participatory Decision Making in Privatised Enterprises. The Case of Polish Manufacturing Industry
Aurora Trif, Privatisation and/or Democratisation of the Romanian Large Chemical Companies - A comparison between two privatised and two state-owned companies
Michal Palgi (Emek Yezreel College, Israel), Privatisation and Community Life in the Kibbutz

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 5: Participation in various cultural areas and communities: diversity and common challenges. Participación en áreas culturales y comunidades diversas: diversidad y retos comunes
Chair:
Dasarath Chetty (University of Durban-Westville, South Africa)
Richard Harris

Location: QUT-GP-Z701  Session ID: RC10_05

Authors and Papers:
Patricia Arenas (Grupo Cambio Humano, DEL, CIPS, Cuba), Cambio de las Organizaciones y Participación en Cuba
Dimi Giorgas (Australian National University, Australia), Cross-Cultural Collaboration on Workplace Participation
Chetty Dasarath, Demobilisation and Remobilisation of the Citizenry in Durban, South Africa
Abdul Razak, Vanishing Social Boundaries and Enclosing Colonies: Denial of Public Access to Public Properties in Delhi, India

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 6: Financial participation and/or organisational democracy
Chair:
Edward Zammit (University of Malta, Malta)
I Nicolaou-Smokoviti (University of Piraeus, Greece)

Location: QUT-GP-Z701  Session ID: RC10_06
Authors and Papers:

Daskalakis D , Financial and Organisational forms of participation in the social security system in Greece. The managerial autonomy of supplementary social insurance funds

Ann Gevers (Catholic University of Leuven, Belgium), S Cludts Ku, Financial participation: An alternative compensation tool?

C Jecchinis , Social Ramifications of Globalization and Radical Structural Change

L Nicolaou-Smokoviti (University of Piraeus, Greece), S Cludts Paroutis, Employee Financial Participation. Recent trends and prospects for Greece in the context of the new industrial relations

A Pendleton , Re-Thinking the Theory of Financial Participation

C Sweins (Helsinki University of Technology, Finland), M Vartiainen, Personnel Funds and Employee Participation

G Tsourvakas , The participation of journalists in the ownership of newspapers

Edward Zammit (University of Malta, Malta), Financial Viability and Forms of Organisational Democracy. The Maltese Experience

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

Session 7: Participation in network organisations and society

Chair:
Albert L Mok (University of Antwerp, Belgium)

Location: QUT-GP-Z701 Session ID: RC10_07

Authors and Papers:

Christina Garsten (Stockholm University, Sweden), Nomads of the network society: Community and contingency among temporary workers

Klaus Frey (Catholic University Paraná, Brazil), Community networks in the information society: a challenge for the developing world

Rathy Nadia Laniado (Federal University of Bahia, Brazil), Networks, associativism and regional culture in a globalised society

Albert L Mok (University of Antwerp, Belgium), Occupation: a lifelong guarantee for participation in society

Ake Sandberg (National Swedish Institute for Working Life (NIWL), Sweden) Fredrik Augustsson, Networking and participation in the interactive media sector

Roberto Dandi (Luiss Guido Carli University, Italy), E-mail and Direct Participation in Decision Making: A Literature Review

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

Session 8: Co-operatives, social enterprises and social auditing: engaging members and other stakeholders

Chair:
Leslie Brown
Gary Cronan

Location: QUT-GP-Z701 Session ID: RC10_08

Authors and Papers:

Lyn Carson (University of Sydney, Australia), Democratic Systems Sustained by Skilful Mediation

S Bourdon (Université De Sherbrooke, Canada), Qualification and Worker's Involvement in Participative Community Organisations

I del la Torre Prados , Participation and Internal Democracy in the Nonprofit Sector

Leslie Brown , Assessing co-operative democracy: Reflections on the social audits of three Canadian credit unions

Uriel Leviatan (University of Haifa, Israel), Preserving equality in hierarchically structured organisation - the case of the Israeli Kibbutz

Rajendra Patil , Participative Management In Sugar Cooperatives in Kolhapur District: Retrospect and Prospect

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 17:30 - 19:00


Chair:
Azril Bacal (Sweden)

Location: QUT-GP-Z701 Session ID: RC10_09

Authors and Papers:

Marinus Pires de Lima, Cristina Nunes, Movimientos Colectivos frente a la Globalización/Collective Movements in the Face of Globalization

Jose Vicente Tavares Dos Santos (Federal University of Rio Grande Do Sul, Brazil), Nuevas Perspectivas Globales acerca de la Seguridad Humana: El Caso de Porto Alegre/New Global Perspectives on Human Security: The Case of Porto Alegre

Azril Bacal (Sweden), Erik Lindhult (Mälardalen University, Sweden), Las Aproximaciones Neoliberales y del Foro Social Mundial a la Globalización: Perspectivas e
Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 10: Participative management in Third World countries: retrospect and prospect
Chair: S L Hiremath (Gulbarga University, India)
Location: QUT-GP-Z701 Session ID: RC10 10

Authors and Papers:
V Chandrasekhar, Participative Management and Performance - An Empirical Analysis of Indian Work Organisations
Anne Seitz (Swinburne University of Technology, Australia), Globalisation, Management and Managerialism
Ivanovich Augusta, Assumptions of Empowerment at Workplace in Rural Indonesia
Michelle Adato (International Food Policy Research Institute, United States of America), From Infrastructure Construction to Social Reconstruction: Transforming Institutional Identity in South African Public Works Programme
Jayashree Kukarni, Union Affiliation, Ideological Milieu and Workplace Democracy

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 11: Workers' direct and representative participation in new organisational forms
Chair: Bill Harley (University of Melbourne, Australia), Jan Kees Loose
Location: QUT-GP-Z701 Session ID: RC10 11

Authors and Papers:
Michael E Brown, C Cregan, L Waters (University of Melbourne, Australia), Employee Willingness to Participate
Ivanovich Augusta, Tower Colliery: Back to the Future?
Louise Clarke (University of Saskatchewan, Canada), Linking Participation in the New Workplace and the Union: A Case Study in Emancipation or Futility
M Drucker, J Looise (University of Twente, The Netherlands), The Works Council and Direct Participation: Finding new Division of Labour
Paul Edwards (Warwick Business School, United Kingdom), The Micro-Foundations of Class Compromise

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Joint Session of RC10 and RAIB: La sociedad de la información: conocimiento y poder
Chair: Antonio Lucas (Universidad Complutense, Spain), Alejandro Piscitelli (Universidad Austral, Argentina)
Location: QUT-GP-Z701 Session ID: J 10 RAIB 1

See full details in Joint Session section
Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 12: Multi-level Participation in Industrial Relations Systems
Chair:
Raymond Markey (University of Wollongong, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-Z701 Session ID: RC10_12

Authors and Papers:
Rienk Goodjik (Gipt International, The Netherlands),
Partnership at corporate level: the meaning of the stakeholder model
Vladimir Lazarenko, Vladimir Sobolev, Models of corporate governance and employee participation: peculiarities in Ukraine and Russia
Herman Knudsen, Raymond Markey (University of Wollongong, Australia), Works councils and corporate governance: lessons from Europe for Australia
Ann Hodgkinson (University of Wollongong, Australia), What is the point of participation? An Australian analysis
Volker Telljohann (Institute For Labour Foundation, Italy),
The integration of European and national levels of information and consultation: the case of the food processing industry in Italy and Germany
Sidonia Jedrezejewska , Balancing between local and European Chambers of commerce and Industry in the Baltic Sea region
Tore Hafting (Hedmark College, Norway), Carsten Syvertsen, The organisation of innovation processes

Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 13: Nouvelles formes de gestion participative et nouveaux équilibres de pouvoir dans l'entreprise
Chair:
Habib Guiza
Reynald Bourque
Location: QUT-GP-Z701 Session ID: RC10_13

Authors and Papers:
Paul-André Lapointe (Université Laval, Canada),
Dynamique de la démocratisation en milieu de travail
Denis Harrisson (Université Du Québec A Hull, Canada),
La conception du partenariat patronal-syndical: une analyse du processus d'innovation
Guy Groux , La gestion participative aujourd'hui. Un double mouvement démocratie-dépossession

Friday, 12 July 2002: 17:30 - 19:00
Session 14: Actors' participation in the research processes: participatory research and action-research
Chair:
Bruce Wilson (Urcot, Australia)
Manfred Maoldaschl
Location: QUT-GP-Z701 Session ID: RC10_14

Authors and Papers:
Ilkka Pesonen (Trade Union for the Municipal Sector In Finland KTV, Finland),
Anneli Pulkkis, Eija Vartiainen, From the Roots of Communicative Action Research, alongside it and onward towards a Conceptually Low Organisation
Manfred Maoldaschl , Action Research - Action Without Research? Plea for a reflexive methodology in participatory work research and design
Francesco Garibaldo (Institute for Labour Foundation, Italy),
Co-operative Forms of Work: A Practical Understanding
Erik Lindhult (Mälardalen University, Sweden),
The Productivity of Participatory Democracy. Can theory of participatory democracy provide a basis for a forceful approach to organisation development and action-research?
Richard Ruzicka (Charles University in Prague, Czech Republic), Teachers as Participational Agents: Life Strategy, Education and Research
Ronald B Crawford (Human Resource & Organisational Development Consultancy, United Kingdom), The myths and realities of decision-making in matrix and hierarchical structures: a comparative case analysis

Saturday, 13 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Joint Session of RC10 and RAIB:
Participación en comunidades: un balance de perspectivas teóricas y prácticas
Chair:
Carlos Gadsden (Secretaría De Gobernación, México)
Sergio Contreras
Location: QUT-GP-Z701 Session ID: J 10 RAIB 2

See full details in Joint Session section
Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 17:30 - 19:00
Business Meeting
Chair:
Alain Chouraqui (Cnrs (Lest), France)
Location: QUT-GP-Z701  Session ID: RC10 BM1

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 17:30 - 19:00
Business Meeting (board)
Chair:
Alain Chouraqui (Cnrs (Lest), France)
Location: QUT-GP-Z701  Session ID: RC10 BM2
RC11 Sociology of Aging
Sociología e la vejez
Sociologie du vieillissement
Coordinator: Michael Fine, Diane Gibson, Lars Andersson

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

Session 1: State, market or community: policy responses to aging

Chair: Diane Gibson (Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-O603

Authors and Papers:

Sheying Chen, Ageing and Welfare pluralism: an international perspective

Chris Gilleard, Paul Higgs (University College London, United Kingdom), National capital versus global capital as resources for incomes in later life

Tetsuo Ogawa (University of Oxford, United Kingdom), Long term care for older people in Japan, the social care insurance scheme and marketisation of elder care

Clare Ungerson (University of Southampton, United Kingdom), Social care versus health care: the interface between acute and long term care systems

Diane Gibson (Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, Australia), Social care versus health care: the interface between acute and long term care systems

Supporting Papers:

Jane Mears (University of Western Sydney, Australia), The effects of changes in government policy on the labour market for care

Monday, 8 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45

Session 2: Demography, aging and social support: Roundtable

Chair: Jacob John Kattakayam (Indian Sociological Society, India)
PKB Nayar (Centre for Gerontological Studies, India)

Location: QUT-GP-O603

Authors and Papers:

PKB Nayar (Centre for Gerontological Studies, India), Changing Demographic Structure and Implications for Old Age Support: A situation Analysis of Aging in Developing Countries

Jacob John Kattakayam (Indian Sociological Society, India), Differential Demographic Features of the Elderly: A study in the Cities of Kerala

Uriel Leviatan (University of Haifa, Israel), Work Role Similarity between Spouses, Ensuring Degree of Mutual Empathy, the amount of Social Support between them and Its effect upon An Individuals’ well-being

Veronique Montes de Oca, Informal Supports and Welfare for Older Persons in Mexico

Isabel Larranaga, Growing Older and Coping with Old Age

Rajendra Prasad Jaiswal, Dependency and Coping Network for the Elderly People in a Traditional Hindu City (Varanasi)

B Nalini, Social Support and Relative Deprivation: A study Among the Elderly

Deamodar Sivakumar, Welfare of Public Service Pensioners: A study

Vighnesh N Bhat (Kuvempu University, India), Social Construction of Ageing: An Empirical Study of the Perception of the Urban Elderly

Supporting Papers:

N Audinarayana, Socio-Demographic Factors Related to Emotional Support of the Aged in Tamilnadu, India

Arvind K Joshi (Banaras Hindu University, India), Rural Aged: Dominance to Dependence

Seema Bhagyanath, Senior Citizens’ Associations: A Means of Social Support of the Elderly

Celine Augustine, The Status of the Elderly Among the Khasi Society

Jasmeet Sandhu (Guru Nanak Dev University, India), Institutionalized Elderly in Punjab: A Sociological Study of an Old Age Home
Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 3: Health and well being
Chair:
Neena L Chappell (University of Victoria, Canada)
Margaret Penning
Location: QUT-GP-O603  Session ID: RC11_03

Authors and Papers:
Laurel Strain, Understanding Self-Rated Health in Later Life
Suzanne Laberge (University of Montreal, Canada), Alexandre Dumas, Genevieve Rail, Holllne Dallaire, Philippe Voyer, Social Significance of Physical Activity, Health and Well-Ageing Among Elderly Women from Disadvantaged Milieus
Zachary Zimmer (Population Council, United States of America), Linda Martin, Ming-Cheng Chang, Changes in the Prevalence of Functional Limitations Among Older Taiwanese in the 1990s
Ronica Rooks (ISR, University of Michigan, United States of America), Who Works? A Health Profile of Older Black and White Workers in the Health ABC Study
Janicke Andersson (Linköpings Universitet, Sweden), Keeping Fit: Why and for Whom? Analysis of the Interaction Between National Policy and the Local Context in Keep-Fit Measures Focused on Older People

Supporting Papers:
Dr Len Dalgleish, Dr Deborah Setterlund, Cheryl Tilse (School of Social Work and Social Policy, Australia), Ms Gitte Robinson, Case Factors Influencing Allied Health Professionals Decisions About the Financial Abuse of Older People
I Kareholt, B Meinow, M G Parker, M Thorslund, Predicting Mortality Among Community-Based Elderly People: The role of duration of follow-up
SR Sonnad, Impact of stress in old age: A theoretical perspective

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 4: Households, gender and everyday life
Chair:
Sara Arber (University of Surrey, United Kingdom)
Location: QUT-GP-O603  Session ID: RC11_04

Authors and Papers:
Cherry Russell (University of Sydney, Australia), Maree Porter, Single older men in disadvantaged households: Narratives of meaning around everyday life
Sasha Seambler (St George's Hospitital Medical School, United Kingdom), Christina Victor (St George's Hospital Medical School, United Kingdom), John Bond, Ann Bowling, Understanding everyday life: Older people's experience of loneliness
Kathryn Yount, The status of older women and men in family systems in Egypt and Tunisia
Veronique Montes de Oca, Good daughter, mother and wife: Experiences and perceptions of elderly women in Mexico City
Jenny Hislop (University of Surrey, United Kingdom), Sara Arber (University of Surrey, United Kingdom), Twilight Zone: The social patterning of sleep in ageing women

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 5: Gender and Aging (A)
Chair:
Marilyn Poole (Deakin University, Australia)
Susan Feldman (Victoria University, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-O603  Session ID: RC11_05

Authors and Papers:
Felizitas Sagebiel (University of Wuppertal, Germany), Emancipation of older women: scientific learning and innovative volunteer working as new ways of late life (Education of older people at University)
Marilyn Poole (Deakin University, Australia), Constructing the 'New Old': Gender, Aging and Magazines
Kate Davidson (Centre for Research on Ageing and Gender, United Kingdom), Kim Perren, Gender differences in generational relationships in later life: the impact of marital and family history on the lives of older people
Lekshny Tharta Bhai (India), Status of Widows in Contemporary India
Lorraine Kerr (University of South Australia, Australia), Ed Carson (University of South Australia, Australia), Retirement: a gendered concept

Supporting Papers:
Rekha Pande, Memory and the Social World of Elderly female population - Some issues
Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 6: Quality of life and participation
Chair: Alan Walker
Location: QUT-GP-O603  Session ID: RC11_06

Authors and Papers:
RD Wiggins (City University, United Kingdom), D Blane, Paul Higgs (University College London, United Kingdom), M Hyde, Lifecourse and contextual factors that influence quality of life in early old age
Maximiliane E Szinovacz, Well-being and the accumulation of role losses in later life
Ruby CM Chau, Sam WK Yu, Shared Expectations, Shared Commitments - the Effectiveness of the Joint Statement Approach in Involving Chinese Older People in the UK
Gill Hubbard, Susan Tester, Murna G Downs, Rising Above the hours of Nothingness: Social interaction in institutional care settings for older people

Supporting Papers:
Sasha Scambler (St George's Hospital Medical School, United Kingdom), Christina Victor (St George's Hospital Medical School, United Kingdom), John Bond, Ann Bowling, Promoting Quality of Life: Preventing Loneliness Amongst Older People
AL Sinikka Dixon (Canadian University College, Canada), Life Course Perspective of Balanced Active Aging
Dr Len Dalgleish, Jill Wilson (University of Queensland, Australia), Dr Deborah Setterlund, Cheryl Tilse (School of Social Work and Social Policy, Australia), Ms Gitte Robinson, Case Factors Influencing Allied Health Professionals Decisions About the Financial Abuse of Older People

Sunday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Joint Session of RC11, RC19 and RC20: The Politics of Pensions
Chair: Diana Olsberg (UNSW Research Centre on Ageing & Retirement, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-Z303  Session ID: J 11 19 20

See full details in Joint Session section
**Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15**

**Session 8: Care services: organisation, quality, finance and assessment**

**Chair:**
Rolf Ronning (Lillehammer College, Norway)

**Location:** QUT-GP-0603  
**Session ID:** RCII 08

**Authors and Papers:**
Allison Kirkman (Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand), *Aged Care Facilities and the Media*

Ingrid Eyers (Centre for Research on Gender and Ageing (CRAG), England), *Care homes in England and Germany: the impact of divergent ratios of (qualified and unqualified) staff to resident ratio on the quality of care*

Caroline Glendinning (National Primary Care Research and Development Centre, United Kingdom), *Deckchairs and the Titanic? Prospects for the organisation and funding of care services for frail old people in Great Britain*

Rolf Ronning (Lillehammer College, Norway), *Contracting out our grandmothers:....*

Ekiji Ryuen (Teikyo University, Japan), *An Active Ageing Society: Japan’s experiment of SHRC*

**Supporting Papers:**
Alfred C M Chan, David R Phillips, *Senior Citizens’ Considerations for Serviced Apartments*

**Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15**

**Session 10: Care giving and dependency**

**Chair:**
Michael Fine (Macquarie University, Australia)

**Location:** QUT-GP-0603  
**Session ID:** RCII 10

**Authors and Papers:**
Ingrid Hellstrom (Isal, Sweden), Irene Ericson, Ulla Lundh, *The meaning of good care for people with dementia in the view of family and professional carers*

Cheryl Tilse (School of Social Work and Social Policy, Australia), Dr Deborah Setterlund, Jill Wilson (University of Queensland, Australia), Prof Linda Rosenman, Ms Gitte Robinson, *Substitute decision making, asset management and financial abuse in caregiving relationships*

Hong-Kin Kwok (Lingnan University, China), Cheung Lam (Hong Kong Shue Yan College, Hong Kong), *The relationships between perceived responsibility, living arrangement and caregiving role playing by the sandwich generation for the elderly generation - a case in Hong Kong*

Lois M Verbrugge (University of Michigan, United States of America), Lindsay Boynton, *Attitudes about Equipment and Personal Assistance*

**Supporting Papers:**
Dr Ramavani Dantu, Dr SC Sharma, *Home Care Services for the Elderly: Family response to ageing*

Jennifer Wilkinson (Cumberland College of Health Sciences, Australia), *Caring for Strangers: Ethnicity, Civility and the Ethics of Aged Care*
Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 11: Gender and Ageing (B)
Chair:
Marilyn Poole (Deakin University, Australia)
Susan Feldman (Victoria University, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-O603  Session ID: RC11_11

Authors and Papers:
Paula Wilcox (University of Brighton, United Kingdom),
Constructing the stereotype of the older woman?
Ann Evans (Australian National University, Australia),
Peter McDonald (The Australian National University, Australia), Gender inequity in relation to retirement incomes in Australia
Baukje (Bo), Miedema (Dalhousie University, Canada), Suzanne M Prior, Life Stories of Women born in 1918: Patterns of Loss
Susan Feldman (Victoria University, Australia), Alison Herron, There Are Only So Many Lawns You Can Mow: Narratives of Gender and Ageing
Vivienne Walters (University of Wales Swansea, United Kingdom), Joyce Zazulak, Do it while you can! A neglected biological clock: Women in their 50s and 60s speak about their health

Supporting Papers:
Wataru Koyano (Seigakuin University, Japan), Masanori Nishimura, Takatoshi Ando, Tatsuto Asakawa, Structure of Social Relationships of Japanese Senior Men

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Business Meeting
Chair:
Michael Fine (Macquarie University, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-O603  Session ID: RC11_BM

Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Special Session: Social exclusion at older ages
Chair:
Martin Kohli
Location: QUT-GP-O603  Session ID: RC11_S

Authors and Papers:
Margaret Denton, Susan French, Amiram Gafni,
Carolyn Rosenthal, Sharon Webb, Reflective Planning for Later Life: A Canadian Study

Dr Libby Brooke, Countering the activity divide at the end of older workers' careers
Dr Elizabeth Ozanne, The Aged as Citizens in a Globalising World
Marvin Formosa (Malta), Social class dynamics in later life: a life course perspective
Volker H Schmidt (National University of Singapore, Singapore), Age Rationing in Health Care

Supporting Papers:
Maria Julieta Oddone, no title
Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: The Construction of Victimhood in the Field of Human Rights
Chair:
Stephan Parmentier (University of Leuven, Belgium)
Maria Luisa
Location: QUT-GP-S301  Session ID: RC12_01

Authors and Papers:
Christopher Gale , Victimhood in Human Rights: A UK Perspective
Monteiro Geraldo (State University of Rio De Janeiro, Brazil), The Discursive Construction of Responsibility in Sexual Crimes: A Rhetoric of Inverted Mirrors
Michael Humphrey (University of New South Wales, Australia), Impunity, Healing and Justice: The Moral Recovery of the Victim
Stephan Parmentier (University of Leuven, Belgium), Reparation for Victims of Gross Human Rights Violations
Dr Sagar Preet Hooda , Human Rights and Cross-Border Terrorism: A Need for Redefinition in the Post September 11 World Order

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 2: The Sociology of Rights
Chair:
Grazyna Skapska (Jagiellonian University, Poland)
Location: QUT-GP-S301  Session ID: RC12_02

Authors and Papers:
Samir Naim Ahmed , Human Rights and Globalisation
Paulo Sergio da Costa Neves , Human Rights and Citizenship
Simone Wong (Kent Law School, England), Property Rights for Home-Sharers: A Human Rights Approach?

Monday, 8 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 3: Comparing Criminal Justice
Chair:
Johannes Feest (Universitaet Bremen, Germany)
Location: QUT-GP-S301  Session ID: RC12_03

Authors and Papers:
Andrei Oleinik , Prison Social Climates in a Comparative Perspective
Tracey Booth (University of Western Sydney, Australia), Homicide, Homicide Survivors and Sentencing: The Impact of Emotion on the Legal Process
Catherine Mueller (Université De Fribourg, Switzerland), Critical Issues in the Risk-Assessment of Mentally Disordered Offenders
David S Clark (Willamette University College of Law, United States of America), Italian Criminal Justice and the Rise of an Active Magistracy
Naomi Gale (Ashkelon Academic College, Israel), The Jury System in Israel

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 4: Market Forms, Legal Forms and Other Homologies
Chair:
TBA TBA
Location: QUT-GP-S301  Session ID: RC12_04
Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 5: Law, Media, Melodrama
Chair:
Mary Farquhar (Griffith University, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-S301  Session ID: RC12_05

Authors and Papers:
Mary Farquhar (Griffith University, Australia), Blood in the Bathroom: Melodrama, Gangster Movies and 'Shanghai Triad'
Shaun McVeigh, Deathbed Scenes in Hospital: Melodramas of Law
Dr Barbara Creed, Melodrama, Music and madness: 'Jedda' and the Stolen Generations
Dr Jeanette Hoorn, White Lubra: Puturi and the Law in Charles Chauvel's 'Uncivilised'
Dr William MacNeil, Beyond Masculine Melodrama? 'Traffic's' Jams and the Gridlock of Bourgeois-Liberal Autonomy

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 7: Feminist Futures in Law and Society
Chair:
Rosemary Hunter (Griffith University, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-S301  Session ID: RC12_07

Authors and Papers:
Rosemary Hunter (Griffith University, Australia), The Future of Feminist Law Reform
Sally Sheldon (Keele University, United Kingdom), Challenges for Feminism: One Step Forward, Two Steps Back?
Maria Drakopoulou (Kent Law School, United Kingdom), Feminist Critique and Legal Knowledge: towards a genealogy of modernity's feminist project in law
Adrian Howe (University of Central Lancashire, United Kingdom), Pursing the Postmodern Turn

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 6: Regulation
Chair:
Martin Krygier
Location: QUT-GP-S301  Session ID: RC12_06

Authors and Papers:
Hitoshi Ushijima (Fukuoka University, Japan), Exploring Asymmetrical Private Voluntary actions with a Common Value: A Comparative Study of Traditional Japanese and Emerging US Soil Contamination Cleanup Programs
Dr Ronen Shamir, Globalisation and the Emergence of Social Law: A Study in the Moral Regulation of Business
Fiona Borthwick (University of Wollongong, Australia), Governing the Companions of Companion Animals
Colin Scot, Private Regulation of the Public Sector

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 8: Gender at Work/the Work of Gender
Chair:
Rosemary Hunter (Griffith University, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-S301  Session ID: RC12_08

Authors and Papers:
Hilary Sommerlad (Leeds Metropolitan University, United Kingdom), Peter Sanderson (Huddersfield University, United Kingdom), Gender Differentiation at Work: Cultural Capital and the Conceptual Articulation of Structure and Agency
Beth Gaze, Human Rights, Universalism, Women and Mothers
Gerladine Neal (Griffith University, Australia), Women in the Legal Profession in Queensland
Dr Patricia Easteal, Women in the Australian Legal System: A Kaleidoscope Model

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 9: Policy-making and its Effects
Chair:
Alex Ziegert
Location: QUT-GP-S301  Session ID: RC12_09
Authors and Papers:

Anna Williams Shavers, Counter-Terrorism and the Effect on US Immigration Policy


Andrew Kenyon (University of Melbourne, Australia), Simple Strategies and Weasel Words: Defamation, Lawyers and Litigation Reform

Koen Van Aeken (University of Antwerp (Ufsia), Belgium), Instrumentalist Thinking and Evaluation Research

Bruce Smyth (Australian Institute of Family Studies, Australia), Dr Belinda Fehlberg, Researching Parent-Child Contact After Parental Separation: Some Methodological Considerations

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 10: Social and Legal Systems
Chair: Vittorio Olgiati (University of Urbino, Italy)
Location: QUT-GP-S301 Session ID: RC12_10

Authors and Papers:

Masayuki Murayama (Chiba University, Japan), Legal Consciousness and the Use of Litigation

Qingwen Xu (City University of New York, United States of America), Grassroot Organisation and Community Development in Chinese Law Reforms

Iris B Bálsamo (National Academy of Sciences of Bs.As, Argentina), The Sociology of Law of Gunter Teubner

Claire Peterson (The Spanish Source, United States of America), A Confluence of Legal Systems: British Law from 865 to 1166

Silvia Frati (Università Degli Studi Di Milano, Italy), South Tyrol's "Closed Farm" (Geschlossener Hof) in a Socio-Legal Perspective

Fumie Suga, TBA

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 11: Judges and Courts
Chair: Hector Fix-Fierro
Location: QUT-GP-S301 Session ID: RC12_11

Authors and Papers:

Vittorio Olgiati (University of Urbino, Italy), Jurisdictional Conflicts in Court. The Case of Lawyers and Judges

Peter Robson (University of Strathclyde, Scotland), The Role of the Judge in Film

Sharyn Roach Anleu (Flinders University of South Australia, Australia), Assoc Prof Kathy Mack, Magistrates in Australia: Distinctiveness and Professionalisation

Signa Daum Shanks, Discovering Inter-Aboriginal Law in Canada's Constitution

Luigi Cominelli (Università Degli Studi Di Milano, Italy), The Crisis of Courts and the Debate on Alternative Dispute Resolution: The Italian Case

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 12: Board Meeting
Chair: Rosemary Hunter (Griffith University, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-S301 Session ID: RC12_12

Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 13: Legal Institutions in Crisis (Continuation of Special Session SS05)
Chair: Vincenzo Ferrari (Università Degli Studi Di Milano, Italy)
Location: QUT-GP-S301 Session ID: RC12_13

Authors and Papers:

Biko Agozino (Indiana University of Pennsylvania, United States of America), The crisis of authoritarianism and the democratisation of legal systems

Peter Cane, Private law in the regulatory state

Johannes Feest (Universitaet Bremen, Germany), Internationalization of penal law

Thomas Heller, On law and environment

Mavis Maclean (Oxford Centre for Family Law and Policy, United Kingdom), The strange case of the survival of family lawyers in England and Wales

Stephan Parmentier (University of Leuven, Belgium), Law and Social Change in the 21st Century: The Case of Belgium

Grazyna Skapska (Jagiellonian University, Poland), Institutions and procedures which deal with the past, grand-scale human rights abuse
Michele Taruffo, Notes on the Transnational Dimensions of Civil Disputes

Enrique Zuleta Puceiro, On Law and Political Decision Making

Lawrence M Friedman (Stanford University, United States of America), Conclusion

Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 14: Legal Institutions in Crisis (continued)

Chair:
Vincenzo Ferrari (Università Degli Studi Di Milano, Italy)

Location: QUT-GP-S301 Session ID: RC12_14

Authors and Papers:
Stephan Parmentier (University of Leuven, Belgium), Jean Van Houtte (Centrum Voor Rechtssociologie - UFSIA, Belgium), Law and social change in the 21st century: The case of Belgium

Grazyna Skapska (Jagiellonian University, Poland), Institutions and procedures which deal with the past, grand-scale human rights abuse

Michele Taruffo, Notes on the Transnational Dimensions of Civil Disputes

Enrique Zuleta Puceiro, Institutional management of structural adjustment policies: An empirical assessment

Lawrence M Friedman (Stanford University, United States of America), Conclusions

Friday, 12 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Business Meeting

Chair:
Rosemary Hunter (Griffith University, Australia)

Location: QUT-GP-S301 Session ID: RC12_BM
RC13 Sociology of Leisure
Sociología del ocio
Sociologie du loisir
Coordinator: Francis Lobo

Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: Leisure futures
Chair: Francis Lobo (Edith Cowan University, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-S308 Session ID: RC13_01

Authors and Papers:
Kenneth Roberts (University of Liverpool, England), Leisure work: Characteristics and social implications
Neil Carr (University of Queensland, Australia), Poverty and university students' leisure: A passing relationship
Antti Honkanen (University of Joensuu, Finland), Postmodern mass tourism: Impossible combination of future trend
Stephen Wearing (Uts, Australia), Carmel Foley, The mobile phone, a fashion accessory or security blanket: conspicuous consumption, identity and adolescent women's leisure choices
Armel Huet, Temps, loisir et Democratie
Ishwar Modi, Leisure culture and the arts

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 2: Leisure and Culture
Chair: Ishwar Modi
Location: QUT-GP-S308 Session ID: RC13_02

Authors and Papers:
Harvey Perkins (Lincoln University, New Zealand), David Thorns (University of Canterbury, New Zealand), Ann Winstanley (E.S.R., New Zealand), House, home and leisure in New Zealand
Young-Sook Lee (Griffiths University, Australia), Classic meanings of travel in the traditional Korean society

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 3: Leisure over the lifespan
Chair: Theodorus Beckers
Location: QUT-GP-S308 Session ID: RC13_03

Authors and Papers:
Simone Fullagar (Charles Sturt University, Australia), Boredom, leisure and youth suicide: A cultural analysis
Maureen Harrington (Griffith University, Australia), Barry Bell, Patterns of leisure time use and parents' motivations for family leisure in middle and lower income families
Shirley Barnes (Shirley Barnes & Assoc, Australia), Infrastructure for seniors' leisure at risk: An Australian perspective
Vanagundhi Chandrasekhar (India), Study of leisure time activities of veteran sports persons
M S Trivedi, The crisis of ethnic identity in the realm of changing leisure
Rob Lynch (University of Technology Sydney, Australia), Locating museums in the context of leisure

Vincenzo Mele, Remarks about "exaggerated" individualism one hundred years after the philosophy of money of Georg Simmel
Anu-Hanna Anttila (University of Turku, Finland), Narrative on moral regulation: A proper vacation for working class mothers
Kumkum Bhattacharya (Visva-Bharati University, India), Leisure among the Santals - A tribe in India
Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 4: Leisure and gender
Chair: Shirley Barnes (Shirley Barnes & Assoc, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-S308 Session ID: RC13 04

Authors and Papers:
Ray Hibbins (Griffith University, Australia), Migration, gender identity, sport and leisure
Claudia Bell (University of Auckland, New Zealand), Leisurely backpacking in Africa
Sushma Sood, Case studies of war widows in India and Nepal
Tony Veal (University of Technology - Sydney, Australia), John Dodd, Men at mid-life: Leisure and life chances
Francis Lobo (Edith Cowan University, Australia), The third age: New perspectives for social development and leisure

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Joint Session of RC13 Leisure and RC27 Sport
Chair: Francis Lobo (Edith Cowan University, Australia)
Mari Kristin Sisjord (The Norwegian University of Sport and Physical Education, Norway)
Tony Veal (University of Technology - Sydney, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-S308 Session ID: J 13 27
See full details in Joint Session section

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 5: Leisure education
Chair: Tony Veal (University of Technology - Sydney, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-S308 Session ID: RC13 05

Authors and Papers:
Mohammad Sheykhi (Iran), Leisure and sports as the prime necessities of the youth with special reference to Iran: A sociological appraisal
Ken Green (University College Chester, United Kingdom), The sociology of leisure, physical education and the work of Ken Roberts
R Raju, G Saraswati, K N Baidya (India), Social aspects of leisure among the tribal population of Nagarole National Park, Karnataka, India

Marja Suoninen (University of Turku, Finland), Theoretical perspectives to regulating leisure: From moral panic to moral regulation
Stephen Wearing (Uts, Australia), Karen Costa (Sydney University of Technology, Australia), Facilitating cultural access to urban parks as leisure spaces

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 6: Leisure and Tourism Research
Chair: Rob Lynch (University of Technology Sydney, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-S308 Session ID: RC13 06

Authors and Papers:
Gisela Black Taschner (Fundação Getulio Vargas De S. Paulo, Brazil), Leisure and tourism in Brazil: Notes on their evolution
Cecilia Cervantes Barba, Tourism and nocturne culture at Bahia De Banderas
Jacenta Luciewicz (Wroclaw University of Economics, Poland), Organisational culture and management in Polish organisations at the end of the twentieth century
Elke Koch-Weser Ammassari (University of Rome, Italy), Time use patterns and the role of leisure in the lives of lone mothers in Italy and Germany
Jiri Zuzanek, Roger Mannell, Relationship between leisure participation, feelings of time pressure, and emotional well-being in the lives of Canadian aged 12 to 18

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 7: Leisure Issues
Chair: Kenneth Roberts (University of Liverpool, England)
Location: QUT-GP-S308 Session ID: RC13 07

Authors and Papers:
Bswaraj S Gulshetty (HKES, India), Life after retirement and leisure time activities: A study of academics of Gulbarga city
Irina Mostovaya, Modifications in youth leisure structure as a factor of political changes
Meti Sheshan, Perceptions of working hours of employees of Gulbarga University, Gulbarga
G Saraswati, R Raju, Subrata Kumar Mitra (University of Heidelberg, Germany), Role of leisure among the Soligas of Bilgiri and Rangana Betta (B, R Hills) Karnataka
Business Meeting

Chair: Francis Lobo (Edith Cowan University, Australia)

Location: QUT-GP-S308  Session ID: RC13_BM
RC14 Sociology of Communication, Knowledge and Culture
Sociología de la comunicación, del conocimiento y de la cultura
Sociologie de la communication, de la connaissance et de la culture
Coordinator: Gaetan Tremblay

Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: Cultural Industries
Chair:
Slavko Splichal (University of Ljubljana, Slovenia)
Location: QUT-GP-Z801 Session ID: RC14_01

Authors and Papers:
Jonathan Cohen (University of Haifa, Israel), Strategies of integration, convergence, and homogenization in television viewing
Carlos E Guzman Cardenas, Diagnóstico y tendencias de las Industrias Culturales y Comunicacionales en Venezuela. (¿Existe una iniciativa política cultural para construir la Sociedad de la Información del siglo XXI venezolano?)
Alberto Moncada, Concentracion y americanizacion de los medios de comunicacion de masas

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 2: Public Sphere and Democracy
Chair:
Alberto Moncada (Fundacion Moncada, Spain)
Location: QUT-GP-Z801 Session ID: RC14_02

Authors and Papers:
Paul Jones, The Public Sphere in the Projects of Raymond Williams and Stuart Hall

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Joint Session of RC16 and RC14: The Status of the Object 1
Chair:
Dick Pels (Brunel University, United Kingdom)
Location: QUT-GP-C405 Session ID: J_14_16_2a
See full details in Joint Session section

Monday, 8 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 3: Communication and Representation
Chair:
Giancarlo Chiro (University of South Australia, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-Z801 Session ID: RC14_03

Authors and Papers:
Michael DeBusscher, Popular criminals, Robin Hoods and Jack the Rippers as heroes
Breda Luthar (University of Ljubljana, Slovenia), The invention of society. The narratives on local and global celebrity in women’s magazines
Dick Pels (Brunel University, United Kingdom), Celebrity Capitalism
Anna Woodrow (Concordia University - John Abbott College, Canada), Laughing all the way home: creating a metaphorical space for selves through stand-up performance in Canada
Charlotte Bloch (ISA, Denmark), Emotions and Emotional Culture in Academia
Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 4: Organisational communication
Chair: Peter Corrigan (University of New England, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-Z801  Session ID: RC14.04

Authors and Papers:
Lucio Biggiero (LUIS University, Italy), Organizational consequences of email introduction, adoption and diffusion. The presentation of COMMORG: A research project funded by the IST program of the European Union
Antonio Lucas (University Complutense, Spain), Lourdes Vinuesa (University Complutense, Spain), Communication as a prerequisite of participative organisations
Danielle Maisonneuve, Communication et leadership dans l'exercice du pouvoir par les femmes siégeant à des instances décisionnelles
Eva Kihlgren Tornqvist, Co-operation and co-ordination. Information and Communication Technology (ICT), Interprofessional Relations and Organisation Structure in Swedish Maritime Search and Rescue (SAR)

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 5: Youth and Gender
Chair: Paul Jones
Location: QUT-GP-Z801  Session ID: RC14.05

Authors and Papers:
Emilia Bermudez, Consumo cultural y construcción de representaciones de identidades juveniles
Giancarlo Chiro (University of South Australia, Australia), Typology and personal accounts of national and ethnic identity among young people of Italian ancestry in culturally diverse Australia
Peter Corrigan (University of New England, Australia), Constructing the Teenage Consumer: A Cross-Cultural Analysis of Teen Magazines
Veronica Policarpo, Telenovelas, gender and family trajectory

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 6: Social uses of information and communication technology I
Chair: Leslie Jolly (University of Queensland, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-Z801  Session ID: RC14.06

Authors and Papers:
Jose-David Carracedo Verde, Justo A Carracedo Gallardo, Protegiendo los derechos de la ciudadanía y su privacidad en la Sociedad de la Información, desde una metodología multidisciplinar (Sociológica y Telemática). Caso de estudio: las Tarjetas de Crédito Anónimas
Angela Coco (University of Queensland, Australia), Managing shrinking time and expanding space in a virtual community
Hermilio Santos (Catholic University of Rio Grande do Sul-Porto Alegre, Brazil), Social Interaction and New Media: elements for an analysis of the mediated interaction
Karunamay Subuddhi (Indian Institute of Technology, India), What can ICTs do for Rural Poor? In the internet
Thomas Volken (University of Zurich, Switzerland), Elements of Trust: The Cultural Dimension of Internet Diffusion Revisited

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 7: Political communication
Chair: Keith Hampton (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-Z801  Session ID: RC14.07

Authors and Papers:
Manuel Alfredo R De Leon (Social Weather Stations (SWS), Philippines), Effects of Media on Four Philippine Presidents Before, During and After this Nation's Historic Impeachment trial
German Espino (Universidad Autonoma De Queretaro, México), "¿Cuál fue la función de la opinión pública en el vuelco electoral de Querétaro 1997?" "Which was the role of public opinion in the 1997 electoral overturn in Querétaro?"
Yury A Krasin, Public sphere's prospects in the Russian society
**Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15**

**Session 8: Advances in the sociology of knowledge 1**

**Chair:**
Barbara A Misztal (Griffith University, Australia)

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z801  
**Session ID:** RC14_08

**Authors and Papers:**
- **Edward Andreev** (Institute of Socio-Political Research of Russian Academy of Science, Russia), *Anatoly Mironov* (Journal "Socio-Humanitarian Knowledge", Russia), *The latest Russian realities: multifaceted sociological analysis*
- **Yves Gendron** (University of Alberta, Canada), **Richard C Baker**, *Beyond disciplinary boundaries: The translation of Foucaultian perspectives in accounting research*
- **Gustavo Guizzardi** (University of Padua, Italy), *Communicating health and bio-medical innovations*
- **Richard Holliman** (The Open University, United Kingdom), **Eileen Scanlon**, *Interpreting contested science: examining responses from focus group discussions based on media coverage of genetic explanations for sexuality and intelligence*

**Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45**

**Joint Session of RC14 and RC16: Performativity and Performance 2**

**Chair:**
Gaetan Tremblay (University of Quebec, Canada)

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z801  
**Session ID:** J_14_16_1b

See full details in Joint Session section

**Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:30**

**Session 9: Social uses of information and communication technology 2**

**Chair:**
Angela Coco (University of Queensland, Australia)

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z801  
**Session ID:** RC14_09

**Authors and Papers:**
- **Christine Castelain Meunier** (Cnrs Cadis, France), *TBA*
- **Keith Hampton** (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, United States of America), *Living the Wired Life in the Wired Suburb: Results from the Netville Project*
- **Leslie Jolly** (University of Queensland, Australia), *Communication and community: the role if ICTs in civil society*

**Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15**

**Session 10: Educational Uses of Information and Communication Technologies**

**Chair:**
Jeffrey A Halley (University of Texas, United States of America)

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z801  
**Session ID:** RC14_10

**Authors and Papers:**
- **Hui Huang** (Rowan University, China), *The making of the American Virtual Class*
- **Simon Kitto** (Monash University, Australia), *The Compilation of the digital self: Tracking the effects of electronic surveillance systems in Online University education*
- **Pietter Moeglin**, *What's really new with new educational media? A communication sciences' perspective*
- **Gaetan Tremblay** (University of Quebec, Canada), *The importance of partnership in educational projects involving information and communication technologies*

**Thursday, 11 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45**

**Session 11: Advances in the sociology of knowledge 2**

**Chair:**
Jerzy J. Smolicz (Adelaide University, Australia)

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z801  
**Session ID:** RC14_11

**Authors and Papers:**
- **Joane Martel** (University of Alberta, Canada), *Doing Research From the Margin: A Case Study Analysis in the sociology of Knowledge*
- **Barbara A Misztal** (Griffith University, Australia), *Topics for a new sociology of knowledge: instant memories and instant identities*
- **Kayko Okamura** (Chuo University, Japan), *Culture and Sign: How can YaNeSen Be a Cultural Unit?"*
Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 12: Advances in communication theory
Chair:
Kayko Okamura (Chuo University, Japan)
Location: QUT-GP-Z801 Session ID: RC14 12

Authors and Papers:
Tamara Adamiants (Institute of Sociology RAS, Russia), About the new opportunities of studying of the process of social communication
Gerry Gill (La Trobe University, Australia), Communications Media and social Evolution: How Does Media Alter Consciousness?
Shirly Hering, Together yet apart: The paradox of intimacy in an anonymous medium
Kate Jones, Propaganda: Towards A General Theory: Cultural Diversity Versus Universal Characteristics
Andrea Sharkey (Concordia University, Canada), Communicative Tools and Events: using Communicative Technology to Build Communities in Canada

Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 13: Communication, national identity and cultural diversity
Chair:
Karunamay Subuddhi (Indian Institute of Technology, India)
Location: QUT-GP-Z801 Session ID: RC14 13

Authors and Papers:
Andrew Jakubowicz (UTS, Australia), Globalisation and cultural diversity: Contesting models of multiculturalism in cyberspace
JJ Smolics, Cultural Cooperation and cultural Conflict in a Plural Society - Constructive Diversity in Multicultural Australia

Friday, 12 July 2002: 17:30 - 19:15
Session 14: Information and knowledge society
Chair:
Anna Woodrow (Concordia University - John Abbott College, Canada)
Location: QUT-GP-Z801 Session ID: RC14 14

Authors and Papers:
Michael Paetau (Fraunhofer Institute AiS, Germany), Knowledge society? How can a Society know anything?
Monica Gina Durstberger (C/o Universidad Nacional De Colombia, Iepri (Instituto De Estudios Politicos Y R, Colombia), Applying functional hermeneutic analysis to reconstruct the system of action of social scientists working in research centres in Mexico, Spain and Columbia

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 17:30 - 19:15
Business Meeting
Chair:
Gaetan Tremblay (University of Quebec, Canada)
Location: QUT-GP-Z801 Session ID: RC14 BM

Friday, 12 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Joint Session of RC14 and RC16: The Status of the Object 2
Chair:
Frédéric Vandenberghe (University for Humanist Studies, The Netherlands)
Location: QUT-GP-Z801 Session ID: J 14 16 2b

See full details in Joint Session section
Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: The Body
Chair: Alan Petersen (University of Plymouth, United Kingdom)
Location: QUT-GP-S403 Session ID: RC15_01

Authors and Papers:
Meira Weiss (Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel), The 'Chosen Body': the politics of the body in Israel
Rosa Fischer (UFRGS - Universidade Federal Do Rio Grande Do Sul, Brazil), Media and women subjectivation: the ways to enunciate the feminine body on the TV
Natasha Posner (University of NSW, Australia), Elizabeth Kendall, Kim Kuipers, Tara Catalano, Merle Cox, Nick Buys, Getting it back
Ling-Fang Cheng (Kao-Hsiung Medical University, Taiwan), The Bodies and Gynecological Encounters in Taiwan

Distributed Papers:
Gillian Bendelow (University of Warwick, United Kingdom), Normal' or pathological: women's embodied experience through the life course?
Carles Feixa (University of Lleida, Spain), Regulating the body in the new economy: professionalism and decisions about when/where to pee
Suhita Chopra Chatterjee (Indian Institute of Technology Kharagpur, India), The body in the classical system of Indian Medicine
Per Solvang (University of Bergen, Norway), A full body is a body with amputations
Catherine Waldby, Posthuman embryology: stem cell technology and the ontology of the embryo
Anthony Synnott, One, two, five, none: gender models and muddles

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 2: Gender and health
Chair: Ellen Annandale (University of Leicester, United Kingdom)
Location: QUT-GP-S403 Session ID: RC15_02

Authors and Papers:
Nicky Hart (UCLA, United States Of America), Gender, Private Life and the Roots of the Russian Health Crisis
Mariam Meynert (Associated To Lund's University, Sweden), Feminization of Health Welfare - theoretical perspectives
Jane Sandall (King's College, United Kingdom), The exotic and the mundane: trends in the sociology of reproduction and childbirth
Laura Hurd Clarke (University of British Columbia, Canada), Body Image and Fertility: the tensions and interconnections between the body and the self
Ilze Trapenciere, Rural Young Male's Attitudes towards Reproductive and Sexual Health

Distributed Papers:
A Abbott C Wallace, Gender and Health Care in the CIS
Julia Belozerova, The Gender Structure of Children's Oncological/Haematological Space
Fiona Brooks (University of Hertfordshire, United Kingdom), Helen Lomax, Mothers, Midwives and Corporeal Discourses of Childbirth
Rebecca Sutherns, Ivy Bourgeault (University of Western Ontario, Canada), Crisis? Women's Experiences with Maternity Care in Rural Canada
Marilena CDV Correa (Universidade Do Estado Do Rio De Janeiro, Brazil), Maria Cristena R Guilam, Risk.
Monday, 8 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45

Session 3: Gender and reproductive health

Chair:
Ellen Annandale (University of Leicester, United Kingdom)

Location: QUT-GP-Z303  
Session ID: RC15 03

Authors and Papers:

Jane Sandall (King’s College, United Kingdom), The exotic and the mundane: trends in the sociology of reproduction and childbirth

Laura Hurd Clarke (University of British Columbia, Canada), Body Image and Fertility: the tensions and interconnections between the body and the self

Ilze Trapenciere, Rural Young Male’s Attitudes towards Reproductive and Sexual Health

Chia-Ling Wu , Male Infertility, New Reproductive Technologies, and Gender Politics

Distributed Papers:

Karen Lane (Deakin University, Australia), Consumer Participation in the Maternity Care Arena: A hollow promise?

Indu Mathur, Gender and Health Inequalities in a Traditional Society and the Role of NGOs in India

Nicole Moulding (Adelaide University, Australia), Interpreting Emotion: A post-structural feminist analysis of gendered discourses in mental health practice

Else Nygaard (Copenhagen University, Denmark), Gender and Health Inequality in the Danish Labour Market

Erling Solheim (Nuffield College, United Kingdom), The Gender Difference in Sickness Absence from Work: A Comparative Study of Finland, Norway and the United Kingdom using Labour Force Survey Panel Data

Raka Sharon, Factors Affecting Industrial Women Workers’ Health: A Sociological Approach

Robyn L Synnott (University of Queensland, Australia), Gillian M Lupton, B Kelly, Carer Support - Wives, Husbands, Daughters. What’s the Difference?

Margaret Denton, Gender Differences in Health: A Canadian study of the psycho-social, structural and behavioural determinants of health

Chia-Ling Wu , Male Infertility, New Reproductive Technologies, and Gender Politics

Kathryn Yount (Emory University, United States of America), Gender, health and the use of services among older adults in Egypt and Tunisia

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

Session 4: Alternative and biomedicine: Are they coming together?

Chair:
Judith Shuval (Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel)

Location: QUT-GP-S403  
Session ID: RC15 04

Authors and Papers:

Ian Coulter (Ucla/rand, United States of America), Integrative Medicine and Biomedicine: Paradigm Shift or Paradigm Clash
Distributed Papers:

Leah Gilbert (University of The Witwatersrand, South Africa), Complementary and Alternative Medicine in the Community Pharmacy.

Gary Easthope (University of Tasmania, Australia), Why has alternative medicine become complementary medicine?

Mike Saks (De Montfort University, United Kingdom), Professionalization, Alternative Medicine and Biomedicine: Co-equal Convergence or a New Form of Oppression?

Jeanne Katz (The Open University, United Kingdom), Professionalization, Alternative Medicine and Biomedicine: Co-equal Convergence or a New Form of Oppression?

Mitra Saks (University of Otago, New Zealand), Competency, Quality and Evidence: Governance principles for alternative and biomedicine.

Cathy O'Callaghan (Immigrant Women's Health Service Inc, Australia), Quality Use of Medicine amongst Vietnamese older women in South West Sydney.

Heather Eastwood (University of Queensland, Australia), Globalization, postmodernisation, and convergence of orthodox and alternative medicine: An Australian case study.

Suhita Chopra Chatterjee (Indian Institute of Technology Kharagpur, India), Contesting the Monopoly of Biomedicine: The Revitalisation of Homeopathy in India.

Distributed Papers:

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 5: Medicine and sexuality
Chair:
Anthony Pryce (City University, United Kingdom)
Location: QUT-GP-S403 Session ID: RC15_05

Authors and Papers:

John Oliffe (Deakin University, Australia), Float like a butterfly and sting like a bee: Lived experiences of a prostate biopsy.

Jan Wickman (Åbo Akademi University, Finland), Defining Gender Identity through and against Medical Knowledge.

Ana Lia Kornblit (University of Buenos Aires, Argentina), The Meaning of Sexuality among Intravenous Drug Users.

María Andres R Loyola (Universidade Do Estado Do Rio De Janeiro, Brazil), Sexuality and medicine: the twentieth century sexual revolution.

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 7: Medicalization 1
Chair:
Peter Conrad (Brandeis University, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-S403 Session ID: RC15_07

Authors and Papers:

Jenny Higgins, Vibrators versus Viagra: Representations of Gender in the Definition, Diagnosis and Treatment of Sexual Dysfunction.

Ian Shaw (University of Nottingham, United Kingdom), Medicalization of Unhappiness? The Management of Mental Distress in Primary Care.

Jane Russo (State University of Rio De Janeiro, Brazil), The DSMII 'Revolution' or How Old Neuroses became New Disorders.

Claudia Malacrida (University of Calgary, Canada), Professional Legitimacy and Medicalization: Educators and ADHD in Canada and England.

Maren Klawiter (Georgia Institute of Technology, United States of America), Breast Cancer and the Production of Risky Subjects and Pharmaceutical Markets: A Study of Physician Responses and Tomoxifen.

Distributed Papers:

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Joint Session of RC15 and RC52: Health professions and the public 1
Chair:
Mike Saks (De Montfort University, United Kingdom), Eliane Riska (Åbo Akademi University, Finland)
Location: QUT-GP-S403 Session ID: J15_52_1

See full details in Joint Session section.
Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 8: Chronic Illness I
Chair: Heather McKenzie (University of Sydney, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-Z303 Session ID: RC15 08
Authors and Papers:
Ian Coulter (Ucla/rand, United States of America), From Epidemic to Chronic Illness: The Transformation of HIV
Rosalie A Aroni (La Trobe University, Australia), Dianne P Goeman (The Alfred Hospital, Australia), Susan M Sawyer, Frank CK Thien, Kay Stewart, Michael J Abramson, Jo A Douglas, Adherence and Self Management: Conflict or Congruence in Discourse?
Neil Small (University of Bradford, United Kingdom), Temporality and Empowerment in Life Threatening Illness
Heather McKenzie (University of Sydney, Australia), Mira Crouch (University of New South Wales, Australia), Discordant Feelings Under Cancer's Spectre of Danger
Graham Crow (University of Southampton, United Kingdom), Rose Wiles (University of Southampton, United Kingdom), Alternative Futures in the Lives of People with Chronic Illness
Distributed Papers:
Lisa F Gibbs (Deakin University, Australia), When the whole blokey thing crumbles. Men's Access to Chronic Illness Management Programs
Tomoko Matoba (Japan Society for the Promotion of Science, Japan), A Sociological Study of Patients' Groups in Contemporary Japan
Kaustuv Nayak, Euthanasia for chronic illness - Are we justified?
Peter Orpin, Whose Health is it Anyway?: An initiative in Chronic Disease Self-management
Charlotte Paterson (GKT Department of General Practice, University of London, United Kingdom), Nicky Britten, Strengthening the Embodied Self: The Whole Person Effects of Acupuncture
Esperanza Ramirez - Pérez (Centro Nacional De Rehabilitación, México), Patricia Clark, Mario Cardiel, Martha Altamirano Rodríguez, Validacion de un cuestionario de calidad de vida y osteoporosis en poblacion mexicana

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 9: Health and inequality
Chair: Eero Lahelma (University of Helsinki, Finland)
Location: QUT-GP-S403 Session ID: RC15 09
Authors and Papers:
Mary Shaw (University of Bristol, United Kingdom), Debbie Lawlor, Shah Ebrahim, George Davey Smith, Mortality by occupational social class in England and Wales, 1920s -1990s
Jake M Najman (University of Queensland, AUSTRALIA), Gail M Williams, Cause specific or general susceptibility in class related occupation mortality inequalities in Australia 1981-1999
Andrew Sparle (Christchurch School of Medicine - University, New Zealand), Neil Pearce, Peter Davis (University of Otago, New Zealand), The interaction between socio-economic position and ethnicity in health inequality - the case of mortality patterns over two decades in New Zealand
Nicky Hart (UCLA, United States Of America), Gender and the social patterning of survival differentials in healthy and unhealthy societies
Mai Stafford (Department Epidemiology and Public Health, UCL Medical School, United Kingdom), R Boreham, R Thomas, RG Wilkinson, MG Marmot, Geographical inequalities in health - can neighbourhood social capital help explain them?
David Coburn (University of Toronto, Canada), Globalisation, neo-liberalism, income inequality and health
Sara Arber (University of Surrey, United Kingdom), John McKinlay, Ann Adams, Lisa Marceau, Physician decision-making and inequalities in health in the UK and US
Eero Iahelma, Pekka Martikainen, Akseli Aittomaki, Pathways between socioeconomic determinants of health
Distributed Papers:
Pamela Abbott, Christian Haerpfer, Claire Wallace (Institute for Advanced Studies, Austria), Is it really fags and booze: Health and health inequalities in the Commonwealth of Independent States
Tomoo Nakata (Hokusei Gakuen University, United Kingdom), Longitudinal analyses of a relationship between social stratification and process of worsening health
Graham Scambler (University College London, United Kingdom), The potential of critical realism to reinvigorate the sociology of health inequalities
Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Joint Session of RC15 and RC49: Influence of globalization of the economy on physical and mental health and health care.
Chair: Jerzy Krupinski (Monash University, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-S403  Session ID: J_15.49
See full details in Joint Session section

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 10: Medicalization II
Chair: Peter Conrad (Brandeis University, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-Z303  Session ID: RC15_10
Authors and Papers:
Michael Calnan (Mrc Hsre, United Kingdom), David Wainright, An Epidemic of Work Stress: A Case of Medicalization
Claire Somerville (St John's College, United Kingdom), Bodies 'at Risk' or Medicalized Bodies: A Discussion of Type 2 Diabetic Risk and the implications fro Preventive Health Behaviour
Maria Wolf (University of Innsbruck, Austria), From Care to Responsibility: Medicalization of the Mother-Child Relationship in the 20th Century
Jane Sandall (King's College, United Kingdom), Rachel Grellier, Prenatal Screening and the Normalization of the Search for Foetal Abnormalities

Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Joint Session of RC15 and RC52: Health professions and the public II
Chair: Mike Saks (De Montfort University, United Kingdom) Elianne Riska (Abo Akademi University, Finland)
Location: QUT-GP-S403  Session ID: J_15.52_2
See full details in Joint Session section

Friday, 12 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 12: Health care and social policy
Chair: Viola Burau (Brunel University, United Kingdom)
Location: QUT-GP-Z303  Session ID: RC15_12
Authors and Papers:
Marvin Prosno (Southwest Missouri State University, United States of America), Globalization and national health care systems: does the export of ideology pose as much a threat as market forces to the continued health of such systems?
Volker H Schmidt (National University of Singapore, Singapore), Rationing health care in the welfare state
**Round Table:**

Karen Grant (University of Manitoba, Canada), *A report card on the report cards: earning a failing grade, or what research on evidence-based health care*

Jennie Kronenfeld (Arizona State University, United States Of America), Kathleen M Mathieson, *Health care of US children: what we can learn from a critique of CHIP program*

Karen Willis (University of Tasmania, Australia), *From ideology to pragrnatisrn - social movements, social policy and health*

---

**Saturday, 13 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15**

**Session 13: International Health**

**Chair:**
Gene Gallagher (University of Kentucky, United States of America)

**Location:** QUT-GP-S403  
**Session ID:** RC15_13

**Authors and Papers:**

Andrew Twaddle (University of Missouri, United States of America), *The emerging global governance system: a glimpse from a transnational study of medical reform*

Prevalence of Mental Disorders among the Elderly in Developing Countries

Bright Jentsch (Dugald Baird Centre, University of Aberdeen, United Kingdom), *Increasing skilled attendance at delivery in Bangladesh: Women's experience of barriers and facilitating factors*

**Distributed Papers:**

Yelluru Ravindranath, *No title*

Rajendra Kumar, *No title*

Bala Nalini, *No title*

Vighnesh N Bhat (Kuvempu University, India), *No title*

---

**Saturday, 13 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15**

**Session 14: Health in the Third World**

**Chair:**
Ogoh Alubo

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z303  
**Session ID:** RC15_15

**Authors and Papers:**

Sree Subedi, Janardan Subedi (Miami University, United States of America), Mark Tausig, CL Broughton, *The Prevalence of Mental Disorders among the Elderly in Developing Countries*

Neville Millen (Deakin University, Australia), *Fighting Fatigue: A Sociological View of the Conflicts between the Medical Profession and Sufferers of Chronic Fatigue Syndrome and the Changing Construction of the Syndrome*

Ullamaija Seppälä (University of Helsinki, Finland), *Children's Experiences of Illness*

Catherine Garrett (University of Western Sydney, Australia), *Theodicies of Suffering and the Limits of Sociology*

Heather Eastwood (University of Queensland, Australia), *Complementary Medicine and Chronic Illness Self Management: The Experiences of People with Diabetes Type 2*

Christine Walker (Chronic Illness Alliance Inc, Australia), *Putting 'Self' Back into Self-Management: A Sociological Analysis of Chronic Illness and Recent Policy Development*

**Distributed Papers:**

Joseph PM Diederiks (Maastricht University, The Netherlands), Luc P de Witte, *Late Consequences of Spinal Muscular Atrophy*

Judith N Lasker (Lehigh University, United States Of America), Ellen Sogolow, Lynn Short, Miguel Arguedas, *Psychosocial Dimensions of Living with Liver Disease*

Sasha Scambler (St George's Hospitall Medical School, United Kingdom), *Does the Study of Rare Disabling Conditions Add to Our Understanding of Chronic Illness and Disability*
Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Business Meeting

Chair:
Elianne Riska (Åbo Akademi University, Finland)

Location: QUT-GP-Z303  Session ID: RC15_BM
Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Joint Session of RC16 and RC14: Performativity and Performance 1
Chair:
Dick Pels (Brunel University, United Kingdom)
Location: QUT-GP-C405 Session ID: J_14_16_1a

See full details in Joint Session section

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Joint Session of RC16 and RC14: The Status of the Object 1
Chair:
Dick Pels (Brunel University, United Kingdom)
Location: QUT-GP-C405 Session ID: J_14_16_2a

See full details in Joint Session section

Monday, 8 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 3: Theorizing the New Stratification
Chair:
Elisa Reis (Federal University of Rio De Janeiro (UFRJ), Brazil)
Location: QUT-GP-C405 Session ID: RC16_03

Authors and Papers:
Paul Henman (Macquarie University, Australia), Special Treatment: Information technology and the constitution of fragmented populations
Osvaldo Lopez Ruiz, The Executives of Transnational Corporations (in Brazil)
Stephen Schecter, Jean-Sebastien Guy (Université Du Quebec, Canada), Theorizing the New Stratification
Lidia Puigert (University of Barcelona, Spain), Dialogic Social Theories in Dialogic Societies

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 5: Theory of Practice
Chair:
Marcel Fournier (Université De Montréal, Canada)
Location: QUT-GP-C405 Session ID: RC16_05

Authors and Papers:
Philip Smith (University of Queensland, Australia), Marcel Proust as precursor and successor to Pierre Bourdieu
Jean-Louis Fabiani (Ehess, France), After Bourdieu, Theory and practice in French contemporary sociology
Rob Vanderbeeken (Ghent University, Belgium), Erik Weber (Ghent University, Belgium), Folkpsychology and Folksociology: No Conflict
Catherine Brennan (Massey University, New Zealand), The living actuality of action
Jaehyuck Lee, Information Asymmetry, Social Distinction, and Habitus

Distributed Papers:
Inna F Deviako, How can I know What You mean? Bringing universal and abstract back to action explanations
Willem de Haan (University of Groningen, The Netherlands), A Crying Shame. On the Limitations of a rational choice approach in criminality
Demetris Demetriou (University of Sydney, Australia), Action, structure and structuration in social theories of gender
Mahmoud Dhaouadi, Une exploration sociologique dans les dimensions transcendentales des.systemes culturels-symboliques
Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45

Session 6: Can there be a post-modern universalism?

Chair: Jeffrey Alexander (Yale University, United States of America)

Location: QUT-GP-C405 Session ID: RC16_06

Authors and Papers:

Mohammed Bamyeh (Georgetown University, United States of America), Two pathways through the global politics of difference

Oliver Kozlarek (Universidad Michoacana De San Nicolas De Hidalgo, Mexico), Between global coincidences and normative universalism: What can a sociological theory of normativity accomplish?

Peter Beilharz (La Trobe University, Australia), Post-modern universalism: Thinking with Bauman after totalitarianism

Mustafa Emirbayer, Reconstruction of pragmatism in dialogue with theories of race, class, gender and sexuality

José Maurício Domingues (Iuperj-Ucam, Brazil), Law, Complexity, and pluralism or Durkheim rides again

Mark Gould (Haverford College, United States of America), Substantive values and formal procedures: Equity as the transcendence of substance and procedure

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

Session 7: Cultural Sociology or the sociology of culture?

Chair: Philip Smith (University of Queensland, Australia)

Location: QUT-GP-C405 Session ID: RC16_07

Authors and Papers:

Spillman Lyn (University of Notre Dame, United States Of America), Cultural Theory and Causal Reasoning

Ronald N Jacobs (State University of New York, United States Of America), On the dual logic of Aesthetic creation and cultural citizenship

Lili Zeuner, The Cultural Bases for cultural theory

Gary Wickham (Murdoch University, Australia), Culture as a specialization within sociology

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

Session 8: Non-Western Theoretical Responses to Western Modernity

Chair: Nilufer Gole (Ehess, France)

Location: QUT-GP-C405 Session ID: RC16_08

Authors and Papers:

Nilufer Gole (Ehess, France), Reading modernity in the mirror of Non-Western theoretical responses

Rodney Wai-Chi Chu (Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong), The Legacy of the Development of sociology in Hong Kong - a case of how Western orientation misguides indigenous awareness

Ugur Komecoglu (Istanbul Bilgi University, Turkey), New Forms of Modern Sociabilities: The case of Islamic Cafes in Istanbul

Mohammed Bamyeh (Georgetown University, United States of America), Modernity as Reformating: Notes on Contemporary Islam

Arvind Rajagopal (New York University, United States Of America), Recasting Secularism: Democratic Futures in an Age of Multi-Religious Societies, The View from India

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45

Session 09: New philosophies of Social Science

Chair: Patrick Baert (Cambridge University, United Kingdom)

Location: QUT-GP-C405 Session ID: RC16_09

Authors and Papers:

Ragnvald Kalleberg (University of Oslo, Norway), Are sociological explanations predictive?

Frédéric Vandenberghe (University for Humanist Studies, The Netherlands), The Archers: Morphgentics, culture and human agency

Nathalie Zaccaï-Reyners (Fonds National De La Recherche Scientifique - Université Libre De Bruxelles, Belgium), Hermeneutics and validity

John Holmwood (University of Sussex, United Kingdom), Dialogic social inquiry and the displacement of explanation

Jack Barbalet (University of Leicester, United Kingdom), Emotion as object and method in social science

Patrick Baert (Cambridge University, United Kingdom), Popper as a philosopher of social sciences.
Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Joint Session of RC14 and RC16: Performativity and Performance 2
Chair:
Gaetan Tremblay (University of Quebec, Canada)
Location: QUT-GP-Z801 Session ID: J 14 16 1b
See full details in Joint Session section

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 11: Analogies with other sciences
Chair:
Patrick Baert (Cambridge University, United Kingdom)
Location: QUT-GP-C405 Session ID: RC16 10
Authors and Papers:
Svetlana Thiele, Institutional Matrices as the framework of societal evolution
Steven Thiele (University of New England, Australia), Sociology and biology: the strange case of a missing relationship
Peter King (Social Policy Research Unit, New Zealand), The ecological significance of Bourdieu's 'field' and 'habitus'
Pieter van den Eeden (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, The Netherlands), The hierarchical structure of social units: distinguishing social levels using the substance-attribute-value model
Jeroen van Bouwel (Ghent University, Belgium), How contrastive explanations commit us to explanatory pluralism
Vladimir Kultygin (Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia), contextual criteria and institutional conditions in theory development

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 11: Theories for What? Of What? And for Whom?
Chair:
Piotr Sztompka (Jagiellonian University, Poland)
Location: QUT-GP-C405 Session ID: RC16 11
Authors and Papers:
Donald N Levine (University of Chicago, United States of America), The Pressing Need for Grand Theories in Sociology

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Joint Session of RC14 and RC16: Performativity and Performance 2
Chair:
Gaetan Tremblay (University of Quebec, Canada)
Location: QUT-GP-Z801 Session ID: J 14 16 1b
See full details in Joint Session section

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 17:30 - 19:00
Session 11: The Social Threats to Human Dignity
Chair:
Piotr Sztompka (Jagiellonian University, Poland)
Location: QUT-GP-C405 Session ID: RC16 12
Authors and Papers:
Bjorn Wittrock (Swedish Collegium for Advanced Study in the Social Sciences, Sweden), Violence, War and Modernity
Michael Mann (University of California, United States of America), Explaining Murderous Ethnic Cleansing: Eight Theses

Distributed Papers:
John Rundell (Ashworth Program In Social Theory, Australia), The Australian Bestiarum: From Indigenous Civilization to Aboriginal Modernities
Hans P van den Broek (Amsterdam School for Social Science Research, Spain), Ekintza or the Rationale of Violent Action: The Dynamics of Radicalization in a Terrorist Movement in the Basque Country
PS Malik, Unabetting Wave of Transnational Terrorism in India

Jonathan Turner (University of California, United States Of America), Scientific Theory and Its Critics Why They are All Wrong?
Habibul Khondker (National University of Singapore, Singapore), Poverty of Sociology Theories or Sociological Theories of Poverty

Distributed Papers:
Leslie A Fabre (Aranmore Catholic College, Australia), Addressing the Diminution of Transformative Agency in Communicative Action
Thursday, 11 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Joint Session of RC16 and RC18: Theorizing Society beyond the nation-state.
Chair:
Sven Bislev (Copenhagen Business School, Denmark)
Elisa Reis (Federal University of Rio De Janeiro (UFRJ), Brazil)
Location: TBA
Session ID: J 16 18
See full details in Joint Session section

Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 13: Feminist Theory Challenges Sociological Theory
Chair:
Sasha Roseneil (University of Leeds, United Kingdom)
Location: QUT-GP-C405
Session ID: RC16_13
Authors and Papers:
Miriam Adelman (Federal University of Parana, Brazil), The voice and the listener feminist theory and sociological canon
Myra Hird (Queen's University, Ireland), New materialism and the Australian feminist challenge to sociology
R A Sydie (University of Alberta, Canada), Feminist challenge to sociological theory

Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 14: New sources of the sacred
Chair:
Ken Thompson (The Open University, United Kingdom)
Location: QUT-GP-C405
Session ID: RC16_14
Authors and Papers:
Gerry Gill (La Trobe University, Australia), Seeking the sacred in the landscape
Anni Greve (Roskilde University, Denmark), Sacred places as dwelling places in modern society
Alexandra Maryanski (University of California-Riverside, United States of America), The totemic principle and the secret of collective effervescence
Barbara A Misztal (Griffith University, Australia), Memory and a discourse on the soul
Karim Murji (The Open University, United Kingdom), Relatively sacred: The police as symbols of social order and disorder

Andreas Pettenkofer (Bielefeld University, Germany), Explaining the sacralization of political ecology: The case of West Germany 1977-1987
Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Joint Session of RC16 and RC37: Aesthetic work and social construction.
Chair:
Tia DeNora
Marcel Fournier (Université De Montréal, Canada)
Location: QUT-GP-M306
Session ID: J 16 37
See full details in Joint Session section

Friday, 12 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 15: Sociological and cultural theory: The Boundary Condition
Chair:
Roger Friedland (UCSB, United States of America)
Ken Thompson (The Open University, United Kingdom)
Location: QUT-GP-C405
Session ID: RC16_15
Authors and Papers:
Mervyn Bendle (James Cook University, Australia), Identity across the boundary
Tony Bennett (The Open University, United Kingdom), The Culture Complex Culture, Government and the social
Anthony Elliott, The Theory wars and after: Toward a culturalist sociological theory
Roger Friedland (UCSB, United States of America), The Sex of institution in Michel Foucault
Fuyuki Kurasawa (Department of Sociology, York University, Canada), Crossing the great divide: Sociological theory and techno-science

Friday, 12 July 2002: 17:30 - 19:00
Business Meeting
Chair:
Ken Thompson (The Open University, United Kingdom)
Location: QUT-GP-C405
Session ID: RC16_BM
Friday, 12 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Joint Session of RC14 and RC16: The Status of the Object 2
Chair:
Frédéric Vandenberghe (University for Humanist Studies, The Netherlands)
Location: QUT-GP-Z801 Session ID: J_14_16_2b

See full details in Joint Session section
RC17 Sociology of Organization
Sociología de las organizaciones
Sociologie des organisations
Coordinator: Stewart Clegg, Jean-Francois Chanlat

Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: Bureaucracy and Enterprises (A)
Organisers:
Paul Du Gay (The Open University, United Kingdom)
Location: QUT-GP-L306  Session ID: RC17_01
See Additions and Corrections

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 2: Bureaucracy and Enterprises (B)
Organisers:
Paul Du Gay (The Open University, United Kingdom)
Location: QUT-GP-L306  Session ID: RC17_02
See Additions and Corrections

Monday, 8 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 3: Organizations and their Environments: Results from the Australian Organization Survey
Chair:
Catherine Zimmer (University of North Carolina, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-L306  Session ID: RC17_03
Authors and Papers:
Catherine Zimmer (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, United States of America), Donald Tomaskovic-Devey (North Carolina State University, United States of America), Sandra Harding (Queensland University of Technology, Australia), The Demography and Geography of Australian Organisations

Catherine Zimmer (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, United States of America), Donald Tomaskovic-Devey (North Carolina State University, United States of America), Sandra Harding (Queensland University of Technology, Australia), Searching for Socially Embedded Labour Relations

Catherine Zimmer (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, United States of America), Donald Tomaskovic-Devey (North Carolina State University, United States of America), Sandra Harding (Queensland University of Technology, Australia), The Organizational Context of Workplace Segregation

Catherine Zimmer (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, United States of America), Donald Tomaskovic-Devey (North Carolina State University, United States of America), Sandra Harding (Queensland University of Technology, Australia), What Do Markets Really Look Like?

Discussants:
Arne Kalleberg (University of North Carolina, United States of America)

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Sessions 4: Organizational Networks I
Organisers:
William Stevenson
Location: QUT-GP-L306  Session ID: RC17_04
Authors and Papers:
Manuel Graca (University of Porto, Portugal), Organisation as a Network Effect: Interfacing between Academia and Industry in Portugal
Per Kropp, Organizational Networks and the choice of Suppliers
Katja Lahenius (Helsinki University of Technology, Finland), Eila Jarvenpaa, Organizational Networks: Collaboration between Newspaper Editorial Offices
Michael Nollert (Universities of Zurich & Fribourg, Switzerland), The Network of the European Roundtable of
Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 17:15
Joint Session of RC17 and RC23: Economy, Environment and Society
Organisers:
Jean Guy Vaillancourt (University de Montreal, Canada)
Corinne Gendron (Université du Québec à Montréal, Canada)
Location: TBA  Session ID: J 17 23
See full details in Joint Session section

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Joint Session of RC17 and RC30: Thematic Seminar II - The Organisation of Knowledge Production II.1
Chair:
Hanns-Georg Brose (University Duisburg, Germany)
Jan Spurk
Location: QUT-GP-M310  Session ID: J 17 30 1
See full details in Joint Session section

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Joint Session of RC17 and RC30: Thematic Seminar II - The Organisation of Knowledge Production II.2
Chair:
Jan Spurk
Hanns-Georg Brose (University Duisburg, Germany)
Location: QUT-GP-M310  Session ID: J 17 30 2
See full details in Joint Session section

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Sessions 5: Organizational Networks II
Organisers:
William Stevenson
Location: QUT-GP-L306  Session ID: RC17 05
Authors and Papers:
Ken Reed, Steven McEachen, Forms of Virtual Organization: Community and Collegiality on the Internet
Martin Ruef, Strong Ties, Weak Ties, and Islands: Structural and Cultural Predictors of Organizational Innovation

Emanuela Todeva (South Bank University, United Kingdom), The Application of Network Theory to Multi-National Relationships
Bruno Trezzini (Nanyang Technological University, Singapore), The Reproduction of Implicit Knowledge in a Multicultural Work Environment: A Social Network Perspective
Tom Vander Steene, Luc Sels, Hans De Witte, Anneleen Forrier, Organisational Schizophrenia

Emanuela Todeva (South Bank University, United Kingdom), The Application of Network Theory to Multi-National Relationships
Bruno Trezzini (Nanyang Technological University, Singapore), The Reproduction of Implicit Knowledge in a Multicultural Work Environment: A Social Network Perspective
Tom Vander Steene, Luc Sels, Hans De Witte, Anneleen Forrier, Organisational Schizophrenia

Michael Nolert, The Network of the European Roundtable of Industrialists: A Case Study of Transnationalized Interorganisational Relationships
Ulrike Muehlberger (Vienna University of Economics, Austria), Tied Network Ties: From Interorganisational Networks to Intra-organisational Networks
Roine Johansson (Nordlandsforskning, Norway), Translation of Theories
Jeroen Bruggeman, Gianluca Carnabuci, Ivar Vermuelen, A note on structural holes theory and niche overlap
Emanuela Todeva (South Bank University, United Kingdom), David Knöke, Strategic Alliances and Innercorporate Relations
**Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15**

**Joint Session of RC17 and RC46: Session Speciale: Sociologies et intervention dans l'entreprise**

**Genevieve Dahan-Seltzer** (Institut Etudes Politiques Paris Et LSCI (CNRS), France)  
**Vincent de Gaulejac**

**Location:** QUT-GP-L306  
**Session ID:** J 17.46

See full details in Joint Session section

**Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15**

**Session 7: Organizational Stress/Stress organisational**

**Chair:**  
Jean-François Chanlat

**Location:** QUT-GP-L306  
**Session ID:** RC17 07

**Authors and Papers:**

- **Gladys L Symons** (Ecole Nationale D'Administration Publique, Canada), *Organisational Stress and affective Space-Time: A Comparative perspective*
- **Patricia Amelia Tomei** (Pontifical Catholic University Rio De Janeiro, Brazil), *Downsizing and Stress: The Brazilian Case*
- **Jean-François Chanlat**, *Management modes, professional stress and Health at work: an organizational perspective*

**Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15**

**Session 8: Organizations and Power (A): a tribute to Stewart Clegg**

**Organisers:**  
Jean-François Chanlat

**Location:** QUT-GP-L306  
**Session ID:** RC17 08

**Authors and Papers:**

- **André Spicer, Peter Fleming** (Melbourne University, Australia), *Plateaux of Power and Resistance: the case of cynicism*
- **Juan Carlos Ruiz V** (Universidad Javeriana- Political Science Department, Colombia), *L'oeuvre de Stewart Clegg: Un miroir de l'évolution de la representation du pouvoir dans les theories de l'organisation*
- **Suzanne Benn** (University of Technology, Australia), *Negotiating multi-stakeholder arrangements: the politics of social, natural and symbolic capital*

**Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15**

**Session 9: Organizations and Power (B)**

**Organisers:**  
Stewart Clegg (University of Technology, Australia)

**Location:** QUT-GP-L306  
**Session ID:** RC17 09

**Authors and Papers:**

- **Suzanne Benn** (University of Technology, Australia), **Jenny Onyx**, *Negotiating multi-stakeholder arrangements: the politics of social, natural and symbolic capital*
- **Yitshak Samuel** (University of Haifa, Israel), *The Political game: Power and Influence in Organisations*
- **Pavel Romanov** (Saratov State Technical University, Russia), *Organization and Power in Contemporary Russian Social Services: a View from Inside*

**Thursday, 11 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45**

**Session 10: Organisation Studies in Australia and New Zealand**

**Organisers:**  
Nick Perry

**Location:** QUT-GP-L306  
**Session ID:** RC17 10

**Authors and Papers:**

- **Verna Blewett** (New Horizon Consulting Pty Ltd, Australia), *Navigating the industrial turf: Lost leaders in organisational change*
- **David Freeman** (La Trobe University, Australia), *Rationalisation and the automatic telos machine: lifelong learning and national education and training systems*
- **Robyn Mitchell**, *Systems of Justice - A Comparative Analysis of the US, Australian and New Zealand experience*
- **Janet Sayers** (Auckland University, New Zealand), *Images of Work*
**Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15**

**Session 11: Cultures nationales et organisation**

**Organisers:**
Emmanuel Kamdem

**Location:** QUT-GP-L306  
**Session ID:** RC17.11

**Authors and Papers:**
- Evalde Mutabazi, *Le management des équipes multiculturelles: le cas des équipes afro-occidentales*
- Emmanuel Kamdem, *Cultures nationales et organisation: vers un modèle interculturel*
- Mrc Glady, Frédéric Wacheux, *La prégnance de l'idéologie internationale de la création de valeur sur le management des ressources humaines dans les entreprises françaises*
- David Giauque, *Nouvelle gestion publique et logiques d'action dans les organisations publiques en mutation*
- Xavier Lemaire (University Paris XII - Val De Marne, France), *Les logiques organisationnelles des services de l'Etat face à la différence culturelle en Guyane française*

---

**Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15**

**Session 12: National Cultures and Organisation**

**Organisers:**
Jean-François Chanlat

**Location:** QUT-GP-L306  
**Session ID:** RC17.12

**Authors and Papers:**
- Maria del Carmen Vasquez, *Organisational Culture as inhibitor of the modernisation. Evaluation of the modernisation profile in Venezuela public organisation in a study case*
- Valentina Yarskaya, *Gender, Class an organisation in Russian social Work*
- Kevin McCormick (University of Sussex, England), *Whatever happened to 'the Japanese Model'?
- Ingo Bode, Hanns-Georg Brose (University Duisburg, Germany), *Disembedded Organisations and the New Culture of Capitalism*
Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: Ever Ready: Political parties reinvent themselves and their roles
Chair:
Kay Lawson (San Francisco State University, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-S406

Authors and Papers:
Florence Faucher, Are the French Socialists and British new Labour introducing new forms of Intra-Party Democracy
Jens Rydgren, Blurred boundaries: The mainstream parties appropriation of radical right populist issues in Sweden and France
Laurent Godmer (Paris-Sorbonne University, France), Political parties as enterprises of a representative affirmative action: The example of regional candidate selection in France, Germany, Spain and the United Kingdom
Andrew Scott (RMIT University, Australia), Modernizing the Australian Labour party

Distributed Papers:
Satya R Pattnayak (Villanova University, United States Of America), Political Parties, state strength globalisation, and the politics of poverty
Jorge Pena Zepeda, TBA
Norbert Kersting, German local parties besieged: strategies to cope with an anti-party reform process

Discussants:
Subrata Kumar Mitra (University of Heidelberg, Germany)

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 2: Institutions and political participation
Chair:
David Farrell (University of Manchester, United Kingdom)
Location: QUT-GP-S406

Authors and Papers:
Simone Baglioni (University of Geneva, Italy), Political institutions, city size and civic engagement: Political and civil participation in eight Swiss communities
David Farrell (University of Manchester, United Kingdom), Ian McAllister, Voter "Empowerment", Legislator-Voter links 7 electoral systems: Australia's preferential systems and their strategic consequences
Rene Valdiviezo (El Colegio De Tlaxcala, A.C., México), Social policy and elections in Mexico, 2000
V Vijayalakshmi (Institute For Social & Economic Change, Nagarbhavi P.O., Bangalore-560 072. IN, India), BK Chandrashekar (Government of Karnataka, India), Accountability and responsiveness in local governance: Dilemmas of representation

Supporting Papers:
Jan PM van Tatenhove (University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands), Policy making in an institutional void: Multi-level governance and innovative policy arrangements in the European Union
Daniela Vicherat, Public Space: The daily relations between institutions and the citizenry as a challenge to radical democracy
Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

Session 3: The comparative study of political elites: Developments since Robert Putnam's 1976 survey

Chair: John Higley (University of Texas at Austin, United States of America)

Location: QUT-GP-S406  Session ID: RC18 03

Authors and Papers:

John Higley (University of Texas at Austin, United States of America), Jan Pakulski (University of Tasmania, Australia), New directions in elite theory since Putnam's survey

Eva Etzioni-Halevy (Bar-Ilan University, Israel), The consequences of democratization's third wave for elite theory

Ursula Hoffman-Lange, The study of elites and regime transformations during the past 25yrs

Gwen Moore (University at Albany, SUNY, United States of America), The role of gender in elite structure and action: a quarter century's findings

Distributed Papers:

William Genieys, The Conceptual and research interactions in the study of political elites: France and Spain

Jacek Wasilewski (Warsaw School of Social Psychology, Poland), Elite explanations of East European democratization: successes and failures

Discussants:

Michael Burton (Loyola College Maryland, United States Of America)

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

Session 4: Governing Society Today

Chair: Paul Henman (Macquarie University, Australia)

Location: QUT-GP-S406  Session ID: RC18 04

Authors and Papers:

Michael Dillon (University of Lancaster, United Kingdom), The Governance of security

Wendy Larner (University of Auckland, New Zealand), William Walters, Global governmentality: New perspectives on international rule

Randy K Lippert (University of Windsor, Canada), Sanctuary practices, rationalities and sovereignties

Kevin Stenson, Liberalism, Democracy and Community Safety

Supporting Papers:

Alan Petersen (University of Plymouth, United Kingdom), Deirdre Davies, Bio-governance: some implications of recent developments in the new genetics

Virginia Watson (University of Sydney, Australia), Governing rights and interests: Liberal and neo-liberal rationalities of governance in Australia Indigenous affairs

Gary Sigley (University of Western Australia, Australia), Coercion and Resistance: From administrative Diktat to individual autonomy in China's population policy

Jeremy Valentine, Governance and cultural policy in the UK: Governing as culture

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

Session 5: The Quality of Democracy in the Twenty First Century

Chair: Eva Etzioni-Halevy (Bar-Ilan University, Israel)

Leonardo Morlino (University of Florence, Italy)

Location: QUT-GP-S406  Session ID: RC18 05

Authors and Papers:

Dirk Berg-Schlosser (University Marburg, Germany), Measures of democratization as indicators of the quality of democracy - A critical appraisal

Leonardo Morlino (University of Florence, Italy), What's a 'Good Democracy': theory and empirical analysis

Stefan Adriaenssens (K.U. Brussels, Belgium), Representative changes as a causal factor of political alienation: The case of 20th century Belgium

TA Coetzee (University of Pretoria, South Africa), Perception of democracy in two developing communities in the New South Africa

Supporting Papers:

Gyasuddin Molla, Toward a meaningful democracy in the New Millennium: Bangladeshi experience of model building and capacity development

Jorgen Hermansson, The collapse of the Nordic democratic model

Osipov Gennadi (Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia), Vladimir Rukavishnikov (Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia), Farewell to illusions: Social and political reality of post-transitional Russia and the new old order
Thursday, 11 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Joint Session of RC16 and RC18: Theorizing Society beyond the nation-state.
Chair:
Sven Bislev (Copenhagen Business School, Denmark)
Elisa Reis (Federal University of Rio De Janeiro (UFRJ), Brazil)
Location: TBA
Session ID: J_16_18
See full details in Joint Session section

Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 6: Parties in context: parties as agencies of democracy in Oceania
Chair:
Kay Lawson (San Francisco State University, United States of America)
Marian Simms (Australian National University, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-S406
Session ID: RC18_06
Authors and Papers:
Marian Simms (Australian National University, Australia), Democracy and representation as competing goals in Australian political parties
Raymond Miller (University of Auckland, New Zealand), How fragmented is the New Zealand party system
Alurita Durutalo, The dilemma of modern parties in Fiji
Kevin Evans, The emergence of modern political parties in Indonesia
Supporting Papers:
William Standish, Orovu Sepoe, Political modernisation and political parties in New Guinea

Friday, 12 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 8: Islam, modernization and democracy in the Middle East
Chair:
Fares Al-Braizat (University of Kent, United Kingdom)
Location: QUT-GP-S406
Session ID: RC18_08
Authors and Papers:
Alsoudi Abdel Mahdi, Islam, democracy and the state in the Arab World: A Socio-Political perspective
Fadia Faqir, Muslim Women, modernisation 7 democracy in the Middle East
Fares Al-Braizat (University of Kent, United Kingdom), Islam, modernisation and democratic values in the Middle East: The case of Jordan
Saturday, 13 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 9: Rethinking citizenship
Chair:
Mohammed Bamyeh (Georgetown University, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-S406  Session ID: RC18_09

Authors and Papers:
Christian Joppke, Citizenship and Immigration in Liberal States
Renate Holub (University of California, United States of America), Citizenship and Islam in the New Europe
Mikhail V. Sinioutine, Economic Imperatives of Creating New Russian Citizenship
Michelle Ariga (University of Toronto (OISE/UT) & Stockholm University, Sweden), Rethinking Citizenship: Citizens, Immigrants and Transnational Adoptees

Saturday, 13 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 10: States and citizens in a globalized world
Chair:
Sven Bislev (Copenhagen Business School, Denmark)
Location: QUT-GP-S406  Session ID: RC18_10

Authors and Papers:
Roland Axtmann, Democracy's Future
Gennady Ospov, Vladimir Rukavishnikov (Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia), Farewell to illusions: social and political reality of post-transitional Russia and the new world order
Ming-Chang Tsai (National Taipei University, Taiwan), Richard Appelbaum (University of California, United States of America), Individual globalism in Tauwab: An empirical analysis
Horng-Iuen Wang (National Taiwan University, Taiwan), State sovereignty, citizenship and transnational flows of people: A case study of the passport

Supporting Papers:
Ruthy Nadia Laniado (Federal University of Bahia, Brazil), Amilcar Baiardi, Networks, Associativism and Regional culture in a globalized society

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Business Meeting
Chair:
Kay Lawson (San Francisco State University, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-S406  Session ID: RC18_BM
RC19 Poverty, Social Welfare and Social Policy
Estado del bienestar, políticas sociales y pobreza
Sociologie de la pauvreté, du bien être et de la politique sociale
Coordinator: Sheila Shaver

Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: Round Table Session - Family, Citizenship and gender - challenges for the welfare state 1
Chair: Thomas Boje
Location: QUT-GP-S309 Session ID: RC19_01

Authors and Papers:
Anne Lise Ellingsaeter (Institute for Social Research, Norway), The Complexity of Family Policy Reforms
Lluis Flaquer, Divorce as a Citizenship Right: Structural Determinants and Regional Variations of Marriage Break-up in Spain
Andreas Hoff (German Centre of Gerontology, Germany), Informal Support Networks of Lone Mothers: Replacement or Supplement of State Support
Celine Peyraud, Unemployment and Masculinity; How the Welfare System is Gendered
Anne Skevik (NOVA - Norwegian Social Research, Norway), Lone Parenthood and the Politics of Divorce
Michiy0 Yoshida (School of Geography, Population & Environmental Management, Japan), Class, Gender and Ethnicity in the Welfare State: Case Studies from Vietnamese Refugee Women in Japan and Australia
Ann Orloff, Discussant

Distributed Papers:
Per H Jensen (Centre for Comparative Welfare State Studies, Denmark), Contextualization of Gender Politics and Citizenship
Kari Skrede (Statistics Norway, Norway), Recent Changes in Family Policy, Family Roles and Economic Adjustments in Early Adulthood in Norway: More Gender Equality and Increasing Social Disparities?

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 2: Round Table Session - Family, Citizenship and Gender, challenges for the welfare state 2
Chair: Thomas Boje
Location: QUT-GP-S309 Session ID: RC19_02

Authors and Papers:
Peter Abrahamson (University of Copenhagen, Denmark), Coping with Urban Poverty: Changing Citizenship in Europe?
Bengt Furaker, Gender and Labour Market Flexibility
Jorgen Elm Larsen (University of Copenhagen, Denmark), Gender Profiles in Social Inclusion and Exclusion among Long-term Unemployed in Denmark
Antonella Meo, Manuela Olagnero (University of Turin, Italy), Social and Family Support at Times of Precarity
Ola Sjoberg (Swedish Institute for Social Research, Sweden), The Role of Institutions in Shaping Attitudes Towards Female Labour Force Participation
Dominique Revel, La construction sociale des citoyens et citoyennes productifs: La politique d'éducation professionelle visant la lutte contre le chômage dans l'état de sergipe (Brésil)
Nicole R Stokes, If it Ain't Broke, Don't Fix it: Using Synthesis Theory to Explain Welfare State Transition in the wake of Globalisation and European Integration

Distributed Papers:
Monica Bodowski, Robin Tillmann, The Gendered Effects of Poverty in Switzerland
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Monday, 8 July 2002: 17:30 - 19:15

Session 3: Gendered work, marginalization and social welfare. Session on congress symposia theme Inequity and Exclusion

Chair: Cecilia Benoit (University of Victoria, Canada)

Location: QUT-GP-S309  Session ID: RC19_03

Authors and Papers:

Torild Hammer (NOVA, Norwegian Social Research, Norway), Helen Russell, *Gender Differences in Work Commitment and Probability of Employment: A Comparative Study of Unemployed Young People in Europe*

Jane Sandall (King's College, United Kingdom), Cecilia Benoit (University of Victoria, Canada), *Ancient Professions But With Few Rights: The Gendered Work and Social Rights of Sex Workers and Midwives*

Sirirat Taneerananon (Prince of Songkla University, Thailand), *Gender and Poverty: Findings from the Ultra Poor Study in the South of Thailand*

PG Dhar Chakrabarti, *Invisible Economic Activities of Women - A Study Based on Time Use Survey and its Implications for Social Policy in India*

Karen McMillan (Centre for Research on Gender, New Zealand), *The Import of Participation: Single Mothers on Welfare and the Rhetoric of Reciprocity*

Clare Ungerson (University of Southampton, United Kingdom), Sue Yeandle, *Marginalisation or Recognition? Gender and Paid Care Work in Modern Welfare States*

David De Vaus, Matthew Gray, Christine Millward (Australian Institute of Family Studies, Australia), Lixia Qu, *Human Capital and the Lone-couple Mother Employment Gap*

Celine Peyraud, *Unemployment and Masculinity: How the welfare system is gendered*

---

Monday, 8 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45

Joint Session of RC19 and RC47: Social Movements and Social Policy.

Chair: Kay Lawson (San Francisco State University, United States of America)

François Dubet (Université De Bordeaux 2, France)

Location: QUT-GP-S309  Session ID: J_19_47

See full details in Joint Session section

---

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

Session 4: New trends in the study of poverty: definition, measurement, empirical results. Round Table Session

Chair: Sheila Shaver (University of New South Wales, Australia)

Location: QUT-GP-S309  Session ID: RC19_04

Authors and Papers:

Bea Cantillon, Karel Van den Bosch (University of Antwerp, Belgium), *Poverty Research in the EU: Where do we stand, and where do we need to go?*

Sanzo-González Luis (Gobierno Vasco. Dpto. Justicia, Trabajo Y Seguridad Social, Spain), *Poverty measurement in the Spanish Basque Country; Statistic improvements and detection of social change*

Georg Shakarishvili (World Vision, United States of America), *Poverty Index: An operational, multi-dimensional and explanatory evaluation system for measuring poverty and its practical applicability for international development practitioners*

Karori Singh, *Studies on Poverty in South Asia Emerging Trends and Perspectives*

Matthias Till, Johannes Redl (ICCR, Austria), *Structural Determinant of Persistently Insufficient Income Flows in Europe: The relevance of housing and citizenship*

Axel West Pedersen (Novo, Norway), *The Consensual Approach to Poverty Revisited*

---

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

Session 5: Poverty in transition countries. Roundtable Session

Chair: Wiesława Warzywoda - Kruszynska (University of Lodz, Poland)

Location: QUT-GP-S309  Session ID: RC19_05

Authors and Papers:

Fakoya Victor Olusegun, *Corruption and Vicious Circle of Poverty in Transition Countries: Reflections from Africa*

Marcelo Staciarini Puttini (Universidade De Brasilia-UnB. University of Brasilia), Brazil, *Pedro Jabur (Universidade De Brasilia (UnB - University of Brasilia), Brazil), Urban Space and a Logic of Exclusion*

Suresh Chandra, *The Lowliest of the Low (Sweepers) in Transition India*
Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 17:30 - 19:15
Session 6: Issues in pro-poor policy in non-OECD countries. Special Session: Roundtable Joint session: On congress symposia theme Inequity and exclusion: with Comparative Research Programme on Poverty

Chair: Georges Midré (University of Tromsø, Norway)

Location: QUT-GP-S309 Session ID: RC19 06

Authors and Papers:

Ivanoch Agusta (Iseg - Utl, Portugal), Creating linkages between international donors and the poor: ADB's role on recent poverty reduction in Indonesia

Mokbul Morshed Ahmad, Changing patterns of alleviation of poverty in Bangladesh

Mohammed Abdulla Mustaf Alnagarabi, Pro-poor policy in a developing country

Franco Barchiesi (University of The Witwatersrand, South Africa), Social policy, organised labour and the decline of waged employment in Post-Apartheid South Africa

Blandine Destremau, The building of a modern welfare administration in a context of the globalisation of norms applied to social policies: The case of Yemen

Khandakar Qudrat-I Elah, Democracy and development: The expected association!

Dr Fahimuddin, Policy challenges for poverty reduction in U.P State of India

K Gopal Iyer (Panjab University, India), New economic reforms and adverse effect on the poor

Takayoshi Kusago (UNDP BDP/Bangkok SURF, Thailand), Pro-poor employment generation policies in Mongolia

Adrienne Madaris, When the nation became poor: The evolution of national poverty strategies in Africa

Georges Midré (University of Tromsø, Norway), Ladino Elites, Public policies and Indigenous poverty in Guatemala

Betty Claire Mubangizi, Drawing on social capital for community economic development: Insight from a South African rural community

Marius Olivier (Centre For International And Comparative Labour And Social Security Law (CICLASS, South Africa), Linda Jansen van Rensburg, Addressing the alleviation of poverty through social welfare measures

Tokinbo Simbowale Osinubi, Poverty reduction policies and pro-poor growth in Nigeria

Alice-Nicole Sindzingre (Centre National De La Recherche Scientifique, France), The effectiveness of social policies in developing countries and international financial institutions: The political economy dimension

Karori Singh, Poverty reduction policy and practice in Sri Lanka during the 1990's

Jaime Sperberg, Pension Reforms in Brazil and Uruguay

Ione Morita (Faculty of Medicine/UNESP, Brazil), V B

Maria Helena, The Municipal Health Council and its councillors: what is the plot?
Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 7: Population ageing and retirement income
Chair: Sheila Shaver
Location: QUT-GP-S309 Session ID: RC19_07

Authors and Papers:
Jay Ginn, Sara Arber (University of Surrey, United Kingdom), Debbie Price, Pension Consequences of Divorce for Women
John Myles (University of Toronto, Canada), A New Social Contract for the Elderly
Linda Rosenman, Assets: A Neglected Dimension of Retirement Income
Tiina Makinen (University of Turku, Finland), The Importance of Public/Private Income Sources for the Subsistence for Elderly
Sigrid Leitner (University of Goettingen, Germany), Stephan Lessenich (University of Goettingen, Germany), Adapting the Social Security Logic: Shifting Reciprocities in the German Welfare Regime

Discussants:
Eero Carroll (Stockholm University, Sweden)

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 8: Social policy in Asia
Chair: Paul Smyth
Location: QUT-GP-S309 Session ID: RC19_08

Authors and Papers:
Peter Whiteford, From Enterprise Protection to Social Protection: Social Security Reform in China
Kwong-Leung Tang (University of Northern British Columbia, Canada), China's Social Security Reform From Welfarism to Developmentalism
Sheying Chen, Qingwen Xu (City University of New York, United States of America), Ann Y Chen, Social Problems of the Economic State: Historical Roots and Future Directions
Xiaoyuan Shang (Social Policy Research Centre, Australia), Discussant
Harald Conrad (German Institute For German Studies, Japan), An Evaluation of Current Pension Reforms in Japan

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Joint Session of RC19 and TG01: Beyond mere money income- social policy of the allocation of time to market work, non-market work and leisure. Joint Session with TG01 and RC19
Chair: Oriel Sullivan
Location: QUT-GP-S309 Session ID: J_19_TG01
See full details in Joint Session section

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Joint Session of RC11, RC19 and RC20: The Politics of Pensions
Chair: Diana Olsberg (UNSW Research Centre on Ageing & Retirement, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-Z303 Session ID: J_11_19_20
See full details in Joint Session section

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 9: Welfare reform in international context I
Chair: Paul Henman (Macquarie University, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-S309 Session ID: RC19_09

Authors and Papers:
Francis G Castles (University of Edinburgh, United Kingdom), Trajectories of Welfare State Retrenchment and Reform: Some Measurement Issues
Ivar Lodermel (Oslo University College, Norway), Recent Changes in the Social Assistance Regimes
Farley Brathwaite (University of the West Indies, Barbados), Economic Stabilisation, Structural Adjustment, Globalisation and Social Policy Reform in the Caribbean
Daniel Morales-Gomez, Mario Torres, The Need for a Renewed Social Contract: Risks and Opportunities of Global Markets and Regional Integration Processes

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 10: Reforming the welfare state in Latin America
Chair: Jorge Mora (Profesional Independiente, Costa Rica)
Location: QUT-GP-S309 Session ID: RC19_10

Authors and Papers:
Katharina Muller, The Political Economy of Pension Reform in Latin America
Guillermo V Alonso, Pension Reform in Argentina: Supposition and reality
Freddy Marinez Navarro, Social Policy in the Mexican Transition
George Avelino (Fundação Getúlio Vargas De São Paulo, Brazil), Democracy And Social Spending In Latin America
Lena Lavinas, Maria Jeria Caceres, The Welfare Reform Agenda in Chile, Argentina and Brazil: Empirical evidence for reshaping compensatory policies

Discussants:
Vera Schattan P Coelho (Cebrap, Brazil)

Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 11: Welfare reform in international context 2
Chair: Paul Henman (Macquarie University, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-S309 Session ID: RC19_11

Authors and Papers:
Menno Fenger (Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Netherlands), Market, State and Third Sector in Employment Policy: An International Comparison
Deena White (Université De Montréal, Canada), Social Care or Social Politics? The Third Sector as Change Agent in Welfare States
Jo Barnes (University of Waikato, New Zealand), From Charity to "Not for profit" - Changes in the Role and Structure of Voluntary Social Service Agencies
Carla Valadas (Instituto Superior Bissaya Barreto, Portugal), The fight against unemployment as a main concern of the European Social Policy: The Implications of a New, Local Level Approach

Distributed Papers:
Bob Deacon (University of Sheffield, United Kingdom), International discourses on social policy: the rediscovery of and prospects for universalism and equity?
Yuri Kazepov (University of Urbino, Italy), Stefania Sabatinelli, Social assistance and activation policies in Europe: converging trends, diverging impacts
Exaltacion E Lamberte, Re-examining policy shifts: the case of public health services provision in the Philippines
Gaby Ramia (Monash University, Australia), International public management and welfare: comparing recent reforms in the UK and the US

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Business Meeting
Chair: Sheila Shaver (University of New South Wales, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-S309 Session ID: RC19_BM
XV World Congress of Sociology

RC20 Comparative Sociology

Sociología comparativa

Sociologie comparative

Coordinator: Mattei Dogan, Jen-Pascal Daloz

Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: Comparative Survey Research
Chair:
Frederick Turner (Universidad De San Andres, Argentina)
Loek Halman (Tilburg University, The Netherlands)

Authors and Papers:
Alex Inkeles, Psychosocial Maturity vs SES as Predictors of School Outcomes in National Samples from the US and Japan
Tom W Smith (NORC/University of Chicago, United States of America), National Pride in Comparative Perspective
Loek Halman (Tilburg University, The Netherlands), Thorleif Pettersson (University of Uppsala, Sweden), Redrawing Europe's Cultural Map
Marton Medgyesi, Péter Róbert (TÁRKI Social Research Center, Hungary), Satisfaction with Work in a European Perspective: Centre and Periphery, 'Old' and 'New' Market Economies Compared
Peter Gundelach, State Regulations and Values
Lyle Scruggs (University of Connecticut, United States of America), Public Opinion and National Environmental Performance

Authors and Papers:
Arthur L Stinchcombe (Northwestern University, United States Of America), The Preconditions of World Capitalism: Weber Updated
Claus Offe (Humboldt-University, Germany), Exploring: the 'European Social Model': How distinctive is the European version of capitalism
Ariko Ota (Columbia University, Japan), Ceramics and Powers: Industrial Development in Japan's Colonies in East Asia, 1890-1950
Domagoj Racic (University of Cambridge, United Kingdom), The Reproduction of Capitalism and its Foundations

Discussants:
Chandran Kukathas (Swedish Collegium for Adv Study in Social Sciences, Sweden)
Peter Beilharz (La Trobe University, Australia)

Monday, 8 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 3: Comparative Charting of Social Change
Chair:
Simon Langlois

Authors and Papers:
Antonio M Chiesi (University of Trento, Italy), Measuring Social Capital in Comparative Perspective
Nikolai Genov (Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Bulgaria), State and Civil Society in Southern Europe: Structural Contradictions of Belated Modernisation
Louis Hicks, The Wealthy Nations: Comparing Social Change in the US, Britain, France, Germany, and Japan in the 20th Century
Wolfgang Glatzer (Johann Wolfgang Goethe-University, Germany), Dimensions of Socio-economic inequality in two welfare states: Canada and Germany in comparison
Daniyal Zuberi (Harvard University, United States of America), Explaining the Divergence of Poverty Trends Between the USA and Canada from 1974 to 1994

Iouri Irkhine (Russian Peoples Friendship University, Russia), Irina Ladodo, Loubov Alisova (National Society-Scientific Fund, Russia), Sociological aspects of comparative analysis of modern Russian political and electoral culture in the framework of social values

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 4: Political Elite Representation
Chair: Jean-Pascal Daloz (Institut D'Etudes Politiques De Bordeaux, France)
Location: QUT-GP-L431 Session ID: RC20_04

Authors and Papers:
Jean-Pascal Daloz (Institut D'Etudes Politiques De Bordeaux, France), Modesty and Political Elite Representation
Katarina Barrling, The self-perception of political elites
Yasuhiro Aoki (Bukkyo University, Japan), On the decline of Japanese bureaucrats' prestige
Maria Bianchini Bilac, Brazilian elites and political representation

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 5: Global Trends and National Transformations
Chair: Nikolai Genov (Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Bulgaria)
Location: QUT-GP-L431 Session ID: RC20_05

Authors and Papers:
Heinz-Herbert Noll (ZUMA, Germany), European System of Social Indicators: A Tool for Monitoring Quality of Life and Comparative Analysis of Social Change in Europe
Patrick Ziltener (Max Planck Institute For The Study of Societies, Germany), How Culture Matters: Assessing the Impact of Cultural Heritage on the Socio-economic Development
Antti Kouvo (University of Turku, Finland), A Comparison of Global Concern between East Asia and the Nordic Countries
Frances B McCrea, Gerald E Markle, Nation States in Transition: The Case of Yugoslavia

Berch Berberoglu, Nationalism and Ethnic Conflict in Eastern Europe and the Former Soviet Union
Volkmar Kreibig, Globalization and National Governance of Transformation: A Comparison between East Germany, Russia and Bulgaria

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 6: Values in Europe - Cross-national Comparisons
Chair: Loek Halman (Tilburg University, The Netherlands)
Location: QUT-GP-L431 Session ID: RC20_06

Authors and Papers:
Antoine Bevort (GRIS, Université De Rouen, France), Forms of Social Capital Compared in France and in The Netherlands
Renzo Gubert (Università Degli Studi Di Trento, Italy), Social and Territorial Solidarities
Larisa Lemberanskaya (International Center For Social Research, Azerbaijan), Rajab Sattarov (Baku State University, Azerbaijan), Interpretations of the Data on Materialism/Postmaterialism in Post-Communist Societies
José Luis Veira (Universidad De A Coruña, Spain), Celia Munoz Goy (Universidad De A Coruña, Spain), Work Values and Attitudes in Western Europe: A Cross-National Comparison
Patrizia Venturelli Christensen (The Aarhus School of Business, Denmark), European Women between Work and Family

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 7: American Primacy or American Hegemony? I
Chair: Mattei Dogan (France)
Neil J Smelser (University of California, United States Of America)
Location: QUT-GP-L431 Session ID: RC20_07
Participants:

Simon Langlois
Immanuel Wallerstein (Binghamton University, United States of America)
Edward Tiryakian (Duke University, United States of America)
Goran Therborn (Swedish Collegium for Adv Study in Social Sciences, Sweden)
Henry Teune (University of Pennsylvania, United States of America)
Erwin Scheuch (Koluer Gesellschaft fur Sozialforschung, Germany)
Fred W Riggs
Berch Berberoglou
Huang Ping (China)
Robert Goodin (Australian National University, Australia)

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 8: American Primacy or American Hegemony? II

Chair: Mattei Dogan (France)
Neil J Smelser (University of California, United States of America)

Location: QUT-GP-L431 Session ID: RC20 08

Participants:

Nikolai Genov (Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Bulgaria)
Simon Langlois
Edward Tiryakian (Duke University, United States of America)
Goran Therborn (Swedish Collegium for Adv Study in Social Sciences, Sweden)
Henry Teune (University of Pennsylvania, United States of America)
Erwin Scheuch (Koluer Gesellschaft fur Sozialforschung, Germany)
Fred W Riggs
Immanuel Wallerstein (Binghamton University, United States of America)
SK Kuthiala (University of North Florida, United States of America)
Robert Goodin (Australian National University, Australia)

Christopher Chase-Dunn (University of California, United States of America)
Craig Calhoun (Social Science Research Council, United States of America)
Jeffrey Broadbent (University of Minnesota, United States of America)
Berch Berberoglou
Huang Ping (China)
Malcolm Alexander (Griffith University, Australia)

Authors and Papers:

Anne Seitz (Swinburne University of Technology, Australia), Fundamentalism, Economic Rationalism, and Managerialism
Keijo Rahkonen (University of Helsinki, Finland), Third Way Politics and the Future of the European Welfare State
Don Weenink (Amsterdam School for Social Science Research, The Netherlands), Socializing an International Elite
Erwin Scheuch (Koluer Gesellschaft fur Sozialforschung, Germany), Varieties of Capitalism

Discussants:

Alberto Martinelli (University Degli Studi Milano, Italy)

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 10: Globalization in Comparative Perspective

Chair: Henry Teune (University of Pennsylvania, United States of America)

Location: QUT-GP-L431 Session ID: RC20 10

Authors and Papers:

Henry Teune (University of Pennsylvania, United States of America), Comparing Systems: Are We Studying Components of the Same System?
Britta Kalscheuer (University of Erlangen, Germany), Lars Alflolio-Naecke (FAU Erlangen, Germany), Is Cultural Comparison Innocent or is it Part of the Neocolonial Strategies of Globalization?
Dirk Berg-Schlosser (University Marburg, Germany),
*Globalization and the Galton Problem - Some Recent Methodological Advances*

SK Kuthiala (University of North Florida, United States of America),
*Globalization and American Hegemony*

**Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15**

**Joint Session of RC11, RC19 and RC20: The Politics of Pensions**

**Chair:**
Diana Olsberg (UNSW Research Centre on Ageing & Retirement, Australia)

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z303  **Session ID:** J 11 19 20

See full details in Joint Session section

**Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15**

**Session 11: Comparative Research at Cross-roads (roundtable)**

**Chair:**
Mattei Dogan (France)
Craig Calhoun (Social Science Research Council, United States of America)

**Location:** QUT-GP-L431  **Session ID:** RC20 11

**Participants:**
William Case (Griffith University, Australia)
Jean-Pascal Daloz (Institut D'Etudes Politiques De Bordeaux, France)
Nikolai Genov (Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Bulgaria)
Huang Ping (China)
Stella Quah (National University of Singapore, Singapore)
Fred W Riggs
Erwin Scheuch (Koluer Gesellschaft fur Sozialforschung, Germany)
Henry Teune (University of Pennsylvania, United States of America)
Frederick Turner (Universidad De San Andres, Argentina)

**Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15**

**Session 13: Comparative Survey Research**

**Chair:**
Loek Halman (Tilburg University, The Netherlands)
Frederick Turner (Universidad De San Andres, Argentina)

**Location:** QUT-GP-L431  **Session ID:** RC20 13

**Authors and Papers:**

Alex Inkeles, *Psychosocial Maturity vs. SES as Predictors of School Outcomes in National Samples from the US and Japan*

Tom W Smith (NORC/University of Chicago, United States of America), *National Pride in Comparative Perspective*

Loek Halman (Tilburg University, The Netherlands), Thorleif Pettersson (University of Uppsala, Sweden), *Redrawing Europe's Cultural Map*

Marton Medgysi, Péter Róbert (TÁRKI Social Research Center, Hungary), *Satisfaction with Work in a European Perspective: Center and Periphery, 'Old' and 'New' Market Economies Compared*

Peter Gundelach, *State Regulations and Values*

Lyle Scruggs (University of Connecticut, United States of America), *Public Opinion and National Environmental Performance*
Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

Session 14: Presentation of the new journal: Comparative Sociology Guidelines for articles: content of the first issues and presentation of several papers

Chair: Joed Elich (Brill Academic Publishers, The Netherlands)

Location: QUT-GP-L431 Session ID: RC20_14

Authors and Papers:

William Case (Griffith University, Australia), Interlocking Elites in Southeast Asia

Mattei Dogan (France), Accelerated Decline of Religious Beliefs in Europe

Friday, 12 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45

Session 15: Asia-Pacific Societies in Comparative Perspective

Chair: Joji Watanuki (Soka University, Japan)

Location: QUT-GP-L431 Session ID: RC20_15

Authors and Papers:

Joji Watanuki (Soka University, Japan), What are Asia-Pacific societies and how they can be compared?

Jerzy J. Smolicz (Adelaide University, Australia), Human rights, Asian values and cultural diversity

Fumie Kumagai (Kyorin University, Japan), The dual structure and regional variations of Japanese society

W Lawrence Neuman (University of Wisconsin-Whitewater, United States of America), A comparison of minority policies and practices in Japan and China

Tan Joo Ean, Identity in transition: never-married women in Bangkok, Jakarta and Manila

Saturday, 13 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

Business Meeting

Chair: Mattei Dogan (CNRS, France)

Location: QUT-GP-L431 Session ID: RC20_BM
Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

Session 1: The Dynamics of Urban Poverty in Developing Countries.
Chair: Ranvinder Singh Sandhu
Location: QUT-GP-Q218  Session ID: RC21_01

Authors and Papers:

Markiken Vaa (Nordic Africa Institute, Sweden), Assitan Diallo, Urban Women at the Crossroads of Poverty and New Responsibilities: A Study of Working Women in Bamako, Mali

SK Chandhoke, Housing the Poor in India: Challenges in the 21st Century.

Marcio Moraes Valenca, Poor Politics - Poor Housing: Policy in Brazil, 1990-92

Ravinder Kaur, Urban Poverty and the Informal Sector

Lucius Botes (University of the Free State, South Africa), Tanja Arntz (University of the Free State, South Africa), Indigent Policy Support as a Poverty Alleviation Strategy in Urban Settlements

Raj S Gandhi, The Dynamics of Urban Communal Conflicts and Poverty in India

Ranvinder Singh Sandhu, Gurwinder Singh, Urban Poverty in an Indian City: A case study of Amritsar

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

Session 2a: Urban Development and Social Inequality in Latin America (Desarrollo urbano y desigualdad social en América Latina): segregación socio-espacial y exclusión (Socio-spatial segregation and exclusion)
Chair: Maria Luisa Loures Seoane (Universidad De Alicante, Spain)
Fernando Diaz Orueta

Location: QUT-GP-Q218  Session ID: RC21_02a

Authors and Papers:

Castillo Palma Jaime (Uap/rmiu, México), Ciudad legal, ciudad ilegal: dualismo urbano y desigualdad social

Fernando Diaz Orueta, Luisa Loures, Juan Manuel Agulles, Carla Rodriguez, Veronica Devalle, Ciudad, territorio y exclusion social.

Suzana Pasternak (Faculty of Architecture University of S Paulo, Brazil), Lucia Bogus, Sao Paulo - Segregation locus

Marcio Moraes Valenca, Building Urban Segregation on government built residential space in Natal, Brazil

Eisa Patino Tovar, Periferia poblana: la desigualdad del crecimiento

Patricia Tomic, Ricardo Trumper (Okanagan University College, Canada), Transporte y desigualdad urbana: el caso de Santiago de Chile

Miguel Angel Vite, Clientelismo Político y Exclusión Social. El caso de Cuauhtemoc en la Ciudad de México

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 2b: Urban Development and Social Inequality in Latin America (Desarrollo urbano y desigualdad social en América Latina): hábitat y medio ambiente (habitat and environment)
Chair: Maria Luisa Loures Seoane (Universidad De Alicante, Spain)
Fernando Diaz Orueta
Location: TBA Session ID: RC21_02b

Authors and Papers:
Mario Zolezzi, La familia y el uso de la vivienda popular urbana en América Latina.
Mariana Caram, Hábitat popular y tenencia de la tierra: el derecho a la ciudad
Phil Jorge Rojas Hernandez (Universidad De Concepcion, Chile), Sociedad y naturaleza. El paisaje en la calidad de vida urbana. Estudios comparativos de Talcahuano y San Pedro de la Paz (Chile) y de Halle (Alemania).

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 2c: Urban Development and Social Inequality in Latin America (Desarrollo urbano y desigualdad social en América Latina): Cultura e identidad (culture and identity)
Chair: Maria Luisa Loures Seoane (Universidad De Alicante, Spain)
Fernando Diaz Orueta
Location: TBA Session ID: RC21_02c

Authors and Papers:
Hilda María Herzer (University of Buenos Aires, Argentina), María Mercedes di Virgilio, Máximo Lanzett, Adriana Redondo, Carla Rodríguez, Marcela Imori, Lucas Martín, Procesos de renovación urbana en Buenos Aires (Argentina), participación y organización social. El caso del barrio de La Boca
Angela Lopez (Universidad De Zaragoza, Spain), La construcción de la imagen de Zaragoza y su área de influencia. Propuestas de cultura e identidad urbana y desarrollo local
Inaé Elias Magno da Silva, Living in the capital. A study about the social representations of Brasilia city Inaé Elias Magno da Silva

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Chair: Maria Luisa Loures Seoane (Universidad De Alicante, Spain)
Fernando Diaz Orueta
Location: TBA Session ID: RC21_02d

Authors and Papers:
Mario M Carrillo Huerta, El desarrollo regional y las teorías neoclásicas de la convergencia en México y en América Latina.
Jose Gpe, Vargas Hernandez, Comunidad/sociedad y organización/Estado ante los desafíos de la globalidad.
Isabel Morales Galindo (University of Colorado, México), Building Rural Learning Regions: Innovations in the Food Production Industry. Alternatives on Regional Development for Mexico
Dora Elia Ramos Muñoz, Procesos historico productivos y participación económica femenina. Estudio comparativo entre Chiapas y Nuevo Leon, Mexico
Rocío Rosales Ortega (Metropolitan Autonomous University- Iztapalapa, México), Diffused industrialization and network of industrial districts in Mexico
Raúl Ruiz Callado, Política de ordenamiento del uso de recursos costero-marino en El Salvador
Augusto Grajeda Puelles, Desarrollo urbano en el Valle agrado del Cusco, Perú. Reto para los próximos diez años

Monday, 8 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 3: Comparative Urban Development: Are Cities Converging?
Organisers:
Hank Savitch (University of Louisville, United States Of America)
Location: QUT-GP-Q218 Session ID: RC21_03

Ricardo Ramirez Suarez, Alex Pena, Reconstruccion de la identidad regional en la proceso de cambio del siglo XX al XXI
Authors and Papers:

Richard Tomlinson (University of The Witwatersrand, South Africa), Urban Convergence, international best practice and the policy process: A South African case study

Marco Ruediger, Modelling local development strategy under globalisation

Pille Mestaspalu, Seven years of urban development in a post Soviet country

Hank Savitch (University of Louisville, United States Of America), Are cities converging? A test of 10 cities in North America and Western Europe

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 4: Narrating Globalisation: The Urban Consequences of Globalisation

Organisers:
Takashi Machirnura (Hitotsubashi University, Japan)

Authors and Papers:
Takashi Machirnura (Hitotsubashi University, Japan), Construction multiple tales of globalisation: economic crisis and urban boosterism in Tokyo

Sarits Kamra (Panjab University, India), The urban consequences of globalisation: the Indian experience.

Sheryan Chen, Qingwen Xu (City University of New York, United States of America), Ann Y Chen, Bingyan Xing, Eric S Zhong, Xingrning Zhao, Development with Chinese characteristics: China’s Open Door policy since 1978.

Anita Kon, New Territories: Impact of economic globalisation in urban hierarchies.

Iliham Ibrahimov, The role of globalisation on development of the Baku agglomeration.

Jasmeet Sandhu (Guru Nanak Dev University, India), Globalisation and a traditional Indian city: a case study of Amritsar

Yoko Ogawa (Keio University, Japan), Hanging on the edges of times: globalisation and its turbulent relation with action and calendar time in three cities.

Leslie A Lopez, The rise of the community, social, personal services and rising urban inequality in the Philippines.

Hirota Hagiwara (Hitotsubashi, Japan), The impact of globalisation on the new urban poverty in Tokyo.

Lisa Taraki (Birzeit University, Palestine), Metropolisation, class and globalisation in Palestine.

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 5: Cities and Social Polarisation

Organisers:
Scott Baum (University of Queensland, Australia)

Authors and Papers:
Gura Bhargava (University of Saskatchewan, Canada), Seaming a political divide and restructuring borders: The case of a bi-provincial city in Canada

D Parthasarathy, NGOs, civil society and civic exclusion in liberalising India

Akio Tanosaki (Chuo University, Japan), Development of an industrial urban community - its change and development

Zahed A S Saaid, Centralisation of social relations, migration and cities

Alberta Andreotti (Università Degli Studi Milano-Bicocca, Italy), David Benassi (Università Di Milano-Bicocca, Italy), The downsize of strong and weak ties: the case of Italy

Marie Leech, Alone amidst 4.5 million people

Franck Eckardt (Universität-Gesamthochschule Kassel, Germany), Leipzig: City of Poor Heroes

Mahyar Ardeshiri, Socio-economic fabrics and enabling process: A comparative case study

ST Hettige (University of Colombo, Sri Lanka), Urban development under economic liberalization and social polarisation: the case of Colombo, Sri Lanka

Scott Baum (University of Queensland, Australia), The haves and have-nots: Social polarisation in Sydney, Australia.

Tim Butler (University of East London, United Kingdom), Gentrification and its others: some recent evidence from London

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 6: Cities, Consumerism and Consumption

Organisers:
Patrick Mullins (University of Queensland, Australia)

Authors and Papers:
Chi-Wai Lui (University of Queensland, Australia), Consuming Hong Kong: The rise of Hong Kong as a Tourist City
Andrew P Davidson, Diversity and Inclusiveness in Cantonese Cuisine: Decentering Authenticity as a Discourse of Cultural Identity in Hong Kong

Harvey Molotch, Place in Product: How Milieu Determines the Nature of Goods

Roberto Lavarini (Istituto Di Scienze Dell'Uomo E Dell'Ambiente - IULM University, Italy), Visitors to Milan Museums: Their Attitudes and Use of Time

Fernando Lara, Consuming architecture: the spread of modernism in 1950s Brazil.

John Anderson, The politics of gambling and ambivalence in Copenhagen.

David Holmes (University of New South Wales, Australia), Super-Regional Shopping Centres as Key Sites of Cultural Globalisation

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 7: Sustainable Urban and Regional Development
Organisers:
Dai-Yeun Jeong (Cheju National University, South Korea)

Authors and Papers:
Miguel Briceño (Universidad Central De Venezuela, Venezuela), Viable Technologies for Sustainability and Local Integrated Development

Colman Titus Msoka, Governing Cities for Future Development: The Problems of Dar es Salaam City Tanzania

Raphaela D Dwianto (Atma Jaya Catholic University, Indonesia), Naoki Yoshikawa (Tohoku University, Japan), Reconsidering the Informal Sector in Urban Development: A sketch of Pedagang Keling as One Form of Grass Roots in Jakarta

Klaus Frey (Catholic University Paraná, Brazil), Sustainable Urban Development in the Digital Age

Hideo Nakazawa (Sapporo Gakuen University, Japan), Naoyuki Mikami (University of Tokyo, Japan), Is Local Environment Governance Possible? Governing Coalitions, Citizen movement, and Local Ethnic in Kamakura City

Sung Youn Cho (Cheju National University, South Korea), What Do They Really Want? The Movements against Golf-Course Constructions and Grass-roots movements in Cheju Island, South Korea

Lopez Paster, Ana Teresa, Metodo Leader: El modelo Europeo de Desarrollo, Hacia la Sostenibilidad?

Isabel Morales Galindo (University of Colorado, México), Building Rural Learning Regions: Innovations in the Food Production Industry: Alternatives to Regional Development for Mexico

Marja Jarvela (University of Jyväskylä, Finland), Katinka Lybick (University of Jyväskylä, Finland), Ecosocial City Transport: Perspectives for Sustainable Urban Mobility

Soon-Yawl Park (Seoul National University, Korea), The Cleavage of Korean Eco-Government Regime

Roberto Luiz do Carmo, Spatial Distribution of Population, Water Resources and Sustainability in Sao Paulo State, Brazil.

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 8: Urban Societies and Mobility
Organisers:
Patrick Le Galès (CEVIPOF/CNRS/Sciences PO Paris, France)

Authors and Papers:
John Urry (Lancaster University, United Kingdom), Mobilities at the core of (urban) sociology

Min Zhou (University of California, United States Of America), Immigrant neighbourhoods in Los Angeles

Dominique Joye, Vincent Kaufman, Mobilities within the city

Patrick Le Galès (CEVIPOF/CNRS/Sciences PO Paris, France), Mobilities and cities

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 9: Land Use, Segregation and Urban Policy
Organisers:
Anne Haila (University of Helsinki, Finland)

Hartmut Uaeussermann

Location: QUT-GP-Q218 Session ID: RC21.09

Authors and Papers:
Antonadia Borges, Modes of nomination, modes of domination: the policy of urban segregation and its actualisation in Brazil.

Lawrence Lai (University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong), Discriminatory zoning in Hong Kong in the post-war literature on planning development

Naomi Gale (Ashkelon Academic College, Israel), The urbanization of suburb-like structures: The city of Ashkelon as a case study of a regional and urban development in Israel.
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Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 10: Cities, Representation and Memory
Organisers: John Walton

Authors and Papers:
Vince Marotta (Deakin University, Australia), Melbourne: A Multicultural City?
Dris Nassima, Espaces Publics, Centralités et Mémoire Urbaine à Alger

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 11: Cities and Citizenship: Changing Definitions and Practices
Organisers: Marisol Garcia (University of Barcelona, Catalonia)

Authors and Papers:
Manoranjan Mohanty, Layers of citizenship: The experience of Wuxi, China
Susan Oakley (University of Adelaide, Australia), Whose right to the city? The politics of urban citizenship
D Parthasarathy, Evictions, Demolitions, and the Discourse on Rights and Citizenship in Bombay/Mumbai
Hermilio Pereira dos Santos, The Conditions of Possibility of Citizenship: Interactive Citizenship
Luidmila Saburova (Social Technologies Institute in Izhevsk State University, Russia), Transformation of city values and the resources for sustainable development of urban system.
Giles Verpraet (Cnrs, France), The Development of the Active Citizenship between territorial Politics and systems of Governance.
Daniela Vicherat, Public Space: The daily relation between citizens and urban spaces as a challenge to radical democracy.

Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 12: Comparative Urban Leadership and Governance
Organisers: Alan Harding

See Additions and Corrections
Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

Session 13: Cities and Security after the 11th September
Organisers: Harvey Molotch
Location: QUT-GP-Q218 Session ID: RC21_13

Authors and Papers:

Heinz Steinert, *New York - Toughest City on Earth: Denial of Damage and Insecurity in NYC after 9/11*

David Lyon (Queen's University, Canada), *Technology vs. 'terrorism': ID cards, CCTV, and biometric surveillance*

To be confirmed, *Out of the Blue: Mourning the Structures of Capital*

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

Business Meeting
Chair: Patrick Mullins (University of Queensland, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-Q218 Session ID: RC21_BM
Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: Religion in the global/local matrix
Chair: Joseph Tharamangalam (Mount Saint Vincent University, Canada)
Location: GU-QCA-LectTh Session ID: RC22 01

Authors and Papers:
Helen Rose Ebaugh (University of Houston, United States of America), Transnational Religious Networks Among the New Immigrants
Oliver Krüger (Dvrg, Germany), The Internet as Distributor and Mirror of Religious Knowledge
Rowena Robinson (Indian Institute of Technology, India), Virtual Warfare: The Internet as the New Site for Global Religious Conflict
Vincent Sinha (National University of Singapore, Singapore), A 'New' god in the Diaspora?: Persistence of and Innovation in the Worship of 'Muneeswaran-Munianday' Deities in Singaporean Hinduism
Julia Day Howell (Griffith University, Australia), New Media, "New" Muslims and the Limits of Religious Pluralism in Indonesia
Joseph Tharamangalam (Mount Saint Vincent University, Canada), Nationalist And Subaltern Discourses Among Christians in Post-Colonial India
Syed Farid Alatas (National University of Singapore, Singapore), The 'Alawiyyah Tariqah: Some Problems in the Sociology of Religion

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 2: Revisiting Identity and Religion I
Chair: Joseph Tharamangalam (Mount Saint Vincent University, Canada)
Location: GU-QCA-LectTh Session ID: RC22 02

Authors and Papers:
David Moberg (Marquette University, United States of America), Dialectic Tensions between Religions Commitment and Spiritual Development: An Ideological and Theoretical Exploration in the Context of Biblical Christian Faith
Philip Hughes (Edith Cowan University, Australia), Religion and Identity in a Post-Traditional Society
Riaz Hassan (Flinders University of South Australia, Australia), On Being Religious: A Study of Christian-Muslim Piety in Australia
Helen Ralston (Saint Mary's University, Canada), Religion and Identity Construction among Canadian and Australian Daughters of Immigrant South Asian Women
William Shaffir, Accommodating Acculturation: Boundary Maintenance and Identity Preservation Among Hassidic Jews
Wasfi M Kailani (Harry S. Truman Institute, Jordan), Jewish Identities between Holiness and Prosaic Challenges
Jennifer Rindfleish (University of New England, Australia), The 'Death of the Ego' in East-Meets-West Spirituality: A Confusing or Liberating Principle for Self-Identity?

Distributed Papers:
Michael Mason (Australian Catholic University, Australia), The Maintenance and Deconstruction of Identity: the case of the Catholic priest

Monday, 8 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 3: Revisiting Identity and Religion II
Chair: Hans Mol (Hrc Anu Canberra, Australia)
Location: GU-QCA-LectTh Session ID: RC22 03

Authors and Papers:
Claudio Bardella, The sacred and the positive body: religion, identity, and HIV
Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

Session 4: The interplay between politics and religion I

Chair: Patrick Michel (Cnrs, France)
Location: GU-QCA-LectTh  Session ID: RC22_04

Authors and Papers:

Jesus Garcia-Ruiz, Le religieux, lieu du politique en Amerique latine
Claire de Galembert (Gapp-Cnrs, France), Le cas allemand
Enzo Pace, Religion et politique dans un pays post-communiste et post-catholique: l'Italie
Patrick Michel (Cnrs, France), Pour un renouvellement de nos approches theoriques
Thorleif Pettersson (University of Uppsala, Sweden), Loek Halman (Tilburg University, The Netherlands), Religion and politics in later modernity: Differentiation or dedifferentiation?
NK Bhargava, Hindu ethnicity, religious pride and political processes: the case of India
Eurico Dos Santos (Universidade De Brasilia, Brazil), A Gonzalez Cursin, Magical religiosity, moral heteronomy and democratic institutions - The Brazilian case
Virgin Nur, Les rapports entre religion et politique en Turquie

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

Session 5: The interplay between politics and religion II

Chair: Patrick Michel
Location: GU-QCA-LectTh  Session ID: RC22_05

Authors and Papers:

Rowan Ireland (Sociology Program La Trobe University, Australia), New forms of Religious Life and Civil Society: Case Studies of NRM and NECS in Australia
Stephen Hunt (UWE, United Kingdom), The Gay Christian Movement: Rights, Mobilisation and Resistance
Andreas Buss, Hierarchy and Power in Early Christianity and in Byzantium
Marion Maddox (Victoria University, New Zealand), The Political price of Religious Innocence: Religion, Politics and Secular Australia
Maria Das Dores Compos Machado (Universidade Federal Do Rio De Janeiro, Brazil), Religion and Politics: The Evangelicals and the Electoral Dispute in Rio de Janeiro
Anne J Harris, Religion and Revolution in the Philippines
Said Zahed (Shiraz University, Iran), Veil and Political Change in Iran
Yeong Shin Kwang, Chung Chulhee (Chonbuk National University, South Korea), Jeong Kim Young, Cultural Tradition and Democracy in South Korea

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45

Session 6: Religious tolerance and intolerance

Chair: Ivan Varga (Queen's University at Kingston, Canada)
Location: GU-QCA-LectTh  Session ID: RC22_06

Authors and Papers:

Roberto Blancarte (Centro De Estudios Sociológicos De El Colegio De México, México), Religious Discrimination and Secular State in Mexico
Lekshmy Tharta Bhai (India), Withering of Tolerance: The State of Religion in India
Khalid Zaheer (Lahore University of Management Sciences, Pakistan), Religious Tolerance: The Islamic Perspective
Theil Sionier, Construction of the Enemy: Islam in Western Europe
Tair Faradov, Religious Tolerance in Post-Soviet Azerbaijan: A Sociological Analysis
**XV World Congress of Sociology**

**Toomas Gross** (University of California, United States of America), *Community and dissent: The Implications of Religious change in Contemporary Rural Oaxaca, Mexico*

**Kingsley Purdam**, *Religious Discrimination in England and Wales*

**Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15**

**Session 7: The changing face of religion I**

**Chair:**

**Adam Possamai** (University of Western Sydney, Australia)

**Location:** GU-QCA-LectTh  
**Session ID:** RC22_07

**Authors and Papers:**

- **Padma Subramaniam** (M.O.P. Vaishnav College For Women, India), *Religion - opium or elixir in today's world*
- **Mervyn Bendle** (James Cook University, Australia), *Militant religion and the crisis of modernity: a new paradigm?*
- **Sakurai Yoshihide**, *A cult controversy and freedom of religion: The case of an illegal missionary work lawsuit and exit counselling for unification church members*
- **Youra Petrova** (National Institute of Sport, France), *Religious beliefs and attitudes among marginal youngsters: The case of skinheads*
- **Nakhle Aida** (Université Libanaise Et Université Du Saint-Esprit, Liban), *Jeunes universitaires Libanais et adhesion aux valeurs a l'heure de la mondialisation*
- **Sebastian Rejak** (Graduate School For Social Research, Poland), *Has The Holocaust changed the religion of Polish and American Jews: A comparative study*

**Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15**

**Session 8: The Changing Face of Religion II**

**Chair:**

**Adam Possamai** (University of Western Sydney, Australia)

**Location:** GU-QCA-LectTh  
**Session ID:** RC22_08

**Authors and Papers:**

- **Amber Sparrow** (Griffith University, Australia), *The changing face of religiopolitical alliances: Tow new faces in the accommodation process of contemporary Australia*
- **Michael Mason** (Australian Catholic University, Australia), *Secularisation is alive and well and living in Australia*
- **Joan Daw** (Australian Catholic University, Australia), *The Catholic Church in Australia: A reversal of the dynamics of legitimization?*
- **Jane Mulcock** (University of Western Australia, Australia), *Borrowing Culture and Building Identity In Australia's Alternative Health and Spirituality Movement: Searching For Truth and Insight In The Spiritual Supermarket*
- **Adam Possamai** (University of Western Sydney, Australia), *The Baha'i Faith and Caodaism: Migration And Change in Australia*
- **Goetz Ottmann** (LaTrobe University, Australia), *Popular Politics in Brazil: Change And Continuity In Sao Paulo*
- **Gamaliel da Silva Carreiro**, *Protestantism - a restructuring out of the Third World*

**Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45**

**Session 9: Family, Gender and Religion**

**Chair:**

**Marie Cornwall** (Brigham Young University, United States of America)

**Location:** GU-QCA-LectTh  
**Session ID:** RC22_09

**Authors and Papers:**

- **Faranaz Keshavjee**, *Muslim Asian Adolescents in Portugal: A Study of Social Gender Representations and Identities*
- **Amy Adamczyk** (Pennsylvania State University, United States of America), *Change in Religious Affiliation: The Influence of Family and Education*
- **Teresa Monéoro**, *Family types and religious conversion: an exploratory study of the Portuguese*
- **Lisa Miller** (Monash University, Australia), *Designed, Assigned and Consigned: The Ensign and Representations of Mormon Family and Gender*
- **Margareth Gonçalves** (Universidade Federal Rural Do Rio De Janeiro, Brazil), *Mysticism: A feminine Experience*
- **John Armstrong** (St. Christopher's Cathedral, Australia), *The Impact of Changing Marital Status on Religious Attendance*
- **Mary Nosedá** (Universidade Autonoma De Mexico, Mexico), *The Relationship of the Catholic Church to Migrant Women in Australia*
Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 10: Religion and Social Change: The Revival of The Weberian Paradigm in the End of the 20th Century
Chair: Roberto Motta (Universidade Federal De Pernambuco, Recife, Brazil, Brazil)
Location: GU-QCA-LectTh Session ID: RC22_10

Authors and Papers:
Stefan Adriaenssens (K.U. Brussels, Belgium), Religious attitudes and economic change: an alternative Weberian approach
Olivier Bobineau, De la legitimation: une relecture par la justification appliquee a la religion
Hossein Godazgar (University of Tabriz, Iran), The revival of a Weberian paradigm in the late 20th century: the case of Iran
Kath McPhillips (University of Western Sydney, Australia), Disenchantment, Meaning and Religion - the Postmodern Condition
Roberto Motta (Universidade Federal De Pernambuco, Recife, Brazil, Brazil), Weber's Revival as a Second Line of Defense
Claude Proeschel (Credep, France), Analysing the Power of Religion for Modernity - The Contemporary Relevance of Max Weber: The Case of Democratic Spain
Man-Ok Ro (Cardiff University, United Kingdom), The interrelationship between Protestantism and capitalistic activity in the modernization process of South Korea

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 11: Religion and Postmodernity
Chair: Kath McPhillips (University of Western Sydney, Australia)
Location: GU-QCA-LectTh Session ID: RC22_11

Authors and Papers:
Dan Dungaciu (University of Bucharest, Romania), Disenchantment of Sociology? Postmodernity, Sociology of Religion and the Foundational Crisis of the Separation of Church and State
Angela Coco (University of Queensland, Australia), Paradoxical manifestations of power in a feminist pagan spirituality group
Rachel Salmon Deshen (Bar-llan University, Israel), The Cross-Cultural Reading of Religious Texts

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 12: Popular Religiosity
Chair: Roberto Cipriani (University of Rome, Italy)
Location: GU-QCA-LectTh Session ID: RC22_12

Authors and Papers:
Jean-Emile Chartier (Facultes Universitaires Catholiques De Mons (FUCaM), , Belgique) Frederic Moens (Facultes Universitaires Catholiques De Mons (FUCaM), Belgique), Itineraires de pratique
Arianna Montanari (Universita Degli Studi Del Molise, Italy), The Role of Mass Media in the Construction of Muslim Stereotype
Shlomo Deshen (Tel-Aviv University, Israel), Rachel Salmon Deshen (Bar-llan University, Israel), The emergence of a new religious party in Israel: Sephardic tradition and popular religion in Shas movement
Stefano Girola (University of Queensland, Australia), Saints in the suitcase: Italian popular Catholicism in Australia
Peta Goldburg (Australian Catholic University, Australia), Celuloid religion: popular religiosity in film
Anni Greve (Roskilde University, Denmark), Sacred places as dwelling places in modern societies. Theoretical reconsiderations
Eliane Tania Freitas (Ufj/ufrn, Brazil), Religion, myth and memory in Northeast Brazil
Domenico Pizzuti (Facolta Teologica Dell'Italia Meridionale, Italy), From popular religion to religious differentiation in Southern Italy. A sociological approach

Distributed Papers:
K Narsimha Reddy, Towards unification of all religions
Session 13: Other Issues in the Sociology of Religion I

Chair: Alan Black (Edith Cowan University, Australia)

Location: GU-QCA-LectTh  Session ID: RC22_13

Authors and Papers:

Grace Davie (University of Exeter, United Kingdom), *The Sociology of Religion: A Political Agenda?*

Anthony Blasi (Tennessee State University, United States of America), *Secular Sociology at Catholic Notre Dame*

Marat Shterin, *Sociology of Religion and the Present Politico-cultural Climate in Russia*

Malcolm Voyce (Macquarie University, Australia), *Religion and Social Welfare*

TK Dak, Indrajit Goswami, *Welfare Concerns in Indian Religious Thought*

Kayhan Mutlu (Middle East Technical University, Turkey), *Religiosity and Crime*

Arianna Montanari (Università Degli Studi Del Molise, Italy), *The Role of Mass Media in the Construction of Muslim Stereotype*
RC23 Sociology of Science and Technology

Sociología de la ciencia y de la tecnología
Sociologie de la science et de la technologie

Coordinator: Marja Hayrinen-Alestal

Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

Session 1: Knowledge and Social Change in Contemporary Societies

Chair: Karel Muller (Charles University, Czech Republic)

Location: QUT-GP-Z606  Session ID: RC23 01

Authors and Papers:

Werner Meske (Social Science Research Center, Germany), Science in formerly socialist countries - Asset or liability within new societal conditions

Andrei Orekhov (Russian People’s Friendship University, Russia), The intellectual property of a scientist: the way to open science.

Greg Hearn (Queensland University of Technology, Australia), David Rooney, Cohesion, innovation and adaptation in knowledge systems: Policy principles derived from complexity theory

Mark Smith, Post-disciplinarily, academic governance and the new production of knowledge: A construction critique of Gibbons et al.

Louis Gyan, Research on the global environment and its contribution to environmental policy

Luis Sanz-menendez (National Research Centre (CSIC), Spain) Laura Cruz-Castro (CSIC (National Research Centre), Spain), The organisational ecology of research centres in Europe

György Széll (University of Osnabrück, Germany), The European research area - The realisation of a European knowledge based society

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

Session 2: Changing Interpretations of Knowledge

Chair: Marja Hayrinen-Alestalo (University of Helsinki, Finland)

Location: QUT-GP-Z606  Session ID: RC23 02

Authors and Papers:

Maria Lucia Maciel (University of Brasilia and Federal University of Rio De Janeiro, Brazil), Knowledge for development in an unequal world

Karolinska Snell (University of Helsinki, Finland), Michaela Lauren (University of Helsinki, Australia), Biotechnology and conceptions of trust and knowledge - the Finnish dilemma

Javier Noya, Knowledge cultures in comparative perspective

Mariella Berra (University of Turin, Italy), Informatique solidaire, Social implications in producing and using open source software

Jane Russo (State University of Rio De Janeiro, Brazil), Edna T Ponciano, Naturising the mind and Re-enchanting the World: An analysis of three neuroscientific theories of the person

Richard Hollian, Jeff Thomas, Elizabeth Vidler, Is there a mandate for science?: Examining representations of science during the 2001 Uk general election

Masami Tamagawa (Graduate School & University Center of The City University of New York, United States Of America), Japanese gender relations and western feminist ideas

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

Session 3: Ambivalent Legacies and Rising Challenges in the Human Genome Era

Chair: Karolinska Snell (University of Helsinki, Finland)

Location: QUT-GP-Z606  Session ID: RC23 03

Authors and Papers:

Mike Steffen Schafer, Invalidating the Conditio Humana? Discourses on human genome research in Ireland and Germany

Christine Tresignie, Risks: Lifestyle responsibility and life course responsibility in Flanders, Belgium
Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 17:15
Joint Session of RC17 and RC23: Economy, Environment and Society
Organisers:
Jean Guy Vaillancourt (University De Montreal, Canada)
Corinne Gendron (Université Du Québec A Montréal, Canada)
Location: TBA  Session ID: J 17 _23

See full details in Joint Session section

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 4: Technology in Action 1
Organisers:
Ilkka Arminen (University of Tampere, Finland)
Location: QUT-GP-Z606  Session ID: RC23 04

Authors and Papers:
Erik Vinkhuyzen (PARC, USA), Jack Whalen, Marilyn Whalen, Diagnostic systems in action
David Martin (Lancaster University, United Kingdom), Jacki O'Neil (Xrce, United Kingdom), Practically accomplishing participation
Maurice Nevile (Australian National University, Australia), How airline pilots know their plane's altitude
Johanna Rendle-Short (Australian National University, Australia), Pointing as a situated activity: The use of deixis in computer science seminar presentations
Carmen Baumeler (ETH Zurich, Switzerland), Ethnographic study on the design of wearable computing into search of the cyborg.
scientists working in research centers in Mexico, Spain and Colombia

BK Pattnaik (Indian Institute of Technology, India), Determinants of scientific productivity. A study among Indian academic scientists.

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 7: The Effects of Globalisation in Science and Technology
Organisers:
Jaime Jimenez (National Autonomous University of Mexico, Mexico)
Location: QUT-GP-Z606 Session ID: RC23_07

Authors and Papers:
Mathieu Albert (Centre Interuniversitaire De Recherche Sur La Science Et La Technologie, Canada), Michel Trepanier, The system of innovation approach: Effects on globalisation
Marja Hayrinen-Alestalo (University of Helsinki, Finland), The problem of global and local in the new technologies.
Farruc Aslanow, Globalisation and unification of modern technologies.
Chryssoula Constantopoulou (University of Macedonia, Greece), Society of information: Current myths and structures of 'placebo' communication.
Aaro Tupasela (University of Helsinki, Finland), Biotechnology and a new world order
Mohamad S Iman (Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (JAIST), Japan) Akiya Nagata (Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, Japan), Determinants of industrial backward linkage formation: Evidence from Japanese direct investment firms in Indonesia.
Ki-Wan Kim (University of Bielefeld, Germany), Globalising science, globalised science: The case of physics in South Korea.

Distributed Papers:
Samuil E Kugel, Globalisation of Russian science

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 8: Academia-industry Engagement in the Knowledge Area
Organisers:
Judith Zubieta
Location: QUT-GP-Z606 Session ID: RC23_08

Authors and Papers:
Robert Dalpe (Political Science, Université De Montréal, Canada), Louise Bouchard (Université D’Ottawa, Canada), Daniel Ducharme, The interaction of BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes.
Prema Rajagopalan (Indian Institute of Technology, India), Innovation and improvisation: The need for laboratory interaction.
Henrik Bruun, The birth and development of Finnish biotechnology policies.
Mathieu Albert (Centre Interuniversitaire De Recherche Sur La Science Et La Technologie, Canada), Pressures of the market economy on the universities: An analysis of effects on the social sciences.
Monica Casalet, Impact of R&D centres in building nourishing environments for local industry
Fernanda A da Fonseca Sobral (Universidade De Brasilia, Brazil), New trend about the interaction between the university and the productive sector in Brazil.
Sue O’Connor (University of Queensland, Australia), Philosophy versus practice in the post-modern context of ICT research and design.

Distributed Papers:
Nadia Asheulova, Significance of innovation centre of RAS for development of scientific knowledge.
Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

Session 9: The Transformation of Research Centers 1

Organisers:
Luis Sanz-menendez (National Research Centre (CSIC), Spain)
Laura Cruz-Castro (CSIC (National Research Centre), Spain)

Location: QUT-GP-Z606  Session ID: RC23.09

Authors and Papers:
Deborah Cox (University of Manchester, United Kingdom), Katherine Barker (University of Manchester, United Kingdom), Luke Georghiou. The evolution of public sector laboratories in Europe.

John de la Mothe. Innovation and the learning state: international comparisons of transformations in national research centres.

Paul Dufour. Reform, redesign and renewal: The changing role of R&D centre and institutes in the public domain.

Günter Küppers (Bielefeld University, Germany). From plasma-physics to fusion research: The transformation of German fusion research institutes.

Dietmar Braun. The governance of extra-university institutes in times of changing paradigm.

Luke Georghiou, Katherine Barker (University of Manchester, United Kingdom), Deborah Cox (University of Manchester, United Kingdom). The relationship between public sector laboratories and universities in the United Kingdom.

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45

Session 10: The Transformation of Research Centers 2

Organisers:
Luis Sanz-menendez (National Research Centre (CSIC), Spain)
Laura Cruz-Castro (CSIC (National Research Centre), Spain)

Location: QUT-GP-Z606  Session ID: RC23.10

Authors and Papers:
Maria Nedeva. Internationalisation of research and its organization: Structural changes of the research institutions in Europe.

Stefan Kuhlmann. Strategic evaluation of research institutes: Concepts, practices and experiences in Germany.

Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

Joint Session of RC08, RC14 and RC23: Special Session on Knowledge societies: Rising Expectations and Ambivalent Prospects

Chair:
Marja Hayrinen-Alestalo (FZ Karlsruhe/GKSS, Germany)

Location: QUT-GP-Z606  Session ID: J.08.14.23

See full details in Joint Session section

Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

Session 11: The Transformation of Research Centers 3

Organisers:
Luis Sanz-menendez (National Research Centre (CSIC), Spain)
Laura Cruz-Castro (CSIC (National Research Centre), Spain)

Location: QUT-GP-Z606  Session ID: RC23.11

Effie Amanatidou (Atlantis Consulting S.A., Greece), Luisa Henriques (Ictec/CSI-ENSM, Portugal). The role of European Union in the transformation of the national research systems: The cases of Portugal and Greece.

Franc Mali. The research universities: The new challenges for national innovation systems in Slovenia as a small country in transition.

Hernan Thomas, Pablo Kreimer. Social utility of scientific and technological knowledge and institutional transformation in two rc in Argentina.

Alberto Cambrosio, Peter Keating, Andrei Mogoutov. Distributed workshops, virtual networks and regulations of biomedical research.

Bianca Poti (ISRDS, Italy), Emanuela Reale (ISRDS, Italy). New forms of knowledge production and the effects on the organization of non-university public research centres.

Ulf Sandstrom, Paula Abdallah, Tobias Harding. Research groups in constant flux: Strategic action among chemistry groups in Sweden.

Distributed Papers:
Pablo Kreimer, Hernan Thomas. What is CANA-AKNA? Social utility of scientific and technological knowledge: Challenges for Latin American research centres.
Authors and Papers:

Maria Eduarda Goncalves, Tiago Santos Pereira, *Research institutions in the face of emerging risks: The case of the BSE in Europe.*


Regina Gusmao, *The transformation of the relationship research centres-industry: International arrangements and governmental rules of aid knowledge transfer*


Manuel Mira Godinho, *The challenges and threats of industrializing scientific research: Current situation and trends in the use of IP mechanisms by Portuguese universities.*

Henry Etzkowitz, *The entrepreneurial university: Research groups as quasi-firms.*

Tarmo Lemola (Ministry of Trade & Industry, Finland), *Transformation in Finnish science and technology policy 1965-2000*

Distributed Papers:

Richard Barke (Georgia Institute of Technology, United States of America), *The authorities of knowledge in research and education.*

Paata Kervalishvili, *The transition: Information flows in between.*

Friday, 12 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45

Business Meeting

Chair: TBA

Location: QUT-GP-Z606   Session ID: RC23 BM

Saturday, 13 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

Joint Session of RC23, RC24 and RC48:

Special Session 1: Environmental Movements, Communication and Networking: Theoretical and Empirical Studies.

Organisers:
Jean Guy Vaillancourt (FZ Karlsruhe/GKSS, Germany)

Location: QUT-GP-Z606   Session ID: J 23 24 48
Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: Environmental attitudes and behaviour
Chair: Yoshy Mitsuda
Riley Dunlap (University of Turku, Finland)
Location: QUT-GP-S410 Session ID: RC24_01

Authors and Papers:
Sabrina Oesterle (University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, Carolina Population Center, United States of America), The Social Psychological and Social Structural Contexts of Environmental Action
Muammer Tuna (Mugla University, Turkey), Environmentalism: An Empirical test of environmental Attitudes in More and Less Developed Nations
Deba Prashad Chatterjee (Maulana Azad College, India), Measuring Environmental Concern in India - A Case Study in a Local Context
Stewart Lockie (Centre for Social Science Research, Australia), Community Attitudes towards and Knowledge of Waterways in South East and Central Queensland
Paul Perry (Massey University, New Zealand), Market Fundamentalism and Environmental Values in Aotearoa
Juergen Friedrichs, Helmut Arndt, Michael Melkonian, Non-Contribution to a Collective Good - The Impact of Users of a Recreational Lake and Its Eutrophization
Raka Sharan (Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur, India), Pollution of River Ganga: an Environmental Concern

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 2: Environmental Movements and environmental Justice
Chair: Leonardas Rinkevicius (Kaunas University of Technology, Lithuania)
Timmons Roberts
Location: QUT-GP-S410 Session ID: RC24_02

Authors and Papers:
Hellmuth Lange (University of Bremen, Germany), Environment and Justice: Who is in charge? In charge of what?
Ryoichi Terada, Grass-roots environmental movements and the social injustice framing in Japan, Korea, Taiwan, and the United States
Leonardas Rinkevicius (Kaunas University of Technology, Lithuania), Transformations of environmental movements in post-Soviet societies
William T Markham (University of North Carolina, United States Of America), Seductions of the Left and Right: Ideology and social movements in U.S. and German environmentalism
Lucia da Costa Ferreira, Social Conflicts in Protected areas of Brazil: Dwellers, institutions and NGOs in the Ribeira Valley
Paulo Martins (Research Institute of Tecnology of São Paulo State, Brazil), Environmental Justice and Trade Unions: The Case of The CUT (Trade Union Central) in Brazil

Monday, 8 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 3: The state and environment: local, national, global
Chair: Kate O'Neill
Rauno Sairinen
Location: QUT-GP-S410 Session ID: RC24_03
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Authors and Papers:

Raymond Murphy (University of Ottawa, Sociology, Canada), The State, the Environment, and Disaster

Pekka Jokinen, The Politics of Food in Finland

Rosaleen Duffy (Lancaster University, United Kingdom), Global Governance and Local Dysgovernance: The Politics of Transborder Conservation in Southern Africa

Xavier Lemaire (University Paris XII - Val De Marne, France), The State and the protection of the tropical rainforest in French Guiana

Damayanti Banerjee (Iowa State University, United States Of America), Agricultural Sustainability in a Globalized World Order: Policy Implications in India, Mexico and Botswana

Jan PM van Tatenhove (University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands), Policy Making in an Institutional

TBA2 TBA2, Multi level governance in innovative environmental policy arrangements in the European Union

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

Session 4: Globalization and the environment

Chair:
Eduardo Viola (University of Brasilia, Brazil)
Arthur Mol

Authors and Papers:

Peter Oosterveer (Wageningen University, The Netherlands), Labelling of Food as a risk reducing strategy

Graeme Chesters (Edge Hill University College, United Kingdom), Ian Welsh (Cardiff School of Social Sciences, United Kingdom), Reflective framing: An Ecology of Action

Indra Haim (University of Glasgow, United Kingdom), Murray Leith, Revenge of the Triffids: Is the environmental opposition to economic globalisation a nationalist reaction or simply a negative one? The case of GMOs in the United Kingdom, France and Scandinavia

Jorge Cervantes Borja, Global changes and sustainable city

Damian White, After Grow or Die? Globalisation, Socio-Environmental Change and 21st Century Eco-Social Theory

Arthur Mol, Institutional clashes. Globalisation and the process of environmental institutionalisation

Eduardo Viola (University of Brasilia, Brazil), Brazil in the Global Politics of the Kyoto Protocol, 1997-2001

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

Session 5: Green Consumption and lifestyles

Chair:
Gert Spaargaren (Wageningen University, The Netherlands)
Maurie Cohen

Location: QUT-GP-S410 Session ID: RC24 05

Authors and Papers:

Kersty Hobson, I Just Have to do Something: The Cultural Politics of Sustainable Consumption

Midori Aoyagi-Usui (National Institute for Environmental Studies, Japan), Atsuko Kuribayashi, Green consumption patterns: do the Chinese follow the Japanese? Or do they follow an alternative way?

Anne K Haugestad (Norwegian University of Science, Norway), Political dialogues on responsible consumption

Koichi Hasegawa (Tohoku University, Japan), Green electricity and local initiatives

Mette Jensen (National Environmental Research Institute, Denmark), Tendencies in time. A sociological analysis of mobility, environment and modern man

Michael Bell, Welcome to the consumption Une: sustainability and the post-choice economy

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45

Session 6: Science, environment and social constructivism

Chair:
Steven Yearley (University of York, United Kingdom)
William Freudenburg

Authors and Papers:

Ralph Matthews (University of British Columbia, Canada), Contested Science and The Social Construction of Environment: The Case of Aquaculture

Emma Jakku (Griffith University, Australia), Constructing an environmental problem: claims-making and actor-networks in the Brisbane River dredging dispute

Tee Rogers-Hayden (University of Waikato, New Zealand), Richard Hindmarsh (University of Queensland, Australia), Melissa Risely, Engineering’ Precaution Down Under: The promises of the precautionary principle and its eventualities in New Zealand’s Royal Commission on Genetic Modification and Australia’s Gene Technology Act

Steven Wolf, Distributed innovation and environmental performance of technical systems
Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 7: Environment and Social Theory:
Modernity, Postmodernity, and Environmental Sociology
Chair:
Frederick Buttel (University of Wisconsin, United States of America)
Damian White
Location: QUT-GP-S410  Session ID: RC24_07

Authors and Papers:
Damian White, Social Hierarchy, Social Domination and the Idea of Dominating Nature: Considering Bookchin's Historical Social Theory
Luigi Pellizzoni, Environment, Social Theory, and the Dynamics of Modernity
Andreas Metzner, How to Reconstruct the Modern Societies' Ecological Crisis? The Solution of Differential Systems Analysis
Boris Holzer (University of Munich, Germany), Dealing with the Ecological Crisis: Too Much or Not Enough Modernity?
Arielle Salleh (University of Western Sydney, Australia), Ecological Resistance and the Meta-Industrial Class
Hee-Je Bak (Seoul National University, Korea), How Environmental Sociology and SSK Might Benefit Each Other
Mona Martensson, Understanding Variations in Environmental Orientations of Everyday Life: Practice Theory, Cultural Theory and Life-Mode Theory

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 8: New Technologies and the Environment
Chair:
Elim Papadakis (Australian National University, Australia)
Raymond Murphy (University of Ottawa, Sociology, Canada)
Location: QUT-GP-S410  Session ID: RC24_08

Authors and Papers:
SC Sharma, CM Nagalakshmi, MK Nandini, Treatment of Sewage into Vermicompost to Make it Useful for Rural Application
Christopher Chase-Dunn (University of California, United States of America), US Hegemony and Agricultural Biotechnology
Michael Howes (Australian School of Environmental Studies, Australia), Reflexivity or Governmentality? The Curious Case of On-line Pollution Inventories
Stephen Zavestoski (Providence College, United States of America), Stuart Shulman, Science, Values, and Public Trust in Government: Is Internet-based Public Participation the Solution?
Michael Paetau (Fraunhofer Institute Ais, Germany), Modelling the complexity and the dynamic of social systems to support sustainable development strategies in conurbations

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 9: Ecological modernization
Chair:
Bruce Arai (Wilfrid Laurier University, Canada)
Pekka Jokinen
Location: QUT-GP-S410  Session ID: RC24_09

Authors and Papers:
Juha Kaskinen, The Municipalities Environmental Barometer - An Indicator System for Measuring the Progress of Environmental Policy in Finnish Municipalities
Enrique Laraña (University Complutense of Madrid, Spain), Esther Pascual, Modernisation and reflexivity in the construction of contending discourses over risk

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 10: Environmental Risks and The Risk Society
Chair:
Eugene Rosa (Washington State University, United States of America)
Julia Guivant
Location: QUT-GP-S410  Session ID: RC24_10

Authors and Papers:
Doo-Sik Kim (Taegu University, Korea), Construction of Risk Perceptions of Genetic Engineering Technologies in Korea
Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 11: Industrial transformation and industrial ecology

Chair: Phuong Thuy Phung (University of Natural Sciences, Vietnam)
Mercedes Pardo (Universidad Publica De Navarra, Spain)

Authors and Papers:
Paulo Martins (Research Institute of Technology of Sao Paulo State, Brazil), Industrial ecology and jobs: contribution to the debates for a sustainable society
Walter JV Vermeulen, The restricted greening as business elite's strategy
Amy Saar, Bruce Arai (Wilfrid Laurier University, Canada), Flexibility and ecological modernization: environmental pressures to transform production methods
Phuong Thuy Phung (University of Natural Sciences, Vietnam), Industrial ecology: The potential to apply in Vietnam

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 12: Sustainability: Major challenges and examples of best practices

Chair: Jeffrey Broadbent (University of Minneapolis, United States of America), Introduction
Joana Maria Segui-Pons, Demand Overflow and Sustainability at 2001: The Balearic Islands (Spain)
Daniel Joseph Hogan (State University of Campinas, Brazil), Population Distribution and Sustainability: Urbanization Alternatives in the State of Sao Paulo, Brazil
Dieter Rink (Environmental Science Centre Leipzig, Germany), New Urban Natures. Sustainability and the Attempt at Urban Renaturation
Michael Paetau (Fraunhofer Institute AiS, Germany), Sustainable Development and Knowledge Society
Wolfgang Schluchter (University of Cottbus, Germany), Agriculture and Energy - Complexity as a New Paradigm for Rural Development
Murray Melbin (Boston University, United States of America), Social Factors That Burden Sustainability

Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 13: New natures: theoretical and empirical challenges for sociology

Chair: Matthias Gross (Institute For Science And Technology Studies, Germany)
Michael Bell

Authors and Papers:
Laudel Grit (Australian National University, Australia), Jochen Glaser (Australian National University, Australia), Linkage variables between nature and the social
Silvana G De Paula (Cpda/ddas/ichs/ufrj, Brazil), Nature and rurality as urban scenarios
**RC24 Environment and Society**

**Gisela Kaplan** (University of New England, Australia), *A Reserve(d) Culture: the Quiet Revolt in Environmental Care in Australia*

**Joel Novak** , Factory Farms on the Prairies: Transnational Treadmills and Local Conflicts

**Tania Silva** (Universidade Federal de Sergipe, Brazil), *Modernization, Development and Environment: The Surviving of Traditional Populations*

**Xavier Lemaire** (University Paris XII - Val De Marne, France), *The State and the protection of the tropical rainforest in French Guiana*

**Chin-Shou Juju Wang** (National Tsing Hua University, Taiwan), *A Discourse on Oriental Sustainability: Chines Perspectives of Environmental Sociology*

**Clovis Cavalcanti** (Fundação Joaquim Nabuco, Brazil), *Economic Thinking, Traditional Ecological Knowledge and Ethnoeconomics: Principles of Sustainability of 'Primitive' Societies*

**Aslam Alam** (University of New South Wales, Australia), *Social Construction of Environmental Problematique vis-à-vis Environmental Policy-Making in Developing Countries: The Case of Bangladesh*

**Sylvia Haladjian** (Saint Joseph University & Holy Spirit University of Kaslik, Lebanon), *Causes of Failure in Resource Management in the Developing Countries*

**Snehamoy Chakraborty** , *Mother Earth (GAlA) and Human Society - An Indian View of Social Life in the Perspective of Nature*

**Sanjay Sharma** , *Drought and Society*

**RK Saxena** , *Desertification, Combat Measures, and Impact on Society: A Geocological Study of the Impact of Desertification in Rajasthan*

**Amy Nelson** (Arizona State University, United States of America), *Bob Bolin, Edward J Hackett, C Scott Smith, Edward K Sadalla, Maureen O'Donnell, K David Pijawka, Diane Sicotte, Tim Collins, Sara Grineski, Eric Matranga, The Ecology of Environmental Risk and Justice in a Sunbelt City*

**Michael R Edelstein, Lyudmila V Smirnova** , *Thoughts on 9/11 and the Cultural Acceptance of Risk: Cross Cultural Considerations of Americans and Russians*

**Shu-Fen Kao** (Michigan State University, United States Of America), *The Social Construction of Risks and the Emergence of Collective Activism: A Case Study of the Radiation Contamination Incident in Taiwan*

**Amzad Hossain** , *Local Knowledge and Risky Acculturation: The Case of Bangladesh*

**Gloria Luz M Nelson** (Department of Social Sciences, College Arts and Sciences, Philippines), *Corazon B Lamung, Daylinda B Cabanilla, The Interrelations Among Population, Resources, and Environment in the Philippines*
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Dai-Yeun Jeong (Cheju National University, South Korea), A Research Framework for the Empirical Analysis of the Achievement of Sustainable Development

Lopez Pastor, Ana Terese, De Barrio Aliste, Jose Manuel (University of Coimbra, Portugal), Metodo Leader - El Modelo Europeo de Desarrollo: Hacia la Sostenibilidad?

Vighnesh N Bhat (Kuvempu University, India), Urbanisation and Western Ghats Ecology: A Study of Deporestation and Urbanisation in a South-Indian State

Shahroz Falahatpishe, The Role of Government in Natural Environmental Degradation in Urban Areas

June S Marks (Flinders University Adelaide, Australia), Maria Zadoroznyj, From Environment to Public Health Risk: Urban Water Recycling

Clara E Salazar Cruz, Gobierno y ambiente en la ciudad de Mexico (Government and Sustainability in Mexico City)

Maggie Alario (University of Illinois, United States of America), Technological Risks, Policy, and Distributive Justice: Biodiversity Preservation as Fairness

Lucia Costa Ferreira, Simone de Oliveira Siviero, Simon Vieira Campos, Pedro Castelo Branco Silveira, Vivian Gladis de Oliveira, Ana Beiriz Vianna Mendes, Anaiza de Oliveira Pinto, Social Conflicts in Protected areas of Brazil: Dwellers, institutions and NGOs in the Ribirera Valley and South Coast, SP

Yann Toussaint, Nature Through the Looking Glass: (Re)constructing a Future for Endangered Species and Past Environments in Western Australia

Frederick Buttel (University of Wisconsin, United States of America), Some Observations on the State of Theory and the Theory of the State in Environmental Sociology

Cecelia Claeys-Mekdade (DESMID - Université De La Méditerranée, France), How Environmentalism Leads to a New Definition of the Nation-State

Mark Whitaker (University of Wisconsin-Madison, United States of America), State Level Food Policy in Iowa and Connecticut

Harry Potter (Purdue University, United States of America), Science and the Global Environmental Movement

Harald Heinrichs (Research Center Juelich, Germany), Hans Peter Peters, Climate Change in the Public Sphere

Muammer Tuna (Mugla University, Turkey), The Social Constructionist Perspective in Environmental Sociology: An Empirical Test

Saturday, 13 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

Organisers:
Jean Guy Vaillancourt (FZ Karlsruhe/GKSS, Germany)

Location: QUT-GP-Z606 Session ID: J 23 24 48
See full details in Joint Session section

Saturday, 13 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Joint Session of RC24 and RC40: Special Session 2: 'Exploring nature-society relations: agro-food systems and biodiversity'.

Chair:
Frederick Buttel (University of Wisconsin, United States of America)
Kris van Koppen (Wageningen University, The Netherlands)

Location: QUT-GP-C406 Session ID: J 24 40
See full details in Joint Session section

Saturday, 13 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 15: Current Developments in Social Theory and the Environment

Chair:
Damian White
Frederick Buttel (University of Wisconsin, United States of America)

Location: QUT-GP-S410 Session ID: RC24 15

Authors and Papers:

Leila Ferreira (Universidade Estadual De Campinas, Brazil), Brazilian Environmental Sociology: A Provisional Estimate

Dieter Rink (Environmental Science Centre Leipzig, Germany), New Urban Natures. Sustainability and the Attempt at Urban Renaturization

Dennis S Erasga, Reflections on a New Environment Theory

Suzi Adams (La Trobe University, Australia), Castoriadis, Ontology, and Environmental Ethics

Mercedes Pardo (Universidad Publica De Navarra, Spain), Ecological Democracy? Toward a Social Theory of Public Participation in Environmental Management
XV World Congress of Sociology

Mark Whitaker (University of Wisconsin-Madison, United States of America), *The State as a Biased Sponsor of Consumption: Theorizing the Politics and Policies of Consumptive Bias and the Consumer Infrastructure*

**Saturday, 13 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45**

Session 16: Environmentalism and Environmental Attitudes

**Chair:**
Frederick Buttel (University of Wisconsin, United States of America)
Arthur Mol (Wageningen University, The Netherlands)

**Location:** QUT-GP-S410  
**Session ID:** RC24_16

**Authors and Papers:**

Fritz Reusswig, *Visions of Nature and Environmental Attitudes and Behaviour in Modern Societies*

Harvinder Singh Bhatti, *Religion, Environmental Attitude, and Social Transformation*

RK Saxena, *Environmental Attitudes and Impact of Desertification on Social Life: A Geo-Sociological Study of Desertification in Rajasthan*

Aruna Sivakami, *Environmental Attitudes and Behaviour in a Tannery-Clustered District of Tamil Nadu State: A Case Study of a Developing Country*

Andreas Diekman, Axel Franzen, *Environmental Attitudes in International Comparison*

Mercedes Pardo (Universidad Publica De Navarra, Spain), *Contradictions between Environmental Values and Behaviour? Case Study: Navarra (Spain)*

**Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 17:30 - 19:15**

Business Meeting

**Chair:**
TBA

**Location:** QUT-GP-S410  
**Session ID:** RC24_BM
RC25 Sociolinguistics
Sociolinguística
Sociolinguistique
Coordinator: Max Travers

Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: Language and Education
Chair: Carolyn Baker (University of Queensland, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-Z305 Session ID: RC25 01

Authors and Papers:
Hyun Hee Kim, What can teachers do about CLT? A Case Study of Korean EFL classrooms.
Danielle M Pillet, Doing 'Okay': On the Meaning and Usage of an Assessment Term in Parent-Teacher Conferences.
Gregory Poole (University of Oxford, United Kingdom), An Ethnography of a Community Speech Event: Observing and Participating in the Japanese University
Kimie Takahashi (University of Sydney, Australia), Beyond the Native and Non-Native Speaker Dichotomy: How Japanese Students of English Socially Interact with Other Non-Native Speakers.

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 3: Language and Gender
Chair: Isabella Paoletti (University of Perugia, Italy)
Location: QUT-GP-Z305 Session ID: RC25 03

Authors and Papers:
Anne Pauwels (University of Western Australia, Australia), The Sociolinguistics of generic pronouns: women and men's use of gender-inclusive, gender-neutral and masculine generic pronouns.
Joanne Winter (Edith Cowan University, Australia), I suppose we've had some pretty higgledy-piggledy times too: Women's experience narratives about marriage and motherhood.
Sai-hua Kuo, Hsin-I Cheng, Involvement vs. detachment: Gender differences in the use of personal pronouns in televised sports in Taiwan.
Agnes Bolonyai (East Carolina University, United States of America), "Who was the best?": Power, Gender and Code Choice in Bilingual Girls

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 2: Helplines
Chair: Michael Emmison (University of Queensland, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-Z305 Session ID: RC25 02

Authors and Papers:
Carolyn Baker (University of Queensland, Australia), Michael Emmison (University of Queensland, Australia), Normalising the Problem: How Kids Help Line Counsellors Hear the Callers

Posters:
Mahmoud Dhaouadi, A socio-psychological theoretical perspective on the different use of the French Parisian Accent by Tunisian women and men
Beatriz Paredes Lorente, Negotiating Motherhood: Filipina Domestic Workers and Their Women Employers in Singapore
Feyi Ademola-Adeoye (University of Lagos, Nigeria), Language Gender and Identity: A social, cultural and psychological study.
Elena Chernyshkova, Language and Gender in Contemporary Russia
Isabella Paoletti (University of Perugia, Italy), Resisting Common-sense in Care-givers talk.
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Sandii Michele de Oliveira (University of Copenhagen, Denmark), Gender-based Politeness Strategies in Portuguese Computer-mediated Communication.
Khidir Khidir, TBC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Session 4: Code Switching</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chair:</strong> Rodolfo Jacobson (University of Texas at San Antonio, United States Of America)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location:</strong> QUT-GP-Z305</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Authors and Papers:**
- Abdelali Bentahila (Morocco), Eirlys Davies, Code switching and Globalisation: The case of popular music
- Maya Khemlani David, Power solidarity and code switching in Malaysian courts: Focus on the Anwar Case.
- Rosalie Finlayson (University of South Africa, South Africa), Sarah Stabbert (University of The Witwatersrand, South Africa), Disintegrating the agenda: Strategies of transformation discourse
- Li Wei, Xu Daning, Wang Xiaomei, Code switching is a semantically and pragmatically constrained conversational strategy: Evidence from Singapore
- Rayeshwari V Pandaripan, Globalisation, power hierarchies and code switching: The case of the Indian diaspora in the U.S.

**Posters:**
- Shoji Azuma, Japanese-English code switching in a radio talk show in Japan: Linguistic divergence met with psychological convergence.
- Miriam Ben-Rafael (Tel-Aviv University, Israel), French as a minority language: The semantics of code switching.
- Konstantin Bakhyryan (Institute of Linguistics RAS, Russia), Probability models of language policy in context of globalization: Convergence, strategies and status of languages.
- Olga Kazakewitch (University of Moscow, Russia), Code switching in the speech of Selkup story tellers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Session 6: Language, Technology and Work.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chair:</strong> Max Travers (Buckinghamshire Chilterns University College, United Kingdom)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location:</strong> QUT-GP-Z305</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Authors and Papers:**
- Max Travers (Buckinghamshire Chilterns University College, United Kingdom), The language of legal procedures
- John Gibbons, The language of legal documents
- Rod Gardner, Conversation Analysis as Expert Evidence
- Philip Hall, Interactional Constraint on Suspects in Police Interrogation
- Kris Jerome, Teaching Women the Language to Cope with Law

**Posters:**
- Leticia Tavares, TBC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Session 5: Language and Law</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chair:</strong> Rod Gardner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location:</strong> QUT-GP-Z305</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Authors and Papers:**
- Märten Pettersson (Blekinge Institute of Technology, Sweden), Philippe Rouchy (Blekinge Institute of Technology, Sweden), The Mundane Character of Unexpected Change in a Emergency Service Center: From Emergency to Health Care
- Giampietro Gobo, Computer-Aided Despacth Systems and the Work of Call Takers in a Medie Emergeney Dispatch Center
- Eva Tornqvist, Co-operation and co-ordination: Information and Communication Technology in Swedish Maritime Search and Rescue
- Max Travers (Buckinghamshire Chilterns University College, United Kingdom), Work, Technology and the Small Office

**Posters:**
- Kazimierz Turkiewicz, Domenika Turkiewicz (QLD Institute of Medical Research, Australia), The Structure of the Conditional Sentence in the Sciences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business Meeting</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chair:</strong> TBA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location:</strong> QUT-GP-Z305</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15**

**Special Session: Language and Difference: Colonial Languages and their Legacies**

**Chair:**
Bob Herbert  (Stephen F Austin State University, United States of America)

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z305  
**Session ID:** RC25 S

**Authors and Papers:**

**Bob Herbert**  (Stephen F Austin State University, United States of America), *TBA*

**Rakesh Bhatt**  (University of Illinois, United States of America), *Domesticating Coloniality: English in South Asia*

**Lynn Kisembe**  (Memorial University, Canada), *Linguistic effects of English on indigenous languages: the case of Kenya*

**Roand Terborg**  (Universidad Nacional Autónoma De México, México), *Colonial languages, indigenous languages and power relationships in a changing world*

**Kazuko Matsumoto**  (Musashino Women's University, Japan), *The legacies of the former colonial language in a post-colonial multilingual Palau*

**Posters:**

**Dushyanthi Mendis**, *English as an official language: signs of resurgence in Sri Lanka*

**ET Babalola**, *The development and preservation of Nigerian languages and cultures: the role of the local government*

**Yinbing Leung**, *Equality in Language Accessibility in Hong Kong after 1997*


**Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15**

**Session 1: Sociotechnics**

**Chair:**

Jon Alexander (Carleton University, United States of America)

**Location:** QUT-GP-O507  **Session ID:** RC26_01

**Authors and Papers:**

Louis Kontos (Long Island University, United States of America), *Everything is Broken -- The Ideology and Politics of Crime-Fighting in New York City*

George O Tsobanoglou (University of the Aegean, Greece), *Responses to Globalisation: Building Collective and Individual Capital (Accounts) - Social Enterprises in Europe and IDAs in America*

Hans Pruijt (Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Netherlands), *Working towards Non-utopian Social Improvement*

**Distributed Papers:**

Jon Alexander (Carleton University, United States of America), *Social Capital as a Social Technology*

---

**Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15**

**Session 3: Organizational Change: Bottom up and horizontal Approaches**

**Chair:**

Hans Pruijt (Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Netherlands)

**Location:** QUT-GP-O507  **Session ID:** RC26_03

**Authors and Papers:**

Patricia Arenas Bautista, Isabel Cristina Candece Porro, *Comprender la participación. Su manifestación en el Perfeccionamiento Empresarial*

James Mulherin (Ucsc, United States of America), *Cuban Trade Unions and Policy Formation*

Hans Pruijt (Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Netherlands), *Neo-Tayloristic and anti-Tayloric Models of Team-working*

---

**Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15**

**Session 2: Delivering Social Inclusion, Forming Local Partnerships**

**Chair:**

George O Tsobanoglou (University of the Aegean, Greece)

**Location:** QUT-GP-O507  **Session ID:** RC26_02

**Authors and Papers:**

Jan Marie Fritz (University of Cincinnati, United States of America), *Integrated Service-Learning Courses: University-Community Partnerships*

Anne Statham (University of Wisconsin Parkside, United States of America), Mary Kay Schleiter (University of Wisconsin Parkside, United States of America), Katherine Rhoades (University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire, United States of America), *Building Local Partnerships and Working Statewide on Welfare Reform in Wisconsin*

György Széll (University of Osnabrück, Germany), Wiking Ehlert, *Overcoming Marginalisation: Structural Obstacles and Openings to Integration in Strongly Segregated Sectors - The Case of Germany*

George O Tsobanoglou (University of the Aegean, Greece), George Korres, *Social Inclusion for People with Developmental Disabilities - The Case of Greece*

---

**Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15**

**Session 4: Transforming Social Infrastructure**

**Chair:**

Kjeld Hogsbro (Afk, Denmark)

**Location:** QUT-GP-O507  **Session ID:** RC26_04

**Authors and Papers:**

Kjeld Hogsbro (Afk, Denmark), *Developing Public Services for People with mental Illness*
Mayya Sureshramana, The Role of the Voluntary Sector in the Economic and Social Development of Workers: The Cooperative Initiative

Jon Alexander (Carleton University, United States of America), Melinda MacDonald, The Power of Mediation: Domestic Growth of a Diplomatic Social Technology

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 5: Socio-cultural Structures in an Era of Globalization: Implications for Sociotechnics
Chair: Yitshak Samuel (University of Haifa, Israel)
Nikita Pokrovsky (Moscow State University/State University-Higher School of Economics, Russia)
Location: QUT-GP-0507 Session ID: RC26 05

Authors and Papers:
Maria Leonor da Silva, Eloy Alves Filho, Arlete Saleides, Brazilian and Worldwide Televisual Media: What does the Multicoloured Beam of the Spotlight not Illuminate?
Nikita Pokrovsky (Moscow State University/State University-Higher School of Economics, Russia), The Role of Generations: Social Capital in the Globalization of Present-Day Russia

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 6: Applying Sociological Practice
Chair: Joachim Schmidt
Location: QUT-GP-0507 Session ID: RC26 06

Authors and Papers:
Natacha Freitas (Universidade De Santiago De Compostela, Portugal), Rights of the Child and Bioethical Issues in Medically Assisted Procreation
Lai Fong Chiu (University of Leeds, United Kingdom), The Potential of Symbolic and Cultural Power in Strengthening Community Participation
Leo Semashko (St. Petersburg State University of Lowtemperatured Technologies, Russia), Tetra Sociology: Discovery of New Statistics
An Jacobs (Ghent University, Belgium), Challenges for developing sociological practice in product development
Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: Globalisation in sport: Analytical, theoretical and comparative issues 1
Chair: 
Kazu Matsumura (University of Tsukuba, Japan)
Christopher Hallinan (Victoria University, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-Z208 Session ID: RC27 01

Authors and Papers:
Kimberly Schimmel (Kent State University, United States of America), Sport-related development, competitive urban growth, and global environmental justice
Joseph Maguire (Loughborough University, United Kingdom), Civilisational games: Occidental perceptions of the award of the 2008 Olympic Games to the people's republic of China
Steven J Jackson (University of Otago, New Zealand), Jay Scherer (University of Otago, New Zealand), Richard Batty, Sport, globalisation and corporate nationalism: The adidasification of the New Zealand All Blacks
David Rowe (University of Newcastle, Australia), Sport and the Repudiation of the Global
Keiji Matsuda (Okayama University, Japan), Kenji Yamaguchi (Okayama University, Japan), A Study on the Diffusion of Western-Standardized Sporting Culture in Japanese Higher Education; a case of Tennis and Judo in the Earlier 20th Century

Monday, 8 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 3: Open Papers 1
Chair: 
Jorid Hovden (Finnmark University College, Norway)
Tim Crabbe (Sheffield Hallam University, United Kingdom)
Location: QUT-GP-Z208 Session ID: RC27 03

Authors and Papers:
Ingmar Mehus (Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Norway), Changing organized sport to fit the needs of youth - can it be done?
Mari Kristin Sisjord (The Norwegian University of Sport and Physical Education, Norway), Young people's involvement in sport: Hopes and realities
Gao Ming, He Yafeng, Research on Sport Aesthetics and the New Thought about it
Fabrice Burlot (Institut National Du Sport, France), The incorporation of the pugilistic knowledge
Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 4: Sport, exercise and health in a sociological perspective. One

Chair:
Lone F Thing (Denmark)
Kari Fasting (Norwegian University of Sport and Physical Education, Norway)

Location: QUT-GP-Z208  Session ID: RC27_04

Authors and Papers:
Jennifer Smith Maguire (City University of New York, United Kingdom), Exercising Authority? Personal Trainers and the Problems of Professionalisation in the Fitness Industry
Pat Muir, Gabrielle O'Flynn (University of Wollongong, Australia), Doune MacDonald (University of Queensland, Australia), Lyndal Manton, Jan Wright (University of Wollongong, Australia), I should/I shouldn't: The moral imperatives of healthism discourse
Elizabeth C J Pike (University College Chichester, United Kingdom), Injury, Illness and Sporting Identity: A Symbolic Interactionist Perspective
Peter G Mewett (Deakin University, Australia), Conspiring to run: Women, their bodies and athletic training
Inge Kryger Pedersen (Department of Sociology, Denmark), Doping as a culture-constitutive process

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 5: Sport, exercise and health in a sociological perspective. Two

Chair:
Sook-Ja Kim (Ewha Womens University, Korea)
Joseph Maguire (Loughborough University, United Kingdom)

Location: QUT-GP-Z208  Session ID: RC27_05

Authors and Papers:
Suzanne Laberge (University of Montreal, Canada), Walking Among Elderly Women: An Optimization of Living Conditions and Health Capital
Lone F Thing (Denmark), The broken body - "Is the treatment of sports injuries a matter of individual competence?"
Maria Bainova (Moscow State Social University, Russia), Experts view on sports development in Moscow
Sun Yong Kwon, Janet Harris (California State University, United States of America), A Critique of the Discourse of Physical Activity for Health

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 6: Sport and Gender. One

Chair:
Suzanne Laberge (University of Montreal, Canada)
Toni Bruce (University of Waikato, New Zealand)

Location: QUT-GP-Z208  Session ID: RC27_06

Authors and Papers:
Kari Fasting (Norwegian University of Sport and Physical Education, Norway), Celia Brackenridge, Kristin Walseth (The Norwegian University of Sport And Physical Education, Norway), "...you just find your place in the culture": Sport milieux and women athletes' experiences of sexual harassment
Youra Petrova (National Institute of Sport, France), Girls sport practices in France: evolution and divisions
Sara Aron, Nirit Reichel, Multicultural Perception of the Physical Education Teacher
Emma H Wensing (University of Waikato, New Zealand), Toni Bruce (University of Waikato, New Zealand), "Changing the rules? Media representations of gender during an international sporting event"

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Joint Session of RC13 Leisure and RC27 Sport

Chair:
Francis Lobo (Edith Cowan University, Australia)
Mari Kristin Sisjord (The Norwegian University of Sport and Physical Education, Norway)
Tony Veal (University of Technology - Sydney, Australia)

Location: QUT-GP-S308  Session ID: J 13 27

See full details in Joint Session section

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 7: Sport and Gender Two

Chair:
Mari Kristin Sisjord (The Norwegian University of Sport and Physical Education, Norway)
Lee Vander Velden

Location: QUT-GP-Z208  Session ID: RC27_07

Lisa Hunter (School of Human Movement Studies, Australia), Richard Tinning, The construction of the physically educated student through the fields of sport, health and fitness
**Authors and Papers:**

**Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15**

**Session 8: Sport, politics and organisational issues**

**Chair:**
Toshio Saeki (University of Tsukuba, Japan)

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z208  
**Session ID:** RC27_08

**Authors and Papers:**

Cathy Hayles (University of Queensland, Australia), *Ladies of the track: femininity and sport in later life*

Louisa Webb (San Francisco State University, United States of America), *Sport, Physical Education and Gender: Implications for Teachers’ Work and Careers*

Kanako Inaba (University of Tsukuba, Japan), Toshio Saeki (University of Tsukuba, Japan), *Critical Examination of Argument on Women’s Physical Education and Sport in Japan*

Irene Ryan (University of Auckland, New Zealand), *Defining their own peak performance: A Counter Narrative*

Anne-Lene Bakken Ulseth (Institute For Social Research, Norway), *Gender differences in organised training: A comparison between those training in voluntary sport clubs and those in commercial fitness gyms*

———

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

**Session 9: Inequality in sport**

**Chair:**
Eunha Koh (University of Maryland, United States of America)

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z208  
**Session ID:** RC27_09

**Authors and Papers:**

Kristin Walseth (The Norwegian University of Sport And Physical Education, Norway), Kari Fasting (Norwegian University of Sport and Physical Education, Norway), *Socio-cultural integration of immigrants within sport*

Christopher Hallinan (Victoria University, Australia), Toni Bruce (University of Waikato, New Zealand), Brent McDonald (Victoria University, Australia), *Recruiting of Indigenous Players to Elite Football: Narratives of Recruiters*

Markus Lamprecht (L&S Sozialforschung Und Beratung AG, Switzerland), *Processes of democratisation and distinction in sport*

Gyöngyi Szabó Földesi (Semmelweis University, Hungary), *Social inequalities in sport consumption*

Cem Emrence, *Patterns of inequality in Turkey: explaining the European Success of a Turkish Football Team*

———

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45

**Session 10: Open Papers 2**

**Chair:**
Steven J Jackson (University of Otago, New Zealand)

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z208  
**Session ID:** RC27_10

**Authors and Papers:**

Hidesato Takahashi (Nara University of Education, Japan), *The Rhythm Pattern of the Collective Cheering at Professional Baseball Games*

Camilla Obel (University of Canterbury, New Zealand), *Professionalism and politics of ethnicity: Rugby union, “white flight”, Maori and Pacific Island players in the New Zealand game*

Sook-Ja Kim (Ewha Womens University, Korea), *Prospect for the trend of national participation in sports activities*
after introduction of the 5 days a week working system in Korea

Joo-Hoon Kim, Gil-Pyeong Kim, A study on comparative approach to the thoughts of martial arts between Korea and Japan

Roland Renson, Social stratification within a sport discipline: The social tracks and fields of track and field in Belgium

Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 11: Sport and media. One
Chair:
Markus Lamprecht (L&S Sozialforschung Und Beratung AG, Switzerland)
Kevin Young (Loughborough University, United Kingdom)
Location: QUT-GP-Z208
Session ID: RC27_11

Authors and Papers:
Toni Bruce (University of Waikato, New Zealand), Emma H Wensing (University of Waikato, New Zealand), Christopher Hallinan (Victoria University, Australia),
Modernist Fantasies of National Identity in a Postmodern Age
Lee Vander Velden, Eunha Koh (University of Maryland, United States of America), Motives for Following the Olympic Games; A Comparison of American and Korean Interests in 2000 and 2002
Tim Crabbe (Sheffield Hallam University, United Kingdom), 'Go and find a riot': The Myth and Reality of England Football Fans
Takeshi Nozaki (Kagawa University, Japan), On World Sporting Events as Media Toward Nationalism and Globalism

Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 12: Sport and media. Two
Chair:
Roland Renson
Janet Harris (California State University, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-Z208
Session ID: RC27_12

Authors and Papers:
Mark Lowes (University of Ottawa, Canada), Social Drama in Newspaper Coverage of sports Franchise Relocation Controversies
Eunha Koh (University of Maryland, United States of America), Han Joo Kim (Seoul National University, Korea),
Encoding the gendered sporting bodies: Sport photographs in a Korean daily newspaper, 1948-2001
Kevin Young (Loughborough University, United Kingdom), Michael Atkinson (Memorial University of Newfoundland, Canada), Terror, Media, and Ideology: Media Coverage of Security Issues at the 2002 Winter Olympic Games
Maurice Roche (Sheffield University, United Kingdom), Jackie Harrison, Cultural Europeanisation through regulation?: Sociological issues in the development of media sport in the EU

Modern Jazz
Hugo Capet
Maurice Roche
Lois F skating

Modern Jazz
Hugo Capet
Maurice Roche
Lois F skating
Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: Family Processes and Stratification - 1
Chair: Louis-Andre Vallet (Lasmas-CNRS & Lsq-CREST, France)
Robert D Mare
Location: QUT-GP-Z205  
Session ID: RC28_01
Authors and Papers:
Jan O Jonsson (St George's Hospital Medical School, United Kingdom), Brining the Children Back In: Studying Intergenerational Stratification Processes Via Simultaneous Interviews with Parents and Children
Jaap Dronkers (European University Institute, Italy), Huibert Schijf (Department of Sociology/Anthropology, The Netherlands), The Differences in Social and Cultural Capital between Dutch Noble and High Bourgeois Families during the 20th Century
Discussants:
Louis-Andre Vallet (Lasmas-CNRS & Lsq-CREST, France)

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 3: Family Processes and Stratifications - 2
Chair: MDR Evans
Location: QUT-GP-Z205  
Session ID: RC28_03
Authors and Papers:
Ted Gerber, Michael Hout (UC-Berkeley, United States of America), Social Mobility in Russia: Comparing the Late Soviet and Transition Periods
Nancy Tuma, Mikk Titma Brandon, Roosma Kai, Intergenerational Mobility in Post - Soviet Societies: Changes in the 1990s

Discussants:
Tatiana Bogomolova (Institute of Economics, Siberian Branch of RAS, Russia), V Sergeevna Tapilina (Institute of Economics and Industrial Engineering of SB RAN, Russia), Economic Stratification in Russia through the 1990s: Dynamic Aspects
Chungling Li, Education and Socioeconomic Inequality in China: Two Different Trends from 1949 to 2001
Martin Diewald (Gerhard Mercator Universität Duisburg, Germany), Post - Communist Labor Markets: The Case of East Germany

Distributed Papers:
Maris Brants, Position of Pensioners in the Social Stratification of Latvia
Ruta Braziene, Patterns of Social Stratification in Lithuania in the Post - Communist Transition

Discussants:
Péter Róbert (TÁRKI Social Research Center, Hungary)

Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 2: Stratification and Mobility in the Post-Communist Transition
Chair: Donald Treiman (University of California, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-M312  
Session ID: RC28_02
Authors and Papers:
Trude Lappegard (Statistics Norway, Norway), Choice of Education Choice of Life-Course? Education and New Dividing Lines in Women's Fertility
Judith Seltzer, Vida Maralani, Money: His, Hers and Theirs
Tamar Fisher, School Success and Demographic Behaviour After Divorce: The Role of Post-Divorce Parental Conflict and Parental Social Emotional Well-Being
Martin Diewald (Gerhard Mercator Universität Duisburg, Germany), The Destandardisation of Employment and its Impact on Family Processes in Germany

Discussants:
**Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15**

**Session 4: The Correlates of Social Stratification: Life styles and Consumption**

**Chair:** Péter Róbert (TÁRKI Social Research Center, Hungary)

**Location:** QUT-GP-M312  
**Session ID:** RC28.04

**Authors and Papers:**

- **Yannick Lemel** (Crest/Islq, France), Daniel Verger, *Social Stratification and Life-Style in bourdieu’s Country*
- **Ineke Nagel** (Utrecht University, The Netherlands), Harry Ganzboom (Utrecht University, The Netherlands), *Participation in High Culture: The Effects of Family and Scholl from Adolescence to Adulthood*
- **MDR Evans, Jonathan Kelley, Joanna Sikora** (University of Melbourne, United States of America), Tatjana Lukic, *Scholarly Culture and Educational outcomes: bookish homes and Children’s Educational Attainment in 28 countries*
- **Sandu Dumitru** (University of Bucharest, Romania), *Status Inconsistency as Predictor of Public Action Attitudes in Romania*
- **Hiroshi Ono**, *Charting the Digital Divide: A Five Country Comparison Using Microdata*

**Distributed Papers:**

- **Timo Toivonen** (Turku School of Economics, Finland), *Holiday trip frequencies in 15 countries*

**Discussants:**

- **Donald Treiman** (University of California, United States Of America)

---

**Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15**

**Session 6: Theories of Social Stratification**

**Chair:** Michael Hout (UC-Berkeley, United States of America)

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z205  
**Session ID:** RC28.06

**Authors and Papers:**

- **Thomas DiPrete** (Duke University, United States of America), *The Process of Cumulative Advantage as a Mechanism for Trends in Inequality: An Exportation of Possible Linkages*
- **Dalton Conley** (NYU, United States of America), *How do we know Stratification happens at the Family Level?*
- **Nan Lin** (Duke University, United States of America), *Social Capital and the Labour Market*
- **Stefan Svalfors** (Umeå University, Sweden), *Class and Social Attitudes*
- **Marin Sanchez Jankowski**, *Status as a Dynamic in the Formation and Maintenance of Multi-Ethnic Societies*

**Distributed Papers:**

- **Elizabeth Rata** (Auckland College of Education, New Zealand), *Class Discourses in Neotribal Capitalism*

---

**Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45**

**Session 7: Methods and Models for Social Stratification Research**

**Chair:** Yu Xie

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z205  
**Session ID:** RC28.07

**Authors and Papers:**

- **Petre Stein**, *Modeling Social Processes*
- **Petr Rostovtsev**, *Beta-Analysis of Income Hierarchy*
- **Xiaoling Shu**, *Methods for Crisp and Fuzzy Classification in Social Stratification Research*
- **John Logan** (SUNY at Albany, United States of America), *A Faster Two-Sided Method for Multivariate Mobility Analysis*

**Distributed Papers:**

- **Peter Davis** (University of Otago, New Zealand), Gabrielle Hyde (Christchurch School of Medicine, New Zealand), Pat Coope, Andrew Sporle (Christchurch School of Medicine - University, New Zealand), Tony Blakely, Cynthia Kiro, *Beyond the Urban/Industrial Triangle*
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Incorporating Women, Part-time and Agricultural Titles in SES Scale Construction

Discussants:
Thomas DiPrete (Duke University, United States of America)

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 8: Labour Markets
Chair:
Yossi Shavit (Tel Aviv University, Israel)
Location: QUT-GP-Z205 Session ID: RC28 08

Authors and Papers:
Valery Yakubovieh, Spatial Wage Inequalities in a Local Russian Labour Market
Gary Sandefur (University of Wisconsin-Madison, United States of America), Hyunjoon Park (University of Wisconsin-Madison, United States of America), Entry into the Exit from Self-Employment during the Economic Crisis in Korea
Hsiu-Jen Jennifer Yeh (National Chung Cheng University, Taiwan), The Determinants of Labour market Outcomes: An Analysis of Employment Hardship in Taiwan
Dimi Giorgas (Australian National University, Australia), Occupational Convergence or Catch Up? Labor Market Outcomes among Second and Third-plus Generation Australians

Distributed Papers:
Carlos Rafael Rodriguez Solera, Stratification and Occupational mobility in Costa Rica

Discussants:
Arne Kalleberg (University of North Carolina, United States of America)

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 9: Inequalities, Values and Attitudes
Chair:
Krzysztof Zagorski (CBOS - Public Opinion Research, Poland)
Location: QUT-GP-M312 Session ID: RC28 09

Authors and Papers:
MDR Evans, Jonathan Kelley, Joanna Sikora (University of Melbourne, United States of America), Images of Class in Industrialised Societies across the World: Evidence from 26 Nations 1987 - 1999

Tuesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 10: Comparative Studies of Stratification and Mobility
Chair:
Harry Ganzeboom (Utrecht University, The Netherlands)
Location: QUT-GP-Z205 Session ID: RC28 10

Authors and Papers:
Jose Manuel Oliviera Mendes, Intergenerational Mobility and Social Inequalities in a Comparative Perspective
Ineke Maas (Utrecht University, The Netherlands), The Comparative Analysis of Ascription and Achievement in Occupational Careers
Jani Erola (Turku School of Economics & Business Administration, Finland), Trends in Social Mobility in Post-Industrialised Finland
Ruut Veenhoven (Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Netherlands), Return of Inequality in Modern Society? Trends in Dispersion of Life-Satisfaction in EU-Nations 1973-1996
Maria Celi Scalos, Social Mobility and Inequality: Facts and Perceptions

Distributed Papers:
Cindy-Ann Bryant, A Comparative Study on the Changing Population in Rural Canadian Communities
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Discussants:
Harry Ganzeboom (Utrecht University, The Netherlands)

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 11: Educational and Stratification
Chair:
Yossi Shavit (Tel Aviv University, Israel)
Location: QUT-GP-Z205 Session ID: RC28_11

Authors and Papers:
Sakari Ahola (Research Unit for the Sociology of Education, Finland), Absorbing the graduate flow Expanding higher education and social stratification in Finland in 1970-95
Steffen Hillmert (Max Planck Institute for Human Development, Germany), Marita Jacob (Max Planck Institute for Human Development, Germany), Social inequality in higher education: is vocational training a pathway leading to or away from university
Louis-Andre Vallet (Lasmas-CNRS &Lsq-CREST, France), The Dynamics of Inequality of Educational Opportunity in France: Change in the Association between Social Background and Education in Thirteen Five-Year Birth Cohorts (1908-1972)
Richard A Wanner, Educational Expansion and Trends in the Occupational and Earnings Return to Credentials In Canada

Discussants:
Adam Gamoran (University of Wisconsin-Madison, United States of America)

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 12: Gender Stratification
Chair:
Haya Stier
Location: QUT-GP-Z205 Session ID: RC28_12

Authors and Papers:
Audrey Addi-Racecah (Tel-Aviv University, Israel), Between Modernisation and Subordination
Neelam Kumar (Nistads, India), Reflections on Gender Stratification in Indian Scientific Institutions
Anna Kim (University of Mannheim, Germany), Educational Credentials of Tertiary Education and Occupational Achievement Effects on Majors and Gender Segregation
Marie Evertsson, Child Socialisation and Gender Roles: Early Household Labour as Gendered Work?
Hanna Ayalon (Tel Aviv University, Israel), Discussant
Heike Trappe, Anne Goedicke (Max-Planck-Institute for Human Development, Germany), Rachel Rosenfeld (University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill, United States Of America), Contextual sung Gender Segregation: Labor Market Entry in East and West Germany
Bonnie Erickson (University of Toronto, Canada), Gender Differences in social networks

Discussants:
Noah Lewin-Epstein (Tel-Aviv University, Israel)

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 13: Inequality over the Life-Course
Chair:
Robert M Hauser
Location: QUT-GP-Z205 Session ID: RC28_13

Authors and Papers:
Julie McMillan (Australian Council For Educational Research, Australia), Gary Marks, Labour Market Dynamics of Young People in Australia: Changes Over Time
Hsiang-Hui Daphne Kuo, Paternal Age, maternal Age, and Socioeconomic Achievement over the Life Course
Harri Melin (University of Tampere, Finland), Inequality, Social Classes and Social Mobility in Information Society

Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 14: Economic Inequality
Chair:
Thomas DiPrete (Duke University, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-Z205 Session ID: RC28_14
**Authors and Papers:**

**Yanjie Bian** (Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, China), **Zhanxin Zhang**, *Marketisation, Segmentation and Income in Urban China, 1988 and 1995*

**Lucia Bogus, V Sergeevna Tapilina** (Institute of Economics and Industrial Engineering of SB RAN, Russia), **P Simonovich Rostovtsev**, *The Impact of Income Mobility on the Change of Income Inequality in Russia*

**Johannes Giesecke** (Humboldt University Berlin, Germany), **Martin Grob**, *External Flexibility and Social Inequality: A Comparison Between Germany and the UK*

**Arne Kalkeberg** (University of North Carolina, United States of America), *Flexibility, Dualism and Labour Market Segmentation*

**Discussants:**

**Glenn Firebaugh** (Pennsylvania State University, United States of America)

---

**Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15**

**Joint Session of RC04 and RC28: Special Session 1: Expansion of Higher Education and Social Stratification.**

**Chair:**

**Jaap Dronkers** (Tel Aviv University, Israel)

**Location:** QUT-GP-S405B  
**Session ID:** J 04 28

See full details in Joint Session section

---

**Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15**

**Session 15: Wealth and Inequality**

**Chair:**

**Noah Lewin-Epstein** (Tel Aviv University, Israel)

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z205  
**Session ID:** RC28 15

**Authors and Papers:**

**Marc Szytdlik** (University of Erfurt, Germany), *Social Inequality and Inheritance: A Comparison Between East and West "Germoney."

**Dalton Conley** (NYU, United States of America), *Silver Spoons and other Anachronisms: Intergenerational and Sibling Correlations in Wealth Occupational and Education and what they tell us about Inequality and Meritocracy*

**James Rice** (University of New South Wales, Australia), *Property, income, Leisure and Economic Stratification*

**Discussants:**

**Gary Sandefur** (University of Wisconsin-Madison, United States of America)

---

**Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15**

**Session 16: Educational Stratification**

**Chair:**

**Shu-Ling Tsai** (Academia Sinica, Taiwan, Taiwan)

**Location:** QUT-GP-M312  
**Session ID:** RC28 16

**Authors and Papers:**

**Gunn Elisabeth Birkelund** (University of Oslo, Norway), *Social Background and Educational Attainment, Norway 1950-2000*

**Louis Chauvel** (Institut D Etudes Politiques De Paris And OFCE, France), *Social Value of Education and Overeducation: An Assessment of the 'Easterlin Effect' in a Comparative Perspective (France, Germany, Great-Britain and the US*

**Kenneth Spenner** (Duke University, United States of America), **Claudia Buchmann**, *The Achievement Gap in US Higher Education: A Longitudinal study of Differential Educational Outcomes*

**Ruey-Ming Tsay** (Tunghai University, Taiwan), **Chin-Shan Chi**, *Exploring the Linkage of Education and the Labor Market in Taiwan: The Relationship of Training Networks and the Structure of Job Opportunity*

**Distributed Papers:**

**Shu-Ling Tsai** (Academia Sinica, Taiwan, Taiwan), **Yossi Shavit** (Tel Aviv University, Israel), *Higher Education in Taiwan: Expansion and Equality of Opportunity*

**Discussants:**

**Jan O Jonsson** (St George's Hospital Medical School, United Kingdom)

---

**Friday, 12 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45**

**Business Meeting**

**Chair:**

**TBA**

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z205  
**Session ID:** RC28 BM
Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: Imperialism, Crime and Criminology
Chair: Biko Agozino (Indiana University of Pennsylvania, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-S306  Session ID: RC29 01
Authors and Papers:
Biko Agozino (Indiana University of Pennsylvania, United States of America), Decolonising Criminology: A Critique of Imperialist Reason
Abdulah H M Al-Khalifah (Imam Muhammad Ibn Saud University, Saudi Arabia), Structural Determinants of Expatriate's Crimes in Saudi Arabia
Martin Innes, The Logics of Social Control in Late-Modern Societies
Willem Schinkel (Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Netherlands), The Will to Violence
Paula Wilcox (University of Brighton, United Kingdom), The Ambiguity of the Concept of Violence
Arnoldas Zdanevicius (Vytautas Magnus University, Lithuania), Ideology and Utopia of Criminological Knowledge
Domingos Abreu (Universidade Federal Do Ceará - BR, Brazil), La Justice et ses Victimes
Willem de Haan (University of Groningen, The Netherlands), Balthazar Beke, Gert-Jan Terlouw, Making Sense of "senseless violence": Offender, Victim and Witness Accounts of Street Violence

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 2: Urban Crime and Safe Cities
Chair: Ahti Laitinen (University of Turku, Finland)
Location: QUT-GP-S306  Session ID: RC29 02
Authors and Papers:
Anirban Banerjee (University of Burdwan, India), Preventing Suicide in the Kolkata Metro Railway
Jiri Burianek (Charles University, Czech Republic), Security Risk Perception and Normalisation in Social Transition: the Czech Case
Tarja Hilden-Paajanen, Motivated Urban Violence: A Description of Skinhead Violence in Finland
AL Salageev, AV Shashkin, Dark Sides of the Transition: Youth Criminal Careers in Russia
Jukka Torronen (The Finnish Foundation For Alcohol Studies, Finland), Seppo Soine-Rajanummi, Zero-tolerance Policing, Media and Community Reception: A Case of Tampere in Finland

Monday, 8 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 3: President's Session: New Conceptions of Violence: Crime, Terror and Security as Discourses, Course of Action and Outcomes: A Panel Discussion
Chair: Martha Huggins (Union College, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-S306  Session ID: RC29 03
Authors and Papers:
Sergio Adorno (University of Sao Paulo, Brazil), Democracy in Progress in Contemporary Brazil: Corruption, Organised Crime, Violence and New Paths to the Rule of Law
Darius Rejali (Reed College, United States of America), Torture, Democracy, and the New Discourse of Terror
PS Malik, Paradigm Shift in Perversion of Religion Behind Terror in India
Abdul-Mumim Sa'ad (CRD, Nigeria), The Political Economy of Crime, Terror, and Security: The Case of Nigeria
Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 4: Globalisation, Deviance and Drugs
Chair:
Joseph Donnermeyer
Location: QUT-GP-S306  Session ID: RC29 04

Authors and Papers:
David B Diaz, Fernando Wagner, Social Cohesion, Cultural Identity and Drug Use in Mexican Rural Communities
Maia Roussakova, (Saint-Petersburg Branch of Institute of Sociology of Russian Academy of Science, Russia), The Globalisation of Narcotism
RS Shrivatava, From Social Ritual To Drug Use: Transformation of a Sub-Culture
Victor N Shaw, Substance Use and Abuse: A Rational Choice Perspective
Alba Zaluar (Universidade Estadual Do Rio De Janeiro, Brazil), Drug trafficking and the Informal Market in Rio de Janeiro

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 5: Violence in the Developing and Developed Worlds
Chair:
Sergio Adorno (University of Sao Paulo, Brazil)
Maria Stela Porto Grossi (University of Brasilia, Brazil)
Cesar Barreira (SBS - Brazilian Society of Sociology, Brazil)
Jose Vicente Tavares Dos Santos (Federal University of Rio Grande Do Sul, Brazil)
Location: QUT-GP-S306  Session ID: RC29 05

Authors and Papers:
Steven Stack, Homicide Rates as Correlates of Death Penalty Support: An Analysis of 16 Nations.
Paulo Menezes (University of Sao Paulo, Brazil), Little Visual History of Violence
Yakov Gilinskiy (Sociological Institute, Russia), Violence in Russia: The Roots and Reality
Kayhan Mutlu (Middle East Technical University, Turkey), Conceptualisation of Police Officers in Turkey

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 6: Women and Deviance: Persistent and Changing Roles
Chair:
Maia Roussakova (Saint-Petersburg Branch of Institute of Sociology of Russian Academy of Science, Russia)
Victor N Shaw
Location: QUT-GP-S306  Session ID: RC29 06

Authors and Papers:
Francisca Omorodion (University of Regina, Canada), Nigerian Women Speak Out on Violence Against Women
Michael Debusscher, Popular Criminals, Robin Hoods and Jack the Rippers as Heroes
Jerzy Sarnecki, Girls in Delinquent Networks
Lalit Das, Adyasha Das, Atrocities on Women: An Indian Experience
Shahnaz Khan (St. Francis Xavier University, Canada), State Sanctioned Violence: Zina Laws in Pakistan
Samarendra Mohanty (Sambalpur University, India), Violence against Indian Women: Nature, Causes and Consequences
Adeyinka Aderinto, Sexual Violence Against the Girl-Child in Urban Nigeria

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 7: The Study of Deviance in Australia: The State of the Art
Chair:
Sharyn L Roach Anleu
Location: QUT-GP-S306  Session ID: RC29 07

Authors and Papers:
Jan Brace-Govan (Monash University, Australia), Weighty Matters: Control of Women's Access to Physical Strength
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Gary Foster (University of Queensland, Australia), Producing 'unnatural crime' and the Self Governing Moral Subject

Shaihul Md Islam, The Social Reproduction of Corruption: How Governmentality Influences the Subjectivity of People in Bangladesh

Patrick Jobes (School of Social Science, Australia), Elaine Barclay (University of New England, Australia), Joseph Donnermeyer, Cultural Conflict or Social Disorganisation: Competing Structures of Crime in Four Rural Australian Communities

Murray Lee (University of Western Sydney, Australia), Gendering the 'Fear of Crime'

Maxine Pitts, The Capacity to Control Crime and Corruption: The Papua New Guinea Experience

Bill Tyler (Northern Territory University, Australia), Justice? In the Outback: Mandatory Sentencing in the Northern Territory

Sharyn L Roach Anleu, Still Alive and Well: The Premature Obituary of Deviance

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

Session 8: Persistent and Recent Issues Surrounding Drugs

Chair:
Toni Makkai (Australian Institute of Criminology, Australia)

Location: QUT-GP-S306 Session ID: RC29_08

Authors and Papers:

Anthony Cortese, Drugs, Crime and Prison: The Social Control of Deviance

Lior Gideon, Abstaining for Drugs Abuse: Is it Possible to Win the Drug Cycle?

Howard Kaplan (Texas A&M University, United States of America), Glen Tolle, Parental Psychological Distress and Adolescent Substance Use: Intervening Processes

Toni Makkai (Australian Institute of Criminology, Australia), Drug Use Amongst Police Detainees

Henry J. Viheriäväära (Department of Educational Sciences & Teacher Education, Finland), Drugs Among Youngsters in Northern Finland

Grażyna Zajdow (Deakin University, Australia), What are We Scared Of?: The Absence of Sociology in Current Debates about Drug Treatments and Policies

RC29 Deviance and Social Control

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45

Session 9: Invited Speakers and Business Meeting

Chair:
Patrick Jobes (School of Social Science, Australia)

Location: QUT-GP-S306 Session ID: RC29_09

Authors and Papers:

Walter Gove (Vanderbilt University, United States of America), Issues that Must be Considered if Sociology is to Develop a Better Understanding of Deviant Behaviour

Discussants:
Martha Huggins (Union College, United States of America)

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

Session 10: Contemporary Issues in Criminology and Deviance

Chair:
Patrick Jobes (School of Social Science, Australia)

Location: QUT-GP-S306 Session ID: RC29_10

Authors and Papers:

Mario Arroyo (Universidad Nacional Autonoma De Mexico, Mexico), Homicide Victimisation in Mexico City

David Denham (University of Wolverhampton, United Kingdom), The Scandals in Further Education Colleges in England and Wales: A Suitable Topic for Criminology?

Sunday Erhabor Indumedia, The Street Child and Adult Criminal Outcomes in a Jail Population: An Empirical Study of Childhood Environment and Adult Criminal Outcomes

PS Malik, Roots of Terrorism

Juan Mario Fandino Marino, Leticia Schabbach, Aida Griza, Alex Telxeira, The Dynamics of Social Micro-Scenarios of Criminality: The Case of Southern Brazil

Marilia Ramos (University of Santa Cruz Do Sul, Brazil), Janet Wilmouth, Casual Reciprocal Effects Between Social Exchanges and Depression Among Older Adults in Southern Brazil

Louis Kontos (Long Island University, United States of America), Old and New Gangs in New York City and Long Island
Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: Thematic Seminar 1 - Work
Restructuring: Global and Local Implications
1.1 Labour Markets in Global-Local Scenarios. From industry to services
Chair:
Leni Beukema (Utrecht University, The Netherlands)
Jorge Carrillo (El Colegio De La Frontera Norte, Mexico)
Location: QUT-GP-M310 Session ID: RC30 01

Authors and Papers:
Leni Beukema (Utrecht University, The Netherlands), The restructuring of work: introduction paper
Nadya Guimaraes, Helena Hirata, Paula Montanger, Restructuring and unemployment in global metropolis: institutional logics, labour market mobility and unemployed biographies Sao Paulo vis-à-vis Paris and Tokyo
Anne Posthuma, Global Production and Local Labour: Contradictions and Trade-Offs
Jordi Micheli, The new economy of digitmanufacture and the impact for Internet Workers
Catley Bevan, Shayne Walton, Grice Walton, Sara Walton, Bitter to the loyal end? Every beer tells a story
Austrin Terry, Jackie West, Work, Sex and Gambling: Global Markets and Local Regimes of Regulation in Commercial Entertainment
Sabine Gensior (Brandenburg Technical University of Cottbus, Germany), Between Globalisation and Regionalisation: Organisational and Personal Networks
Thomas Klikauer, The Work of Seafarers from Kiribati in the Global Shipping Industry

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 2: Thematic Seminar 1 - Work
Restructuring: Global and Local Implications
1.2 Global Industries (Electronics, Garment and Autos). Restructuring and Local Jobs
Chair:
Leni Beukema (Utrecht University, The Netherlands)
Jorge Carrillo (El Colegio De La Frontera Norte, Mexico)
Location: QUT-GP-M310 Session ID: RC30 02

Authors and Papers:
May ao Hsung Ray, The Institutionalisation of Production Networks and Personnel Management for the Global Companies in Taiwan: Kodak and Canon Cases
Jorge Carrillo (El Colegio De La Frontera Norte, Mexico), Foreign Direct Investment and Local Linkages: Experiences and the Role of Policies. The Case of the Mexican Television Industry in Tijuana
Jean-Pierre Durand (Université De Paris-Evry, France), Main labour changes in French car industry
Jose Ricardo Ramalho (Federal University of Rio De Janeiro, Brazil), New forms of industrial organisation, regional development and the impact on work restructuring in Brazil
Byoung-Hoon Lee (Chung-Ang University, Korea), Fragmentation at Work: a Case Study on the Social Relations between Regular and Contracted Workers in a Korean Auto Company
Marta Novick, Gabriel Yoguel, Productive Networks and Social Management Technologies Innovation and Work in The Argentinean Industry. A Comparison Between Automobile and Steel Industries
Monday, 8 July 2002: 17:30 - 19:15
Session 3: Thematic Seminar I - Work Restructuring: Global and Local Implications
Chair: Jorge Carrillo (El Colegio De La Frontera Norte, Mexico)
Leni Beukema (Utrecht University, The Netherlands)
Location: QUT-GP-M310

Authors and Papers:
Cezar AM Guedes, Jorge L Rosario (ISEG - UT, Portugal), Communication and Knowledge: New configurations in labour process and spatial framework
Alfredo Huarte (El Colegio De La Frontera Norte, Mexico), Segmentation of Skills in the Mexican Northern Border, Challenges in A Globalised Region, Tijuana
Jens Lind, Towards more flexible employment patterns? The impact of service sector growth in Denmark
Sonja Larangeira (UFRGS, United States of America), Privatisation and deregulation of telecommunications in Brazil: the global influence and its social implications
Isabell Jinkings (Universidade Federal De Santa Catarina - UFSC, Brazil), Productive restructuring and labour market in the Santa Catarina Textile Industry

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 4: Daniel Cornfield
Chair: Alice Abreu (CNPq / UFRJ, Brazil)
António Brandão Moniz
Location: QUT-GP-M310

See Additions and Corrections

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 5: Thematic Seminar III - Time, Space and Family Life in the World of Work
Chair: Diane Gabrielle Tremblay (Tele-Universite, Canada)
Agnes Simonyi
Location: QUT-GP-M310

Authors and Papers:
Mia Vaisanen, The Blurring boundaries of working time and space
Jacques J van Hoof (University of Leiden, The Netherlands), Work as a central life interest in post-industrial society: recent changes in the centrality of work in the Netherlands
Parvin Gorayshi, Time, space and gender relation of power in the household production units
Ilene Philipson (Centre for Working Families, UC Berkeley, United States Of America), Living to work in the 21st century
Arja Lehto (Australian Catholic University, Australia), Mobile tele-working and the construction of masculinities
Ewa Gunnarsson (National Institute For Working Life, Sweden), Balancing, Flexibility, Mobility and Stability
Claire Wallace (Institute for Advanced Studies, Austria), Flexibilisation in Europe
Agnes Simonyi, Family Division of Work, Socialisation to Work of Young Generations, Child Work

See full details in Joint Session section
Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 6: Thematic Seminar III - Time, Space and Family Life in the World of Work III.2
Chair: Diane Gabrielle Tremblay (Tele- Universite, Canada)
Agnes Simonyi
Location: QUT-GP-M310 Session ID: RC30_06

Authors and Papers:
Gerard de Terssac, Jens Thoemmes (National Center for Scientific Research, France), Du travail de negotiation a la negotiation du travail: echange social sur le temps
Bila Sorj (Universidade Federal Do Rio De Janeiro, Brazil), Employment and Family Responsibilities in Brazil
Maria Trosse, Ulrich Mill, Particular issue of families working abroad. Growing importance of the phenomenon
Katrijn Vanderweyden-J Lauwers, Career breaks and part-time work: how does integration take place in the case of deviant labour pattern?
Vivian Shalla, On the Fly: Balancing paid and Unpaid Work in the Airline Industry
Rosantonietta Scaramaglia (Istituto Di Scienze Dell'Uomo E Dell'Ambiente - IULM University, Italy), Time spent on relationships and free time in the home
Bernard Fusulier (University of Aberdeen, United Kingdom), Work/Life Balance: Institutional Pressures and Organisational Dynamics
Judit Martin, The View from the top: the lives of female and male managers who are parents of pre-school children
Kay Timberger, Integrating single/children Adults into Family Leave Policies: Implications for Public Policy and Collective Bargaining in the US
Diane Gabrielle Tremblay (Tele- Universite, Canada), Working Time, Work and Family Balancing: Research Results from three Sectors in Canada

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 17:30 - 19:15
Session 7: Globalization and Regional Blocs: the implications for work
Chair: Alice Abreu (CNPq / UFRJ, Brazil)
Jean Ruffier
Location: QUT-GP-M310 Session ID: RC30_07

Authors and Papers:
Faustino Miguelez, Instability of employment and changes in Industrial Relations. The case of UE.

Marinus Pires de Lima (Ics - Iscte, Portugal), Employment and Social Exclusion in Portugal within the European Union context
Bechmann Bechmann, The Development of the Information Society and Globalisation of Work - Information Technologies, new forms of work and change in firm culture
Heike Jacobsen, Social Systems of Production and the Organisation of Service Work: The Retail Trade in European Countries and the United States,
Redi Gomiz, Internet and Global Implications in local context: The case of Samsung and Sony in NAFTA,
Xavier Richet, Foreign Direct Investment in Emerging Markets: Acquisition vs. Industrial Cooperation

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 8: Restructuring, Flexibilization and new kinds of work
Chair: Alice Abreu (CNPq / UFRJ, Brazil)
Jean Ruffier
Location: QUT-GP-M310 Session ID: RC30_08

Authors and Papers:
Wustner Kerstin (University of Augsburg, Germany), New forms of Work and Their Implications for Occupational Stress
Valeria Dubenigno, The Informal Sector and the Labour Strategies of Families in Buenos Aires during the 90-ies
José Alonso (Colegio De Tlaxcala A.C., México), El impacto de la globalización neoliberal através del tratado de libre comercio de norte america en la fuerza de trabajo maquiladora
Mark Thomas, Regulating Flexibility: Employment Standards, Labour Market Segmentation, and the 'Politics of Production
Monica Gina Durstberger (C/o Universidad Nacional De Colombia, Iepri (Instituto De Estudios Politicos Y R, Colombia), Applying functional and hermeneutic analysis to reconstruct the system of action of social scientists working in research in Mexico, Spain, and Colombia
Schulz Schulz, Educational services as commodity production
Ran Chermesh (Ben-Gurion University, Israel), Dyad and the Triad in Employment Relations
Cezar Augusto Miranda Guedes, Jorge L. Rosario (Iseg - Utl, Portugal), Communication and knowledge: new configurations in labour process and spatial framework

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Chair: Giles Verpraet (Cnrs, France)
Location: QUT-GP-Q216  Session ID: J3052
See full details in Joint Session section

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 9: Thematic Seminar IV - Identities at Work: Gender, Race and Ethnicity IV.1
Chair: Prema Rajagopalan (Indian Institute of Technology, India)
Ban Jee Chun (Hoseo University, Korea)
Location: QUT-GP-M310  Session ID: RC30.09

Authors and Papers:
Catarina Oliveira (SociNova - New University of Lisbon, Portugal), Entrepreneurial initiatives: The case of Chinese immigrants in Portugal
Steve Fenton, Young adults engagements with employment, with gender and ethnicity as key dimensions
Jo Entwistle, Keeping up appearances - Aesthetic labour and identity at work at the modelling industry
Albert Scherr, Racism as a part of young workers identities. The situation of young industrial workers in a post-industrial society and their making of social identities at work
Paivi Korvajarvi (University of Tampere, Finland), Gender neutrality as a base for gender identities at work
Ronald B Crawford (Human Resource & Organisational Development Consultancy, United Kingdom), Gender, Race and Ethnic relations at work: an empirical analysis

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 10: Thematic Seminar IV - Identities at Work: Gender, Race and Ethnicity IV.2
Chair: Prema Rajagopalan (Indian Institute of Technology, India)
Ban Jee Chun (Hoseo University, Korea)
Location: QUT-GP-M310  Session ID: RC30.10

Authors and Papers:
Randy Hodson (Ohio State University, United States of America), Demography or dignity? Work group demography versus organizational dynamics as determinants of meaning and satisfaction at work
Henrique Caetano Nardi (Unisinos University, Brazil), The subjectivation process of two generation of metallurgic workers in the south of Brazil
Stella Maile (UWE, Bristol, United Kingdom), Maeve Landman (UWE, Bristol, United Kingdom), The bonds that break us: family experiences and orientations to work in the modern organisation
Kiran Mirchandani (University of Toronto, Canada), The Emotion Work of Self Employment - an Integrative Race, Class and Gender Analysis
Damian O'Doherty, Hugh Willmott, Debating Labour Process Theory: The Issue of Subjectivity and the Relevance of Poststructuralism

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 17:30 - 19:15
Session 11: Organizational aspects of work
Chair: Jean Ruffier
Alice Abreu (CNPq / UFRJ, Brazil)
Location: QUT-GP-M310  Session ID: RC30.11

Authors and Papers:
Martin Forsey (University of Western Australia, Australia), Devolution and its Discontents: An Ethnographic Study of Organizational Change in a Western Australian Government High School.
Verna Blewett (New Horizon Consulting Pty Ltd, Australia), Navigating the industrial turf: Lost leaders in organizational change
Bechmann Bechmann, The Development of the Information Society and Globalisation of Work Information Technologies, new forms of work and change in firm culture
Albert L Mok (University of Antwerp, Belgium), "la théorie et l'histoire du travail"

Roberto Grün, Models of enterprise, models of world: Some remarks about the cultural forms of the neo-liberal credo and the resistance against it. São Carlos (SP)

Young-Jin Choi (University of Hawaii at Manoa, United States of America), East Asian-invested enterprises in China: Labour Disputes from Organizational Perspectives

Gregory Schwartz, Wages and Employment Restructuring at the Russian Industrial Enterprise

José Luis Martin Romero, Cuban adjustment in the 90s and their labour impact.

Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 12: Special session on Specific Theme of the Congress - Difference and Politics - Labour Politics and Work

Chair:
Daniel Cornfield (Vanderbilt University, United States of America)
Antonio Brandão Moniz

Location: QUT-GP-M310 Session ID: RC30 12

Authors and Papers:
Luis LM Aguiar, Cleaners Resist 'clean-up' in the Global City"

Sylvia Haladjian (Saint Joseph University & Holy Spirit University of Kaslik, Lebanon), Les organisations professionnelles face aux nouvelles dimensions de la vie active

Byoung-Hoon Lee (Chung-Ang University, Korea), Fragmentation at Work: a Case Study on the Social Relations between Regular and Contracted Workers in a Korean Auto Company"

Klaus Schmierl (Institute For Social Research Munich, Germany), Hybridization of the German System of Industrial Relations Continuities and Discontinuities within a Process of Radical Change"

Shaun Wilson (Australian National University, Australia), Labour Movements and the New Politics"

Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 13: Thematic Seminar V - The uses of Sociology of Work. Closing Session

Chair:
Jean Ruffier
Juan Jose Castillo

Location: QUT-GP-M310 Session ID: RC30 13
Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: Migration Theory
Chair:
Han Entzinger (Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Netherlands)
Location: QUT-GP-Z504
Session ID: RC31_01

Authors and Papers:
David Bartram (University of Reading, United Kingdom), Negative Cases of International Migration: Causes and Impacts of Having Few Immigrants
Guillermina Jasso (New York University, United States of America), Deriving Implications from Justice Theory and Status Theory of Migration Phenomena
Naoto Higuchi (University of Tokushima, Japan), Toward Comparative Analysis of Migration Systems: The Case of Brazilian Return Migration to Japan
Peter Kivisto (Augustana College, United States of America), Developing conceptual Linkages between Assimilation as Civic Incorporation and Transnational Social Spaces
Annie PhizackJea (University of Warwick, United Kingdom), Transnationalism, Gender and Class

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 2: Methodologies of Migration Research
Chair:
Peter McDonald (The Australian National University, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-Z504
Session ID: RC31_02

Authors and Papers:
Siew-Ean Khoo (Australian Centre For Population Research, Australia), Peter McDonald (The Australian National University, Australia), Adjusting for change of status in international migration

Monday, 8 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 3: Refugee Movements: Resettlement and Resistance
Chair:
Michael Lanphier (York University, Canada)
Location: QUT-GP-Z504
Session ID: RC31_03

Authors and Papers:
Lawrence Lam (York University, Canada), Michael Lanphier (York University, Canada), Settlement after crisis: Kosovars in Ontario, Canada
Kathleen Valtonen (University of The West Indies, Trinidad), From the Margin to the Mainstream: Conceptualising Refugee Integration Processes in Third Country Resettlement
Hisako Matsuo (Saint Louis University, United States of America), Resettlement Process of Refugee Immigrants from Bosnia and Herzegovina in St Louis
Liz Eckermann (Deakin University, Australia), War refugees and quality of life
Val Colic Peisker, Bosnians in Australia: the white 'refugee elite'?
Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 4: Migration and Citizenship
Chair: Catherine Wihtol de Wenden
Location: QUT-GP-Z504  Session ID: RC31_04

Authors and Papers:
Tamar Horowitz (Ben Gurion University Israel, Israel), From passive citizenship to active citizenship
Hideki Tarumoto (Hokkaido University, Japan), The challenge to the citizenship debate reconsidered from Japanese experiences
Antonio Custodio Goncalves, Multiculturalism: The challenges to social solidarities and political powers
Paul Statham, A Europeanization of Islam? Political participation and mobilisation by Muslim minorities in five European countries
Eliezer Ben-Rafael (Tel-Aviv University, Israel), Yosef Gorny, From melting pot to multiculturalism: The case of Israel

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 5: Integration and Multiculturalism
Chair: Catherine Wihtol de Wenden
Location: QUT-GP-Z504  Session ID: RC31_05

Authors and Papers:
Bettine Stadler, Integration at the workplace
Dimi Giorgas (Australian National University, Australia), Social capital and social distance: The integration of immigrants in Australian society
David Mittelberg (Oranim - Academic College of Education, Israel), Nikolay Borschevsky, National minority, national mentality and communal ethnicity: The change in ethnic identity of Jews from the Soviet Union in the Israeli kibbutz
Ricard Moren-Alegret (Migrations Research Group, Spain), Social integration vs. Systemic integration logics and the arrival of transnational immigration. The involvement of organisations in Spain and Portugal
Anne Reynolds, Multiculturalism and the Australian identity: The contribution of Italian foodways and dining customs
Anna Ferro, The Italian community in Boston, identity construction and social integration
Ingrid Muenstermann (Flinders University of South Australia, Australia), The price of integration. Some thoughts on the limited intergenerational achievements of second generation Germans in Australia
Domigo Barroella Camarero, Variable employment determines the integration of immigrants: The case of Talayuela and Coria (Cáceres, Spain)

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 6: Migration Policies
Chair: Maria Baganha
Location: QUT-GP-Z504  Session ID: RC31_06

Authors and Papers:
Krystyna Iglicka, Migration policy for an enlarged EU - A perspective of candidate countries
Eunice Akemi Ishikawa (The International University of Kagoshima, Japan), Migration policies versus social reality: Migration movement from Brazil to Japan
Ana Paula Beja Horta, Immigration politics in post-colonial Portugal: A critical analysis of recent trends
Lydumila Korel (Russia), Interregional Migration in Contemporary Russia: Flight from economic disorder or mirror of emerging market?
SK Kuthiala (University of North Florida, United States of America), Should America legalize illegal immigrants?
Sandra Gil, Spanish migration policy: Constructing the boundaries
Susana Novick, Políticas migratorias durante la democracia: Argentina 1983-1999
Leticia Calderon, La otra cara de la luna: Políticas migratorias de extensión de derechos políticos de parte de los países expulsores

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 7: Gender and Migration: 1st Session
Chair: Devanayak Sundaram (Centre for Research in New International Economic Order, India)
Kesav Kaistha
Location: QUT-GP-Z504  Session ID: RC31_07

Authors and Papers:
Joana Ribeiro (University of Coimbra, PORTUGAL), A transnational gendered community. Women mobilities in the Portuguese health sector
Jose Carlos Marques (Portuguese Catholic University, Portugal), Pedro Gois (University Porto, Portugal), Women migrants: from latecomers to primary actors

Prakash Jain, Aspects of South Asian female migration to the Gulf countries

Ritu Sinha (Jawaharlal Nehru University, India), Women and migration: Nationalism and selected diasporic Indian communities

Maria Jesus Miranda Lopez, M Teresa Martin Palomo, Non-national women in prison

Ray Jureidini (American University of Beirut, Lebanon), Temporary migrant labor and vulnerability: Foreign female domestic workers in the Middle East

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Joint Session of RC06 and RC31: Migration and Family
Chair:
Ursula Mehrlander
Bernard Nauck (Chemnitz University of Technology, Germany)
Location: QUT-GP-S405B Session ID: J 06 31

See full details in Joint Session section

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 8: Gender and Migration: 2nd Session
Chair:
Devanayak Sundaram (Centre for Research in New International Economic Order, India)
Kesav Kaistha
Location: QUT-GP-Z504 Session ID: RC31 08

Authors and Papers:
Arup P Bali (Indian Council of Social Science Research[ICSSR], India), Gender and migration: Issue of elderly women
Kesav Kaistha, Migration of women in development transition: Patterns and consequences
Vijayalakshmi Reddy, Migration and its effects on the girl child
Dianne E Looker (Acadia University, Canada), Gender and migration in Canada
Sanghita Bhattacharyya (Jawaharlal Nehru University, India), Dimension relating to economic migration of females in India: A regional analysis

Martha Luz Rojas, Hugo Angeles Cruz, Migration and work of Guatemalan women on the southern border of Mexico

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Joint Session of RC05 and RC31: Migration and Racism
Chair:
Lydio Tomasi (Center For Migration Studies, United States of America)
Kogila Adam-Moodley
Location: QUT-GP-Z504 Session ID: J 05 31

See full details in Joint Session section

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 10: Immigrant and Ethnic Entrepreneurship 1st Session
Chair:
Lloyd L Wong (University of Calgary, Canada)
Location: QUT-GP-Z504 Session ID: RC31 10

Authors and Papers:
Ivan Light (University of California, United States of America), Immigrant Place Entrepreneurs in Los Angeles, 1970-1999
Martin N Marger (Michigan State University, Canada), Attracting Immigrant Entrepreneurs: The Canadian and American Experiences
Kwok Bun Chan, Cultural Integration and Business Conduct: Singaporean Chinese Doing Business in China
Magdalena Barros (Centre for Research and Postgraduate Studies in Social Anthropology, Mexico), The Making of a Mexican Economic Enclave. The Case of the Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Business in Los Angeles, USA
Nuno Dias (Socinova, Portugal), Immigrant Entrepreneurs in Portugal: challenging concepts

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 11: Immigrant and Ethnic Entrepreneurship 2nd Session
Chair:
Lloyd L Wong (University of Calgary, Canada)
Location: QUT-GP-Z504 Session ID: RC31 11

See full details in Joint Session section
XV World Congress of Sociology

Authors and Papers:

Jan Rath (University of Amsterdarn/IMES, The Netherlands), Immigrants and the Tourist Industry
Karl Froschauer (Simon Fraser University, Canada), Immigrant Entrepreneurs: The Un-skilled, De-skilled, or Re-skilled?
Nicholas Harney (University of Western Australia, Australia), Italian, Eyetalian or Italy Inc.: Making a Space for Second Generation Migrants
Josephine Smart (University of Calgary, Canada), The Role of Cultural Capital in Entrepreneurship-Chinese Restaurants in Rural Alberta, Canada
Walter Lalich (University of Technology Sydney, Australia), Ethnic social entrepreneurship: The Development of Ethnic Community Capital in Sydney

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Joint Session of RC09 and RC31: Migration, Transnationalism and World Development. Joint session of RC09 and RC31
Chair:
Han Entzinger (Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Netherlands)
Ulrike Schuerkens (Hunbolt University, France)

Authors and Papers:
Zhanna Zayonchkovskaya (Institute of Economic Forecasting, Russia), Labour migration as a means of social adaptation to the economic crisis in the CIS
Olga Tchoudinovskikh (Moscow State University, Russia), Russia: pushing and pulling international migrants - what do we know about the reasons and consequences?
Arif Yunosov, Migration in post-Soviet Azerbaijan: The main stages, tendencies and perspectives
Elena Tiuriukanova, Women’s migration in context of the global migration regime: A view from Russia
Tatiana Ioudina (Moscow State Social University, Russia), Emigration of Russians: New realities and prospects

Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 13: Migration in the Asia Pacific Region
Chair:
Paul Spoonley (Massey University, New Zealand)

Authors and Papers:
Piyasiri Wickramasekara, Reflections on irregular migration: Trends and policies in Asia
Kieu-Dung Vu (Michigan State University, United States of America), Adaptation processes for migrating women in Hanoi
Ji-Ping Lin (Institute of Labor Studies, Taiwan), Impact of foreign labor on the internal mobility of domestic labor in Taiwan
Andrew P Davidson, Rosa Dai, Transnational spaces and sociocultural networks: Chinese women migrants in Sydney

Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 14: Migration in China and Chinese Diasporas
Chair:
Kam Wing Chan (University of Washington, United States of America)

Authors and Papers:
Kam Wing Chan (University of Washington, United States of America), Recent migration processes in Georgia
Eugene Karssinets, Elena Dolguikh, Illegal labour migration and employment in the underground economy of Russia
Tamara Potemkina (Moscow State Social University, Russia), International migration and problems of citizenship in the former USSR republics (CIS countries)
Ludmila Ledeneva, International migration of Russians for study and training abroad
Yelena Zimovina, The outside migration role in the forming of population of Kazakhstan (1960-1990)
**Sunday**

Tsoi (Lingnan University, China), William Lee,
*The social experience of new immigrant women from the PRC in Hong Kong*

Marketa Moore-Mezlikova (Hong Kong University, Hong Kong), *Community in flux: The Chinese in the Czech Republic*

Fei Guo (Macquarie University, Australia), Robyn Iredale, Luo Keren, *Government policies and return migration: Emerging trend of reversal of brain drain in China*

Andrew Kabukowicz, *Forgetting and remembering: Jewish migration in China*

---

**Friday, 12 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45**

**Session 15: New Trends in International Migration Research**

**Chair:**

Han Entzinger (Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Netherlands)

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z504 **Session ID:** RC31_15

**Authors and Papers:**

Wim Blauw (Erasmus University, The Netherlands), *Recruitment strategies and labour migration*

Manuela Mendes, *A portrait of the immigration phenomenon in Portugal in the early 21st century. Leading trends and characteristics*

Rui P Pires (ISCTE, Portugal), *Multiculturalism as counterstigmatisation*

Sanjay K Roy (North Bengal University, India), *The Bengali refugees in India: Statelessness, rehabilitation and citizenship*

Claire Wagner (University of Pretoria, South Africa), *A systemic study of South African emigrants' experience of the Canadian economy*

---

**Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 19:00 - 20:00**

**Business Meeting, plus dinner (RC31 Members only)**

**Chair:**

Han Entzinger (Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Netherlands)

**Location:** TBA **Session ID:** RC31 BM
RC32 Women in Society
Mujer y sociedad
Femmes et société
Coordinator: Ann Denis, Angela Miles

Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: Globalization, Gender and Social Change (Special Session on Congress Theme)
Chair:
Esther Ngan-ling Chow (American University, United States of America)
Kalpana Kannabiran (NALSAR University of Law and Asmita Resource Centre For Women, India)
Location: QUT-GP-S408
Session ID: RC32 01

Authors and Papers:
Kathryn B Ward (Southern Illinois University, United States of America), Jean L Pyle (University of Massachusetts, United States of America), Recasting Theories of Gender and Work During Global Restructuring
Ann Denis (University of Ottawa, Canada), Globalization, Women and (In)equity in the South and North: constraint and resistance in Barbados and Canada
Bandana Purkayastha (University of Connecticut, United States of America), Mangala Subramaniam (Purdue University, United States of America), Women's Organising, Knowledge, and Social Change in the Globalizing World
Erelia Shadmi (Beit Berl College, Israel), The Paradoxes of Whiteness: The Contemporary Women's Peace Movement in Israel
Sharmila Rege (HSS, IIT, India), Gender in the Times of Globalisation and Hindutva: An Analysis of the 'Cultural Issues' in India
Janet M Arnado (Virginia Tech, United States of America), Class Mobility and Social Status in Paid Domestic Work: Filipina Local and Transnational Domestics
Karen Giffin (National School of Public Health, Brazil), Revisiting Women in Law, Medicine, Engineering and Architecture: Work Relations, Class Relations, Family Relations

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 2: Women and Social Change: Local Impacts of Policy Change on Women in the (Global) South and North
Chair:
Veena Poonacha (SNDT Women's University, India)
Location: QUT-GP-S408
Session ID: RC32 02

Authors and Papers:
Shelley Feldman (Cornell University, United States of America), Michelle Adato (International Food Policy Research Institute, United States of America), Gender and Social Safety Nets: Unveiling Contradictory Consequences of Poverty Reduction Strategies
Lyдумila Korel (Russia), Women in Russia: Price of the Search of a New Identity
Elizabeth Mathew (Loyola College of Social Sciences, India), Kerala Women and Development Policy
Helen Meshkova, Nadezhda Kuznetsova, Some Constraints in Achieving Gender Parity in Transforming Russia
Anne Statham (University of Wisconsin Parkside, United States of America), Mary Kay Schleiter (University of Wisconsin Parkside, United States of America), Katherine Rhoades (University of Wisconsin Eau Claire, United States of America), Resistance and Transformation Among Women Impacted by Welfare Reform in Wisconsin, USA
Irina O Tiourina (Institute of Sociology, RAS, Russia), Men and Women in Russia: Contemporary analysis from the viewpoint of employment and family relations
Ranjay Vardhan, Impact of Legislation on Family and Women
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Monday, 8 July 2002: 20:00 - 20:55
Chair: Gwen Moore
Location: QUT-GP-S408 Session ID: RC32_03a

Authors and Papers:
Swapan Kumar Pramanick (University of Calcutta, India), Women and Politics in India: Quotas as Antidote to Marginalisation and Peripheralization
Meral Sagir (Akdeniz University Faculty of Economics & Administrative Sciences Department, Turkey), Opinions of Youth in Turkey About Women's Political Participation
V Vijayalakshmi (Institute For Social & Economic Change, Nagarbhavi P.O., Bangalore-560 072, IN, India), Power, Identity and Differences: Women and Local Governance in Karnataka India
Eileen Drew (Trinity College Dublin, Ireland), Career Trajectories: Convergence or Divergence?
Elisabeth Michielsens (University of Westminster, United Kingdom), Women and Public Power: Class Does Make a Difference
Renata Siemienska (Warsaw University, Poland), Elites' Value Orientations

Distributed Papers:
Gwen Moore (University at Albany, SUNY, United States of America), Gendering Elite Networks: Perceptions and Reality
Michal Palgi (Emek Yezreel College, Israel), Elite, Gender and Mentors

Monday, 8 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 3: Concurrent Roundtables: b) Feminists Studying Men and Masculinities.
Chair: Rhoda Reddock (University of The West Indies, Trinidad And Tobago)
Angela Miles (University of Toronto, Canada)
Location: TBA Session ID: RC32_03b

Authors and Papers:
Edwin Segal (University of Louisville, United States of America), Variations in Masculinity from a Cross Cultural Perspective
Jeff Hearn (University of Manchester/Swedish School of Economics, Helsinki, Finland), European-Wide Critical

Monday, 8 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 3: Concurrent Roundtables: c) Intimate Relations through the Feminist Lens.
Chair: Susan McDaniel (University of Alberta, Canada)
Location: TBA Session ID: RC32_03c

Authors and Papers:
Cora Baddock, Intimate relations and the gendering of 'distant care'
Pauline Bart (UCLA, United States Of America), Protean Women: The Liquidity of Female Sexuality
Mary Homes, An Intimate Distance? The Gendered Management of Distance Relationships
Riitta Kyllo nen, Making Sense of Feminist Representations. The Case of Women's Family Orientation
Michelle Lee (National University of Malaysia, Malaysia), The Politics of Transgenderism and Sexuality: Mak-Nyas (Transgenderists) in Malaysia
Nese Oztur m, Articulated Identities, Overlapping Discourses. Islamic Women (hetero)sexualize their Everyday Lives while try to desexualize their bodies; the case of Turkey
Barbara J Risman (North Carolina State University, United States of America), After the Sexual Revolution: Gender Politics in American Teens' Dating
Felizitas Sageb iel (University of Wuppertal, Germany), Female Friendships and Social Change in East Germany

Monday, 8 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 3: Concurrent Roundtables: d) Spanish Language Roundtable: Las estructuras de género y los cambios en las relaciones sociales, las identidades y las instituciones económicas, políticas y culturales.
Chair: Esperanza Tunon Pablos (El College De La Frontera Sur, México)
Location: TBA Session ID: RC32_03d

Studies on Men: Asking Theoretical, Substantive, Political and Practical Questions
Marion Teodosio de Quadros, Men and Contraception in Different Social Groups in Pernambuco
Marcia Kovitz (McGill University, Canada), Why Feminists Should Study (the) Military (Masculinities)
Authors and Papers:

Rosa Maria Henriquez Rodriguez, *La feminización: ¿un problema de cambio social o de visibilidad?*

Gina Zabludovsky (Unam, Mexico), *Las estructuras de género y los cambios en las instituciones económicas*

Carmen Garcia (University of Barcelona, Spain), *Cambios institucionales y societales donde las mujeres venezolanas han sido las protagonistas*

Katia Lurbe Puerto (Universitat Autònoma De Barcelona, Spain), *¿Racializando las desigualdades en salud? La gestión de la diversidad étnica en la atención a la salud mental."

Maria Cristina Gomes da Conceição, *El diálogo entre los hombres y las mujeres en la situación familiar*

Esperanza Tunon Pablos (El College De La Frontera Sur, México), *Sexualidad y trayectorias de vida de las mujeres y hombres jóvenes en México*

Monday, 8 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45

**Session 3e: Concurrent Roundtables:**

**French Language Roundtable:** Thème libre autour des axes suivants: les structures sexuées et les changements sexués dans les institutions sociales, économiques, politiques, culturelles, dans les rapports sociaux ou dans les identités.

**Chair:** Fatou Diop (Senegal)

**Location:** TBA  
**Session ID:** RC32_03e

Authors and Papers:

Sika Eliev (University of Québec À Montréal, Canada), *Être femme de science et cadre supérieur dans une entreprise majoritairement masculine*

Armelle Testenoire (GRIS, Université De Rouen, France), *Des trajectoires professionnelles entre inactivité et précarité: la situation des jeunes femmes peu qualifiées*

Veronica Polycarpo, *Images masculines et féminines dans le téléénovela brazillien*

Sall Mohamadou (Catholic University of Louvain, Belgium), *Genre et comportement électoral au Sénégal: une lecture à partir des données de l’enquête du GERCOP de 1996 dans la région de Saint Louis*

Fatou Diop (Senegal), *Électeurs, Électrices, Quelles Différences? Étude du comportement électoral selon le genre au Sénégal*

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

**Session 4: Gender, Diversity and Displacement: Nationalisms, Ethnicities, Migration and Forced Relocation**

**Chair:**

Fatima Daud (University of Malaya, Malaysia)
Margaret Abraham (New York University, United States Of America)

**Location:** QUT-GP-S408  
**Session ID:** RC32_04

Authors and Papers:

Abha Chauhan, *Forced Migration and Unintended Consequences: The Case of Kashmir Pandit Women in India*

Caetana Maria Damasceno (Universidade Federal Rural Do Rio De Janeiro, Brazil), *CAROLINA and FRANCISCA: Memories, Culture, 'Race' and Identities (Some reflections on events in the lives of Carolina Maria de Jesus and Francisca Souza da Silva)*

Fatima Daud (University of Malaya, Malaysia), *Ethnic Polarisation among Female Undergraduates in Malaysian Universities*

Margareth Gonçalves (Universidade Federal Rural Do Rio De Janeiro, Brazil), *The Quest of the Exotic: Women's Travel Books*

Ayse Gunes Ayata (Middle East Technical University, Turkey), *Women as Identity Makers: the Case of Urban Alevi in Turkey*

Helen Johnson (University of Queensland, Australia), *A Fugitive Moment of Grace*

Pavla Miller (RMIT University, Australia), *Fertility, gender regimes and ethnicity in Australia*

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

**Session 5: Gender, Nation and the (Post-)Colonial Condition: Dilemmas for Feminist Activism**

**Chair:**

Nandita Sharma (University of British Columbia, Canada)
Ann Denis (University of Ottawa, Canada)
Veena Poonacha (SNDT Women's University, India)

**Location:** QUT-GP-S408  
**Session ID:** RC32_05

Authors and Papers:

Mahmoud Dhaouadi, *Tunisian's Womens Strained Social Status as Reflected in the Verbal Discourses of Adaa (word cursing) and the Franco-Arabe*
Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 6: New Possibilities for Feminist Activism in Asia and the South Pacific
Chair: Suzanne Franzway (University of South Australia, Australia)
Chilla Bulbeck (Adelaide University, Australia)
Catherine Richmond (La Trobe University, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-S408  Session ID: RC32_06

Authors and Papers:
Margaret Mishra (Monash University, Fiji), Marama Tok: 'Feminism' in Fiji
Rachel Rinaldo (University of Chicago, United States of America), Globalization, Cultural Flows, and Feminist Activists in Indonesia
Sinith Sittinak (Thammasat University, Thailand), Establishing Women's Studies in Thailand
Sandra Taylor (Queensland University of Technology, Australia), Discourses of difference in gender equity policy in Australian education: feminism and marginalisation
Chilla Bulbeck (Adelaide University, Australia), Young Asians and Gender Issues

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:45
Session 8: Women's Health and Wellness
Chair: Lilian M Olivera
Location: QUT-GP-S408  Session ID: RC32_08

Authors and Papers:
Neelam Sharma, Gender Inequality and Women's Health: An Empirical Study of the Factors Affecting their Health
Manik Chandrakant Mane (Venutai Commerce College, India), A Study of Santal Tribal Mothers Through ICDS
Manik Chandrakant Mane (Venutai Commerce College, India), AIDS affected Women in India: A Sociological Exploration
Rebecca Albury (University of Wollongong, Australia), A Substantial Risk? Pregnancy, Parental Testing and Discourses of Risk
Adeyinka Aderinto, Domestic Violence Against Women in South-Western Nigeria: Implications for Women's Health
Aldenora Cristina Costa Lima, Lilian M Olivera, Sexual Education in the Home, in the Street or at School? Social representation of pregnant adolescents in Sao Luis-MA, Brazil
Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45  
Session 9: Feminist Sociological Perspectives: Exchanges and Debates Within and Across Different Linguistic Cultures  
Chair: Francine Descarries (UQAM (Université Du Québec À Montréal), Canada)  
Location: QUT-GP-S408  
Session ID: RC32_09

Authors and Papers:  
Francine Descarries (UQAM (Université Du Québec À Montréal), Canada), Opening commentary on the objectives of the session  
Miriam Adelman (Federal University of Parana, Brazil), The voice and the listener: feminist theory and the sociological canon  
Diane Richardson (University of Newcastle, United Kingdom), Sexuality, Citizenship and Feminism  
Candis Steenbergen, Yolande Cohen (University Du Québec À Montréal, Canada), The Social World in the Twenty First Century: Ambivalent Legacies and Rising Challenges  
Tere Sorde-Marti (Harvard University, United States of America), Other Woman: A New Approach in the Feminist Movement

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15  
Session 10: Women, Education and Educational (and other) Institutions: Local Impacts of Policy Change on Women in the (Global) South and North  
Chair: Veena Poonacha (SNDT Women's University, India)  
Location: QUT-GP-S408  
Session ID: RC32_10

Authors and Papers:  
Ramesh Madan, Literacy, Occupation, Development and Persistent Gender Bias in the New Millennium: Comparison India and Japan  
Barbara Mori (Cal Poly - SLO CA, Japan), The Future Through the Eyes of Chinese Women Students  
Ann Brooks (Massey University, New Zealand), Academic and Corporate Work Identities and Organisational Change in Hong Kong and Singapore: Globalization, Corporate Restructuring and Changing Work Identities in Southeast Asia

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15  
Session 11: Transformative Potentials and Pitfalls of the New Information Technology for Women  
Chair: D Jayalakshmi (India)  
Jan Pahl (University of Kent, United Kingdom)  
Location: QUT-GP-S408  
Session ID: RC32_11

Authors and Papers:  
D Jayalakshmi (India), Women in New Information Technology: New Opportunities and Gender Polarisation  
Dianne E Looker (Acadia University, Canada), Women and information technology: an exploration of the complexities  
Capitolina Diaz Martinez, Chattering and surfing. Different approaches of girls and boys to the new information technologies  
Jan Pahl (University of Kent, United Kingdom), Women and Money in the Electronic Economy  
Barbara Pini (Queensland University of Technology, Australia), 'We Finally have a Voice': A Case Study of Rural Women's Activism using New Information Technologies  
Sundari Krishnamurthy (Stella Maris College, India), Probing Beyond Paradigms Through Case Studies from India: Information Technology for Women  
Raelene Wilding (The University of Western Australia, Australia), Information Technology and Relations of Care between Migrant Women and their Ageing Parents

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45  
Session 12: Women, Money and Livelihoods: Paid and Unpaid Work  
Chair: Mechtilde Hart (Depaul University, United States of America)  
Location: QUT-GP-S408  
Session ID: RC32_12

Authors and Papers:  
Esther Ngan-Iing Chow (American University, United States of America), Ray-may Hsung, Guo Xuan Cai, Jan Currie (Murdoch University, Australia), Bev Thiele, Trish Harris, Alternative Visions to Corporatized Universities  
Nina Toren (Hebrew University, Israel), Why So Slow? Why So Little: Transforming Women's Status in Academia
Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 13b: Research on Changing Life Patterns of Women: Using a Variety of Methods. Concurrent Methodology Workshops
Chair:
Janet Z Giele (Heller School, Brandeis University, United States of America)

Participants:
Medelina K Hendytio
Janet Z Giele (Heller School, Brandeis University, United States of America)
Rae Lesser Blumberg (University of Virginia, United States of America)
Nadide Karkiner (Anadolu University, Turkey)
Mehmet Ecevit (Middle East Technical University, Turkey)
Erlyn Shukmadewi
Cecilia Susiloretno
Hesti R Wijaya (Brawijaya University and HomeNet Indonesia, Indonesia)
Astrid Dionisio

Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 13c: Gender Analysis: Methodological and Conceptual Potentials and Pitfalls. Concurrent Methodology Workshops
Chair:
Ludmila Schcerbich

Authors and Papers:
Demetris Demetriou (University of Sydney, Australia), Action Structure and Structuration in Feminist Theories of Gender
Minako Konno (University of Tokyo, Japan), A Methodological Risk of Gender Analysis: an example of Analysis of Women in Management Careers Track in Japan
Ludmila Schcerbich, New niche in the economy: gender analysis
Friday, 12 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 14: Indigenous Women's Knowledge and Organising: Social, Economic and Legal Issues
Chair:
Flora Baouin-McCann
Helen Hill
Location: QUT-GP-S408 Session ID: RC32_14

Authors and Papers:
Beverly Burns, Australian Indigenous Customary Law, versus the Law of Precedent: Does Justice Prevail?
R Vijaya Krishna Naidu, This group’s ways are different!
Helen Hill, Women, reconciliation and reconstruction in East Timor and Bougainville
Catherine Richmond, Australian Aboriginal Women’s Health
Vivian Steadman, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander women mature students: Support Services - the way forward

Saturday, 13 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 15: Double Session: Transformative Challenges for Feminist Movements(s) in the 21st Century. Part 1: Emancipatory Politics
Chair:
Vanaja Dhruvarajan (University of Winnipeg, Canada)

Authors and Papers:
Damayanti Banerjee, Claiming One’s Space: Contesting Identities and the Immigrant South Asian Women in United States
Parvin Ghorayshi, Women on the Move: Rural Iranian Women Transform their Lives
D Janaki, Imperialism and Women’s Emancipatory Politics - A case study of India
Alaka Sarmah, Women and Politics: A Case Study of Assam

Saturday, 13 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Joint Session of RC01, RC06 and RC32: Gender, work and family issues in predominantly male occupations
Chair:
Mady Segal (University of Maryland, United States Of America)
Ann Denis (University of Ottawa, Canada)

Authors and Papers:
Alaka Sarmah, Women and Politics: A Case Study of Assam
Pamela Trevithick, We’ve come too far to give up now: translating sociology and feminist psychoanalysis into action
Anita Weiss, Implementing CEDAW in Pakistan

Saturday, 13 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Chair:
Paola Melchiori (Criminal-Free University of Women, Italy)

Authors and Papers:
Nalini Nayak, Pitching Women in the North against Women in the South: a Typical Case of Fisheries Development
Nandita Sharma, Feminist Imaginations and Anti-globalization Practices: A Call for Open Borders
Kalyani Menon-Sen, Surviving Crises, Reasserting Resistance: South Asian Women’s Movements Confronting Globalization
Gabriele Dietrich, Women in Social Movements Facing Globalization and Building Alliances: Experiences from India

Sunday, 7 July 2002: 14:00 - 16:30
Board Meeting
Chair:
Ann Denis (University of Ottawa, Canada)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date and Time</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 12:15 - 13:15</td>
<td>Brown bag Business Meeting (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair:</td>
<td>Ann Denis (University of Ottawa, Canada)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location:</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S408 Session ID: RC32_BM2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair:</td>
<td>Ann Denis (University of Ottawa, Canada)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location:</td>
<td>QUT-GP-S408 Session ID: RC32_BM3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday, 14 July 2002: 14:00 - 16:30</td>
<td>Board meeting - current board members and incoming board members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair:</td>
<td>Ann Denis (University of Ottawa, Canada)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location:</td>
<td>TBA Session ID: RC32_BM4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 17:30 - 19:30</td>
<td>Reception (with national and international feminist organisations and with publishers.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisers:</td>
<td>Ann Denis (University of Ottawa, Canada)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location:</td>
<td>TBA Session ID: RC32_R</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: Advances in Survey Methodology: New Methods in a new millennium
Chair:
Gerty Lensvelt-Mulders (Utrecht University, The Netherlands)

Location: QUT-GP-Z702 Session ID: RC33 01

Authors and Papers:
Don A Dillman (Washington State University, United States of America), Survey methodology in the 21st century: A mixed mode
Jennifer Rothgeb (United States Census Bureau, United States Of America), Gordon Willis, Barbara Forsyth, Questionnaire pretesting methods: do different techniques and different organizations produce similar results?
Heather Laurie (University of Essex, United Kingdom), Nick Moon (NOP Research, United Kingdom), The reliability of coding occupational descriptions: measurement issues in a CAPI panel survey
Gerty Lensvelt-Mulders (Utrecht University, The Netherlands), Joop Hox, Efficiency issues in randomised response research: How to choose the proper design

Distributed Papers:
Edith de Leeuw (University Utrecht/MethodikA, The Netherlands), Have telephone surveys a future in the 21st century?

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 2: Surveys and Society: Methods Supporting Social Research
Chair:
Edith de Leeuw (University Utrecht/MethodikA, The Netherlands)
Gerty Lensvelt-Mulders (Utrecht University, The Netherlands)

Location: QUT-GP-Z702 Session ID: RC33 02

Authors and Papers:
Dennis Trewin , The role of a national statistical agency in supporting social research
Ellen J Kennedy (University of St. Thomas, United States of America), Leigh Lawton (University of St. Thomas, United States of America), Comparative Survey Research: Issues in Validity and Reliability
Tom W Smith (NORC/University of Chicago, United States of America), Inter-racial friendships
Volker Stocké (University of Mannheim, Germany), The case of socially desirable response behaviour: Attitudes towards surveys as a determinant of respondents' cooperation on questions about foreigners

Monday, 8 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 3: Applications of Methods and Statistics
Chair:
Edith de Leeuw (University Utrecht/MethodikA, The Netherlands)

Location: QUT-GP-Z702 Session ID: RC33 03

Authors and Papers:
David Weakliem (University of Connecticut, United States of America), The structure of values
Francesca Zajczyk, Use of time and everyday life rhythms of Italian families among interaction, desynchronisation, plurality and space time disaggregation process. A secondary analysis relying on the data coming from time-budget in the multipurpose survey on families (1st)
Claire Wagner (University of Pretoria, South Africa), DJF Maree, Are we teaching what we are thinking? An exploration of the content of research courses at South African universities
Miguel A Matute Pena, Statistical development from social abstractions
Anatoly Zanskovsky, Kamal Fatehi, Heterogram Analysis Phase II: A smaller number of scale items can yield sharper contrasts between individuals
Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 4: Participatory Action Research: Methodological Legacies and Challenges I
Chair:
Nancy Andes (University of Alaska Anchorage, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-Z702 Session ID: RC33 04

Authors and Papers:
Robert Watson (Centacare Toowoomba, Australia), Epistemological and Ethical Issues in the Practice of Participatory Action Research
Robert B Stevenson (State University of New York, United States of America), Judging the Quality of Participatory Action Research
Lai Fong Chiu (University of Leeds, United Kingdom), Critical Reflection: More than Nuts and Bolts
Yoland Wadsworth (Swinburne University, Australia), Goudner's Child? - Some Critical Reflections on Sociology and Participatory Action Research
Steve Jordan (McGill University, Canada), Who stole my methodology? The co-opting of PAR

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 5: Participatory Action Research: Methodological Legacies and Challenges II
Chair:
Nancy Andes (University of Alaska Anchorage, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-Z702 Session ID: RC33 05

Authors and Papers:
Bob Dick (Southern Cross University, Australia), Action Research as Meta-Methodology
R Daniel Israel, Theresa L Lally, Participatory Protocol for Effective Change
Chad Perry (Southern Cross University, Australia), Shankar Sankaran, Practical Methods in Collecting and Analysing Information while Conducting Action Research in Organisations
Paul Aylward (SACHRU / University of South Australia / Flinders University, Australia), Using Bi-Lingual Project Workers as 'Sponsors': A Participatory Action Research Approach to Evaluating Projects designed to help Migrant Groups
Katherine C Boles (Harvard Graduate School of Education, United States of America), Vivian Troen (Brandeis

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 6: Methodology in Sociology: Legacies and Challenges
Chair:
Vernon Gayle (Stirling University, UNITED KINGDOM)
Edith de Leeuw (University Utrecht/Methodika, The Netherlands)
Nancy Andes (University of Alaska Anchorage, United States of America)
Clive Seale (University of London, United Kingdom)
Location: QUT-GP-Z702 Session ID: RC33 06

Authors and Papers:
Georg Mueller (University of Fribourg, Switzerland), Comparing cultural and structural cleavages: From the monadic to a dyadic paradigm of Analysis
Godwin U Ekechuku (Ohio State University, USA), Empirical Evidence of Socio-Cultural Bias Against Women Participating in the Workforce
Toshiko Arai (University of Hawaii, United States of America), Dynamics of Assimilation and Discrimination in the Japanese Occupation Period, 1914-1945, in Palau
Monica Gina Durstberger (C/o Universidad Nacional De Colombia, lepri (Instituto De Estudios Politicos Y R, Colombia), Applying functional and hermeneutic analysis to reconstruct the system of action of social scientists from Mexico, Spain, and Colombia
Pavle Sicherl (SICENTER & University of Ljubljana, Slovenia), Time Distance: A Missing Link in Comparative Analysis

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 7: Visualization of Categorical Data
Chair:
Joerg Blasius (University of Bonn, Germany)
Location: QUT-GP-Z702 Session ID: RC33 07

Authors and Papers:
Anthony PM Coxon, Analysis and Visualization of Sorting Data
XV World Congress of Sociology

Maria Rohlinger, Comparing Replicated Sets of Items. An application of multiple correspondence analysis on data about subjective perception of social stratification

Bob Funnel (Griffith University, Australia), William Foster, Curriculum selection and place in social space: comparisons between suburbs and country towns in Southeast and Southwest Queensland

Joerg Blasius (University of Bonn, Germany), Victor Thiessen, Assessing the Quality of Data between Countries and between Items Using Multiple Correspondence Analysis, Non-linear Principal Components Analysis, and Biplots

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 8: Qualitative Computing - A Revolution for Qualitative Sociology?
Chair: Lyn Richards (QSR International, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-Z702 Session ID: RC33 08

Authors and Papers:
S Bourdon (Université De Sherbrooke, Canada), The sociologist and the computer: the impact of CADQAS on research objects, practices and results
Helen Marshall (RMIT University, Australia), Alchemists, housekeepers or artisans? Approaches to Computer Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis Systems
Supriya Singh (RMIT University, Australia), Designing new technologies: Connecting through qualitative computing
Lyn Richards (QSR International, Australia), All fixed, fast-frozen relations ...a sociology of the qualitative computing revolution

Distributed Papers:
Cesar A Cisneros Puebla (Autonomous Metropolitan University, México), Qualitative Computing: Some Experiences in Hispanic America

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 9: Quality and Quantity in Social Research
Chair: Clive Seale (University of London, United Kingdom)
Location: QUT-GP-Z702 Session ID: RC33 09

Authors and Papers:
Mira Crouch (University of New South Wales, Australia), Heather McKenzie (University of Sydney, Australia), The logic of small samples in qualitative research

Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 11: Modeling Complex Data 1: Complex Data In Official Statistics
Chair: Joop Hox
Location: QUT-GP-Z702 Session ID: RC33 11

Authors and Papers:
Ken Tallis, Modeling data from complex surveys with multilevel analysis
Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

Session 12: Modeling Complex Data II:
Complex Data in Social Research

Chair:
Joop Hox

Location: QUT-GP-Z702  Session ID: RC33_12

Authors and Papers:

Joop Hox, Cora Maas, *An overview of robustness in multilevel regression analysis*

Soren Petermann, *A multilevel model for decisions over network relations*

Jun Kobayashi (University of Chicago, Japan), *Diffusion of preference and action in meme networks*

Pieter van den Eeden (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, The Netherlands), *Correcting biasing effects of time and sample composition on quality indicators of measurement instruments*

Cleto Corsposanto (Università Di Trento, Italy), *Classification in sociology between cluster analysis and neural network models*

Friday, 12 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45

Session 13: Fundamental Issues in Social Research

Chair:
Vernon Gayle (Stirling University, UNITED KINGDOM)

Location: QUT-GP-Z702  Session ID: RC33_13

Authors and Papers:

Carole Truman, *Re-balancing Methodology: how are the social relationships of social research connected with methods of data collection?*

Jens Zinn (University of The German Federal Armed Forces Munich, Germany), *Strategies to examine the thesis of individualization; conceptual considerations and suggestions for an empirical approach*

Eleonore Wildburger, *Creating spaces for interculturally appropriate research methodologies*

Shann Turnbull (Macquarie University, Australia), *Grounding social theory in natural sciences*

Anne Seitz (Swinburne University of Technology, Australia), *Reflections on research: Tools, types and targets*
Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: Opening Session in honour of Karl Mannheim's contribution to youth studies
Chair: Lynne Chisholm (University of Newcastle, Germany)
Location: QUT-GP-Z309  Session ID: RC34 01
Panelists:
Pam Nilan (University of Newcastle, Australia)
Monica A Payne (University of Waikato, New Zealand)
Noemi Lenkiewicz
Arseniy Svynarenko (University of Tampere, Finland)
Jose Machado
Hoimanti Dasgupta

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 2: Intergenerational relations
Chair: Helena Helve (University of Helsinki, Finland)
Location: QUT-GP-Z309  Session ID: RC34 02
Authors and Papers:
John Bynner (Institute of Education, United Kingdom), Changing Youth Transitions Across Time: An examination of processes and outcomes for three post-war generations born across the interval 1946-1970
Donald Haurin (Ohio State University, United States of America), Steven Garasky, The Locational Choices of Youths Upon their First Exit from the Parental Household
Donald Haurin (Ohio State University, United States of America), Jean Haurin, Intergenerational Transmission of Social Participation: the determinants of social voluntarism among youth - the impact of community and family background
Gill Jones (Keele University, United Kingdom), Julia Rouse, Depending on their parents? Models of parental responsibility and support for young people

Elina Lahelma (University of Helsinki, Finland), Tuula Gordon, Moving away from home as a step towards adulthood
Elisabeth Nasman (Linköping University, Sweden), Christina Von Gerber (Linköping University, Sweden), "From piggy bank to cash card" - Negotiating an economic contract
Emanuela Rinaldi, Economic socialisation tracks and gender differences: research with Italian children and teenagers
Ante Rozga (Faculty of Economics, Croatia), Differences among youth in Croatia due to their family background
Alessandra Rusconi (Max Planck For Human Development, Germany), Different pathways out of the parental home: A comparison of West-Germany and Italy
Arseniy Svynarenko (University of Tampere, Finland), Methodological Approaches to the Study of Generations in Transition Societies
Karine Tourne, Social and Family networks in Egyptian youths' professional biographies in the nineties: from job provider to social and moral control?

Monday, 8 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 3: The social and cultural construction of youth
Chair: Ola Stafseng (University of Oslo, Norway)
Location: QUT-GP-Z309  Session ID: RC34 03
Authors and Papers:
Vladimir Chuprov (Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia), Youth of Russia and West: Risk Reproduction
James E Côté (University of Western Ontario, Canada), Youth as a period of identity formation: Understandings and misunderstandings of the developmental perspective
Svyatoslav Grigoryev (Altai State University, Russia), Sociological vitalism and its potentialities as a theoretical-methodological basis for the study of youth subjectness
Sue Heath (University of Southampton, United Kingdom), The changing face of young adulthood: the rise and rise of the post-adolescent elite?
Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 4: New patterns of inclusions and exclusions
Chair: Siyka Kovacheva (University of Plovdiv, Bulgaria)
Location: QUT-GP-Z309 Session ID: RC34_04

Authors and Papers:
Jim Allen, Career mobility of Dutch and Japanese higher education graduates
ST Hettige (University of Colombo, Sri Lanka), Changing life chances of youth in a liberal economic environment: the case of Sri Lanka
Glennys Howarth (University of Sydney, Australia), Globalisation, economic exclusion and youth suicide
Dianne E. Looker (Acadia University, Canada), Equity in the Information Society: examining the digital divide among Canadian youth
Petar-Emil Mitov, Bulgarian ethnic minorities: the two faces of transition under globalisation conditions
Maria Raquel, Adolescence, work and education in Argentina: new sceneries and new actors

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 5: Making a living in 'old' and 'new' economies
Chair: Jurgen Hartmann (Dalarna University, Sweden)
Location: QUT-GP-Z309 Session ID: RC34_05

Authors and Papers:
Anne-Emmanuelle Calvès (Université De Montréal, Canada), Trying to make ends meet: youth employment experiences in Burkina Faso
Stacey L. Cumberbatch (University of the West Indies, Barbados), Understanding transitions within the educational trajectory in Barbados: the case of the Barbados School Leavers' Tracer Survey
Elisabeth Da Fonseca Guimaraes, The way that young students from periphery idealize their lives in the future
Michal Palgi (Emek Yezreel College, Israel), Las elecciones universitarias de las jovenes en Argentina actual
Siyka Kovacheva (University of Plovdiv, Bulgaria), Ning Tang (University of Hertfordshire, United Kingdom), Young People and Flexible Work in the Process of Globalisation
Ana Miranda, The labour condition of youth during the last twenty years: analysis of the relation between education and employment in Buenos Aires city and its suburbs
Ancuta V. Plaesu, Social status and life strategies
Yongxiang Quan, Research into Chinese youth participation in economic globalisation
Rajab Sattarov (Baku State University, Azerbaijan), Transition of youth into the labour market in the transforming economy of Azerbaijan
Pradeep K Saxena, Ranjana R Sinha, Youth in the Market Economy of a Developing Country: socio-economic structures and youth - the Indian case
Armelle Testenoire (GRIS, Université De Rouen, France), Daniele Trancart (GRIS, Université De Rouen, France), Young people and skilled employment: differentiations in socio-professional trajectories
Claude Trottier (Université Laval, Canada), Jacques Hamel, Marc Molgat, L'insertion professionnell et le rapport au travail des jeunes sans diplome
Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 6: Life Management and quality of life in a 'flexible' world
Chair:
Howard Williamson (Cardiff University School of Social Sciences, United Kingdom)
Location: QUT-GP-Z309  Session ID: RC34_06

Authors and Papers:
Qing Ju (China Youth And Children Research Center, China), Shoujian Yang (China Youth and Children Research Centre, China), TBA
Patrice Leblanc (Université Du Québec En Abitibi-Témiscamingue, Canada), La qualité de vie en milieu rural: analyse de témoignages de jeunes Québécois
Junyan Liu, Minxia Tu (Guangzhou Youth Research Institute, China), TBA
Jose Machado Pais , The multiple faces of the future in the labyrinth of life
Richard Muenchmeier (Free University Berlin, Germany), Title?
Galina Ossadtchaya (Moscow State Social University, Russia), Lifestyles of young citizens of Russia and the Ukraine
Bowen Paulle (Amsterdam School for Social Science Research - University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands), Becoming 'hard core', staying 'real': objective probabilities and respect engendering strategies among lower class youth of colour in Amsterdam and New York
Mirjana Ule (University of Ljubljana, Slovenia), Social vulnerability of young people in the society of risks
Howard Williamson (Cardiff University School of Social Sciences, United Kingdom), Making the best of things - a biographical life course analysis of risk and resilience at the local level
Selina Yu (University of Ulster, Ireland), The Development of a Chinese Perspective of Anti-racist Youth Work in Northern Ireland

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 7: Responses to social change - ambivalences, conflicts, risks
Chair:
David Everatt (Strategy & Tactics, South Africa)
Location: QUT-GP-Z309  Session ID: RC34_07

Authors and Papers:
Domingos Abreu (Universidade Federal Do Ceará - BR, Brazil), Rosemary Almeida, Walking in the Fortaleza's "Favelas" (townships): exclusion, youth and violence
Noemi Ehrenfeld Lenkiewicz (University Autonoma Metropolitana- Iztapalapa, Incaseac, México), Adolescent Motherhood: A Response to Social Change?
David Everatt (Strategy & Tactics, South Africa), Getting tougher all the time. Urban African youth in South Africa 1990-2000
Jaclyn M Gisburne (Gisbum & Associates, United States of America), Socializing Hate In Youth: understanding the expressions of violence and its role in the making of bullies, terrorist, and violent youth
David Konstantinovski (Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia), Youth orientations dynamics as an index of social changes
Laszlo Kovacs (Hungarian Academy of Science, Hungary), Drug consumption - one of the effects of globalisation in the society of transition?
German Munoz, Young people and social exclusion in Colombia
Ngan-pun Ngai (Chinese University of Hong Kong, China), Chau-kiu Cheung, Strain as a predisposing factor of the delinquent behaviour of adolescents in mainland China and Hong Kong
Larissa A Pautova (Omsk State University, Russia), Stability' versus 'Game': different discourse of stability among young Russians
Simonetta Piccone Stella , Youth and drugs: where is the trend going?
Ashok Sharma, A study of the impact of Indian youth, especially young women of the weaker sections of society in the governance of local government institutions
Mahesh Shukla , The Addiction Problem among Indian Youth: a solemn challenge
Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 8: Youth, power and knowledge - new communications, new cultural forms
Chair:
Gunilla Holm (Western Michigan University, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-Z309 Session ID: RC34 08

Authors and Papers:
Clarence M Batan (University of Santo Tomas, Philippines), *The social meaning of texting. A sociological account of young cellular phone and text users in the Philippines - the case of Metro Manila*

Thomas Clift Brignall, Thomas L Van Valey (Western Michigan University, United States Of America), *Internet communications and Their Impact on Social Interactions Among Youth*

Maurice Devlin (National University of Ireland, Ireland), "Surveys" and "Spectacles": media representations of young people in Ireland

Tom Dwyer (Universidade Estadual De Campinas, Brazil), *Imagination, Power, Social Reproduction and Computing: uses of information technology by Brazilian adolescents*

Paul Farber (Western Michigan University, USA), Gunilla Holm (Western Michigan University, United States Of America), *Geopolitical knowledge and global awareness among American undergraduate students*

Jam Feng-Chien Lee (Hung Kuang Institute of Technology, Taiwan), *The exploratory study of youth behaviour in the Internet chat room in Taiwan*

Nancy Lesko (Columbia University, United States Of America), Andrea Coleman, Mary Ehrenworth, *Queering youth activism: sexual mobilizations, court decisions, and media reports*

Indhu Rajagopal (York University, Canada), *Youth Interests on the Internet: Global, Local, or Personal?*

Dave Sinardet (UIA - Antwerp University, Belgium), *Between Al Jazeera and CNN: A study on the use of media by young people from ethnic minorities in Belgium*

Andrea Sharkey (Concordia University, Canada), *The diffusion of community: rural youth, media and cohesion*

Henk Vinken (IRIC / Tilburg University, The Netherlands), *The Culture of Engagement. The promise of the Internet*

---

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 9: Hybrid identities and plural worlds
Chair:
Carles Feixa (University of Lleida, Spain)
Location: QUT-GP-Z309 Session ID: RC34 09

Authors and Papers:
Asa Andersson (Department of Ethnology, Sweden), *Young women - racism and sexuality in a multietnic setting*

Apostol Apostolov, *Social Space Unbound: The Urban and the Extra-urban in Youth Cultural Practice*

Christine Dallaire (University of Ottawa, Canada), *Minority francophone youths in Canada: from singular identities to plural and hybrid identities*

Carles Feixa (University of Lleida, Spain), *Urban tribes. Being a punk in Catalonia and Mexico*

Nil Hammaren (University of Gothenburg, Sweden), Thomas Johansson (Department of Social Work, Sweden), *Gender order or gender disorder? The sexual landscape of the adolescent*

Abdoulaye Niang (Senegal), *Youth Identities expression by artistic ways in a context of social change: the case of hip-hop movement in Dakar*

Pam Nilan (University of Newcastle, Australia), *Young People, Modernity and Tradition in Indonesia*

Kari Paakkunainen (University of Helsinki - The Finnish Youth Resea, Finland), *Doubt' and 'irony'. A room for political dialogue and the 'pacification' of conflicts*

Youra Petrova (National Institute of Sport, France), *Construction of multi-level identifications: Skinhead youth subcultures*

Jose Fernando Serrano Amaya (Universidad Central, Colombia), *Violencia excesiva, miedo desplazado: ciudad vacía*

Mahmood Shahabi, *Youth subcultures in Iran: dupes or bricoleurs?*

Mandy Thomas, *The Popular Culture of Migrant Youth in Western Sydney*

---

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 10: Youth in time, space and place
Chair:
Carmen Leccardi (University of Milan-Bicocca, Italy)
Location: QUT-GP-Z309 Session ID: RC34 10

258
Authors and Papers:

**Sanna Aaltonen**, Behaviour in and out of place - the spatial construction of sex-based harassment

**Pierluca Birindelli** (University of Florence, Italy), The ultra-private sphere, its objects and the narration of the self

**Ada Cattaneo** (Istituto Di Scienze Dell'Uomo E Dell'Ambiente - IULM University, Italy), The travel: experiences and emotions of time and space in young tourists

**Mike Dee** (Queensland University of Technology, Australia), Young People, Citizenship and Public Space

**Isabelle Diepstraten** (Fontys University of Professional Education, The Netherlands), Young people and the interpretation of historical experiences: mechanisms and functions

**Ramon Fernandez** and **Artemio Baigorri**, Re-creando el espacio material (Re-creating space)

**Carsten Yndigegn Hansen**, The centre-periphery dichotomy reconsidered - Spatial identity among young people in the Danish-German border region

**Robert Hollands** (University of Newcastle, United Kingdom), Producing Nightlife in the New Urban Entertainment economy: Young Adults, Corporatisation/Branding and Market Segmentation

**Glenda W Jones** (University of Tasmania, Australia), Is place an anachronistic concept? Constructions of place among young rural women

**Jo Lindsay** (ARCSHS La Trobe University, Australia), Occupation = Hairdresser, Social Life = Full

**Geoff Lowe** (RMIT University, Australia), Teenagers and the Mall: findings from a survey of teenagers at Royal Randwick Shopping Centre

**Josefa Melero**, Ramon Fernandez, Artemio Baigorri, La agenda insana. Uso del tiempo y hábitos saludables entre los jóvenes

**Lourdes C Pacheco**, Y despertaron en un mundo abierto. Jóvenes rurales en América Latina

**Georgoulas Stratos**, Youth leisure in a Greek island: free choice or social constraint?

---

**Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15**

**Session 12: Political participation and citizenship**

**Chair:** Claire Wallace (Institute for Advanced Studies, Austria)

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z309  Session ID: RC34_12

Authors and Papers:

**Margaret D Adsett** (Government of Canada, Canada), Carl J McKellar, An analysis of the crisis in political participation among Canadian youth

**Rosana Albuquerque** (Universidade Aberta - CEMRI, Portugal), Community activism and social networking of ethnic minorities’ youth for a participatory and inclusive society

**Rene Bendit** (Deutsches Jugendinstitut, Germany), Youth policy and youth policy models in Europe: a comparative analysis of national youth policies in countries of the European Union
Himanti Dasgupta, Pujan Sen, *Youth leadership and polity in village India: myth and magnitude*

Eldin Fahmy, *A 'Disconnected Generation'? Encouraging Young People’s Political Participation in the UK*

Marc Flacks (California State University, United States of America), *Reluctant Patriots?: voluntary military enlistment and the transition to adulthood*

Argentina Freitas (Universidade De Santiago De Compostela, Portugal), *Education in global bioethics*

Madeleine Gauthier (INRS Urbanisation, Culture Et Société, Canada), *Participation des jeunes à la vie civique*

Torild Hammer (NOVA, Norwegian Social Research, Norway), *Welfare and Citizenship among Unemployed Youth in Europe*

Ladislav Machacek (Slovak Sociological Society, Slovak Republic), *Youth, participation and citizenship in Slovakia after 1998*

Andy Simpson (University of Birmingham, England), *Active citizenship: youth participation or youth exclusion?*

Wendy Smits, *Anybody there?*

Larissa Titarenko (Belarussian State University, Belarus), *Declining Political Participation of Youth: the case of Belarus*

David Rotman, *Traversing Time and Gender: Participatory citizenship of Australian young people*

Oleg Zaznaev, *The Political Participation of Youth in a Changing Society: the case of a Russian province*

Julia A Zubok (Institute of The Socio-Political Research Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia), *Construction of Youth Identities and Citizenship in Russian Risk Society*

Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

**Session 13: Youth studies past, present and future**

Chair:
Lyndie Chisholm (University of Newcastle, Germany)

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z309 **Session ID:** RC34 13

**Authors and Papers:**

Andy Brader (Edge Hill College, United Kingdom), *Peer research and sexual health: an example of worst practice?*

Melissa Butcher (Institute for Cultural Research, Australia), *Generate - Youth Participation in Researching Youth*

Walter R Heinz (Graduate School of Social Science (GSSS), Universitaet Bremen, Germany), *The place of youth in the post-industrial life course*

Monica A Payne (University of Waikato, New Zealand), *Youth Studies' and 'Adolescent Psychology': Why they need to know more about each other*

Lyudmila Nurse, Victoria Semenova (Russia), *Understanding of youth and generation in transitional society: quantitative and qualitative approaches*

Panelists:

Carles Feixa (University of Lleida, Spain)

Yanko Gonzalez

Richard Muenchmeier (Free University Berlin, Germany)

Sylva Kovacheva (University of Plovdiv, Bulgaria)

Nancy Lesko (Columbia University, United States Of America)

Friday, 12 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45

**Session 14: Contemporary Australian Youth Research**

Chair:
Johanna Wyn (Youth Research Centre, Australia)

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z309 **Session ID:** RC34 14

**Authors and Papers:**

Karen Crinall, *"Who wants to know?" Some ethical considerations and deliberations about being a researcher among young women*

Jan K Edwards (University of South Australia, Australia), *Constructing webs of obligation: working class young women and welfare reform in Australia*

Claire Field (Mission Australia, Australia), *Making Connections*

Valerie Harwood (University of South Australia, Australia), *Australian youth research on mental disorder: applying Foucault to subjugation*

Lisa Hunter (School of Human Movement Studies, Australia), *Doune MacDonald (University of Queensland, Australia), No room for you: capitals and marginalisation in the middle years*

Ani Wierenga (University of Melbourne, AUSTRALIA), *Making a life: young people storying their futures*

Evan Willis (La Trobe University, Australia), *The 'Leisure' Factor: Young Australians at Whistler*

Jan Wright (University of Wollongong, Australia), *Doune MacDonald (University of Queensland, Australia), Johanna Wyn (Youth Research Centre, Australia), The place and meaning of physical activity and physical culture in the lives of young people*
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Johanna Wyn (Youth Research Centre, Australia), Debra Tyler (University of Melbourne, Australia), Researching the Post-1970 Generation: reflections on the Life-Patterns longitudinal study of Australian youth

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Business Meeting

Chair: Lynne Chisholm (University of Newcastle, Germany)

Location: QUT-GP-Z309
Session ID: RC34_BM
RC35 Committee on Conceptual and Terminological Analysis
Comité sobre el análisis conceptual y terminológico
Comité sur l’analyse des concepts et de la terminologie
Coordinator: Henry Teune

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: Conceptual Innovation - Methods and Contexts
Chair: Henry Teune (University of Pennsylvania, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-Z301
Authors and Papers:
Fred W Riggs, Electronic Nomenclators: proposal for and Electronic Term List
Mattei Dogan (France), Concepts Navigating around Disciplinary Boundaries
Christopher Chase-Dunn (University of California, United States of America), So-Hoon Lee, Terry Boswell, Global Democracy: a World System

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 2: The Concept of Society
Chair: Martin Albrow (SUNY Stony Brook, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-Z301
Authors and Papers:
Svetlana Kirdina (Russian Academy of Science, Russia), The institutional matrices of society
Leo Semashko (St. Petersburg State University of Lowtemperatured Technologies, Russia), Tetra-sociology: the concept of four dimensional social space-time as a four-dimensional concept of society
Zhan Toschenko (Russian Academy Od Sci.Inst.of Sociology, Russia), Sociology of life as a new conception of Russian society
Chris Rumford (Istanbul Kultur University, Turkey), European society in EU discourse: from government to governance

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 3: Time and the Concept of Social Acceleration
Chair: Hartmut Rosa (New School for Social Research, United States Of America)
Location: QUT-GP-Z301
Authors and Papers:
John P Robinson, Is There an Acceleration of the Pace of Life? Some Empirical Evidence
Jean-Sebastien Guy (Université Du Québec, Canada), The Acceleration of Time from the Perspective of Systems Theory
Ian R Douglas (American University in Cairo, Egypt), Slowness and Infinity
Hartmut Rosa (New School for Social Research, United States Of America), Towards a Systematic Theory of Social Acceleration
Discussants:
Barbara Adam (Cardiff University, United Kingdom)

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 4: Temporal Structures and the Concept of Acceleration
Chair: Hartmut Rosa (New School for Social Research, United States Of America)
Location: QUT-GP-Z301
Authors and Papers:
John P Robinson, Is There an Acceleration of the Pace of Life? Some Empirical Evidence
Jean-Sebastien Guy (Université Du Québec, Canada), The Acceleration of Time from the Perspective of Systems Theory
Ian R Douglas (American University in Cairo, Egypt),
*Slowness and Infinity*

Hartmut Rosa (New School for Social Research, United States Of America), *Towards a Systematic Theory of Social Acceleration*

**Discussants:**

Barbara Adam (Cardiff University, United Kingdom)
RC36 Alienation Theory and Research
Teoría e investigación sobre la alienación
Théorie et recherches sur l'aliénation
Coordinator: Lauren Langman, Devorah Kalekin-Fishman

Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: Alienation and Social Institutions I
Chair: Ligaya Lindio-McGovern (Indiana University Kokomo, United States of America)
Authors and Papers:
Lou Wilson (Centre For Social Research, Australia), *Australian social partnerships, globalisation and alienation theory*
Charlotte Paterson (GKT Department of General Practice, University of London, United Kingdom), *Alienation from Orthodox Medicine: Acupuncture as a Holistic Antidote*
Deirdre M Smyth (Nanjing University, China), *Alienation and the Victims of Nanjing, PhD*

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 3: Maintaining alienation
Chair: Gerhard Schutte (University of Wisconsin-Parkside, United States of America)
Authors and Papers:
Terry Wallace (Edge Hill University College, United Kingdom), *Working on the The Train Gang*
Andi Weiss Bartczak (Andi Weiss Bartczak, Ph.D., United States Of America), *Alienation toward Science*
Devorah Kalekin-Fishman (University of Haifa, Israel), *Plain Talk as a Force Producing and Reproducing Alienation*

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 2: Alienation and Social Institutions II
Chair: Matthew David (University of Plymouth, United Kingdom)
Authors and Papers:
Knud Jensen (The Danish University of Education, Denmark), *Stephen Walker, Alienation and Public Service: The Burning Out of the Semi-professions*
James Connor (Australian National University, Australia), *Loyalty and Institutions*
Kalkazi Sayed, *Alienation and Muslim Intellectual in Western Academia*
Irwin Sperber (SUNY At New Paltz, United States Of America), *The sources and Consequences of Alienation in the Environmental Movement*

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 4: New Frontiers of Alienation
Chair: Devorah Kalekin-Fishman (University of Haifa, Israel)
Authors and Papers:
Stephen Schecter, Jean-Sebastien Guy (Université Du Québec, Canada), *Alienation in complex-Autopoietic Systems*
Rhonda Hammer, *Globalisation, Family Terrorism and Alienation*
Gerhard Schutte (University of Wisconsin-Parkside, United States of America), *The Racialized Stranger*

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 5: Alienation and the new Technologies
Chair: Knud Jensen (The Danish University of Education, Denmark)
Authors and Papers:
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Authors and Papers:
Lauren Langman (Loyola University of Chicago, United States of America), The Net and the Self: Cyberactivism vs Ludic Subjectivities
Matthew David (University of Plymouth, United Kingdom), Stem Cells and the Meaning of Life
Douglas Kellner (UCLA, USA), September 11 and Globalisation

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 6: Alienation Theory
Chair: Lauren Langman (Loyola University of Chicago, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-Q226 Session ID: RC36 06

Authors and Papers:
Erhard Stoelting, "Idees directrices" and Alienation, The Social Problem of the Normative Content
Shoji Ishitsuka, The Ontology of Social Being (Gyorgy Lukacs 1885-1971) Founding the Practical Reason
Frédéric Vandenberghe (University for Humanist Studies, The Netherlands), Post Humanism or the Cultural Logic of Global Neo Liberalism
Gisela Kaplan (University of New England, Australia), Alienation and the Pariah: Reflections on Hannah Arendt
Pauline Johnson (Macquarie University, Australia), Jürgen Habermas and the Legacy of Marx's Theory of Alienation

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 8: Work and Alienation II
Chair: Gisela Kaplan (University of New England, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-Q226 Session ID: RC36 08

Authors and Papers:
Dennis McIntyre (University of Sydney, Australia), Kerry Mahony (University of Technology, Australia), From alienated labour to occupational stress
Judith Richman (University of Illinois, United States Of America), Alienation from Workers and Psychiatric Consequences
Lyn Turney (Swinburne University of Technology, Australia), Alienated Labour and Workplace Bullying
Jac Christis, Ben Fruytier (University Nijmegen, The Netherlands), Work stress and Alienation in the Public Sector

Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 9: Alienation and Youth
Chair: Catherine Casey (University of Auckland, New Zealand)
Location: QUT-GP-Q226 Session ID: RC36 09

Authors and Papers:
Karen Halnon (Pennsylvania State University, United States of America), Anger, Alienation, and Delinquency in American Youth Music Today
Irine Gayatri, The Indonesian Student Movement: Alienation and Social Movements
Louis Kontos (Long Island University, United States of America), A Marxist Analysis of Street Gangs

Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 10: Distributed Papers
Chair: Lauren Langman (Loyola University of Chicago, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-Q226 Session ID: RC36 10

Distributed Papers:
Nicolea Bulz (Ecological University Bucharest, Romania), Ileana Bulz, Alienation versus some Paradigms of Society
Mita Chanlakar, Alienation in 19th C Indian Art
Thursday, 11 July 2002: 17:30 - 19:00
Business Meeting followed by Dinner

Organisers:
Lauren Langman  (Loyola University of Chicago, United States of America)

Location: TBA  Session ID: RC36 BM
Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: Artistic Forms and Social Identities
Chair:
Joao Gabriel LC Teixeira (Concordia University, Brazil)
Gillian Bottomley (Macquarie University, Australia)

Authors and Papers:
Marcelo Ridenti (UNICAMP - Universidade Estadual De Campinas, Brazil), Culture and politics in Brazil: political involvement of artists and intellectuals, 1958-2001
Regine Robin-Maire (Université Du Québec À Montréal, Canada), Viviana Fridman, Politics and Identities among Argentinian and French Jewish writers
Karl Neuenfeldt, Cultural politics and a Music Recording Project: Recording 'Strike Em!': Contemporary Voices from the Torres Strait
Anaíta Jawary, Blackburn's Whip
Clara Lévy (University of Nancy, France), Travail littéraire et construction identitaire pour les écrivains juifs contemporains de langue francaise
Joao Gabriel LC Teixeira (Concordia University, Brazil), Local Identity and Artistic Production: social conditions and formation of talents in Brasilia
Clara Lévy (University of Nancy, France), Travail littéraire et construction identitaire pour les écrivains juifs contemporains de langue francaise

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 2: Artistic Globalization
Chair:
Alain Quemin (University of Marne-La-Vallée, France)

Authors and Papers:
Alain Quemin (University of Marne-La-Vallée, France), The leading countries in the field of contemporary art

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 3: Arts and Cultural Policy in the Age of Globalization and Postmodernism - the South and the North
Chair:
Cyrus Yeganeh (University of Art, Iran)

Authors and Papers:
Alain Quemin (University of Marne-La-Vallée, France), The North and South on the 'International' Art Scene and on the Market
Jeffrey A Halley (University of Texas, United States of America), Avelardo Valdez, Steve Nava, Resistance to the Bureaucratization of Culture: Lessons from the Chicano Arts Scene
Orhan Tekelioglu (Bilkent University, Turkey), Music and Resistance: A History of Westernization Efforts in Turkish Music
Cyrus Yeganeh (University of Art, Iran), Comparative View of Arts and Cultural Policy - North AND South
Kenji Kawasaki (Komazawa University, Japan), Globalizing cultural policies: from four global cities experiences
Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 4: Artistic Activity in Contemporary Metropolis
Chair: Arturo Rodríguez-Morató (University of Barcelona, Spain)
Location: QUT-GP-M306  Session ID: RC37 04

Authors and Papers:
Regine Robin-Maire (Université Du Québec À Montréal, Canada), L'activité artistique dans les grandes metropoles contemporaines
Judith Kapferer (University of Bergen, Norway), Arts Festivals and Community Identity
Mercia Pinto, The Holy Spirit Feast - popular culture and ideology in a Brazilian town
Louise C Johnson, Guggenheim Dreaming: How the arts may save a regional Australian city
Tereza Ventura, Art, Culture and local empowerment
Arturo Rodríguez-Morató (University of Barcelona, Spain), The role of arts in urban cultural dynamics

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 5: Artistic Work
Chair: Guy Belvalance (INRS Urbanisation, Culture, Société, Canada)
Clara Lévy (University of Nancy, France)
Location: QUT-GP-M306  Session ID: RC37 05

Authors and Papers:
Ligia Dabul (Uff, Brazil), La construction des identités de l'artiste
Allan J Sutherland (Kyushu University of Nursing And Social Welfare, Japan), Nice Work if You Can Get it: Contemporary Jazz Musicians and Their Artistic Work
Benoit Laplante (INRS/Université Du Québec, Canada), Beneit-Paul Hebert. Phillipe Coulangeon (Cnrs, France), Evolution du marché du travail et dynamique des carrières des nouveaux musiciens français
Marika V Lagercrantz, With Goffman at the Variety Show: Back stage and front stage in a woman's career in the entertainment business of 1900
Guy Belvalance (INRS Urbanisation, Culture, Société, Canada), Professionalisation et gestion de carrière en arts visuels: une analyse de l'emploi du temps des artistes
Lars Lagergren, The road towards the limelight

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 6: The Social Processes of Artistic Creativity. Special session on the congress symposium theme The social processes of creativity
Chair: Motti Regev (The Open University of Israel, Israel)
Location: QUT-GP-M306  Session ID: RC37 06

Authors and Papers:
Allan J Sutherland (Kyushu University of Nursing And Social Welfare, Japan), It Ain't Jazz: The Artistic Creativity of Contemporary Improvising Professional Jazz Musicians
Angelica Madeira (Universidade De Brasilia, Brazil), Conceptual Art in an authoritarian political context. Brazil 1967-1979
Giles Verpraet (Cnrs, France), The cultural biography of Kandinsky, objective/subjective framework in the sociology of Art
Feiwel Kupferberg (Aalborg University, Denmark), Rational Learning vs Romantic Expression. The Modern Artist as Pioneer of Risk Society as Illuminated by Charlie Chaplin’s Creativity and Career

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 7: Bourdieu and the Sociology of the Arts
Chair: Voker Kirchberg (William Paterson University, United States of America)
Arturo Rodríguez-Morató (University of Barcelona, Spain)
Location: QUT-GP-M306  Session ID: RC37 07

Panelists:
Richard Peterson (Vanderbilt University, United States of America)
Tony Bennett (The Open University, United Kingdom)
Jean-Louis Fabiani (Ehess, France)

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 8: Taste and Artistic Consumption
Chair: Antoine Hennion
Richard Peterson
Location: QUT-GP-M306  Session ID: RC37 08
## Authors and Papers:

**Phillippe Coulangeon** (Cnrs, France), *Social Stratification and the Consumption of Music*


**Michele Ollivier** (University of Ottawa, Canada), **Viviana Fridman**, *Taste/Taste Culture*

**Ana Paula Castela** (Universidade Federal De Santa Catarina, Brazil), *Contemporary Art Music: Who consumes it and Why?*

**Indrek Tart**, *Eurovision Song Contest: Cultural and Geographic Origins of Taste Between 1975 and 1999*

**Ian Woodward** (School of Social Science, Australia), *When Desire Causes Pain: Identity, Aesthetic Forms of Consumption and Anxiety*

## Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
### Session 9: Comparative Issues in the Reception of Art and Culture

**Chair:**

**Jeffrey A Halley** (University of Texas, United States of America)

**Kees van Rees**

**Location:** QUT-GP-M306  
**Session ID:** RC37_09

## Authors and Papers:

**Michael E Brown**, *Reception and the Matter of Truth*

**William H Friedland**, *Wine and Arts*

**Jacqueline A Gibbons**, *Song as Women's Art Inside Prison*

**Annemarie Money** (University of Salford, United Kingdom), *Domestic interiors and the importance of social class. A study in the display of art and cultural items in the homes of Manchester, England, UK*

**Victoria D Alexander**, *Come into my Parlour said the Spider to the Fly: Are Museums Caught in the World Wide Web?*

**Abdoulaye Niang** (Senegal), *L'affirmation identitaire par l'expression artistique: le cas de la culture hip-hop de Dakar*

## Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
### Joint Session of RC16 and RC37: Aesthetic work and social construction.

**Chair:**

**Tia DeNora**

**Marcel Fournier** (Université De Montréal, Canada)

**Location:** QUT-GP-M306  
**Session ID:** J_16_37

See full details in Joint Session section

## Saturday, 13 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
### Session 10: Works of Art, Aesthetics and Sociological Thinking

**Chair:**

**Eduardo de la Fuente**

**Robert Witkin**

**Location:** QUT-GP-M306  
**Session ID:** RC37_10

## Authors and Papers:

**Lisa McCormick**, *No title*

**Eduardo de la Fuente**, *The will to experiment: The composer Charles Ives and sociological explanations of cultural modernity*

**Robert Witkin**, *Late Beethoven and the Crisis of subjectivity in the modern world - reflections on Theodor Adorno's sociology of modern music*

**Paulo Menezes** (University of São Paulo, Brazil), *Petite Histoire Visuelle de la Violence - Beaux Arts et Photographie*

**Andreas Buss**, *Individualism and Holism in Eastern-Orthodox Art*

## Saturday, 13 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
### Session 11: Cultural Heritage and Collective Memory

**Chair:**

**Diana B Wechsler** (Argentina)

**Anna Lisa Tota** (University of Pavia, Italy)

**Location:** QUT-GP-M306  
**Session ID:** RC37_11

## Authors and Papers:

**Amy Lynn Wlodarski** (Eastman School of Music, United States of America), *Was brennt, Bruder?: Representing Collective Memory in Holocaust Memorial Songs*

**Graciela Trajtenberg** (The Academic College of Tel Aviv-Yaffo, Israel), *Art, Nostalgia and Collective Memories: the Case of the Israeli Bourgeoisie*

**Anna Lisa Tota** (University of Pavia, Italy), *Invisible Memories: Cultural Objects and the collective remembering of terror*

**Diana B Wechsler** (Argentina), *Arte, exilio e identidad*

**Voker Kirchberg** (William Paterson University, United States of America), *The Jewish Museum Berlin: Cultural Heritage Between Institutional and Public Identity*

**Myrian Sepulveda dos Santos** (Uerj, Brazil), *Museums and Memory*
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Philippe Mesnard, *La mémoire à l'ère de la connexion généralisée*

Abha Avasthi (University of Lucknow, India), *Collective Memory and Folk Culture: Cultural Transmission at people's Level (with special reference to North India)*

**Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15**

**Business Meeting**

**Chair:**
Arturo Rodríguez-Morató (University of Barcelona, Spain)
Alain Quemin (University of Marne-La-Vallée, France)

**Location:** QUT-GP-M306  **Session ID:** RC37_BM
Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: Collective identities, social conflicts, and personal biographies I
Chair: Gerhard Riemann
Location: QUT-GP-Z306  Session ID: RC38_01

Authors and Papers:
Annat Pessate-Schubert, Moving from one Space to Another: Bedouin Women talk about higher education and social conflicts
Detlef Garz (Carl Von Ossietzky University, Germany), Hyo-Seon Lee, Sylke Bartmann, My Life in Germany before and after January 30, 1933
Eva Kovacs, Julia Vaijda, Dances around identity
Luli Callinicos (Wits University, South Africa), Oliver Tambo's Family in Exile: Exile as Family

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 2: Collective identities, social conflicts, and personal biographies II
Chair: Gerhard Riemann
Location: QUT-GP-Z306  Session ID: RC38_02

Authors and Papers:
Di Shearer (Griffith University, Australia), Reading Social Structure from within Biographical Discourse
Ingrid Miethe (University of Greifswald, Germany), Collective Identity and Social Movements: A Comparison between group discussion and narrative interview
Michaela Kottig, Female adolescents and young women in the context of right-wing-extremism in the Federal Republic of Germany: a biographical and family-historical perspective

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 3: Producing biographies: Intersectional Data and Reflexive Process
Chair: Kathy Davis (Utrecht University, The Netherlands)
Location: QUT-GP-Z306  Session ID: RC38_03

Authors and Papers:
Roberto C Mata, Dwight David A Diestro, Intersection of the Founder's Biography and the Organizational Culture: The Case of Mama Rosa and her Camara Baja
Marilyn Porter (Memorial University, Canada), Stepping Stones to Feminism: The Use of Group Reflection and Analysis in the Making of an Ideology
Anat Pessate-Schubert, Zooming In: A Jewish Woman Researching Educated Bedouin Women
Jagjit Singh, Indians in the British Colonial Service

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 4: Contested meanings: Interpreting single cases from multiple perspectives
Chair: Helma Lutz (Westfalische Wilhelms Universitat, Germany) Kathy Davis (Utrecht University, The Netherlands)
Location: QUT-GP-Z306  Session ID: RC38_04

Authors and Papers:
Victoria Semenova (Russia), Multi-discipline frame of one case: combining historical, sociological and cultural approach
Kathy Davis (Utrecht University, The Netherlands), Helma Lutz (Westfalische Wilhelms Universitat, Germany),
Multiple perspectives of/on the life-story of an Anti-Apartheid activist

Brian Roberts (University of Huddersfield, United Kingdom), Political Activism and Narrative Analysis

Gabriele Rosenthal (University of Göttingen, Germany), Life History versus Life Story

Barbara Evans, Mamphela Ramphele: An Activist’s Life Through a Gender Perspective

Pamela Pattynama (University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands), In Search of Intersections between the Personal and the Public Woman

**Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15**

**Session 5: Interdependence of Collective and Individual Violence in Family and Life Histories**

**Chair:**
Gabriele Rosenthal (University of Göttingen, Germany)

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z306  **Session ID:** RC38.05

**Authors and Papers:**

Ulrike Loch (Universitaet Kassel, Germany), *Interrelationship between Family History in National Socialism and Sexualized Violence in Childhood after 1945*

Robert Miller (Queen’s University, United Kingdom), *The Matriarchal Maintenance of Family Continuity under Conditions of High Political and Domestic Stress*

Lisanne Ackermann (University of Oxford, United Kingdom), *Personal traumatic experiences hidden behind collective violence and dysfunction in the Guatemalan post-war context*

**Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15**

**Session 6: Cross-Border Identities**

**Chair:**
Roswitha Breekner (Vienna University of Economics and Business Administration, Austria)
Julia Vajda (Hungary)

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z306  **Session ID:** RC38.06

**Authors and Papers:**

Gabriele Rosenthal (University of Göttingen, Germany), *Where and to whom do we belong? On the re-traumatising situation of individuals applying for asylum in the Federal Republic of Germany*
Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 8: Temptations and Dangers in Doing Biographical Research. Roundtable

Chair:
Feiwel Kupferberg (Aalbourg University, Denmark)

Location: QUT-GP-Z306
Session ID: RC38 08

Authors and Papers:

Henning Salling Olesen (Roskilde University, Denmark),
Experience language and subjectivity in life history approaches - biography research as a bridge between the humanities and the social sciences?

Maria Kontos (Johann Wolfgang Goethe-University Frankfurt, Germany), Biographical Analysis and Grounded Theory. Considerations on Coding Procedures

Di Shearer (Griffith University, Australia), Biographical Discourses: Surface and Structural Effects

Feiwel Kupferberg (Aalbourg University, Denmark), The Reliability and Validity of Biographical Narratives. Artistic Autobiographies and Scholarly Biographies of Artists

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Business Meeting

Chair:
Kathy Davis (Utrecht University, The Netherlands)

Location: QUT-GP-Z306
Session ID: RC38 BM
Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: Deconstructing the Concept of Community in Disaster Management
Chair: Graham Marsh (RMIT University, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-O314 Session ID: RC39_01

Authors and Papers:
Man Thapa, Community’s Participation for Sustainable Development: The Case of Community-led Disaster Mitigation in Nepal
John Lunn (Charles Sturt University, Australia), Risk Management: The science may be correct but it is not right
Daniela Stehlik (Central Queensland University, Australia), A Genealogy of Australian Drought as ‘Disaster’: Lessons from the 1990s
Alison Cottrell (James Cook University, Australia), Is it a Community or is it a Locality: Awareness and Preparedness for Natural Hazards in Far North Queensland
Alison Rowlands, Rebuilding Community After Disaster: A Theoretical Framework and Case Examples
Kameshwar Choudary, Social Dimensions of the Constructions of Rural Communities in Relief and Rehabilitation After the 2001 Earthquake in Gujarat, India
Jack Rozdilsky, Community Deconstruction Due to Disaster and Community Reconstruction with New Towns

Tuesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 3: Disaster and Development - Theoretical and Practical Linkages
Chair: Maureen Fordham (Anglia Polytechnic University, United Kingdom)
Location: QUT-GP-O314 Session ID: RC39_03

Authors and Papers:
Abdur Rahman, Development Strategy in Disaster-Prone Areas: Relevance of Theory and Practice
Jinnat Ara Alam, Disaster and Politics of Poverty in Bangladesh
Russell Dynes, Disaster and Development Again
Juergen Weichselgartner (International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA), Austria), The Risk of Risk Assessment: From Re-active Disaster Management to Pre-active Invulnerable Development
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Rohit Jigyasu, *From Marathwada to Gujarat: Emerging Challenges in Post-Earthquake Rehabilitation for Sustainable Eco-Development in South Asia*

Peter May (University of Washington, United States of America), *Going Beyond Earthquake Life-Safety: Reconsidering Performance-Based Earthquake Engineering*

Lezlie Moriniere, *Knowledge Management Systems Save Lives and Money*

Nehal Karim, *Urban Disaster Management: Bangladesh Context*


**Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15**

**Session 4: Round Table/Author Meets their Critics Session. Author: Ben Wisner**

Chair: TBA TBA

Location: QUT-GP-O314 Session ID: RC39 04

**Authors and Papers:**

Benjamin Wisner (Oberlin College and London School of Economics, United States of America), *At Risk: Natural Hazards, People’s Vulnerability, and Disasters*

**Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15**

**Session 5: Disasters, Inequity and Exclusion**

Chair: Brenda Phillips (Jacksonville State University, United States of America)

Location: QUT-GP-O314 Session ID: RC39 05

**Authors and Papers:**

Raymond Burby (University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill, United States Of America), *In the Shadow of a Refinery: Preparedness of Vulnerable Populations Exposed to Natech Disasters*

Jean D’Cunha, *Mainstreaming Gender into Disaster Management Policies and Programmes*

Angeles Arenas Ferriz, *More Than Rubbles*

Stuart Katwikirize, *Gender Differences in Resettlement Capacities and Vulnerabilities in Northern Uganda*

PJ Michael, *Social Disasters in Natural Hazards: A Case Study of Gujarat Earthquake in India*

Barbara Vogt, John Sorensen, *Issues Concerning the Decontamination of Women and Children in Disasters*

Joseph Scanlon (Carleton University, Canada), Ross Eaman, *The Anatomy of a Riot: The 1969 Sir George Computer Riot*

Brenda Phillips (Jacksonville State University, United States of America), *Disasters, inequity and exclusion: recovery among low income and minority groups in the US*

Meenakshi Barthakur, *Psychological reactions and risk perception of flooding. A pilot study in Assam, India*

**Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15**

**Session 6: September 11th**

Chair: John Handmer

Location: QUT-GP-O314 Session ID: RC39 06

**Authors and Papers:**

Joseph Scanlon (Carleton University, Canada), *The other victims of September 11: The Passengers on the Flights Diverted to Eastern Canada*

Tricia Wachtendorf (University of Delaware, United States Of America), James M Kendra, *Rising from the Ashes: Organizational Adaption Following the September 11th, 2001 World Trade Center Attack*

Judith Chapman (University of Western Sydney, Australia), *Socio-Technical Disasters: An Explanatory Framework and Methodology for Case Analysis*

Sarah Norman (Coventry University, United Kingdom), Eve Coles (Coventry University, United Kingdom), *Coordination: Order Out of Chaos*

Philip Buckle (Department of Human Services, Australia), *Assessing Vulnerability for Unanticipated Events: Predictability, New York September 11 2001 and the United Kingdom, Foot and Mouth Disease 2001*

Arthur Oyola-Yemaiel (United States of America), Jennifer Wilson (Florida Division of Emergency Management, United States of America), *Terrorism and Social Solidarity: A Revisited Perspective of Current Development Paradigms*
Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 7: Disaster-Globalization-Environment
Chair: Nikos Petropoulos
Location: QUT-GP-O314
Session ID: RC39_07

Authors and Papers:
Khairulmaini Osman Salleh, Fauza Abdul Ghaffar, Environmental Degradation, Hazard Risks and Disasters: A Study on the Urban Poor in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Ilkner Oner (Fyra Istanbul Turkey), A Crossection of Disaster and Development: Theoretical and Practical Linkages in High Dam Related Studies
Meri Koivusalo (Stakes, Finland), Globalization, risk and vulnerability

Friday, 12 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 8: Vulnerability and Resilience
Chair: Philip Buckle (Department of Human Services, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-O314
Session ID: RC39_08

Authors and Papers:
Marlon Era (Assumption College, Philippines), Disaster vulnerability in the Philippines and the role of private sector in disaster management
Riki Marten, Like a banana tree: towards a model of children in disasters: an exploration of an anthropological problem
Philip Buckle (Department of Human Services, Australia), Graham Marsh (RMIT University, Australia), Local assessment of disaster vulnerability and resilience: reframing risk
Norm Ferrier, Risk Management
Linda Anderson-Berry (James Cook University, Australia), The various responses of two Australian communities to land-falling tropical cyclones

Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Business Meeting
Chair: Maureen Fordham (Anglia Polytechnic University, United Kingdom)
Location: QUT-GP-O314
Session ID: RC39_BM
Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: Food Security
Chair:
Alía Gana (Cornell University, USA)
Location: QUT-GP-C406 Session ID: RC40_01

Authors and Papers:
Blanka Tivada (University of Ljubljana, Slovenia), Tanja Kamin (University of Ljubljana, Slovenia), Sociological and Social Psychological Aspects of Consumer Concern about Food Related Risks in Slovenia

Mahendra Karna (North-Eastern Hill University, India), Food Security and Irony of starvation: Some issues concerning India’s Farm Sector

Onesmus Kilungu (Kenyatta University, Kenya), Food Security: An elusive goal for Sub-Saharan African Countries

Graham Riches, The human right to food: moving beyond the commodification of food and welfare in first world societies

Michelle Imison (National Centre In HIV Social Research, Australia), Thought for Food: Cooking and Eating in Gay Relationships

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 3: Agricultural Sustainabilities (First session)
Chair:
Devanayak Sundaram (Centre for Research in New Internat Economic Order, India)
Location: QUT-GP-C406 Session ID: RC40_03

Authors and Papers:
Allan Hall, Sustaining Organic Farming: Lessons from Canada and Elsewhere

Anna Renkin (Tasmanian Institute of Agricultural Research, University of Tasmania, Australia), Sustainable agriculture and community social capital

Ian Gray (Charles Sturt University, Australia), Community capacity and agricultural sustainability

Susan Moore (School of Environmental Science, Australia), Contributions of Sense of Place to Sustainability in Agricultural Landscapes

Manuel Moreira, The new territorialisation of rural space in the globalisation context

Claudia Bell (University of Auckland, New Zealand), Community capacity and agricultural sustainability: tensions between community and leadership

within and between the United Nations and the World Trade Organization

John Talbot (Colby College, United States of America), The coffee crisis: free trade of fair trade?

Farshad Araghi (Florida Atlantic University, United States of America), The Politics of Global Regulation: Neoliberalism and Rural Displacement on a World Scale

Vaughan Higgins (Monash University, Australia), Government as a failing operation: political rationalities and the translation of farm viability in Australia

Bruce Curtis (University of Auckland, New Zealand), Restructuring New Zealand; the impact of the WTO on agriculture
Graeme McIntosh, *Insights of a Facilitator into the 'Local Better Practice Technique'*

**Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15**

**Session 4: Agricultural Sustainabilities (Second session)**  
**Chair:** Geoffrey Lawrence  
**Location:** QUT-GP-C406  
**Session ID:** RC40_04

**Authors and Papers:**  
**Kotaro Ohara** (Mie University, Japan), *Pioneering development of natural circulation type agriculture in Japan - Focusing of Yonezawa - go farm in Yamagata prefecture*  
**Monday Nyienakuna** (University of Uyo, Nigeria), *Rising Challenges of the Petroleum Industry on Sustainable Agricultural Development in the Niger Delta Region of Nigeria*  
**Magdalena Barros** (Centre for Research and Postgraduate Studies in Social Anthropology, Mexico), *Fruit and vegetable production in Mexico. The case of small farmers.*  
**Devanayak Sundaram** (Centre for Research in New International Economic Order, India), *Water and Agriculture Sustainability - A Case Study of India*  
**Yeheing Song** (Center For Chinese Agriculture Policy, China), *Exploring the potential for crop development and biodiversity enhancement: Fostering Synergy between the formal and the Farmers' seed systems in China*  
**Graeme McIntosh**, *The focus paddock method as an agent for change on properties in the Australian mallee*

**Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15**

**Session 5: Food Biotechnologies**  
**Chair:** Janet Norton  
**Location:** QUT-GP-C406  
**Session ID:** RC40_05

**Authors and Papers:**  
**Anne Parkinson** (La Trobe University, Australia), *GM Food Crops: Corporate Interests and Farmer Concerns*  
**John Wilkinson** (Cpda/ddas/ufrj, Brazil), *The Final Foods Industry, Biotechnology and New Consumer Demands*  
**Masashi Tachikawa** (Ministry of Agriculture, Japan), *The interaction of Vertical and Horizontal Networks in the Non-GMO Identity-Preservation System*

**Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15**

**Session 6: Panel: Organics and Biotechnology**  
**Chair:** Hugh Campbell  
**Location:** QUT-GP-C406  
**Session ID:** RC40_06

**Authors and Papers:**  
**Geoffrey Lawrence** (University of Queensland, Australia), *Organics and biotechnology: never the twain shall meet?*  
**Ruth Fitzgerald** (University of Otago, New Zealand), *The flight to nature: ethnographic studies of the consumption of organic food in New Zealand*  
**Monica Truninger** (University of Manchester, United Kingdom), *Organic farming in Portugal: consumption attitudes and practices*  
**Rosemarie Siebert**., *Farmers' Attitudes Concerning Organic Farming: A Survey of Conventional Farmers in Brandenberg, Germany*

**Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15**

**Session 7: Food Quality and Standards (First Session)**  
**Chair:** Jane Dixon  
**Location:** QUT-GP-C406  
**Session ID:** RC40_07

**Authors and Papers:**  
**Anthony Winson**, *Degradung the "Foodscape": Examining the Forces Behind the Contemporary Dietary Crisis and the Epidemic of Obesity*  
**Fiona Haslam McKenzie** (Edith Cowan University, Australia), *Bread and Oil: The staff of life for a rural community of monks in Western Australia*  
**Jane Dixon** (Australia National University, Australia), *Chicken meat, circuits of culture and new food authorities*
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Joachin Ewert (University of Stellenbosch, South Africa),
From 'Dop' to 'Terroir': Discourses and Practices of 'Quality' and 'Efficiency' in the Restructuring of the South African Wine Industry

Julie Reis (Central Queensland University, Australia),
From the Paddock to the Plate: "Quality and Beef Commodity Chains in Central Queensland

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 8: Food Quality and Standards (Second Session)
Chair: Jane Dixon (Australia National University, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-C406 Session ID: RC40 08

Authors and Papers:
Lynne Phillips, Globalizing Food Standards: The FAO in Historical Perspective
Marie-Christine Renard (Universidad Autónoma Chapingo, México), Coffee: Crisis, Quality, and Politics Definitions
Tiina Silvasti (Helsingin Yliopisto, Finland), Greening of the Finnish Food System
Stewart Lockie (Centre for Social Science Research, Australia), Why do people eat organic food? A multivariate analysis of organic food choice by Australian consumers
Kristen Lyons (Griffith University, Australia), Local Food Politics and the Consumption of Organic Food
Maria Fonseca, Brazil-Standards and Technical Regulations of Quality Products

Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 9: The Global Farm Crisis (First session)
Chair: Monica Bendini (Universidad Nacional Del Comahue, Argentina)
Angela Ferreira (Federal University of Paraná-Brazil, Brazil)
Sonia Bergamasco (Feagri/unicamp, Brazil)
Location: QUT-GP-C406 Session ID: RC40 09

Authors and Papers:
Alberto Riella, The Globalization of the Agrifood system and rural poverty: the territorial effects upon an agroexportador country

Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 10: The Global Farm Crisis (Second session)
Chair: Monica Bendini (Universidad Nacional Del Comahue, Argentina)
Angela Ferreira (Federal University of Paraná-Brazil, Brazil)
Sonia Bergamasco (Feagri/unicamp, Brazil)
Location: QUT-GP-C406 Session ID: RC40 10

Authors and Papers:
Mariano Baez Landa (Centro de Investigaciones y Estudios Superiores en Antropología Social (CIESAS), México), Agricultura Mexicana en crisis
Maristela Simões Do Carmo (Universidade Estadual Paulista (UNESP), Brazil), Family agriculture: profitability and sustainability
Monica Bendini (Universidad Nacional Del Comahue, Argentina), Farm crisis and global enterprise strategies: history of the leader transnational corporation in the agro-food system of fresh fruits in Argentina
Osmar Bueno (UNESP, Brazil), Characteristics of the work utilization in Agricultural Production Units (UPAS) in the region of Botucatu (SP) Brazil
Sonia Bergamasco (Feagri/unicamp, Brazil), Rural Settlements in Brazil: The search for a new rurality

Wirley Jorge (Unesp/keav, Brazil), The special programs of financing as integration socio-economic instruments in rural settlement: The intentions and the facts

Zemfira Kalugina (Institute of Economic And Industrial Engineering SB RAS, Russia), Agrarian Crisis in Russia: New Tendencies and Perspectives

Maria Antuniassi, Policy of rural settlements in Sao Paulo State: 15 years

Josefa Cavalcanti (Federal University of Pernambuco, Brazil), Constructing food: the role of supermarkets in the changing farming of fresh produce in the Brazilian Northeast

Saturday, 13 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 11: Toward a New Agri-food Paradigm
Chair: Farshad Araghi (Florida Atlantic University, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-C406 Session ID: RC40_11

Authors and Papers:

Bernardo Sorj, Will rural sociology survive?

Phillip McMichael (Cornell University, United States Of America), The time-and-space bombs of the food from nowhere regime

Barbara Pini (Queensland University of Technology, Australia), Beyond 'women and agriculture': The state of the (still gendered) field of rural sociology

Kaylan Mandal (Indian Institute of Management, India), Agri-food paradigm of a developing country under globalization: The case of India

Egon Noe (Danish Institute of Agricultural Sciences, Denmark), Luhmann and actor network theory as a new basis for studying farm enterprises

Mark Shucksmith (University of Aberdeen, Scotland), Habitus and agency in British farming: Understanding divergent farm household behaviour in the post-productivist transition

Bob Pokrant (Curtin University of Technology, Australia), The Organisation and development of Coastal Brackish-water Export-Oriented Shrimp production in Bangladesh: a critical review of the literature

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 17:30 - 19:00
Business Meeting
Chair: Geoffrey Lawrence (University of Queensland, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-C406 Session ID: RC40_BM

Saturday, 13 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Joint Session of RC24 and RC40: Special Session 2: 'Exploring nature-society relations: agro-food systems and biodiversity'.
Chair: Frederick Buttel (University of Wisconsin, United States of America)
Kris van Koppen (Wageningen University, The Netherlands)
Location: QUT-GP-C406 Session ID: J_24_40

See full details in Joint Session section
### Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

#### Session 1: Demography of families and children

**Chair:**
Bali Ram (Statistics Canada, Canada)

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z302  
**Session ID:** RC41 01

**Authors and Papers:**

- **Don Kerr** (University of Western Ontario, Canada), *The well being of children in non-intact families: Recent evidence from Canadian longitudinal data*
- **David Post** (Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, Hong Kong), *A comparative case study of the achievement by eighth-grade after-school workers in ten TIMMS-repeat nations*
- **Peter McDonald** (The Australian National University, Australia), *The family formation behaviour of second generation Australians*
- **Kathleen Mullan Harris** (University of North Carolina, United States of America), *Family processes and health risk behaviour among adolescents in immigrant families*
- **Shiva Halli**, *Double jeopardy: Violence against immigrant women in Canada*
- **Sangeetha Mahadevan**, *Sibling relationships and child fostering*
- **Zitha Mokomane**, *Living together in Botswana: An emerging family form*
- **S Kaushik**, *Child care and health outcome in India*

### Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

#### Session 2: Socio-demographic changes in developing countries

**Chair:**
Dudley L Poston (Texas A&M University, United States of America)

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z302  
**Session ID:** RC41 02

**Authors and Papers:**

- **Zai Liang, Yinfeng Wu**, *Return migration in China: New methods and findings*
- **Marwan Khawaja** (American University of Beirut, Lebanon), *Inter-provincial migration in Syria: Findings from a national survey*
- **Hossein Mahmoudian** (University of Tehran, Iran), *Socio-demographic factors affecting women's labour force participation in Iran during 1976-1996*
- **Susana Novick**, *Argentina's recent population policies: From the last dictatorship to democracy (1983-2000)*
- **Gloria Luz M Nelson** (Department of Social Sciences, College Arts and Sciences, Philippines), *Reproductive lives of Filipino women: An elusive fertility transition*
- **Zaisheng Zhang** (Nankai University, China), *Demographic consequences of socio-economic changes from the formerly planned economies to market economies of China*

### Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

#### Session 3: Health and other socio-demographic issues in developed countries

**Chair:**
Farhat Yusuf (Macquarie University, Australia)

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z302  
**Session ID:** RC41 03

**Authors and Papers:**

- **Zheng Wu** (University of Victoria, Canada), *Ethnic and racial patterns in Canadian mental health*
- **Begona Arregi, Isabel Larranaga**, *A lowest-low fertility experience: an interpretation from the Basque Country*
- **David Jayne**, *Changing patterns in mortality of young Australian adults*
- **Xiushi Yang**, *Public health consequences of migration: An exploratory study of community-level determinants of STD and HIV prevalence*
- **Liz McDonnell**, *The social, economic and cultural contexts of fertility stories: A qualitative approach to understanding fertility behaviour*
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Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 4: Mortality and social structure
Chair:
Yonathon Anson (Ben Gurion University of the Negev, Israel)
Location: QUT-GP-Z302 Session ID: RC41 04

Authors and Papers:
Emmanuelle Cambois (INED, France), Mortality and Social Structure
Elwood Carlson (Max Planck Institute for Demographic Research, Germany), Rasmus Hoffman, State socialist development policy and rising working age male mortality
Nicky Hart (UCLA, United States Of America), Gender and sobriety as factors of Jewish salubrity in the world we have lost
Olaleye Bakare (Obafemi Awolowo University, Nigeria), Effect of family pattern on mortality rate
Rosa Gomez -Redondo, Ricardo Jimenez Aboitiz (Universidad De Valladolid, Spain), Favier Callejo, Elena Robles, Mortality, health and inequality in Spain
Jeroen Spijker (Netherlands Interdisciplinary Demographic Institute, The Netherlands), Socio-economic and other determinants of mortality differences in Europe

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 5: Fertility and reproductive health
Chair:
Encarnacion Aracil-Rodriguez (Tmmf-Cam, Spain)
Location: QUT-GP-Z302 Session ID: RC41 05

Authors and Papers:
Ofra Anson (Recanati School for Community Health Professions, Israel), Yonathon Anson (Ben Gurion University of the Negev, Israel), Fertility trends in rural HeBei (China)
Andrzej Kuleycki (Univ. of Alabama At Birmingham, United States of America), The determinants of withdrawal use in Turkey: A husband's imposition or a woman's choice
Guillermo J Gonzalez Prez (University of Guadalajara, Mexico), Maria G Vega-Lopez, Armando Munoz de la

Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 7: Ageing and other demographic issues
Chair:
Joseph Troisi (University of Malta, Malta)
Location: QUT-GP-Z302 Session ID: RC41 07

Authors and Papers:
Natalie Jackson (University of Tasmania, Australia), The 'political arithmetick' of population ageing and intrinsic
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decline: A review of Regional trends in Australia and some of their Implications

Laszlo Kovacs (Hungarian Academy of Science, Hungary), Demographic situation and trends in the countries of central eastern Europe

Melissa Hardy, Older workers and retirees in the new century: The balance between choice and security in the United States

Patrick Oddafen Smart, Socio-economic determinants of aged beggary in south western Nigeria

Michael Micklin (National Institutes of Health, United States of America), Population and development in poor nations: Lessons from four decades of theory and research

Graeme P Herd (University of Aberdeen, United Kingdom), The security implications of Russia's demographic decline

Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

Session 8: Miscellaneous issues in sociology of population

Chair: Lisbeth Knudsen (Danish Center for Demographic Research, Denmark)

Location: QUT-GP-Z302 Session ID: RC41 08

Authors and Papers:

Mohammad J Abbasi-Shavazi, Peter McDonald (The Australian National University, Australia), Meimenat Hosseinin, Bahram Delavar, Fertility levels and trends in Iran, 1972-2000

Dudley L Poston (Texas A&M University, United States of America), Lindsay S Paris, Patterns and variation in the sex ratio at birth in South Korea, Taiwan, China and the United States

SB Mani, Humoral medicine and contraceptive usage: A case study in syncretism in rural India

Yorghos Apostolopoulos, Jennie Kronenfeld (Arizona State University, United States Of America), Sevil Sonmez, CB prostitution in America's highways, Sexual networks and STI/HIV risks of long-haul truckers

Ann Meier, The effects of first sex on adolescent mental health

Leticia Marteleto, A cohort analysis of children's schooling in Brazil: Do number and composition of siblings matter?

Nadeya Mohammed, Fertility, gender inequality and patriarchy in the Gulf States

Fortino Vela Peon (Universidad Autonoma Del Estado De Mexico, Mexico), Divorce in Mexico and territorial differences
RC42 Social Psychology
Psicología social
Psychologie sociale
Coordinator: Margaret Foddy, Edward Lawler

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 1: Social Psychology of Work
Chair: Jeylan T Mortimer (University of Minnesota, United States Of America)
Location: QUT-GP-S305  Session ID: RC42 01

Authors and Papers:
Margareta Oudhuis (University of Borás, Sweden), Work as an Arena for Disciplining Mind, Body and Emotions
Oili-Helena Ylijoki (University of Tampere, Finland), Time Experiences in Work - Academics as a Case in Point
Henrique Caetano Nardi (Unisinos University, Brazil), The Subjectivation Process of Two Generations of Metallurgic Workers in the South of Brazil
Martha Copp (East Tennessee State University, United States of America), Sherryl Kleinman, Barbara Stenross, Working the Possibilities: Workers' Strategies for Creating Success from Near-Certain Failure

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 2: Research and Theory in Self and Identity
Chair: Timothy J Owens (Purdue University, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-S305  Session ID: RC42 02

Authors and Papers:
V Lee Hamilton (City University, Hong Kong), Amiram Vinokur, David Rohall, Stable Self or Stable Environment? Panel Data from Dowsizing Russian Army Officers
Howard Kaplan (Texas A&M University, United States of America), Deviant Identity, Negative Self-Feelings and

Decreases in Deviant Behaviour: The Moderating Influences of Conventional Social Bonding
Dimitri Mortelmans (Antwerp University, Belgium), Dave Sinardet (UIA - Antwerp University, Belgium), Gratifying the Self: Self Gifts
Jennifer Rindfleish (University of New England, Australia), Life Planning: Surveillance of the Self in Consumer Society
Margareta Ljung (Högskolan Trollhättan/Uddevalla, Sweden), Ethical Conceptions of Young People in Different Work Areas
Ana M Perez, Olga Halina Sosinski (Instituto De Investigaciones Sociales "Gino Germani", Facultad De Ciencias Socia, Argentina), Elementary Schools in Poor Neighbourhoods in Buenos Aires: The Teacher's Voices
Timothy J Owens (Purdue University, United States of America), The Role fo Self-Esteem in American Culture and Society

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 3: Recent Developments in Justice Analysis
Chair: Guillermina Jasso (New York University, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-S305  Session ID: RC42 03

Authors and Papers:
Karen A Hegtvedt (Emory University, United States of America), Cathryn Johnson, Jody Clay-Warner, Allocators Behaving (Un)fairly, Acting With(Out) Legitimacy: (Intensifying) Attenuating Reactions to Distributive Justice
Guillermina Jasso (New York University, United States of America), CEO Compensation: Perceptions of Reality and Ideas of Justice
Dahlia Moore (College of Management, Israel), Measuring Justice in Israel
Javier Izquierdo (Uned, Spain), Laughing at the Reference: Written Humour and Written Justice as Practical Doings
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Geoffrey Tootell (San Jose State University, United States of America), Alison Bianchi, Michael J Lovaglia, Paul T Munroe, Status Characteristics Theory, Mathematical Games, Multiple Reward, Optimization and Distributive Justice

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 4: Exchange, Affect, and Trust
Chair:
Edward J Lawler (Cornell University, United States of America)
Karen S Cook (Stanford University, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-S305  Session ID: RC42.04

Authors and Papers:
Robert Willer (Cornell University, United States of America), Reef Youngren, Lisa Troyer, Michael Lovaglia, Power, Status and Philanthropy
Keith Hampton (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, United States of America), Altruism as a Measure of Social Capital: A Comparative Study Based on the Lost-Letter Experiment
Tina Uys (Rand Afrikaans University, South Africa), Hero or Traitor? The Professional Person as Whistleblower
Alessia Sammarra (LUISS Guido Carli University, Italy), Forms of Trust in Virtual Teams: Constructing Trust at a Distance
Kaori Shinozaki (Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, Japan), Akiba Nagata (Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, Japan), The Function of Trust in a Social System
Nobuyuki Takahashi (Hokkaido University, Japan), Referential Comparisons and Perceptions of Inequality

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 5: Cross Cultural Social Psychology
Chair:
Margaret Foddy (La Trobe University, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-S305  Session ID: RC42.05

Authors and Papers:
Alex Inkeles, Herbert Leiderman, Psychosocial maturity vs. Social class as predictors of student performance in national samples from Japan and the U.S.
Jeongkoo Yoon, Can My Boss Walk the Talk?: A Cross-Cultural Implication of Managers’ Vision Crafting and Self-Sacrificing on Team Effectiveness

Toshio Yamagishi (Hokkaido University, Japan), Culture and Social Intelligences
Esther Brainin, Miriam Erez, Organizational Cultures and Traits: Individual Versus Contextual Factors in the Assimilation of New Technologies in Organizations

Discussants:
Herman W Smith (UM-St. Louis, United States of America)

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 6: Applied Social Psychology
Chair:
Murray Webster (University of North Carolina, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-S305  Session ID: RC42.06

Authors and Papers:
Joseph Whitmeyer (UNC Charlotte, United States of America), Types of Theory Application
Nicolea Bulz (Ecological University Bucharest, Romania), The Past and Present for Small Communities
Mary Charlotte Chandler (Georgetown University, United States of America), The Sisters of Divine Love
Kinga Wysienksa (Jagiellonian University, Poland), Networks and the Fall of the Roman Empire
Robert K Shelly (Ohio University, United States of America), Ann C Shelly, Explaining Collaborative Learning: Constructivism and Status

Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 7: Inclusion and Exclusion in Social Dilemmas
Chair:
Toshio Yamagishi (Hokkaido University, Japan)
Margaret Foddy (La Trobe University, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-S305  Session ID: RC42.07

Authors and Papers:
Michael Macy, Toshio Yamagishi (Hokkaido University, Japan), Trust and Cooperation in the US and Japan
Eiji Takagi (Saitama University, Japan), The Emergence of Exclusion Mechanisms
Margaret Foddy (La Trobe University, Australia), Responses to Common Resource Scarcity: Choosing between Fairness, Self-interest, and Excluding Out-Group Members
MR Javadi, Social Dilemmas in Iran
Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 8: Social Identity and Status Processes
Chair:
Michael A Hogg
Location: QUT-GP-S305  Session ID: RC42 08

Authors and Papers:
Julian A Oldmeadow, Michael J Platow, Margaret Foddy
(La Trobe University, Australia), Self-categorization Status and Social Influence
Rosemary L Hopcroft (University of North Carolina At Charlotte, United States of America), Interactive Effects of Age and Gender on Influence in Small Groups
Matthew J Hornsey (University of Queensland, Australia), Michael A Hogg, High and Low Status Subgroups: The Pros and Cons of Superordinate Categorization
Deborah J Terry , Status, Socio-structural Beliefs, and Employee Responses to an Organizational Merger

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 17:30 - 19:15
Business Meeting
Chair:
Edward J Lawler (Cornell University, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-S305  Session ID: RC42 BM

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Special Session: Micro Perspectives on Social Inequality
Chair:
Judith A Howard
Location: QUT-GP-S305  Session ID: RC42 S

Authors and Papers:
Helena Torres (Universitat Autònoma De Barcelona (Spain), Spain), Psycho-social indicators on Social Exclusion of Women with Disabilities
Patricia Little (California State University, United States of America), Marcia Marx (California State University, United States Of America), Faces of Prejudice: Comparing Homophobic and Racial Attitudes Across Social Classes
Susana Masseroni, Ana M Perez, Olga Halina Sosinski (Instituto De Investigaciones Sociales "Gino Germani", Facultad De Ciencias Socia, Argentina), Professional Self Image Among Middle Class Professional Women in Argentina

Discussants:
Judith A Howard
Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: Housing the Poor and Developing Countries
Chair: Brian Aldrich (Winona State University, United States of America)
Ranvinder Sandhu
Location: QUT-GP-S304  Session ID: RC43 01

Authors and Papers:
Brian Aldrich (Winona State University, United States of America), Global Housing Adequacy: Results from the urban Observatory Project
Dan Ferrand-Bechmann (Universite Paris 8, France), A charter for the social architect: 'the neglected quantity' and citizen participation in housing development
Yona Ginsberg-Gershoni (Unam, México), Changes in Housing Policy in Israel: Who is Entitled to Housing Benefits?
Alicia Castells (Universidade Federal De Santa Catarina, Brazil), The creativity of the Brazilian Movement of the Rural Landless Workers in the social construction of their habitat

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 2: Social Housing at the Threshold of the New Millennium
Chair: Peter Phibbs
Location: QUT-GP-L501A  Session ID: RC43 02

Authors and Papers:
Keith Jacobs (University of Tasmania, Australia), The social construction of housing policy
Mary Jo Huth (University of Dayton, United States of America), Recent Perspectives - Positive And Negative - On Public Housing In The United States

Peter Phibbs, Housing and community
Ian Cole (Sheffield Hallam University, United Kingdom), Struggling with the Endgame: Conflicts and tensions in the restructuring of social housing In England
Richard Milgrom, Heterotopias Masking Poverty and Difference? Social Housing in a Multi-cultural City

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 3: The Sociology of Housing and Contemporary Social Theory
Chair: Michael Bounds (University of Western Sydney, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-S304  Session ID: RC43 03

Authors and Papers:
Ann Dupuis (Massey University, New Zealand), Medium Density Housing in Auckland: An Exploration of Technical, Social and Theoretical Considerations
Chris Paris (University of Ulster, Ireland), The changing politics of Irish housing
Greg Marston (RMIT University, Australia), Does language matter? An empirical analysis of what critical discourse analysis offers housing research and policy making studies
Diane Margolis, Cohousing: A New Form Of Intentional Housing And A Natural Experiment In Conflicting Values Of Market And Community
Hannu Ruonavaara (University of Turku, Finland), Interactionism And Sociology Of Housing
Barbara Adkins, Private Rental Tenants' experiences of Tenure Security: The Contribution of the Concepts of 'Habitus' and 'Field'
Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 4: Houses, Homes and Lifestyles
Chair:
David Thorns (University of Canterbury, New Zealand)
Location: QUT-GP-L501A  Session ID: RC43_04

Authors and Papers:
William Michelson (University of Toronto, Canada), The Social Reconfiguration of Housing
Mardie Townsend (Deakin University, Australia), Creating Homes and Communities for the Future: women's views of the opportunities and challenges facing 21st century planners, developers and policy-makers
Lois A Vitt (Institute for Socio-Financial Studies, United States of America), Reversing the Focus: A theory of Housing Choice
Ann Winstanley (E.S.R., New Zealand), Moving House, Creating Home: Exploring Residential Mobility
Caroline Denigan (University of Adelaide, Australia), Gender and Vernacular Architecture in Australia, 1971-2000

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 5: Social Housing at the Threshold of the New Millennium 2
Chair:
Peter Phibbs
Location: QUT-GP-S304  Session ID: RC43_05

Authors and Papers:
Anders Stavhag, Yngve Mohlin (Mid Sweden University, Sweden), The Sphinx Of Torvalla: A Social Model For Urban Planning Or An Urban Model For Social Planning?
Steven Tiesdell (University of Aberdeen, United Kingdom), Towards Mixed Communities: A Critical Review of Design Strategies To Integrate An Element Of 'Affordable' (Social) Housing In Private Housing Developments In The UK
David Brous, Holiday Respite for Aged Persons and their Carers: Sociological and Operational Challenges
Lars-Marius Ulfrstad (Ministry of Local Government And Regional Development, Norway), The Margins of Housing
Mina Petrovic, Post-socialist Housing Policy Transformation and Individual Housing Strategies

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 6: Housing the Poor and Developing Countries 2
Chair:
Brian Aldrich (Winona State University, United States of America)
Ranvinder Sandhu
Location: QUT-GP-S304  Session ID: RC43_06

Authors and Papers:
Joerg Blasius (University of Bonn, Germany), Life Styles in Distressed Neighborhoods
Sofia Shwayri, 200,000 Vacant Apartments and the Lebanese are in Need of Housing: the discrepancy between affordability and availability
Suzana Pasternak (Faculty of Architecture University of Sao Paulo, Brazil), Space and population in Favelas in Sao Paulo

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 7: Housing and the Built Environment
Chair:
Michael Bounds (University of Western Sydney, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-S304  Session ID: RC43_BM

Authors and Papers:
Mina Petrovic, Post-socialist Housing Policy Transformation and Individual Housing Strategies

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Business Meeting
Chair:
Michael Bounds (University of Western Sydney, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-S304  Session ID: RC43_BM
Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: New Labour Internationalisms
Chair: Robert Lambert (University of Western Australia, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-L301B Session ID: RC44_01

Authors and Papers:
Robert O'Brien (McMaster University, Canada), Labour's Options in Engaging with International Economic Institutions
Robert Lambert (University of Western Australia, Australia), Edward Webster (Sociology of Work Unit, South Africa), What is 'new' in the new labour internationalism?
Debby Bonnin (University of Natal, South Africa), Shaun Ruggunan (University of Natal, South Africa), Geoffrey Woods, Trade Unions in a Globalised World: A Case-study of the International Transport Federation (ITF) and the South African Transport and Allied Workers Unions (SATAWU)

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 2: Unions and the organising of young workers
Chair: Carla Lipsig-Mummé (Deakin University, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-L301B Session ID: RC44_02

Authors and Papers:
François Purseigle, Unionisation of agricultural youth
Carla Lipsig-Mummé (Deakin University, Australia), Judith Bessant, Trade unions and young workers in Australia

Monday, 8 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 3: Globalisation, Manufacturing and the Labour Movement
Chair: Andries Bezuidenhout (Sociology of Work Unit, South Africa)
Lee Pegler (The Netherlands)
Location: QUT-GP-L301B Session ID: RC44_03

Authors and Papers:
Lee Pegler (The Netherlands), The Global Re-organisation of Production: Implications of Recent Development in the White Goods Industry
Nadir Sugur, Globalised Management and Local Trade Unions in the Turkish White Goods Industry
Angela Arujo, Leda Gitahy, Alessandra Rachid, New management strategies and labour: a case study in the Brazilian White Goods Industry
Robert Lambert (University of Western Australia, Australia), Global developments in white goods sector in Australia
Andries Bezuidenhout (Sociology of Work Unit, South Africa), Global developments in white goods sector in SA

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 4: Woman and Trade Unions
Chair: Suzanne Franzway (University of South Australia, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-L301B Session ID: RC44_04

Authors and Papers:
Suzanne Franzway (University of South Australia, Australia), Union women making progressive politics: what possibilities?
Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 5: The Dilemmas of Political Exchange: Governing in a Liberalising World
Chair: Sakhela Buhlungu (South Africa)
Location: QUT-GP-L301B  Session ID: RC44 05

Authors and Papers:
Miles Larmer (University of Sheffield, United Kingdom), The trade union movement in post-colonial Zambia
Simon Stratton (Adelaide University, Australia), The Contradictory Balance between Industry restructuring and Industrial Relations Reform: The Case of the Port of Durban and the Dock Labour Scheme
Kwang-Yeong Shin, Civilian Government and Labour Movement in the Post-Authoritarian Regime: the Case of South Korea and Taiwan
Sakhela Buhlungu (South Africa), Union-party Alliances in the Era of Market Regulation: The Case of South Africa

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 17:30 - 19:15
Session 6: New strategic directions and rank-and-file democracy: Complementary or Contradictory?
Chair: Franco Barchiesi (University of The Witwatersrand, South Africa)
Location: QUT-GP-L301B  Session ID: RC44 06

Authors and Papers:
Franco Barchiesi (University of The Witwatersrand, South Africa), The Impact of Deindustrialisation on Trade Unions' Membership Trends and Grassroots Strategies: A Case Study of the East Rand (SA)
Jean Faniel (Université Libre De Bruxelles, Belgium), The unemployed: actors or instruments of the Belgian trade unions?
Lee Pegler (The Netherlands), Factory modernisation and union identity: New challenges for unions in developing and 'transitional' economies
Vanangudi Chandrasekhar (India), Membership, Participation and Decision making process in Indian Unions
Jennifer Chun (University of California Berkeley, USA), 'Invisible No More' and 'Stand Firm as a Worker': Organizing low-wage, non-standard and socially marginalized Homecare workers in California and Golf caddies in South Korea

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 7: Trade Unions and Casualisation
Chair: Bridget Kenny (Sociology of Work Unit, South Africa)
Location: QUT-GP-L301B  Session ID: RC44 07

Authors and Papers:
Iain Campbell (Centre for Applied Social Research, Australia), Casual Employees and Trade Union Representation in Australia
Bridget Kenny (Sociology of Work Unit, South Africa), Organising for a 'new day': Reclaiming casual shop workers' pasts to rebuild a union
Sonia Larangeira (Ufrgs, United States of America), Unions at the crossroads: Challenges from restructuring/deregulation and privatisation in telecommunications
Jess Walsh (LHMM, Australia), Organising Low-Wage Service Workers in the US and Australia
Steve Mckay, Zones of Regulation: Restructuring Labour Control in Privatized Export Zones

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 8: State restructuring and the implications for labour
Chair: Charlotte Yates (McMaster University, Canada)
Location: QUT-GP-L301B  Session ID: RC44 08

Authors and Papers:
Karl Von Holdt (National Labour & Eco Dev Institute, South Africa), State sector restructuring and union contestation: 2 case-studies from SA
Bob Carter (University of Leicester, United Kingdom), State Restructuring and Union Renewal: Some Evidence from Teaching
Donella Caspersz (University of Western Australia, Australia), Global Governance, State Power and Worker Status
Pat Walsh, Robin May (Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand), And still creatures of the State? The state, central organisation and the fall and rise of New Zealand unions
Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 17:30 - 19:15
Session 9: Unions and labour law reforms in a comparative perspective
Chair: Regina Morel (Federal University of Rio De Janeiro, Brazil)
Location: QUT-GP-L301B Session ID: RC44_09

Authors and Papers:
Elina G Pessanha (Universidade Federal Rio De Janeiro & ILAS, University of London, United Kingdom), Changes in the Labour Relations System: Brazil In Comparative Perspective
Marta Novick, Carlos A Tomada, Labour reforms and crisis of the union’s identity in Argentina
John D French, The Powerful, the Weak, and the Law: The Strategic Implications of Contemporary Labour Law Reform for Latin American Workers’ Movements
Tayo Fashoyin, Trade Unions and Social Dialogue: Public Policy and Union Organizing Strategies in Developing Countries
Young-Jin Choi (University of Hawaii at Manoa, United States of America), Relative autonomy and the Institutionalisation of Labour Relations: East Asian-Invested Firms in China

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 10: Crossing frontiers and redefining boundaries: The Sociology of Work and Labour Movements in the New Millennium
Chair: Edward Webster (Sociology of Work Unit, South Africa)
Location: QUT-GP-L301B Session ID: RC44_10

Authors and Papers:
Richard Hyman, Worlds of Labour, Worlds of Sociology
Edward Webster (Sociology of Work Unit, South Africa), Carla Lipsig-Mummé (Deakin University, Australia), Recasting labour studies in the new millennium
Donella Caspersz (University of Western Australia, Australia), Robert Lambert (University of Western Australia, Australia), Subjectivity and worker responses under neo-liberal governments
Rahmat Omar (Sociology of Work Unit, South Africa), Working in the Call Centres of Telkom (SA): Trade Union responses

Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Chair: Tova Benski (The College of Management, Israel)
Location: QUT-GP-L301B Session ID: J 05 18 44 48
See full details in Joint Session section

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Business Meeting
Chair: Richard Hyman
Location: QUT-GP-L301B Session ID: RC44_BM

Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Special Session: Unions at the Crossroads: Ambivalent Legacies and Rising Challenges
Chair: AV Jose (International Labour Organization, Switzerland)
Location: QUT-GP-L301B Session ID: RC44_S

Authors and Papers:
Daisy Rooks (University of California, United States Of America), At Your Doorstep, In Your Face and On Your Conscience: Union Organizers and the Transformation of the Contemporary American Labour Movement
Peter Fairbrother (Cardiff University, United Kingdom), Gerry Griffin, Charlotte Yates (McMaster University, Canada), Hollowing Out Central Labour Federations: Convergence and Divergence in the Role of Central Labour Federations in Australia, Canada and Great Britain's Labour Studies Programme
Andy Danford, Michael Richardson (University of The West of England, United Kingdom), Paul Stewart, Stephanie Taliby, Martin Upchurch, The Patterns and Processes of Partnership in the UK

Mona-Josee Gagnon (Université De Montréal, Canada), Trade-unions struggle against unrelated globalisation: practical and theoretical consequences
### Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

**Session 1: New Developments in Rational Actor Theory I**

**Chair:**
- Andreas Diekman
- Rolf Ziegler (University of Munich, Germany)

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z503  
**Session ID:** RC45_01

**Authors and Papers:**
- Hyojoong Kim, *Synthesizing the Emotional and the Rational: The Emotions Theory of Preference Formation*
- Jun Kobayashi (University of Chicago, Japan), Tatsuhiro Shichijo, *A Meme Model of Preference Change*
- Keith Dowding, *Rational Actor Theory. An Evolutionary Approach*

### Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

**Session 2: New Developments in Rational Actor Theory II**

**Chair:**
- Rolf Ziegler (University of Munich, Germany)
- Andreas Diekman

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z503  
**Session ID:** RC45_02

**Authors and Papers:**
- Volker Stocké (University of Mannheim, Germany), *A Dual-Utility Model of Socially Desirable Response Behaviour in Attitude-Surveys*
- Eldad Davidov, Sebastian Bamberg, Peter Schmidt, *Money and Time: an Empirical Explanation of Behaviour in the Context of Travel Mode Choice with the German Micro Census*
- Stefanie Eifler, *Rational Choice, Criminal Behaviour and Crime Rate - Theoretical Analyses of Keeping Money Found*
- Klaus Boers, Jurgen Raithel, Jost Reinecke (Germany), Jochen Wittenberg, *Explaining Deviant Behaviour with Rational Actor Theory: Theoretical Concepts and Empirical Results*

### Monday, 8 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45

**Session 3: Micro Structures and Social Networks**

**Chair:**
- Yoshimishi Sato (Tohoku University, Japan)
- Kunihiro Kimura

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z503  
**Session ID:** RC45_03

**Authors and Papers:**
- Davide Barrera (Utrecht University, The Netherlands), *A Vignette-experiment on Learning and Uncertainty*
- Phillip Bonacich (University of California, United States of America), *Models for Non-cooperative Exchange Networks*
- Rolf Ziegler (University of Munich, Germany), *The Evolution of the Kula-Ring. A Simulation Study of the Development of Trading Networks*
- Jun Kobayashi (University of Chicago, Japan), *Micro Process of Evolution of Social Networks*
- Per Kropp, *Game Theoretical Implications for Business to Business Relationships*

### Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

**Session 4: Social Norms and Institutions I**

**Chair:**
- Karl-Dieter Opp (University of Leipzig, Germany)

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z503  
**Session ID:** RC45_04

**Authors and Papers:**
- Heike Diefenbach, Karl-Dieter Opp (University of Leipzig, Germany), *Breakdown or Change? A Factorial Survey of Divorce Norms Among University Students*
Hartmut Esser (University of Mannheim, Germany), *The Unconditional of Norms*

Yasuto Nakano, *Norms as cause or as result of behaviour*

Thomas Voss, *Social Norms and Reciprocity*

**Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15**

**Session 5: Social Norms and Institutions II**

Chair: Karl-Dieter Opp (University of Leipzig, Germany)

Location: QUT-GP-Z503  Session ID: RC45 05

Authors and Papers:

Michael Hechter, *From Class to Culture*

Russell Hardin, *Trust and Science*

Yoshimishi Sato (Tohoku University, Japan), *Rational Choice Theory of Institutional Change*

**Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15**

**Session 6: Social Norms and Institutions III**

Chair: Karl-Dieter Opp (University of Leipzig, Germany)

Location: QUT-GP-Z503  Session ID: RC45 06

Authors and Papers:

Martin Abraham, *The marriages of self-employed: stabilization by private institutions*

Sonja Haug, Karsten Weber, *How do illegal exchange systems work? The norm of reciprocity in file sharing systems in the Internet and in the Mafia*

Kazu Misumi (Kyushu University, Japan), *The Complementarity of Normative Expectations in Rational Choice Frameworks*

Rafael Wittek (University of Groningen, The Netherlands), Marijte van Duijn, *Tom Snijders, Organizational Change, Informal Networks, and Social Escalation of Conflicts in a Management Team*

**Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15**

**Session 7: Macrostructures, Collective Action and Social Change**

Chair: Thomas Voss

Rolf Hoijer

Location: QUT-GP-Z503  Session ID: RC45 07

Authors and Papers:

Karl-Dieter Opp (University of Leipzig, Germany), *How Does the Transformation Process Affect Political Protest? The Example of East Germany*

Ekkart Zimmermann (Dresden University of Technology, Germany), *All Rational Choice? System Transformation: East Germany in Comparative Perspective*

Hiroshi Tarohmaru (Kyoto KOKA Women's University, Japan), *Why Class Differential in Educational Attainment Hasn't Been Changed? A Rational choice Approach*

Hideki Kamiyama (Japan Society for the Promotion of Science, Japan), *Toward a Solution of the N-Person Prisoner's Dilemma and an Application to Explain the Evolution of States*

**Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15**

**Joint Session of RC06 and RC45: Marriage, Family, and Rational Choice.**

Chair: Bernard Nauck (Chemnitz University of Technology, Germany)

Martin Abraham

Location: QUT-GP-Z503  Session ID: J 06 45

See full details in Joint Session section
RC46 Clinical Sociology
Sociología clínica
Sociologie clinique
Coordinator: Jacques Rheaume

Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: Formal organizations, work and mental health in hypermodern society
Chair: Nicole Aubert (Ecole Superieure De Commerce De Paris, France)
Location: QUT-GP-O401 Session ID: RC46 01

Authors and Papers:
Haruo Sakiyama (University of Tokyo, Japan), How Service Workers are Stressed by Themselves? Reconsidering Emotional Labour
Michelina Tosi (University of the Studies "S. Pio V", Italy), Les possibilites de travail des personnes handicapees: les problemes lies au manque de legislation entre les ONG et Etats europeens*

Discussants:
Christian Maheu

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 2: Exclusion, marginality: the other face of hypermodern society
Chair: Elvia Taracena
Location: QUT-GP-O401 Session ID: RC46 02

Authors and Papers:
Marguerite Blais , L'identite socioculturelle comme strategie emancipatoire. Le cas de la 'communaute' sourde au Quebec*
Rosinha Machado Carrion , Crise sociale et organisation d'assistance d'enfants et d'adolescents en situation de risque au Bresil*
Roch Hurtubise , Mediateurs, traducteurs et passeurs. A propos des actions en matiere d'illettrisme aupres des populations defavorisees*

Sara Makowsky , Memoire et narration: jeunes de la rue au Mexique

Discussants:
Ana Maria Kornblit

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 3: Life stories and identity construction
Chair: Vincent de Gaulejac
Location: QUT-GP-O401 Session ID: RC46 03

Authors and Papers:
Ana Lia Kornblit (University of Buenos Aires, Argentina), Fabian Beltamino, Ana Clara Carotti, Malena Verardi, Life stories and identity construction: about personal and social identity. 'Me-us-others' categories in intravenous drug users' search of identity
Jean-Philippe Bouilloud , Le recit du soi sociologique*
Rheaume Jacques (University of Quebec In Montreal, Canada), Le recit de vie collectif comme practique sociale et action communautaire*
Elvia Taracena , Identite professionnelle en construction et analyse du transfert

Discussants:
Roch Hurtubise

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 4: Theories in Change
Chair: Rheaume Jacques (University of Quebec In Montreal, Canada)
Location: QUT-GP-O401 Session ID: RC46 04

Authors and Papers:
Nicole Aubert (Ecole Superieure De Commerce De Paris, France), L'individu hypermoderne*
Vincent de Gaulejac, Nouvelles theories, ou nouvelles contradiction: necessite d'une nouvelle vision critique dans la societe hypermoderne*

S L Hiremath (Gulbarga University, India), Jayashree Kulkarni (Gulbarga University, India), KS Malipatil,
Workforce Obsolescence: Extent and Implications

Discussants:
Jean-Philippe Bouilloud

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 5: Organisational Sociology and Intervention
Chair:
Genevieve Dahan-Seltzer (Institut Etudes Politiques Paris Et LSCI (CNRS), France)
Location: QUT-GP-0401 Session ID: RC46.05

Authors and Papers:
Jean-Emile Charlier (Facultes Universitaires Catholiques De Mons (FUCaM), Belgique) Frédéric Moens (Facultes Universitaires Catholiques De Mons (FUCaM), Belgique),
Exploration d'un desarroi eontemporain: sociologie et intervention dans de petites et moyennes entreprises belges*

Christian Maheu, Observer et accompagner les practiques strategiques innovantes des entreprises: contribution a une strategie de l'action manageriale*

Rheaume Jacques (University of Quebec In Montreal, Canada), Quand l'excellence dans la gestion et au travail devient pathogene. Analyse psychosociologique de cas d'intervention au Quebec*

Discussants:
Vincent de Gaulejac
### Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

**Joint Session of RC17 and RC46: Session Speciale: Sociologies et intervention dans l'entreprise**

Genevieve Dahan-Seltzer (Institut Etudes Politiques Paris Et LSCI (CNRS), France)
Vincent de Gaulejac

Location: QUT-GP-L306  
**Session ID:** J 17 46

See full details in Joint Session section

### Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

**Session 6: Change Methods**

**Chair:**
Jan Marie Fritz (University of Cincinnati, United States of America)

Location: QUT-GP-O401  
**Session ID:** RC46 06

**Authors and Papers:**

Jan Marie Fritz (University of Cincinnati, United States of America), *Clinical Sociological Contributions to Mediation*

Anastasia Rigas, I. Katsogiannis, *Designing a Qualitative Research Project for Practitioners Psychologists: Intervention and Evaluation on Socio-sanitary Services*
Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: Globalization and Social Movements I
Chair: Henri Lustiger-Thaler (Ramapo College, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-S409  Session ID: RC47.01

Authors and Papers:
Frieder Otto Wolf (Freie Universität Berlin, Germany), Trojan Horse or ‘Post-Modern Prince’
Louis Chauvel (Institut D'Etudes Politiques De Paris And OFCE, France), La fin des classes sociales, et encore après?
Pierre Hamel (Département De Sociologie, Université De Montréal, Canada), Who are the adversaries of urban movements in the new metropolises?
Thomas Greven (John F. Kennedy Institute / Freie Universität Berlin, Germany), Transnational campaigns: labour in the global economy

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 2: Globalization and Social Movements II
Chair: Pierre Hamel (Département De Sociologie, Université De Montréal, Canada)
Location: QUT-GP-S409  Session ID: RC47.02

Authors and Papers:
Marco Silvestro, Redefinir les arenes: nouveaux conflits, nouveaux acteurs, nouvelles formes d'action collective
Pierre Bouvier (Université ParisX-Nanterre/laios-Cnrs/Insh, France), Socio-anthropologie d'implications
Kevin McDonald (University of Melbourne, Australia), From social movement to experience movement: notes from a sociological intervention

Monday, 8 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Joint Session of RC19 and RC47: Social Movements and Social Policy.
Chair: Kay Lawson (San Francisco State University, United States of America)
François Dubet (Université De Bordeaux 2, France)
Location: QUT-GP-S309  Session ID: J1947
See full details in Joint Session section

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 3: Anti-Globalization Movements I
Chair: Antimo L. Farro (Italy)
Location: QUT-GP-S409  Session ID: RC47.03

Authors and Papers:
Magnus Wennerhag (Lund University, Sweden), Anti-globalization movement?
Michele Ford (University of Wollongong, Australia), Responses to the Global Conveyor Belt: The Case of Women's NGOs in Indonesia
Wanda Dressler, Les mobilisations sociales d'Est en Ouest face au défi de la mondialisation
Ariel Salleh, Global Resistance and the Meta-Industrial Class
Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 4: Anti-Globalization Movements II
Chair: Roland Roth (Hochschule Magdeburg-Stendal (University of Applied Sciences), Germany)
Location: QUT-GP-S409 Session ID: RC47_04

Authors and Papers:
Antimo L Farro (Italy), Collective Movement and Globalization. The West European Experience
Henri Lustiger-Thaler (Ranapo College, United States of America), Globalization and Generations: New Youth Movements
Antonio Famiglietti, Conflict and Violence in the Genoa Anti-Global Protest
Michael Blain (Boise State University, United States of America), The new anti-drug war movement in the U.S.
Lauren Langman (Loyola University of Chicago, United States of America), Jackie Zalewski, Doug Morris, Networks of dissent: social movements in a global age

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 5: Cultural and Ethnic Movements
Chair: Maria da Gloria Gohn (University of Campinas, Brazil)
Location: QUT-GP-S409 Session ID: RC47_05

Authors and Papers:
Antonio S A Guimaraes, Racism, black protest and public policies in Brazil (the democratic regime 1985-2001)
Yvonne Maggie (Federal University of Rio De Janeiro, Brazil), Universalism, particularism and the search for new ways to diminish exclusion and inequality: Pre-Vestibular par Negros e Carentes
P Radhadrishnan, Minorities and their struggles in Indian democracy
Nacira Guenif (Paris 13 University, France), Deux moments de l'ethnicite ou l'universel singulier

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 6: Urban Violence
Chair: Kevin McDonald (University of Melbourne, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-S409 Session ID: RC47_06

Authors and Papers:
Manuel Boucher, Turbulences, violences et peurs dans les quartiers populaires
Maria da Gloria Gohn (University of Campinas, Brazil), Social movements in Brazil: the return of the urban issue
Daishiro Nomiya (Sophia University, Japan), Makoto Nishikido (Hokkaido University, Japan), 50 Years of social movements in Japan: a look at general trends after the WW2

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 7: Social Movements and Democracy I
Chair: François Dubet (Université De Bordeaux 2, France)
Location: QUT-GP-S409 Session ID: RC47_07

Authors and Papers:
Celi Regina Jardim Pinto (Brazil), The NGOs in Brazil and new public spheres: the possibilities of a marriage
Nuno Soares Nunes (Iscte, Portugal), Marinus Pires de Lima, Social Movements in Timor
Félix Sanchez, Posibilidades y limitaciones de la democracia participativa para la gestion de las politicas publicas: el caso de San Pablo (Br.)
Shruti Tambe (University of Pune, India), Social movements and struggles over development, citizenship and nation in Marathwada, India
Roland Roth (Hochschule Magdeburg-Stendal (University of Applied Sciences), Germany), Towards a global human rights regime? The contribution of NGOs and transnational human rights movements

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 8: Social Movements and Democracy II
Chair: Roland Roth (Hochschule Magdeburg-Stendal (University of Applied Sciences), Germany)
Location: QUT-GP-S409 Session ID: RC47_08

Authors and Papers:
Risto Alapuro (University of Helsinki, Finland), Associations in the French claim-making: a comparative perspective
Vicki Crinis (University of Wollongong, Australia), Migrant workers, NGO activism and Trade Union Responses in Malaysia
**Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15**

**Session 9: Actors**

**Chair:** Kevin McDonald (University of Melbourne, Australia)

**Location:** QUT-GP-S409  
**Session ID:** RC47_09

**Authors and Papers:**

- Nicola Piper (RegNet, Australian National University, Australia), *Global Norms and Transnational Advocacy Networks: the Issue of Labour Migration and Trafficking in East and Southeast Asia*
- RS Ratner (University of British Columbia, Canada), William Carroll (University of Victoria, Canada), *Ambivalent allies: social democratic regimes and social movements*
- Roland Delacroix (Clerse-Curs, France), *La formation de nouveaux acteurs syndicaux: ‘les passeurs culturels’*
- Jean Guy Vailancourt (University De Montreal, Canada), *The green movement in Quebec: radicalization, institutionalisation, or both?*
- Moussa Khedimellah, *Da’wa, resocialization and subjectivation. The Jama’a tabligh and young muslims in France*

**Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15**

**Session 10: New Movements**

**Chair:** Sasha Roseneil (University of Leeds, United Kingdom)

**Location:** QUT-GP-S409  
**Session ID:** RC47_10

**Authors and Papers:**

- Jorge Mora (Profesional Independiente, Costa Rica), *Costa Rica: economic aperture and changes in its political system*
- Shuki Mairovich, *From politics to therapy: the therapeutic discourse at the educational department in the Civil Rights Association in Israel*
- Manuel A Garreton, *La nouvelle conformation des acteurs sociaux en Amerique Latine*
- Jean Faniel (Université Libre De Bruxelles, Belgium), *Chomeurs en France et en Belgique: des luttes differentes?*
Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: Past Legacies and New Directions in Social Movements Theory and Research.
Chair: Bronislaw Misztal
Location: QUT-GP-L418  Session ID: RC48 01

Authors and Papers:

Richard Flacks (University of California, United States Of America), Knowledge for what? Looking Critically at Social Movement Studies

Enrique Laraña (University Complutense of Madrid, Spain), Nationalism, Democratic Movements and the Iron Law of Terror in Spain

Agnes S Ku (Hong Kong University of Science & Technology, China), Collective Action, Discourse and Dramaturgy

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 2: Political Conflict, Violence and Social Movements
Chair: Tamar Hermann (Tel Aviv University, Israel)
Location: QUT-GP-L418  Session ID: RC48 02

Authors and Papers:

Feargal Cochran (Lancaster University, United Kingdom), Bowling Together? The Role of Political Conflict in Strengthening Community Action and Civil Society in Northern Ireland

Manuel Angel Rodriguez (Bukkyo University, Japan), Rocio Lopez Valasco, Armed Movement' and 'Dirty War' in Mexico in the 70s-80s

Nani Gopal Mahanta (Gauhati University, India), State, Identity and the Politics of Violence: The Case of UFLA

Tamar Hermann (Tel Aviv University, Israel), Facing a Shattered Dream: the Predicament of the Israeli Peace

Movement Following the Collapse of the Israeli-Palestinian Peace Process

Distributed Papers:

Gregory Maney (Hofstra University, United States of America), Nonviolent Mobilization and Political Violence in Northern Ireland: An Interactive Analysis

Maria Antonia de Souza (Universidade Estadual de Ponta Grossa, Brazil), The Rural Landless Workers Movement in Brazil

Roopali Sircar, Kashmir: A Troubled Paradise

Lev Greenberg, Peace Without Movement? The Israeli-Palestinian Conflict and the Aborted Peace Process

Monday, 8 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 3: Culture, Identity and Social Movements
Chair: Benjamin Tejerina (Universidad Del Pais Vasco, Spain)
Location: QUT-GP-L418  Session ID: RC48 03

Authors and Papers:

Kayhan Delibas, Political Islam After the 11 September: How to Categorise Islamic Movements?

Abdoulaye Niang (Senegal), Identities Expression by Artistic Ways: the Case of Hip-Hop Movement in Dakar

Jim Smyth, Social Movements and Symbolic Power

Alicia N Gonzalez de Castells, The Creativity of the Brazilian Movement of the Rural Landless Workers in the Social Construction of their Habitat

Marie-Christine Renard (Universidad Autónoma Chapingo, México), Social Movements in Chiapas, Mexico: From Peasants to Indians

Distributed Papers:

Jose Manuel de Oliveira Mendes, A Town in Protest: Memory, Populism and Democracy

Ignacio Mediola, The Reflexive Identity of Social Movements: A Critical Reconsideration
Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 4: Environmental Movements
Chair: Chris Rootes (University of Kent At Canterbury, United Kingdom)
Location: QUT-GP-L418 Session ID: RC48_04

Authors and Papers:

John S. Dryzek (Australian National University, Australia), Christine Hunold, David Schlosberg, David Downes, Hans-Kristine Hernes, Green States and Social Movements: Environmentalism in the U.S.A.

Annamari Konttinen (Academy of Finland, Finland), The Roots of Japanese Environmental Activism: Indigenous Protest and International Influences

Ornulf Seippel (Institute for Social Research, Norway), The Development of the Field of Environmental Organizations and their Democratic Functioning: The Case of Norway

Ajay Ghandi, Indian Environmental Movements and the State: Articulation and Contradictions

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 5: The Struggle for the Construction of New Identities: Gender and Queer Theories
Chair: Marcia Texler Segal (Indiana University Southeast, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-L418 Session ID: RC48_05

Authors and Papers:

Diane Richardson (University of Newcastle, United Kingdom), Claiming Citizenship: Sexuality, Citizenship and Feminism

Cheryl Hercus (James Cook University, Australia), Becoming and Being Feminist: Development of a Biographical Model

RC48 Social Movements, Collective Action and Social Change

Benita Roth, Transnational Counter-claims: The Construction of the Historical Chicana Feminist

Jan Wickman (Sabanci University, Turkey), Masculinity and Female Bodies

Marcia Texler Segal (Indiana University Southeast, United States of America), William E. Sweigart, Assisting the Struggle for the Construction of New Identities: Through Teaching Gender and Queer Theories

Distributed Papers:

Jale Shadi Talab, Iranian Women: Search for New Identities

Raimonda Mikalajunaite, Homophobia in Lithuanian Society

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 6: Globalization Processes and Anti-Globalization Movements
Chair: Hank Johnston (San Diego State University, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-L418 Session ID: RC48_06

Authors and Papers:

Philip Sutton (Robert Gordon University, United Kingdom), Stephen Vertigans (United Kingdom), Islamic Movements Against Globalization? Political Opportunities and Action Repertoires in Turkey

Pradeep K Saxena, Anti-Globalisation Social Movements: A Study of Power Sector Reforms and Farmers Movements in the State of Rajasthan (India)


Jules Duchastel (Université Du Québec À Montréal, Canada), Victor Armony (Université Du Québec À Montréal, Canada), Civil Society's Discourse on Pan-American Integration

Sebastian Haunss (University of Hamburg, Germany), Hank Johnston (San Diego State University, United States of America), Globalization and Protest Repertoires in the North, South and NICs

Distributed Papers:

Andreas Hernandez (Cornell University, United States of America), Nationalism as Resistance to Economic Globalization and as a Vehicle for Development in the Republic of Georgia
Session 7: Women in Dissent and Social Movements I

Chair:
Myra Marx Ferree (University of Wisconsin, United States of America)
Silke Roth

Authors and Papers:
Ilse Lenz, Reflexive transformations of new women's movements: the Japanese and German feminist movements 1968-2000

Marcela Rios Tobar, Chilean Feminism(s) in the nineties: Paradoxes of an unfinished transition

Anuradha Chakravarty (Cornell University, United States of America), Political Praxis and transformative capacity of mothers in movement. Rethinking positivist dichotomies of women in dissent (India)

Yufen Chang (University of Michigan, United States of America), Maukuei Chang (Institute of Sociology, Taiwan), The Politics of Rosy Periwinkle: The Prostitute's Movement and the Web of Political Agenda

Sarah Maddison (University of Sydney, Australia), Bombing patriarchy or just trying to get a cab: challenges facing the next generation of feminist activists (Australia)

Carol Hagemann-White (University of Osnabrueck, Germany), The women's shelter movement in Germany: paradoxical success and persistent dilemmas

Session 8: Women in Dissent and Social Movements II: Gender Equality in the EU: Opportunities and Issues

Chair:
Myra Marx Ferree (University of Wisconsin, United States of America)
Silke Roth

Authors and Papers:
Myra Marx Ferree (University of Wisconsin, United States of America), The EU as a transnational arena for feminist politics

Karina Pedersen, Gender Differences at the Party Internal Arena: The Danish Case

Carol Hagemann-White (University of Osnabrueck, Germany), Networking for Women's health in Europe

Tahnya Barnett Donaghy, The Role of Women in Policy Making in Northern Ireland: Opportunities of Section 75 and Equality Mainstreaming

Eva Schmitz (University of Lund, Sweden), Women's Liberation Movement in Sweden

Kristin Edquist, What does critical feminist theory tell us about EU gender equality policy?

Session 9: Emotions and Social Movements

Chair:
Helena Flam (Institut Fuer Soziologie, Germany)

Authors and Papers:
Debra Hopkins (University of Glasgow, Scotland), Nick Watson, Linda McKie, Bill Hughes, Susan Gregory, The Disabled People's Movement and the Feminist Movement on Emotions in Care

Asa Wettergren (University of Karlstad, Sweden), Mobilizing through the Reality Shock Effect? Culture Jamming and Mobilization - the Case of Adbusters

Hedvig Ekerwald (Uppsala University, Sweden), Link-ping 2000: Squatters as Passionate Dissidents

Debra King (University of South Australia, Australia), Passionate and Impassioned: Life as a Persistent Activist

Dmitry Pozhidaev (Pristina University, Macedonia), Emotions that Drive Us Back

Distributed Papers:
Howard Kaplan (Texas A&M University, United States of America), Chen Xi, Negative Self-Feelings and Social Action: The Moderating Influences of Locus of Control and Gender
Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 10: Globalization of Social Movements and Cultural Paradigms (Culture, Literature, National History and Ideology)
Chair: Wanda Dressler
Location: QUT-GP-L418 Session ID: RC48 10

Authors and Papers:
Pierre W Boudreault, Anti social movement in the postmodern society
Denise Ferreira Da Silva (University of California, United States of America), Effects on the national in the contemporary global political field
Shoji Ishitsuka, Theoryzing globalization
Nicolea Bulz (Ecological University Bucharest, Romania), Inter/transdisciplinary approaches upon the globalization of social movements

Distributed Papers:
Nandita Sharma (University of British Columbia, Canada), Nationalism and the Social Organisation of Differential (Im)migration Categories in Canada
Wanda Dressler, Social mobilisations from East to West facing globalisation

Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 11: Methodological Issues in Comparative Social Movements Research
Chair: Ingrid Miethe (University of Greifswald, Germany)
Location: QUT-GP-L418 Session ID: RC48 11

Authors and Papers:
Paul Statham, Strategies and difficulties in the cross-national comparison of political mobilisation by Muslims in Europe
Holly J McCammon (Vanderbilt University, United States of America), Karen E Campbell, Allies on the Road to Victory: Coalition Formation Between the US Suffragists and the Women's Christian Temperance Union
Soundarajan Albones Raj, Transformative Ambivalence: Towards a Methodological Framework for the Theoretical Study of Social Movements in India
Elizabeth Borland (University of Arizona, United States of America), Cultural and Political Opportunities: Shaping the Strategic Use of Religion in the Argentine and Chilean Reproductive Rights Movement

Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Chair: Tova Benski (The College of Management, Israel)
Location: QUT-GP-L301B Session ID: J 05 18 44 48
See full details in Joint Session section

Friday, 12 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 12: Social Movements in the Asian Regions: Local Issues in the Global Contexts: Perspectives from Within
Chair: Debal SinghaRoy (Indira Gandhi National Open University, New, India)
Location: QUT-GP-L418 Session ID: RC48 12

Authors and Papers:
Debal SinghaRoy (Indira Gandhi National Open University, New, India), Social Movements in a Transitional Society: the Issues of Autonomy and New Identity
Nami Gopal, State, Identity and Politics of Violence: The Case of ULFA
Manindra Thkur, Mapping Contemporary Social Movements
Anuradha Sen Mookerjee (Centre For Women's Development Studies, India), Ideology in Environmental Movements: Readings from the Indian experience

Distributed Papers:
Sooryamoorthy Sooryamoorthy, Mobilising a Community: A Case from Southern Rural India
Barb Stuart, Grassroots and Bamboo Shoots: Encouraging Democratizing Movements in Vietnam
G Satyanarayana, Weaker Community Development Through Voluntary Effort (A Sociological Study of Schedule Castes and Schedule Tribes in Mahabubnagar District of Andhra Pradesh in Southern India)
Saturday, 13 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Joint Session of RC23, RC24 and RC48:
Special Session 1: Environmental Movements, Communication and Networking: Theoretical and Empirical Studies.
Organisers:
Jean Guy Vaillancourt (FZ Karlsruhe/GKSS, Germany)
Location: QUT-GP-Z606  Session ID: J 23 24 48
See full details in Joint Session section

Saturday, 13 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 13: Australian/ Pacific Social Movements
Chair:
James Goodman (University of Technology, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-L418  Session ID: RC48 13
Authors and Papers:
Tom Bramble (University of Queensland, Australia), John Minns (University of Wollongong, Australia), The Anti-Globalization Movement in Australia
Maria Teresa Gutierrez-haces, How NAFTA has Impacted the Political and Economic Linkages between the State and Civil Society in Mexico
Kathryn M King, Radical Democracy and the Movement against Corporate Globalization
Gordon Laxer (University of Alberta, Canada), The Role of the National in Movements Reclaiming the Commons
Caroline Smith (University of Strathclyde, United Kingdom), International Union Solidarities in a Changing World: The Case of Australia

Distributed Papers:
Brian A Pontar (Massey University, New Zealand), Cooperatives as Social Movements: the Case of Vanuatu

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Business Meeting
Chair:
TBA
Location: QUT-GP-L418  Session ID: RC48 BM
Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: Living Conditions and Quality of Life of People with Chronic Mental Illness in Contemporary Societies
Chair: Reinhold Kilian (University of Leipzig, Germany)
Location: QUT-GP-S307 Session ID: RC49_01

Authors and Papers:
Joan Langan, Living Conditions and Quality of Life of People with Chronic Mental Illness in Contemporary Societies
Reinhold Kilian (University of Leipzig, Germany), Empowerment and Disempowerment in Psychiatric Outpatient Treatment: A Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis of Psychiatrists' Role, Effectiveness of Treatment and Treatment Participation as Perceived by Persons with Schizophrenia
Derith M Harris (University of Melbourne, Australia), Prisons of Loneliness: Community Transition for People with both a Forensic History and Mental Illness
Vivian Meertens (University, The Netherlands), The Influence of Social Context on Depression
Daphne Habibis (University of Tasmania, Australia), Remembering the Self: The role of Spirituality in the Recreation of Self-Identity after a Diagnosis of Schizophrenia

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 2: Work and Mental Health
Chair: Vishwanath V Baba (McMaster University, Canada)
Location: QUT-GP-S307 Session ID: RC49_02

Authors and Papers:
Xiaoyun Wang, Chinese Nurses' Mental Health and Job-Related Outcomes
Vishwanath V Baba (McMaster University, Canada), Muhammad Jamal, On the Cross-Cultural Portability of a Mediation Theory of Occupational Mental Health
Yongqing Fang, Shu Li, Burnout Among Nurses in Singapore: Its Antecedents and Impact on Performance
Terri R Lituchy, Women's Work: Mental Health and International Firms in Developing Countries
Louise Tourigny, Vishwanath V Baba (McMaster University, Canada), Terri R Lituchy, Occupational Mental Health: A Study of Antecedents and Consequences Among Japanese Workers
Helena Addae, Gary Johns, The Effects of Employees' Stress on their Perceptions of Absence Legitimacy
Mohsen Bazargan, Correlates of Depression and Anxiety among Elderly African-American Persons

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 3: Prevalence of Psychiatric Disorders and Mental Health Service Utilization
Chair: J Gary Linn
Location: QUT-GP-S307 Session ID: RC49_03

Authors and Papers:
Baqar A Husaini (Tenn State University, United States of America), Group Therapy and Depression Among Elderly Women: An Analysis of Outcome by Race
J Gary Linn, Effective Utilization of a Partner Intervention to Improve Coping with HIV Illness
Bronwen Lichtenstein (University of Alabama At Birmingham, United States of America), Stigma and Race: Effect on STD Screening and Treatment of Men in the American Deep South
Leigh A Willis (Centers for Disease Control, United States Of America), Mental Illness, the Gaze and Late Modernity
Hubert Wallot (Hôpital Robert Giffard, Télé-Université Du Québec, Canada), Evaluation of a Mental Health Day Care Program for Adults
Rosa Alati (University of Queensland, Australia), Jake M Najman (University of Queensland, AUSTRALIA), Mental Health and Migrant 'It's not that bad in fact it's pretty good! So what's their secret?'


Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 4: Business Meeting I: Election
Chair:
Tsunetsugu Munakata (University of Tsukuba, Japan)
Location: QUT-GP-S307 Session ID: RC49_04

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 5: Business Meeting II: Dinner and Informal Discussions
Chair:
Jerzy Krupinski (Monash University, Australia)
J Gary Linn
Location: TBA Session ID: RC49_05

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 6: Theory, Policy and Practice: Issues for Culturally Diverse Mental Health Service Users
Chair:
Renata Kokanovic (EPPCHU, Murdoch University, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-S307 Session ID: RC49_06

Authors and Papers:
Tanya Cassidy, Teresa Calvin, Mental Health Issues Among Refugees and Asylum Seekers in Ireland
R Mallett (Institute of Psychiatry, United Kingdom), Eleonor Cole (South London & Maudsley NHS, United Kingdom), O Olajide, From Theory to Practice: Operationalising Cultural Competence into a Working Model for Community Mental Health Services in the UK
Susan Hansen (Murdoch University, Australia), Renata Kokanovic (University of Queensland, Australia), Alan Petersen (University of Plymouth, United Kingdom), Talking 'Cultural Competence' - Practitioners Discuss Policy and Practice

Ewen Scott Speed, Sociological Representations of Mental Health Service Users: An Irish Context
Brian Sullivan, Cultural Competence or Cultural Humility: What is the Therapeutic Approach?
Samita Manna (University of Kalyani, India), Role of Medicine Men from Catapult to Power Tiller: Synchronization of Traditional Heritages on Mental Health of Indian Tribes

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 7: The Construction of 'Mental Illness' in Culturally Diverse Communities
Chair:
Susan Hansen (Murdoch University, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-S307 Session ID: RC49_07

Authors and Papers:
Lia V Yangoulova, The Phenomenon of Holy Fool and Psychiatry in 19th Century Russia
Tim Vanderwal (University of Western Sydney, Australia), An Exploration of the Construction of 'Prolonged Sadness' in Nad, Papua New Guinea
Renata Kokanovic (University of Queensland, Australia), Farida Tilbury (Murdoch University, Australia), Mark Rapley, Ilse O'Ferrall, Cultural Construction of Sadness - Experiences of Ethiopian and Sudanese Refugees in Western Australia
Verna M Keith (Arizona State University, United States of America), Diane R Brown, James S Jackson, Maxine Thompson (North Carolina State University, United States of America), Glass Ceilings and Closed Doors: Racial Discrimination and Mental Health Among African American Women
Nada Eltaiba, Amman Jordan, Cross Cultural Mental Health: A Study of Attitudes and Perceptions of Mental Health Problems in Arabic/Jordanian Culture

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 8: Stress Management and Mental Health Care
Chair:
Tsunetsugu Munakata (University of Tsukuba, Japan)
Location: QUT-GP-S307 Session ID: RC49_08

Authors and Papers:
Pavna Sodhi, Employment Counselling interventions for Immigrants with Mental Health Issues
Jessica Campano (Graduate School of Health and Sport Sciences, Japan), Tsunetsugu Munakata (University of Tsukuba, Japan), The Effectiveness of an Adolescent Anger Management Program in the Philippines

Hashimoto Sayuri (University of Tsukuba, Japan), Tsunetsugu Munakata (University of Tsukuba, Japan), The Effects of Structured Association Technique Program for Stress Management

Jeylan T Mortimer (University of Minnesota, United States Of America), Carolyn Harley, Jeremy Staff, The Quality of Work and Youth Mental Health

Tsunetsugu Munakata (University of Tsukuba, Japan), The Effects of Telecounseling on the Mental Health of Computer Engineering Workers

Jeanette Henderson (The Open University, United Kingdom), There’s a lot of things you have to sort out: Impacts of ‘care’ on partnerships during and after periods of mental distress

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

Joint Session of RC15 and RC49: Influence of globalization of the economy on physical and mental health and health care.

Chair:
Jerzy Krupinski (Monash University, Australia)

Location: QUT-GP-S403 Session ID: J_15_49

See full details in Joint Session section
Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

Session 1: The Quotidian Tourist: Everyday Life and Beyond

Chair:
Graham M S Dann (University of Luton, United Kingdom)

Location: QUT-GP-O604  Session ID: RC50_01

Authors and Papers:

Graham M S Dann (University of Luton, United Kingdom), *The Tourist as a Metaphor of the Social World*
Scott McCabe, *The Tourist Experience and Everyday Life*
Lesley Kuhn, *Trusting Tourists: An Investigation of Tourism, Trust and the Social Order*
Hazel Tucker (Otago University, New Zealand), *Serendipity on the Road*

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

Session 2: The Tourist in a Changing World

Chair:
Graham M S Dann (University of Luton, United Kingdom)

Location: QUT-GP-O604  Session ID: RC50_02

Authors and Papers:

Bruce Prideaux (University of Queensland, Australia), *The Cybertourist*
Ning Wang (Zhongshan University, China), *The Tourist as Hyper-Consumer*
Jim Macbeth (Murdoch University, Australia), *Is Tourism Doomed to be a Destructive Social Force?*

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

Session 3: Social and Psychological Dimensions of the Tourist Experience

Chair:
Graham M S Dann (University of Luton, United Kingdom)

Location: QUT-GP-O604  Session ID: RC50_03

Authors and Papers:

Kevin Moore, *The Discursive Tourist*
Bronwyn Morkham, Russell Staiff (University of Western Sydney, Australia), *The Cinematic Tourist: Perception and Subjectivity*
Graham M S Dann (University of Luton, United Kingdom), Jens Kristian Jacobsen (Institute of Transport Economics, Norway), *Leading the Tourist by the Nose*

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

Session 4: The Tourist Interface with Place

Chair:
Graham M S Dann (University of Luton, United Kingdom)

Location: QUT-GP-O604  Session ID: RC50_04

Authors and Papers:

Bill Carter (University of Queensland, Australia), *A Framework for Understanding the Interface between Tourist and Host Cultures*
Giuli Liebmann Parrinello (University Rona Tre, Italy), *Looking for Heidi's Meaning. International Acclaim through Individual Tourist Experience*
Robyn Bushell (University of Western Sydney, Australia), *Tourism as an Appropriate Component of Local Community Development*
Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 5: Researching the Tourist
Chair:
Graham M S Dann (University of Luton, United Kingdom)
Location: QUT-GP-O604 Session ID: RC50.05

Authors and Papers:
Nelson Graburn (U C Berkeley, United States of America),
The Ethnographic Tourist
Marcus Stephenson (University of North London, United Kingdom),
Raoul Bianchi (University of North London, United Kingdom), A Critique of Ethnographic Approaches in Tourism Studies. The Development of a Critical and Interpretive Paradigm

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 6: The Tourist and Conflicting Expectations
Chair:
Graham M S Dann (University of Luton, United Kingdom)
Location: QUT-GP-O604 Session ID: RC50.06

Authors and Papers:
Justine Digance (Griffith University, Australia), Carole Cusack, Glastonbury: A Tourist Town for All Seasons
Keith Hollinshead (University of Luton, England), Being Transported Down-under. Spiritual Alchemy and the Pied Piety of Australia
Stephen Wearing (Uts, Australia), Re-centring the Self in Volunteer Tourism

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 7: Theorising the Tourist I
Chair:
Graham M S Dann (University of Luton, United Kingdom)
Location: QUT-GP-O604 Session ID: RC50.07

Authors and Papers:
Jaap Lengkeek (Wageningen University, The Netherlands), A Love Affair with Elsewhere: Love as a Metaphor and Paradigm for Tourist Longing
Tazim Jamal (Texas A&M University, United States of America), Steve Hill, The Home and the World: (Post)touristic Spaces of (In)authenticity?
Tony Seaton, Tourism as Metempsychosis and Metensomatosis. The Personae of Eternal Recurrence

Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 8: Theorising the Tourist II
Chair:
Graham M S Dann (University of Luton, United Kingdom)
Location: QUT-GP-O604 Session ID: RC50.08

Authors and Papers:
Tom Selwyn, The Tourist as Juggler in a Hall of Mirrors
Joe Inganez (University of Malta, Malta), The Textualized Tourist
Natan Uriely, Arie Reichel, Reconsidering the Link between Types and Forms of Tourism
Keith Hollinshead (University of Luton, England), Tourism and the Ancestral Now: Holding-the-Country Traditionally, Carrying-the-Country Transitionally

Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:30
Business Meeting
Chair:
Marie Françoise Lanfant
Location: QUT-GP-O604 Session ID: RC50.BM
RC51 Sociocybernetics
Sociocibernética
Sociocybernétique
Coordinator: Bernard Scott

Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: Societies in Transition - 1
Chair:
Vojko Potocan (University of Maribor, Slovenia)
Matjaz Mulej (University of Maribor, Slovenia)
Location: QUT-GP-M303    Session ID: RC51 01

Authors and Papers:
Cestmir Halbich (Czech University of Agriculture, Czech Republic), B Lacko, Trends in sociocybernetics in transitional countries: case study robotics
Timothy S Kiessling, Marina Dabic, Vojko Potocan (University of Maribor, Slovenia), R Glenn Richey, Global ethics programs and GGM: an institutionalist solution to the existing managerial mindset
Matjaz Mulej (University of Maribor, Slovenia), Zdenka Zenko, Vojko Potocan (University of Maribor, Slovenia), Nastja Mulej, Monty Lynn, Vitaly Dubrovsky, Aleksandr Levintov, The process of creating an economy and society supportive of innovation in CEEC: a comparative view of Slovenia

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 2: Modelling Social Systems: Constructs and Simulations
Chair:
Cor van Dijkum (Utrecht University, The Netherlands)
Location: QUT-GP-M303    Session ID: RC51 02

Authors and Papers:
Mike Byron, Theory, simulation and reality: towards a theory of complementarity
Cor van Dijkum (Utrecht University, The Netherlands), The validity of simulation to understand complex social phenomena
David Flynn (King's College, Canada), John Campbell, The emergence of social groups as complex systems

Monday, 8 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 3: Les acquis de la systémique et de la sociocybernétique dans le monde francophone
Chair:
Diane Laflamme (Université Du Québec À Montréal, Canada)
Bernd Hornung (Marburg University, Germany)
Location: QUT-GP-M303    Session ID: RC51 03

Authors and Papers:
Diane Laflamme (Université Du Québec À Montréal, Canada), Retour à la phénoménologie pour aborder la production du sens et l'interpenetration entre systemes psychiques et systemes sociaux
Evelyne Andreewsky (Inserm, France), Danièle Bourcier, Pour une sociocybernétique du texte
Geneviève Koubi (France), L'variabilité du sens des mots d'une culture à une autre
Jean-Sebastien Guy (Université Du Québec, Canada), Système psychique et système social dans la théorie générale des systemes de Niklas Luhmann

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 4: Subject oriented approaches to knowledge and learning
Chair:
Arne Kjellman (Mid-Sweden University, Sweden)
Location: QUT-GP-M303    Session ID: RC51 04

Authors and Papers:
Soren Brier (University of Copenhagen, Denmark), Luhmann semioticized
George Kampis, Knowledge without knowing
XV World Congress of Sociology

Arne Kjellman (Mid-Sweden University, Sweden), The demise of scientific realism

Bernard Scott (Royal Military College of Science, United Kingdom), Reflexivity revisited: the sociocybernetics of belief, meaning, truth and power

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 5: Art and sociocybernetics - Bourdieu versus Luhmann
Chair: Mario Vieira de Carvalho
Location: QUT-GP-M303 Session ID: RC51.05

Authors and Papers:
Niels Albertsen, Bulent Diken, Art-works’ networks
Bridget Fowler (British Sociological Association, United Kingdom), A Bourdieusian approach to the obituary in modernity
Rudi Laermans (Catholic University of Leuven, Belgium), Bourdieu’s field theory: A systems theoretical re-reading
Erkki Sevänen (University of Joensuu, Finland), Luhmann versus critical sociology: a contrast between an anti-humanistic and an anthropocentric system theory

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 8: Systems theory after Niklas Luhmann - 2
Chair: Raf Vanderstraeten (University of Bielefeld, The Netherlands)
Location: QUT-GP-M303 Session ID: RC51.08

Authors and Papers:
Raf Vanderstraeten (University of Bielefeld, The Netherlands), The functional differentiation of modern society
David J Connell (University of Guelph, Canada), Community as ‘place in this world’: a second-order observation
Egon Noe (Danish Institute of Agricultural Sciences, Denmark), Hugo Fjelsted Alroe, Luhmann and actor network theory as a new basis for studying farm enterprises
Michael Paetau (Fraunhofer Institute AIs, Germany), Social order in virtual networks

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 6: Business Meeting
Chair: Bernard Scott
Location: QUT-GP-M303 Session ID: RC51.06

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 7: Systems theory after Niklas Luhmann - 1
Chair: Raf Vanderstraeten (University of Bielefeld, The Netherlands)
Location: QUT-GP-M303 Session ID: RC51.07

Authors and Papers:
Jac Christis, Functional analysis and causal explanation: living apart together?
Klaus Dammann (University of Bielefeld, Germany), Semantic systems and the functional differentiation of society - a case study on terrorism as warfare

See Additions and Corrections
Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

Session 10: The Impact of information and communications technology developments on educational institutions, business organizations and communities - 1

Chair:
Bernard Scott (Royal Military College of Science, United Kingdom)
James G Anderson (Purdue University, United States of America)

Location: QUT-GP-M303  Session ID: RC51_10

Authors and Papers:

James G Anderson (Purdue University, United States of America), Sociocybernetics and changing physician-patient relationships

Lucio Biggiero (LUISS University, Italy), COMMORG (www.commorg.net): organisational consequences of e-mail introduction, adoption and diffusion

Sandy Britain (University of Wales, United Kingdom), Oleg Liber, Sharon Perry, Wynne Rees, Modelling organisational factors affecting the development of e-learning in a university using a cybernetics approach

Alex Broom (La Trobe University, Australia), Virtually Healthy: an analysis of the impact of the internet on patients' experiences of disease and medical treatment

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

Session 11: The impact of information and communications technology developments on educational institutions, business organizations and communities - 2

Chair:
Bernard Scott (Royal Military College of Science, United Kingdom)
James G Anderson (Purdue University, United States of America)

Location: QUT-GP-M303  Session ID: RC51_11

Authors and Papers:

Vessela Misheva (Uppsala University, Sweden), Towards a theory of the systems medium

Chaime Marcuello (Universidad De Zaragoza, Spain), The G.I.G.I.D Project: an experience of e-learning, ICT and innovative teaching at Zaragoza University

Joy Murray (New South Wales DET, Australia), A Learning organisation with 25,000 members? A six year study of information and communications technology and institutional change

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45

Session 12: Un enfoque sociocibernético al los retos del siglo XXI

Chair:
Dario Mantenuto (Universidad De Zaragoza, Spain)

Location: QUT-GP-M303  Session ID: RC51_12

Authors and Papers:

Ana Aliende Urtasun (Publica University of Navarra., Spain), Procesos de cambio social en la República Dominicana

Amozurrutia De Maria Y Campos Jose Antonio (University Iberoamericana. LabCOMplex. México), Cibernética en hoja electrónica, para una cibernética de segundo orden

Emilio Nogales (UNED, España (Universidad Nacional De Educación A Distancia, Spain), Teoría de Sistemas y cientificidad en el análisis de la educación abierta

Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

Session 13: The Global World

Chair:
Richard E Lee (SUNY-Binghamton, United States Of America)
Felix Geyer (University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands)

Location: QUT-GP-M303  Session ID: RC51_13

Authors and Papers:

Bernd Hornung (Marburg University, Germany), Emergence - a key concept for sociocybernetic theory of information society

Vlad Dmitrov, Don Dingsdag, Democracy in redundancy: towards an understanding of global economic empire

Felix Geyer (University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands), Powerlessness vs. passionlessness: North "meets" South at the WTC

Richard E Lee (SUNY-Binghamton, United States Of America), The "war on terror": Brandeliam speck or secular sandstorm?
Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 14: Axiological systems theory: its applications to organisations
Chair: Francisco Parra-Luna
Bernd Hornung (Marburg University, Germany)
Location: QUT-GP-M303 Session ID: RC51_14

Authors and Papers:
Juan Gutierrez Fernandez, Juan Miguel Aguado Terron, *Value oriented technologies: organisational ecology in social systems*
Brigitte Omer (Dalarna University, Sweden), *Sustainable development in communities by value-based change management*
Dario Menanteau (University of Minnesota, United States of America), *Power inequality, globalisation and 'compassionate conservatism': old and new challenges for the 21st century*
Francisco Parra-Luna, *The axiological approach to the measurement of the quality of universities*

Friday, 12 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 15: Sociocybernetics and social transformations
Chair: Karl-Heinz Kaltenborn (University of Marburg, Germany)
Location: QUT-GP-M303 Session ID: RC51_15

Authors and Papers:
Klaus E Anders, *Autopoietic systems in the family*
Arne Collen (Saybrook Graduate School, United States of America), *The review of research with human participants as a sociocybernetic system*
Karl-Heinz Kaltenborn (University of Marburg, Germany), *The Child's knowledge, competence and agency in decision making in family transitions*
Suchismita Raypaul (Jogamaya Devi College, India), Bibekananda Paul, *A professional conflict among Indian female medical practitioners - a fuzzy theoretical approach*

Saturday, 13 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 16: New paradigms of social analysis
Chair: Bob Hodge
Location: QUT-GP-M303 Session ID: RC51_16

Authors and Papers:
Takatoshi Imada (Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan), *Complex systems and postmodernism: a new perspective for society in the 21st century*
Donald J Main (Natal University, South Africa), Lindy Broadbent (University of Western Sydney, Australia), *Complex industrial relationships*
David Drake (University of Western Sydney, Japan), *Understanding the Chinese art of a contract: the approach of fuzzyology*
Shann Turnbull (Macquarie University, Australia), *Grounding the theory of social organisations in cybernetics through transaction byte analysis*

Saturday, 13 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 17: Societies in Transition - 2
Chair: Philippos Nicolopoulos
Location: QUT-GP-M303 Session ID: RC51_17

Authors and Papers:
Fatima T Adilova (Institute of Cybernetics, Uzbekistan), NRakhimom, RK Baymetov, *Analysis of new independent states' dynamic sustainability before and after the disintegration of the Soviet Union*
Jozica Knez-Riedel, *Strategic choice and the strength of moral argument in the enterprises in transition countries*
Philippos Nicolopoulos, *The ideology of development and the ecological culture: value systems in conflict in the cases of Crete and Corfu and the difficulties of the decision-making process*
Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: International and Global Developments: Professional ‘Winners and Losers’
Chair: Louis H Orzack (Rutgers University, United States Of America)
Location: QUT-GP-Q216 Session ID: RC52 01

Authors and Papers:
Louis H Orzack (Rutgers University, United States Of America), Globalization and Professional Services: Current Trends and Long Term Prospects
Patrina Czisloowski (University of Queensland, Australia), Ashly Pinnington (University of Queensland, Australia), Maree Boyle (University of Queensland, Australia), P Smith, Internationalization of the Legal Profession
M Kathleen Silva (Free Lance Scholar And Researcher, United States of America), Professional Associations and the Transference of Knowledge Across Borders
Oscaldo Lopez Ruiz, Executives of Transnational Corporations in Brazil: High Income Workers or Employed Capitalists?
Nina Toren (Hebrew University, Israel), Immigrant Professionals: A Network Analysis of Engineers, Physicians and Scientists
Frances Plimmer, Stig Enemark, Mutual Recognition of Surveying Qualifications: Problems and Solutions
Louis H Orzack (Rutgers University, United States Of America), Marie-Louise Blount, The Testing of Hearing: Global Diversity in Qualifications and Techniques
Heather Eastwood (University of Queensland, Australia), Globalization, Complementary Medicine, and Market Reforms in Health Care: consumerism’s impact on health professions
Harald Bekkers (University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands), From Credit Administrators to Market Analysers: The inapt adaptation of Indian banking to a global, competitive environment

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 2: Feminization of Professions
Chair: Mike Saks (De Montfort University, United Kingdom)
Mirella Giannini (University of Napoli, Italy)
Location: QUT-GP-Q216 Session ID: RC52 02

Authors and Papers:
Dahlia Moore (College of Management, Israel), Gender Traits and Identities in a 'Masculine' Organization: The Israeli Police Force
Yolande Cohen (University Du Quebec A Montreal, Canada), Nursing and the problem it raises fro the analysis of the role of gender in shaping the professions and the knowledge
Tracey Adams, Ivy Bourgeault (University of Western Ontario, Canada), Feminism and Female Health Professions: comparing nursing, dental hygiene and midwifery
Nicki Thorogood, Barry Gibson, A Suitable Job for a Woman? The Case of the Dentist Barbie
Lin Holin, Authority in Designing: Gender in Women’s Hair-styling Profession

Posters:
Valentina Iarskaia (Saratov State Technical University, Russia), Elena Iarskaia-Smirnova (Saratov State Technical University, Russia), This isn’t a male business... Social work in today’s Russia
Susana Masseroni, Ana M Perez, Olga Halina Sosinski (Instituto De Investigaciones Sociales "Gino Germani", Facultad De Ciencias Socia, Argentina), Professional Self Images among Middle Class Professional Women in Argentina
Lin Holin, Authority in Designing: Gender in Women’s Hair-styling Profession
Marie-Christine Bonte (GRIS, Universite De Rouen, France), La Garde des Jeunes Enfants: une activite professionale typiquement feminine
**Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15**

**Session 3: Professions and Knowledge-Work in India and Other Developing Countries: A Comparative Perspective**

**Chair:**
Narsinha Reddy

**Location:** QUT-GP-Q216  
**Session ID:** RC52.03

**Authors and Papers:**

- **Bazar Raza Rizvi**, *Crafts in Kachch*
- **Damodaram Sivakumar**, *Role of Social Work Profession in India in Social Development*
- **R Surya Narayana Reddy**, *Occupational Shifts: Indian Experiences*
- **P Kamalao Rao**, *Law Professors in India: Historical and Contemporary Perspectives*
- **P Vijayalaxmi Reddy**, *Professional And Lay Interaction: A study on doctor and patients in an urban setting*
- **Barbara Stuart**, *Knowledge Work and Public Administration Reform. Balancing Yin and Yang in Vietnam*

**Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15**

**Joint Session of RC01, RC04 and RC52: Education and Professionalism in the new armed forces: New Missions (OOTW) and the changing international order**

**Chair:**
Julia Evetts (University of Nottingham, United Kingdom)

**Location:** QUT-GP-Q216  
**Session ID:** J_01_04_52

See full details in Joint Session section
Francois Aballea (GRIS Université De Rouen, France),
Charlotte Simon (GRIS. Université De Rouen, France),
Mode d'exercice professionnel et identite
M Allen, T Castleman, D Coulthard, Rosslyn Reed
(University of Technology - Sydney, Australia),
The gendering of professional careers for young Australians:
grounding decisions about work and family
Didier Demaziere (Laboratoire Printemps, CNRS, France),
Delphine Mercier (Lest Umr 6123, Cnrs, France),
La differentiation des identites professionnelles des facteurs de
La Poste: entre engagements personnels dans le metier et
rapports aux normes gestionnaires de l'entreprise
Abdoulaye Niang (Senegal), Les tensions entre affirmation
identitaire et professionnalisation: le cas du mouvement hip
hop a Dakar

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Joint Session of RC15 and RC52: Health
professions and the public I
Chair:
Mike Saks (De Montfort University, United Kingdom)
Elianne Riska (Abo Akademi University, Finland)
Location: QUT-GP-S403  Session ID: J_15_52_1
See full details in Joint Session section

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Joint Session of RC30 and RC52: Sociology of
Work, Occupation and Profession.
Chair:
Giles Verpraet (Cnrs, France)
Location: QUT-GP-Q216  Session ID: J_30_52
See full details in Joint Session section

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 5: Quality Management and
Performance Indicators for Professions
Chair:
Helen Wildly (Edith Cowan University, Australia)
William Louden
Location: QUT-GP-Q216  Session ID: RC52_05
Authors and Papers:
Meryl Aldridge (University of Nottingham, United
Kingdom), The job with Professional Values: newspaper
journalism in a global media marketplace

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 6: Professionalization of Sociology
Chair:
Charles Gadea (CA-Cereq/GRIS/Université De Rouen,
France)
Location: QUT-GP-Q216  Session ID: RC52_06
Authors and Papers:
Harry Perlstadt (Michigan State University, United States
of America), Transforming Sociology from a discipline to a
Profession: The Accreditation of Training Programs in the
USA
Armel Huet, Quelle formation pour les metiers de la
sociologie non academiques?
MariCarmen Perez Reyes, Carmen Garcia (University of
Barcelona, Spain), Eduard Fabian Chacin S, Analisis de a
practica profesional de los/as sociologos/as en Venezuela
Jan Spurk, Sociologie comme expertise

Lorenzo Speranza (Università Della Calabria, Italy),
Changes in the Professional Profile of Teachers in Italy
Andy Friedman, Mary Phillips, Professional Obligation,
Trust and Autonomy
Hans Hasselbladh, Eva Bejerot, The Standardization of
Quality in Swedish Health Care (I): History and Macro-
Level Strategies

Distributed Papers:
Kathryn Dwan (University of Queensland, Australia),
Rosally Boyce (University of Queensland, Australia), The
Unintended Consequences of Action: a castrated medical
professions
Joao Freire (ISCTE, Portugal), Professional Associations
in Portugal
Alan Law (Trent University, Canada), Tammie Hyde,
Organizational Support, Loyalty and Dilemma Resolution in
Logistics Professional Practice
Jolanta Pivoreniene, Social Work as a New Discipline and
Profession in Lithuania
Juldi Miller (University of Canterbury, New Zealand),
What Counts in Counselling?: The Impact of Specific Third
Party Funding on the Work of New Zealand Counsellors
Katerina Adam, Wanja Astvik, Johan Hansson, The
Standardization of Quality in Swedish Health Care
(II):Effects on Professional Autonomy
Trevor Spratt (Queen's University, Ireland), Child
Protection and Child Welfare Perspectives in Social Work
Practice: locating contradiction
Cole Cole, TBA

FRIDAY, 12 July 2002
Round Table:

Lejeune Mato Grosso Xavier de Carvalho, Acoes e campanhas mundiais para o alargamento do mercado de trabalho do Sociologo

Bruno Jean (Université Du Québec À Rimouski, Canada), L’enseignant du supérieur : statuts et fonctions

Masami Tamagawa (Graduate School & University Center of The City University of New York, United States Of America), Elite Feminists and Nationalistic Interests in Contemporary Japan

Charles Gadea (CA-Cereq/GRIL / université De Rouen, France), La sociologie des professions comme sociologie de a connaissance

Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

Session 7: Comparative Methodology in Sociology of Professional Groups

Chair: Viola Burau (Brunel University, United Kingdom)

Location: QUT-GP-Q216 Session ID: RC52 07

Authors and Papers:

Cecilia Benoit (University of Victoria, Canada), Ivy Bourgeault (University of Western Ontario, Canada), Raymond de Vries (University of Minnesota - St Olaf College, United States Of America), Jane Snadall, Edwin Teijlingen, Sipra Wrede (Abo Akademi University, Finland), Emerging Themes and Methodological Issues in Comparing Maternity Care in Northern Europe and Northern America

Mike Dent (Staffordshire University, United Kingdom), The Uses and Limitations of Cross-Country Comparisons for the Study of Professions: reflections on the study of hospital doctors in eight European countries


Round Table:

Lea Henriksson (Tampere School of Public Health, Finland), Sipra Wrede (Abo Akademi University, Finland), Viola Burau (Brunel University, United Kingdom), Comparing how Occupational Boundaries are Governed: reflections on home nursing in Finland and Germany

Judith Allsop (De Montfort University, Leicester, United Kingdom), Valery Masurov, Olesya Luksha, Mike Saks (De Montfort University, United Kingdom), K Kaupinnen, The Applicability of Anglo-American Theories of the Professions to an Analysis of Doctors in Three Russian Regions

Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

Session 8: The Decline of Trust and Discretion: Regulation of Professional Work

Chair: John Duff (Edith Cowan University, Australia)

Location: QUT-GP-Q216 Session ID: RC52 08

Authors and Papers:

David Coburn (University of Toronto, Canada), Mike Dent (Staffordshire University, United Kingdom), Willem Tousijn (University of Turin, Italy), Globalization and Medical Governance: comparing Britain, Canada and Italy

John Germov (University of Newcastle, Australia), Second Wave Managerialism and the Hyper-Rationalisation of Profession Work: Case Studies from the Australian Public Health Sector

Christian Maroy, Normative Regulation and Hierarchisation of a Professional Group: the case of the teachers in Belgium (French-speaking)

Lennart Svensson (Goteborg University, Sweden), Trusting Professionals in New Forms of Control

C Somashekher (Bangalore University, India), Jayashree Kulkarni (Gulbarga University, India), S L Hiremath (Gulbarga University, India), Professionalization, Professional Competence and Professionalism among Indian Physicians

Distributed Papers:

Jeremy Schultz (University of California - Berkeley, United States of America), Commodifying Professional Expertise and Marketizing the Provision of Expert Services: the cases of cad systems in architecture and online instruction in university teaching

Alan Aldridge (University of Nottingham, United Kingdom), The Market for Trust and Trust in the market: the role of professional financial advisers

Maree Boyle (University of Queensland, Australia), enter the Generic Mental Health professional: an exploration of trust, identity and peripherality

Jurgen Enders, From Homo Academicus to Homo Oeconomicus? The Academic Profession as a Moving Target of (De-) Regulation

Anne Halvorsen, Street Level Bureaucrats

Kerreen Reiger (La Trobe University, Australia), Implications of the Changing Regulation of Professional Work for Maternity Care
Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

Joint Session of RC15 and RC52: Health professions and the public II

Chair:
Mike Saks (De Montfort University, United Kingdom)
Elianne Riska (Åbo Akademi University, Finland)

Location: QUT-GP-S403  Session ID: J.15.52.2

See full details in Joint Session section

Friday, 12 July 2002: 12:30 - 13:30

Business Meeting

Chair:
Julia Evetts (University of Nottingham, United Kingdom)

Location: QUT-GP-Q216  Session ID: RC52_BM
Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 1: Ambivalent legacies and rising challenges (1): Childhood and sociological theory
Chair: Robert van Krieken (University of Sydney, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-Z607  Session ID: RC53_01

Authors and Papers:
Beryl Langer (LaTrobe University, Australia), Children and Consumer Capitalism: The commodified re-enchantment of the world
Leena Alalen (University of Jyvaskyla, Finland), Generationing the sociology of childhood
Marianne Robinson (Monash University, Australia), Tom Sinclair (Monash University Gippsland Campus, Australia), Suffer the little children: Voices silenced by ethics imperatives
Liane Mozere, Childhood and Social Hygiene in France
Kim Nixon, Genealogical analysis of childhood
Debora Ambery (Charles Sturt University, Australia), Hopwood's legacy: The social engineering of children, a case study: Experiment and experience
Jo Moran-Ellis (University of Surrey, United Kingdom), Queer theoretical approaches to childhood

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 2: Ambivalent legacies and rising challenges (2): Policies, politics and childhood
Chair: Deepak Behera
Lucia Rabello De Castro (Federal University of Rio De Janeiro, Brazil)
Location: QUT-GP-Z607  Session ID: RC53_02

Authors and Papers:
Svetlana Scheglova (Russia), Rights of Russian children in a risk society
Jan Mason (University of Western Sydney, Australia), Kerry Robinson, Constructions of childhood and children's vulnerability in a public inquiry
Claudio Baraldi (University of Modena and Reggio Emilia, Italy), Promotion of children's social participation: meanings, types and forms
Donald J Hernandez (University of Albany, United States Of America), The changing access of children and adults in the U.S. to public and market resources since welfare reform
Jo Ailwood (University of Queensland, Australia), Governing pre-school children
Barbara Ballis Lal (UCLA, United States Of America), The stigma of tradition and the promotion of professional imaginings: ethnic identity and opposition to intercountry adoption
Elker Oner (Fyrat University, Turkey), Childhood sociology, children and earthquakes a case study of Turkey
Susan Herrick (West Liberty State College, United States of America), Etes-vous ma mere? The loss of roles in the family

Monday, 8 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Session 3: Ambivalent legacies and rising challenges (3): Methods and methodologies in researching childhoods
Chair: Leena Alalen (University of Jyvaskyla, Finland)
Location: QUT-GP-Z607  Session ID: RC53_03

Authors and Papers:
Vittorio Iervese (Università Di Modena E Reggio Emilia, Italy), Alessandro LaPalombara, Alberto Dreossi (University of Urbino, Italy), Video-observing communication in projects that promote children's participation in Italy
Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Session 4: Childhood and the Welfare State
Chair: Donald J Hernandez (University at Albany, United States Of America)
Location: QUT-GP-Z607  Session ID: RC53_04

Authors and Papers:
Mirja Satka (University of Helsinki, Finland), Jan Mason (University of Western Sydney, Australia), Some implications of a post World War II conceptualisations of childhood for child welfare policy
Peter Brandon (Umass, United States of America), Sandra Hofferth, Vulnerability to Family Disruption among Children of Welfare Recipients
Barrie Thorne (University of California, United States Of America), The shifting political economy and social construction of childhoods in urban California
Barbara Denton, Parenting concerns and needs of illicit drug using parents in custodial and community environments
Inna Nazarova (Institute of Socio-Economic Studies of Population, And State University - Higher, Russia), Orphaned in Russia
Debi S Saini, Reform agenda of child labour abolition in India in the context of the social clause: Invigorating the Welfare State
Jennie Kronenfeld (Arizona State University, United States Of America), Kathleen Mathieson, Social policy concerns for US children: Problems of CHIP program and immigration issues

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Session 5: Children as agents in the economy
Chair: Elisabeth Nasman (Linkoping University, Sweden)
Location: QUT-GP-Z607  Session ID: RC53_05

Authors and Papers:
David Post (Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, Hong Kong), Children's Work, Schooling and Welfare in Latin America
Vined Chandra (Lucknow University, India), Invisible partners of family economy: A case study of children in ten Indian small-scale family businesses in Britain
Phil Mizen, Talking about 'going to work': Issues of choice and constraint in children's decisions to work
Estelle Farrar, Rationalizing childhood: attitudes towards work/play and time-use of children
Elisabeth Nasman (Linkoping University, Sweden), Christina Von Gerber (Linkoping University, Sweden), Money, money, money - A child's perspective on economic activities
XV World Congress of Sociology

Katalin Lustyik (University of Colorado, United States Of America), *The importance of global children's television in the transformation of children's cultures*

Tulin Demir, *A study on child culture in Turkey*

Helen Mavoa (University of Auckland, New Zealand), *Tongan and European children's experiences of asthma*

**Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15**

**Session 7: Children in time and space**

**Chair:**

Doris Bühler-Niederberger (University of Wuppertal, Germany)

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z607  **Session ID:** RC53_07

**Authors and Papers:**

Sheryl R Tynes (Trinity University, United States of America), *The more, the merrier: Children's perceptions of neighbourhoods*

Regine Sirota, *Evolution of childhood rituals in France: the modern 'production' of childhood*

Doris Bühler-Niederberger (University of Wuppertal, Germany), *Times of the day - times of the year: Ritual and strategies of families*

Andre Turmel, *Developmental thinking, standardized packages and children's inscriptions*

Shu-Ling C Berggreen, Katalin Lustyik (University of Colorado, United States Of America), *A world apart: Concepts of children and childhood as reflected in the Eastern and Western children's literature*

**Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15**

**Session 8: Cultural diversity and children's social worlds**

**Chair:**

Barrie Thorne (University of California, United States Of America)

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z607  **Session ID:** RC53_08

**Authors and Papers:**

Linda Anderson-Berry (James Cook University, Australia), *Jan Kampmann (Roskilde University, Denmark), Thomas Gitz-Johansen (Deusto University, Denmark), The school as a cultural meeting place: Theoretical fragments and framing*

Robert Urquhart (Uniting Care Burnside, Australia), *Theorising patterns of friendship of boys within a culturally diverse setting in Sydney, Australia*

Kelly Hand (Australian Institute of Family Studies, Australia), Sarah Wise, *Childcare in cultural context: Exploring transitions between young children's social worlds*

Bronwyn Davies (James Cook University, Australia), *Analyzing Japanese preschool children's readings of liberatory stories*

Sheila Fish (University of London, United Kingdom), *Tara-La-La Tri-Li-Li: Children's television and children's worlds in Indonesia*

**Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15**

**Session 9: Social interaction, networks and sociabilities**

**Chair:**

Ethel Kosminsky (UNESP-Marilia, Brazil)

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z607  **Session ID:** RC53_09

**Authors and Papers:**

Gillian Abel (Public Health & General Practice, New Zealand), *Styles of sociabilities in alcohol consumption within children's networks*

Cecilia Menjivar, *Second-generation transnationalism: The experience of Guatemalan children in California*

Zeila de Brito Fabri Demartini (Universidade Metodista-CERU-USP, Brazil), *Strategies developed by children to aid their own education*

Ethel Kosminsky (UNESP-Marilia, Brazil), *Toys and play games: childhood in a Brazilian slum Park of Nations*

Robert van Krieken (University of Sydney, Australia), *Naughty or bad? How the law thinks about children's criminal responsibility*

**Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15**

**Session 10: Childhood as difference and identity**

**Chair:**

Jo Moran-Ellis (University of Surrey, United Kingdom)

**Location:** QUT-GP-Z607  **Session ID:** RC53_10

**Authors and Papers:**

Lucía Rabello De Castro (Federal University of Rio De Janeiro, Brazil), *A politics of difference: who counts as 'others' for children?*

Barbara Ballis Lal (UCLA, United States Of America), *Learning to 'do' ethnic identity: A comparison of children in transracial/transethnic biological and adoptive families in the USA and Britain*
Yuri Obata, Child Pornography Prevention Act of 1996 and the role of law in society

Jo Moran-Ellis (University of Surrey, United Kingdom), Academic constructions of male perpetrators of child sexual abuse: Losing sight of the feminist gaze?

Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

Business Meeting

Chair: Leena Alanen (University of Jyvaskyla, Finland)

Location: QUT-GP-Z607 Session ID: RC53_BM
### TG01 Time Use Research

**Investigación sobre el uso del tiempo**

**Étude de budget-temps**

**Coordinator:** Andrew S. Harvey

---

**Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15**

**Time-Use Research - Session 1: New Methodological Approaches and Issues in Time-Use Research**

**Chair:**
Michael Bittman (University of New South Wales, Australia)

**Location:** QUT-GP-C417  
**Session ID:** TG01_01

**Authors and Papers:**

- **Gilles Pronovost** (Université Du Quebec A Trois-Rivieres, Canada), *Between Work and Leisure: an International Comparison*

- **William Michelson** (University of Toronto, Canada), **David Crouse**, *Examining Large-scale Time-use Files through Graphic Representation*

- **Yang-chih Fu** (Academia Sinica, Taiwan), *Human Night Owls and Social Unconventionality: A Comparative Study*

- **Jiri Zuzanek**, *Life course distribution of time pressure, stress, and emotional well being*
TG03 The Body in the Social Sciences
El cuerpo en las ciencias sociales
Le corps dans les sciences sociales
Coordinator: Bianca Maria Pirani

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
The Body in the Social Sciences. Session 1: For A Transcultural Sociology
Chair: Bianca Maria Pirani (University of Rome La Sapienza, Italy)
Location: QUT-GP-W203 Session ID: TG03_01

Authors and Papers:
Bianca Maria Pirani (University of Rome La Sapienza, Italy), The bodily order. For a transcultural sociology
Betina Freidin (University of Buenos Aires, Argentina), The dead body: constructing an elusive object
Per Solvang (University of Bergen, Norway), A full body is a body with amputations
Valerie Harwood (University of South Australia, Australia), Lisa Parker, Mary Louise Rasmussen, Doubly demonised bodies: psychopathology, substances and the spectre of dual diagnosis
Silvia Marchetti, The symbolic boundary of tattoo
Manuela Hassé, Body, sense and embodiment through photography in western societies. A visual approach
Roy Langer (Copenhagen Business School, Denmark), The body on stage, the body on stake. Risk avoidance, and self-determination in consumer discourses on cosmetic surgery
Pedro Jabur (Universidade De Brasilia (UnB - University of Brasilia), , Brazil) Marcelo Staciarini Puttini (Universidade De Brasilia - UnB. (University of Brasilia), Brazil), Obesity Bodies: A State of Anarchy

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
The Body in the Social Sciences. Session 2: The Body In a State of War. Liminality and The Loss of Agency
Chair: Roberto Motta (Universidade Federal De Pernambuco, Recife, Brazil, Brazil)
Location: QUT-GP-W203 Session ID: TG03_02

Authors and Papers:
Sidney Greenfield, The body in a state of war: liminality and the loss of agency
Francesco M Battisti, Manuel Anselmi, The Body and the State: overcoming the posthuman conflict
Marco Antonio Goncalves, The Body and its substances
Cristina Silva, Feminin Body, Mystic Dimension and collective conscience

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
The Body in the Social Sciences. Session 3: Socio-anthropologie des corporalites collectives constructrices du sens
Chair: Pierre Bouvier (Université ParisX- Nanterre/laios-Cnrs/msh, France)
Location: QUT-GP-W203 Session ID: TG03_03

Authors and Papers:
Pierre Bouvier (Université ParisX- Nanterre/laios-Cnrs/msh, France), Socio-anthropologie des corporalités collectives constructrices du sens
Takae Ichimoto, Shifting identities and self-representations: making sense of experiences of Japanese female students in a global era
Nike Dorrer, (University of Stirling, United Kingdom), TBA
### Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

**The Body in the Social Sciences. Session 4: The african body between oral tradition and global technologies**

**Chair:**
Rene Bureau (University Paris, France)

**Location:** QUT-GP-W203  
**Session ID:** TG03_04

**Authors and Papers:**

- **Rene Bureau** (University Paris, France), *The african body*
- **Martine Clergeau** (Université PARIS VII, France), *Le corps africain ou les figures d’un microcosme unifié*
- **Ann Dupuis** (Massey University, New Zealand), *Corps et ‘Acte efficace traditionnel’ chez les N’zébi du Gabon*
- **Philippe Labourthe-Tolra** , *Au sujet du corps dans les civilisations africaines*
- **Norbert Le Guerinel** , *Le corps dans la culture africaine*

### Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

**The Body in the Social Sciences. Session 5: Mondes Arabes Entre Memoire et Oubli**

**Chair:**
Hassan Arfaoui

**Location:** QUT-GP-W203  
**Session ID:** TG03_05

**Authors and Papers:**

- **Hassan Arfaoui**, *Mondes arabes entre mémoire et oubli*
- **Mohamed Kerrou**, *Savoir, Histoire et Mémoire. Le cas de la ville sainte de Kairouan*
- **Hamadi Rfissi Rachida Chih**, *Continuités et discontinuités temporelles: la littérature politique en terre d’islam*
TG06 Sociology on Local-Global Relations
Sociología de las relaciones locales-globales
Sociologie des relations locales et globales
Coordinator: Franc Trček

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Sociology of Local-Global Relations. Session 1: Contending Theoretical Approaches to Local-Global Relations
Chair: Zdravko Mlinar (Slovenian Academy of Sciences & Arts (SASA), Slovenia)
Location: QUT-GP-W204 Session ID: TG06 01

Authors and Papers:
Zdravko Mlinar (Slovenian Academy of Sciences & Arts (SASA), Slovenia), *Empowerment and distinctiveness in the process of glocalisation*
Kevin Meethan (University of Plymouth, United Kingdom), *Do Cultures Really Travel? Accounting for hybridity, indigenization and change*
Daniel Mato, *Theoretical Contributions from the Micronanalysis of the Global-Local Relations*
Franck Eckardt (Universität-Gesamthochschule Kassel, Germany), *Significance of place and identity in the discourse of globalization (From Japan to Dusseldorf)*

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Sociology of Local-Global Relations. Session 2: Global Dynamics of Peoples and Countries
Chair: Martin Albrow (SUNY Stony Brook, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-W204 Session ID: TG06 02

Authors and Papers:
Said Arjomand (State University of New York, United States of America), *The Persianate World in a Global Frame*
Nasser Fakouhi, *Dialogue among Cultures: the Image of "Ego" and "Alter" among Tehran's youth*

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Sociology of Local-Global Relations. Session 3: Global-Local Linkages in Democratic Governance
Chair: Henry Tenue
Location: QUT-GP-W204 Session ID: TG06 03

Authors and Papers:
Arvydas Matulionis (Institute of Social Research, Lithuania), *Attitudes of Local Officials Toward Globalization: The Case of Lithuania*
Krzysztof Ostrowski (Pultusk School of Humanities, Poland), Tatiana Iskra (Pultusk School of Humanities, Poland), *Regional Contexts of Local Global Relations in Democratization*
Edvins Vanags, Lilita Seimuskane, Inga Vilka, *Local Leaders and Democracy in a Global Society*
Kusein Isaev, *Global Democracy in Kyrgyzstan: Condition, Resistance, Perspective*
Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

Sociology of Local-Global Relations. Session 4: Information Technology - Local Practices and Global Connectivity

Chair:
Franc Trcek
Bodo Polzer

Location: QUT-GP-W204  Session ID: TG06_04

Authors and Papers:

Barry Wellman (University of Toronto, Canada),
Glocalization On and Off-Line

Bodo Polzer, Similarities and Differences of Spatial and Virtual Communities

Pavel Gantar, The Politics of Informatisation and Local Responses: A Case of Slovenia

Drazen Pantic, The Internet as Trans-local Architecture for Dialog

Franc Trcek, CyberRhizome: Glocalised Gift Economy

Tim Phillips (University of Tasmania, Australia), Philip Smiths, Mass Media and National Identity: An Examination of the Impact of the Internet

Andrej Luksic, Simon Delakorda, E-Slovenia: From Political Agenda to Everyday Praxis

---

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45

Joint Session of RC19 and TG01: Beyond mere money income- social policy of the allocation of time to market work, non-market work and leisure. Joint Session with TG01 and RC19

Chair:
Oriel Sullivan

Location: QUT-GP-S309  Session ID: J_19_TG01

See full details in Joint Session section

---

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

Sociology of Local-Global Relations. Session 5: New Perspectives on Global/Local Relations

Chair:
Drago Kos

Location: QUT-GP-W204  Session ID: TG06_05

Authors and Papers:

Marjan Hocevar, Mobile Places: Localities under Global Condition

Nicholas P Petropoulos, The State-Church Conflict over the New Greek Identification Cards: Global Processes, Regional Integration and Ethnoreligious Populist Reactions

Drago Kos, "Selective" Global Multiculturalism
Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Famine and Society. Session I and II: Poverty marginalisation and famine: An exploration of 'shifts' and 'movements' between the three
Chair: TK Oommen
Location: QUT-GP-W206  Session ID: WG05 01

Authors and Papers:
Gautam Pingle (Administrative Staff College of India, India), Theoretical questions on famine studies: Readings from East India Company Records with reference to Bengal

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Famine and Society. Session I and II: Poverty marginalisation and famine: An exploration of 'shifts' and 'movements' between the three
Chair: TK Oommen
Location: QUT-GP-W206  Session ID: WG05 01b

Authors and Papers:
Bidyut Mohanty, The study of Gender bias in data on mortality during famines
Jolanta Grotowska-Leder (University of Lodz, Poland), The study of Poverty-stricken families in Lodz, Poland
Michala Krumer-Nevo, Various Faces of Poverty in the Negev: Listening to People Living in Poverty

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Famine and Society: Session III: Human Rights to Food and Livelihood: The Theoretical Issues
Chair: Upendra Baxi
Location: QUT-GP-W206  Session ID: WG05 03

Authors and Papers:
Harjit S Anand (Haryana Institute of Public Administration, India), The Right to Work: The Informal Sector and the Protection under the Law
Minoti Kaul, The Access to Livelihood: Common Property Resources and the Law
Amrita Rangasami (Famine and Society, India), Hunger and the role of the state. The Testing of the Right to Food in the Courts

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Famine and Society: Session IV: Poverty: The terms of perception
Chair: Amrita Rangasami (Famine and Society, India)
Location: QUT-GP-W206  Session ID: WG05 04

Authors and Papers:
Michala Nevo, "Life Knowledge" and "Academic Knowledge": The Case of Income Security Recipients
Amrita Rangasami (Famine and Society, India), Poverty, marginalisation and famine: The 'shifts' and 'movements' Between the three

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Famine and Society: Session V: Roundtable - An evaluation of the work of the Famine and Society Group
Chair: Amrita Rangasami (Famine and Society, India)
Location: QUT-GP-W206  Session ID: WG05 05

See Additions and Corrections
Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Famine and Society: Business Meeting
Chair: Amrita Rangasami (Famine and Society, India)
Location: QUT-GP-W206 Session ID: WG05_B1
Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Social Indicators and Social Reporting. Session 1: New Developments in Social Indicators
Chair: Wolfgang Glatzer (Johann Wolfgang Goethe-University, Germany)
Location: QUT-GP-W207 Session ID: WG06 01

Authors and Papers:
Robert A Cummins (Deakin University, Australia), The Australian Unity Well-Being Index: A New Subjective Social Indicator
Anna Lau (Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong), An Investigation into the Cross-Cultural Equivalence of the International Well-Being Index
Gerard Cotterell (Statistics New Zealand, New Zealand), Social Indicator Use in New Zealand: History and Current Prospects

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Social Indicators and Social Reporting. Session 2: Women and Development
Chair: Robert A Cummins (Deakin University, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-W207 Session ID: WG06 02

Authors and Papers:
Angeline L Ames (National University of Singapore, Singapore), Todd T Ames (National University of Singapore, Singapore), Evaluating Development Indicators and Social Policies for Rural Women's Economic Development in Northern Thailand
Margaret Fine-Davis, Developing Indicators of Work-Life Balance. A study of Working Parents in 4 European Countries

Deepa Kumtakar, Farm Women Training and Extension - A Step forward towards Sustainable Development in Agriculture
T Vijayapushpam, Health and Social Indicators of Women in India at different time points

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Social Indicators and Social Reporting. Session 3: Societal issues and Social Indicators
Chair: Robert A Cummins (Deakin University, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-W207 Session ID: WG06 03

Authors and Papers:
Leslie S Laczko, Quantitative Indicators of Ethnolinguistic Pluralism: An Overview of Trends from the 1960s to the 1990s
Alex Michalos (University of Northern British Columbia, Canada), Policing Services and the Quality of Life
Lawrence Hazelrigg, The Evaluation of "Risk" and Social Indicators of Well-Being
Melissa Hardy, The Evaluation of "Risk" and Social Indicators of Well-Being
Flavio Saliba Cunha, Market, Social Cohesion and Citizenship

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Social Indicators and Social Reporting. Session 4: Indicators of National Development
Chair: Bam Dev Sharda
Location: QUT-GP-W207 Session ID: WG06 04

Authors and Papers:
Thomas J Burns, Globalisation and Environment: A Social Indicator's Model
Archibald O Haller, Christina Heller, *Indicators of Socioeconomic Development of the Amazonia's People: 1970-80*

Bam Dev Sharda, Archibald O Haller, George Miller, *Globalisation and the Two Factors of National Development: Domestic Development and International Authority*

Ashakant Nimbark, *Communication Indicators and their Role in National Development: A Critical Analysis*

**Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15**

**Social Indicators and Social Reporting. Session 5: Human Development**

**Chair:** Alex Michalos (University of Northern British Columbia, Canada)

**Location:** QUT-GP-W207  **Session ID:** WG06 05

**Authors and Papers:**

Krishna Mazumdar, *Human Development Index: A Possible New Approach*

Ruut Veenhoven (Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Netherlands), *The Merits of Utilitarianism*

Veronica McKay, Mike Sarakinsky, Elijah Sekgobela, *Knowledge, Attitudes, Perceptions and Behaviour relating to HIV/AIDS of Long Distance Truckdrivers and HIV/AIDS*

Deepa Kumtakar, *A study on Shri Mahila Griha Udyog - Lijjat Papad* a successful Women's Co-operative

**Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15**

**Social Indicators and Social Reporting. Session 6: Inequality Issues**

**Chair:** Wolfgang Glatzer (Johann Wolfgang Goethe-University, Germany)

**Location:** QUT-GP-W207  **Session ID:** WG06 06

**Authors and Papers:**

Peggy Schyns, *If I could only win the lottery - Income, Material Desires and Life Satisfaction in Amsterdam*

Grace Maria Antony, *Variations in Poverty, Health, Nutritional status, Human Development and Standard of Living of Indian states: A Study based on Social Indicators*

Mourad Moulai-Hadj, *The Efficiency of Poverty Vulnerability in Algeria*

Mike Sarakinsky, Veronica McKay, Elijah Sekgobela, *The South African Adult Literacy Campaign*

**Friday, 12 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45**

**Social Indicators and Social Reporting. Business Session**

**Chair:** Wolfgang Glatzer (Johann Wolfgang Goethe-University, Germany)

**Location:** QUT-GP-W207  **Session ID:** WG06 BM
AR Authors Meet The Readers
Coordinator: Piotr Sztompka

Monday, 8 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Authors Meet the Readers: Margaret Archer
Chair:
Douglas Porpora (Drexel University, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-S403  Session ID: AR01

Authors and Papers:
Hans-Peter Muller, *Culture Agency: A Realistic Account*
John Parker (University of Wales, United Kingdom), *The Constitution of Human agency: Practice, Self, and Society*

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Authors Meet the Readers: Neil J Smelser
Chair:
Jeffrey Alexander (Yale University, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-S403  Session ID: AR042

Authors and Papers:
Alison I Griffith (York University, Canada), *Institutional ethnography in education*
Marjorie DeVault (Syracuse University, United States of America), *A methodological alternative: Ethnography of ruling relations*
Liza McCoy (University of Calgary, Canada), *Pantometric preoccupations: Quantification, accountability and large-scale organisation*
Dorothy E Smith, *Making a sociology*

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Authors Meet the Readers: Shmuel N Eisenstadt
Chair:
Bjorn Wittrock (Swedish Collegium for Advanced Study in the Social Sciences, Sweden)
Location: QUT-GP-S403  Session ID: AR04

Friday, 12 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Authors Meet the Readers: Alain Touraine
Chair:
Michel Wieviorka (Cadis, France)
Location: QUT-GP-S403  Session ID: AR05

Participants:
Johann Arnason (La Trobe University, Australia)
Nilufar Gole (Ehess, France)

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Authors Meet the Readers: Dorothy E Smith
Chair:
Alison I Griffith (York University, Canada)
Location: QUT-GP-S403  Session ID: AR03

Authors and Papers:
Alison I Griffith (York University, Canada), *Institutional ethnography in education*
Marjorie DeVault (Syracuse University, United States of America), *A methodological alternative: Ethnography of ruling relations*
Liza McCoy (University of Calgary, Canada), *Pantometric preoccupations: Quantification, accountability and large-scale organisation*
Dorothy E Smith, *Making a sociology*
Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
The Internationalization of American Sociology: A Centennial Challenge for the ASA in 2005 and Beyond
Chair: Felice Levine
Location: QUT-GP-L501A  Session ID: GS01

NB: This session will be moved to Wed 15:30. See Additions and Corrections for final information.

Authors and Papers:
Craig Calhoun (Social Science Research Council, United States of America), TBA
Sally Hillsman (American Sociological Association, United States of America), TBA
Douglas Kincaid (Florida International University, United States of America), TBA
Immanuel Wallerstein (Binghamton University, United States of America), TBA

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Guest Sessions: Internationalisation of sociological research and teaching: Organised with the presidents of national associations
Chair: Alberto Martinelli (University Degli Studi Milano, Italy)
Location: QUT-GP-L501A  Session ID: GS02

Keynote Speakers and Papers:
Arne Kalleberg (University of North Carolina, United States of America), Working Together to Internationalize Sociology: US sociology and its aspirations for teaching and research
Huang Ping (China), Problematizing sociology in China in recent 20 years

Panelists:
Shujiro Yazawa (Hitotsubashi University, Japan)

Fred Hendricks
Baburao S Baviskar
Dirk Kuesler (Institut Für Soziologie, Universität Marburg, Germany)
Cesar Barreira (SBS - Brazilian Society of Sociology, Brazil)
John Germov (University of Newcastle, Australia)

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Guest Sessions. International Social Science Council: 50th Anniversary of the ISSC: Advancements in sociological knowledge over half a century
Chair: Nikolai Genov (Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Bulgaria)
Location: QUT-GP-L501A  Session ID: GS03

Authors and Papers:
Martin Albro (SUNY Stony Brook, United States of America), The Global Shift and its Consequences for Sociology
Stella Quah (National University of Singapore, Singapore), Cognitive Innovations and the Conceptualisation of Ethnicity and Religion: Some Experiences from the Sociology of Health
Mattei Dogan (France), Advancements in Comparing Societies
Neville S Arachchige Don (Inter Research Found for Development, United States Of America), Developing Countries in the Global Transformation: Conceptual Challenges to Sociology
György Széll (University of Osnabrück, Germany), The Contribution of Sociology to Organisational Democracy over the Last Half of Century

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Guest Sessions. International Institute of Sociology IIS
Chair: Karen S Cook (Stanford University, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-L501A  Session ID: GS04

Panelists:
Shujiro Yazawa (Hitotsubashi University, Japan)
Authors and Papers:

Eliezer Ben-Rafael (Tel-Aviv University, Israel), *Between ideological threats and moral commitments*

Johann Arnason (La Trobe University, Australia), *Sociology, Critique and Modernity*

Alain Touraine (Ecole Des Hautes Etudes En Sciences Sociales, France), *The destruction of the 'social' as a category of analysis*

Bjorn Wittrock (Swedish Collegium for Advanced Study in the Social Sciences, Sweden), *Sociology, Critical Reflexivity and Multiple Modernities*

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

**Special Guest Session: Homage to Alberto Melucci**

**Chair:**

Enrique Laraña (University Complutense of Madrid, Spain)

**Location:** QUT-GP-L501A  **Session ID:** GSAM

See Additions and Corrections
AH01 Capitalism and its Cultures
Coordinator: Peter Beilharz

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Ad Hoc 1: Capitalism and its cultures. Session 1
Chair:
Peter Beilharz (La Trobe University, Australia)
Johann Arnason (La Trobe University, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-W203  Session ID: AH01_01

Authors and Papers:
Craig Calhoun (Social Science Research Council, United States of America), *A new spirit of capitalism*
Christopher Deutschman (University of Tuebingen, Germany), *Capitalism, entrepreneurship and religion: an unorthodox view*

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Ad Hoc 1: Capitalism and its cultures. Session 2
Chair:
Peter Beilharz (La Trobe University, Australia)
Johann Arnason (La Trobe University, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-W203  Session ID: AH01_02

Authors and Papers:
Goran Therborn (Swedish Collegium for Adv Study in Social Sciences, Sweden), *Rethinking Capitalism and Modernity*
Sigurd Skirbekk (University of Oslo, Norway), *The inadequacy of "New Liberalism" as an ideological response to the challenges of the new century*
AH02 The Comparative Historical Sociology of Empires
Coordinator: Johann Arnason

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Ad Hoc 2: The comparative historical sociology of empires. Session 1

Chair:
Johann Arnason (La Trobe University, Australia)
Stephen Mennell (National University of Ireland, Ireland)

Location: QUT-GP-W203  Session ID: AH02_01

Authors and Papers:
Johann Arnason (La Trobe University, Australia), General Introduction: Empires as a theme of historical sociology
Bjorn Wittrock (Swedish Collegium for Advanced Study in the Social Sciences, Sweden), The political imaginary of early modern Europe
Willfried Spohn (European University Institute, Italy), Empire and nation: A comparison of Germany and Russia

Friday, 12 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Ad Hoc 2: The comparative historical sociology of empires. Session 2

Chair:
Stephen Mennell (National University of Ireland, Ireland)
Johann Arnason (La Trobe University, Australia)

Location: QUT-GP-W203  Session ID: AH02_02

Authors and Papers:
Stephen Mennell (National University of Ireland, Ireland), The American empire, external and internal
Babak Rahimi (European University Institute, United States of America), From empire to revolution: a historical comparative study of Safavid and Ottoman empires and the emergence of Iranian and Turkish revolutionary states in the Islamic civilisational context
Elcin Kursat-Ahlers, The legacy of Inner Asian empires
Sophia Pale, The fall of the USSR and the Post-Soviet area according to the general theory of empires
Roland Axtmann, Comments
Mark Elvin, Comments
AH03 Figurational Sociology  
Coordinator: Rober van Krieken, Stephen Mennel

Monday, 8 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Ad Hoc 3: Figurational Sociology. Session 1: Globalisation Re-assessed: current perspectives in Figurational Sociology
Chair: Rober van Krieken (University of Sydney, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-W204 Session ID: AH03 01

Authors and Papers:
Nico Wilterdink (University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands), Globalisation as a long-term process
Mark Gibson (Murdoch University, Australia), International Protocol, Globalisation and Class
Stephen Vertigans (United Kingdom), Philip Sutton (Robert Gordon University, United Kingdom), Islam, al-Qa’ida and Globalisation: An Established - Outsiders Perspective
Artur Bogner (University of Bielefeld, Germany), The Christian World Mission as a Global Long-Term Process
Joseph Maguire (Loughborough University, United Kingdom), Globalisation and the Making of Modern Sport: A Process-Sociological perspective
Rafal Mazanek, Globalisation as a Global Figuration of Power

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Ad Hoc 3: Figurational Sociology. Session 2: Civilisation, Culture and Society
Chair: Rober van Krieken (University of Sydney, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-W204 Session ID: AH03 02

Authors and Papers:
Geert de Vries (Free University Amsterdam, The Netherlands), The vulnerable society
Reinhard Blomert, Is civilisation state-bound?
Arpad Szakolczai, Religion and the Civilising Process

Pablo Jauregui, National pride and European integration: Some process-sociological reflections
Wouter Gomperts (University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands), Dyscivilisation and Dysmentalisation: A psychoanalytical view of the derailment of the civilising process
Bowen Paulle (Amsterdam School for Social Science Research - University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands), Transatlantic 'Black' Schools as Figurations
Lindsay D Greer, Mapping the figuration? A comparative look at figurations and the Latourian concept of socio-technical networks
AH04 Public Opinion Research
Coordinator: Krzysztof Zagorski

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Ad Hoc 4: Public Opinion Research. Meeting
1: Public Opinion and Elections

Chair:
Krzysztof Zagorski (CBOS - Public Opinion Research, Poland)

Location: QUT-GP-W204  Session ID: AH04_01

Authors and Papers:
Dario Canton, Jorge Raul Jorrat, Public Opinion and Electoral Studies in Argentina

Marco Maraffi (University of Milan, Italy), Continuity and Change in Italian Electoral Behaviour

Markus Hadler, Max Haller (University of Bielefeld, Germany), Winners and Losers of Modernisation. A Comparative Analysis of Ten Countries in the Nineties

Krzysztof Jasiewicz (Washington and Lee University, United States Of America), Public Opinion Polls and Elections: The Case of Poland
AH05 Sociology of the Holocaust
Coordinator: Lynn Rapaport, Gershon Shafir

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Ad Hoc 5: Sociology of the Holocaust. Panel 1
Chair:
Lynn Rapaport (Pomona College, United States of America)
Gershon Shafir (University of California, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-W206  Session ID: AH05_01

Authors and Papers:
Stuart Stein (University of the West of England, United Kingdom), Conceptions and Times: Templates for the analysis of Holocausts and Genocides
Colin Tatz, The Holocaust, Genocide, and the Disciplines
Klaus Dammann (University of Bielefeld, Germany), Garbage Can Decision Processes: A sociological redescription of the 'functionalist' research program in Shoah historiography

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Ad Hoc 5: Sociology of the Holocaust. Panel 2
Chair:
Gershon Shafir (University of California, United States of America)
Lynn Rapaport (Pomona College, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-W206  Session ID: AH05_02

Authors and Papers:
Jeffrey Alexander (Yale University, United States of America), The Engorgement of Evil: The Holocaust from War Crime to Trauma Drama
Annamaria Orla-Bukowska (Jagiellonian University, Poland), Presenting and Representing the Shoah in the Postcommunist World
Gershon Shafir (University of California, United States of America), Private Memories and Public Memorials: Holocaust Survivors in Southern California
Lynn Rapaport (Pomona College, United States of America), Hollywood's Holocaust: 'Schindler's List' and the Construction of Holocaust Memory
AH06 Surveillance in Information Societies
Coordinator: David Lyon

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Chair: David Lyon (Queen's University, Canada)
Location: QUT-GP-W207 Session ID: AH06 01

Authors and Papers:
David Lyon (Queen's University, Canada), Surveillance studies: Sociological and comparative approaches
David Mason (University of Plymouth, United Kingdom), Privacy for what? The importance of the social in employee responses to surveillance technologies at work
Paul Henman (Macquarie University, Australia), Special treatment: Electronic surveillance, social differentiation, and the practice of government
Kiyoshi Abe (Kwansei Gakuin University, Japan), Policing everyday life in Japanese society
Timo Kyntäjä (University of Helsinki, Europe), Globalising surveillance and social exclusion

Muncho Kim (Korea University, Korea), Surveillance technology, deprivatisation and changing social control

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Ad Hoc 6: Surveillance in information societies. Session 2: Surveillance: Internet, Identity, and Individualisation
Chair: David Lyon (Queen's University, Canada)
Location: QUT-GP-W206 Session ID: AH06 02

Authors and Papers:
Susan Hansen (Murdoch University, Australia), Internet surveillance and everyday life
Clive Norris, Seeing by numbers: Computers, CCTV, and algorithmic surveillance
Jose-David Carracedo (Universidad Complutense De Madrid, Spain), Expanding surveillance capacities onto cyber society activities: The Spanish government's smart card ID project
### AH07 Time, Culture and Society

**Coordinator:** Carmen Leccardi

---

**Monday, 8 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45**

**Ad Hoc 7: Time, culture and society. Session I:** "Time and Cultural Change"

**Chair:**
- Carmen Leccardi (University of Milan-Bicocca, Italy)
- Barbara Adam (Cardiff University, United Kingdom)

**Location:** QUT-GP-W207  
**Session ID:** AH07_01

**Authors and Papers:**

- **Gabriella Paolucci**, Complexity of social time and epistemological problems in empirical research
- **Galina I Saganenko**, Social Time as Significant 'Participant' of Empirical Methodology
- **Jeni Aldwyn**, "Tim(ing) and gender(ing)"; Putting time into gender
- **Ignace Glorieux, Suzana Koelet**, Time Use and the Gender Gap. Differences in time use between men and women in Flanders

---

**Thursday, 11 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45**

**Ad Hoc 7: Time, culture and society. Session II:** "Time Research and Methodology"

**Chair:**
- Barbara Adam (Cardiff University, United Kingdom)
- Carmen Leccardi (University of Milan-Bicocca, Italy)

**Location:** QUT-GP-W207  
**Session ID:** AH07_02

**Authors and Papers:**

- **Distributed Papers:**
  - **Alice Itani** (Unesp, Brazil), Density as a new working condition: the case of air traffic control in Brazil

---

**Authors and Papers:**

- **Ida Sabelis** (Vrije Universiteit Free University, The Netherlands), Quest of complexity. Reflections on the relationship between complexity and method in studying times
### AH08 Rethinking Civilizational Analysis

**Coordinator: Said Arjomand**

**Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45**

**Ad Hoc 8: Rethinking civilisational analysis.**

**Session 1**

**Chair:**

Said Arjomand (State University of New York, United States of America)

**Location:** QUT-GP-W207  
**Session ID:** AH08 01

**Authors and Papers:**

- **Bjorn Wittrock** (Swedish Collegium for Advanced Study in the Social Sciences, Sweden), *Civilizational Analysis and Cultural Crystallizations: Rethinking Global History*

- **John Mandalios** (Griffith University, Australia), "Nietzsche: A Neglected Civilizational Analyst?"

- **Johann Arnason** (La Trobe University, Australia), *Civilizations and Empires*

- **S N Eisenstadt**, *The Civilizational Dimension of Modernity*

- **Edward Tiryakian** (Duke University, United States of America), *Does 'civilisation' have a meaning after September 11?*

**Discussants:**

- **Donald N Levine** (University of Chicago, United States of America)
Monday, 8 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Ad Hoc 9: Session 1: A Panel-Debate. Open the Social Sciences: The Continuing Discussion

Organisers:
Richard E Lee (SUNY-Binghamton, United States Of America)

Location: QUT-GP-W203  Session ID: AH09_01

Discussants:
Ari Sitas (University of Natal, South Africa)
Goran Therborn (Swedish Collegium for Adv Study in Social Sciences, Sweden)
Immanuel Wallerstein (Binghamton University, United States Of America)
Piotr Sztompka (Jagiellonian University, Poland)
LCFR French-Speaking Forum
Coordinator: Edward A. Tiryakian

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
French Speaking Forum. Open Panel
Discussion: Où va le Sacré au 20e siècle?
Chair:
Edward A. Tiryakian

Location: QUT-GP-L501A Session ID: LCFR 01

Participants:
Roberto Cipriani (University of Rome, Italy)
Grace Davie (University of Exeter, United Kingdom)
Alfonso Perez Agote
José Prades
Danièle Hervieu-Léger
Chryssoula Constantopoulou (University of Macedonia, Greece)
**LCRU Russian-Speaking Forum**  
**Coordinator: Nikita Pokrovsky**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Russian-Speaking Forum. Session 1:</strong> Russia and the World: Shifting Perspectives and Global Realities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair: Nikita Pokrovsky (Moscow State University/State University-Higher School of Economics, Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location: TBA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Authors and Papers:**
- **Valentina Fedotova**, *Russia in the global and internal world*
- **Vladimir Kultygin** (Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia), *Theoretical reflection on globalisation: paradigms shift or values shift?*
- **Rolf Schwery**, *Increasing global anomie: the need of steering social change*
- **Vyacheslav Scherbina** (State University, Russia), *Russia and the world after September 11, 2001*
- **Dina Tanatova**, *Globalisation: social and cultural transformation and prospects of Russia*
- **Dimitri Ivanov** (St. Petersburg State University, Russia), *Russia in the perspective of globalisation and virtualisation*
- **Alexander Filippov** (Moscow School of Social and Economic Sciences, Russia), *TBA*
- **Irene Sossunova** (Russian Academy of Science, Russia), *Ecology of Socium*
- **Larisa Ruban** (Institute of Socio-Political Research of Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia), *Evolution of the phenomenon "Great power" and modern world order*
- **Leokadia Drobizheva** (Institute of Sociology Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia), *Ethnic factor in the transitional processes: the case of the republics of the Russian Federation*
- **Rashid D Khunagov** (Adyghe State University, Russia), *The Caucasus in the context of global social and cultural transformations*
- **Grazina Miniotaite**, *Majority as a minority: the Russians in the Baltic states and Russia in the 1990s*
- **Larissa Titarenko** (Belarusian State University, Belarus), *Union of Russia and Belarus: shifting perspectives for democracy*

**Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15 |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Russian-Speaking Forum. Session 2:</strong> Contemporary Russia as a Process: Where Does It Lead?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair: Mikhail Gorshkov (Russian Independent Institute of Social And Nationalities Problems, Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location: TBA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Authors and Papers:**
- **Zinaida T Golenkova** (Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia), *Transformation of social structure and social stratification of Russian society*
- **Irina Sitnova**, *The theoretical analyses of the institutional change in today's Russia*
- **Mikhail Gorshkov** (Russian Independent Institute of Social And Nationalities Problems, Russia), *The dynamics of value-orientation change in today's Russia*
- **Sergey A Kravchenko** (Moscow State Inst of Inter Relations (MGIMO-University), Russia), *The problems of Russian mentality: the limits of possible democratic reforms (The Phenomenological Approach)*
- **Jan Toshchenko**, *Paradoxicality as a characteristic of the transitional period in Russia*
- **Arkady L Marshak** (Russian Academy of Business, Russia), *Russia: ways of formation of cultural identity*
Nadezhda Fedotova, Globalisation and identity: the Russian problems

Olga Mamonova (Mokpo University, Korea), Self-identity of actor in Russia in transition

Nikita Pokrovsky (Moscow State University/State University-Higher School of Economics, Russia), Intellectual labour and globalisation: contemporary evolution of the Russian intelligentsia

Gennady Batygin, Masters of thoughts: the mission of intellectuals and the restructuring of social discourse in Russia

Alexander Gofman (State University, Russia), Sociology as an ideology for new Russia

Valery Mansurov (Institute of Sociology of RAS, Russia), Garold Zborovsky, Social standing of modern Russian teachers

Galina Bessokirnaya, Additional vocational training: scales and tendencies of development

Nina Shatalova, The major methods of work with the leaders reserves

P I Smirnov (St. Petersburg State University, Russia), Russia's movement toward market civilisation: the strategic deadlock

Andrei Orekhov (Russian People's Friendship University, Russia), Powershift and Propertyshift in contemporary Russia

Vladimir Dobrenkov (Moscow State University, Russia), Organised crime in Russia in its global and local dimensions

Irina Larionova (Moscow State University of Social, Russia), Ways to restore the population of Russia

Constantine V Kijanenko, Partnership and participation consideration in elaboration and implementation of Russian and American housing politics

A V Noskova, Sociological analyses of polyethnic structure of the Moscow population formation

Zemfira Kalugina (Institute of Economic And Industrial Engineering SB RAS, Russia), Agrarian Transformation in Russia: New Tendencies and Perspectives

Tatyana V Tabolina (Russian Academy of Science, Institute of Ethnology & Anthropology, Russia), Cossacks in the South of Russia: tolerance and conflict

Michael Shevyakov (Volgograd State University, Russia), Diverse Facets of Globalisation in Russia

Miroslava Tsapko (Russian State Humanities University, Russia), Russian city today as the information space
LCSP Spanish Speaking Forum
Coordinator: M. Angeles Duran

Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Spanish Speaking Forum - La sociología actual iberoamericana. 1. Desarrollos recientes: temas, metodologías, organización institucional.

Organisers:
Maria Angeles Duran (Consejo Investigaciones Científicas, Spain)

Location: QUT-GP-S407    Session ID: LCSP_01

Participants:
Jose Almaraz
Atilio A Boron
Juan Carlos Skewes
Jose Vicente Tavares Dos Santos (Federal University of Rio Grande Do Sul, Brazil)
Raquel Sosa Elizaga
Roberto Briceno-Leon (Lacso, Venezuela)
Rosario Aguirre

Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Spanish Speaking Forum - La sociología actual iberoamericana. 2. Desafíos para el futuro: cooperación en investigación, publicaciones, estrategias institucionales.

Organisers:
Maria Angeles Duran (Consejo Investigaciones Científicas, Spain)

Location: QUT-GP-S407    Session ID: LCSP_02

Participants:
Atilio A Boron
Juan Carlos Skewes
Roberto Briceno-Leon (Lacso, Venezuela)
Raquel Sosa Elizaga
Jose Vicente Tavares Dos Santos (Federal University of Rio Grande Do Sul, Brazil)
Jose Almaraz
Rosario Aguirre
NAAZ Azerbaijanian Sociological Association
Coordinator: Rufat Kuliyev

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Azerbaijanian Sociological Association. Social conflict in a transforming Azerbaijanian society
Chair:
Rufat Kuliyev
Location: QUT-GP-S404 Session ID: NAAZ_01

Authors and Papers:
Rufat Kuliyev, Social inequality and social conflicts in the modern Azerbaijan
Teymur Mamedov, Youth in a conflict society
Elman Shikhkerimov, Social conflict in the modern political development of Azerbaijan
Rufat Kuliyev, Conditions and paths for overcoming of violence against women in Azerbaijan
Aleksey Proskurov, Specialities of ethnic-social conflicts in Post Soviet period in Azerbaijan
Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

**The Westermarck Society. Finland - New Technologies and Society**

**Chair:**
*Harri Melin* (University of Tampere, Finland)

**Location:** QUT-GP-S407 **Session ID:** NAFI_01

**Authors and Papers:**

- **Ilkka Arminen** (University of Tampere, Finland), *Emerging, Diverging? Mobile Cultures*
- **Jari Aro** (University of Tampere, Finland), *Expertise, Competence and Adoption of Technology*
Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Indian Sociological Association. Themes in Indian Sociology: Coming Challenges. Session 1
Chair: T K Oommen
Location: QUT-GP-Z308 Session ID: NAIN 01

Authors and Papers:
Partha Nath Mukherji, Indigeneity and Universalisation in Social Science: Overcome the Antinomy
D N Dhanagare, Practicing Sociology via History: The Indian Experience

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Indian Sociological Association. Themes in Indian Sociology: Coming Challenges. Session 2
Chair: T K Oommen
Location: QUT-GP-Z308 Session ID: NAIN 02

Authors and Papers:
Sujata Patel (University of Pune, India), Analysing Modernity in Indian Sociology: The Contributions of T N Madan and Yogendra Singh
Devanayak Sundaram (Centre for Research in New Internat Economic Order, India), The Indian Sociology towards issues of policy and Governance
Ranvinder Sandhu, Half a Century of Urban Sociology in India
NAIT Italian Sociological Association
Coordinator: Roberto Cipriani

Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Italian Sociological Association
Chair:
Roberto Cipriani (University of Rome, Italy)
Location: QUT-GP-Z308  Session ID: NAIT_01

See Additions and Corrections
Japan Sociological Society. Learning to be a Sociologist in Asia: Problems and Potentialities of the Globalising Academic Market

Chair: Chizuko Ueno (University of Tokyo, Japan)

Location: QUT-GP-Z303

Session ID: NAJA_01

Authors and Papers:

Soon-Hee Whang (University of Tsukuba, Japan), Educational strategies of Asian universities in the global academic market

Sidney CH Cheung (Chinese University of Hong Kong, China), Nationalities of PhDs: market value of academic degrees in the globalising market

Kosaku Yoshino (University of Tokyo, Japan), Politics of language use in Asian sociologies

Ma Rosario Ballescas (University of Tsukuba, Japan), Asian studies or a sociology of Asia?

Ping Huang (Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, China), Problems of indigenous sociology
Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

Sociological Association of Aotearoa. Sociology on the Edge: Situating Aotearoa New Zealand

Chair: Allison Kirkman (Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand)

Location: QUT-GP-L501A  Session ID: NANZ_01

Authors and Papers:

Maureen Baker (University of Auckland, New Zealand), Women, Family and the State in New Zealand

Paul Spoonley (Massey University, New Zealand), Post-Colonial Struggles for Recognition

David Thorns (University of Canterbury, New Zealand), Doing Sociology in a Global World - The Challenge to National Sociologies
Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

Polish Sociological Society. Session : Polish Sociology and the Challenge of Changes
Chair: Marian Kempny
Location: QUT-GP-S407 Session ID: NAPO_01

Authors and Papers:
Kazimierz M Slomczynski (Ohio State University, United States of America), Polish Society and Polish Sociology: Prospects for the New Century
Janusz Mucha (Nicholas Copernicus University, Poland), Polish Sociology of the 1990th
Jacek Szmatka, Kinga Wysienska (Jagiellonian University, Poland), Polish Contributions to the Modern Sociological Theory

Distributed Papers:
Joanna Kurczewska, Some Peculiarities of Polish Sociology

Discussants:
Bronislaw Misztal
Marian Kempny
NARU Russian Society of Sociologists
Coordinator: Valery Mansurov

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Russian Society of Sociologists. Session 1
Chair: Valery Mansurov (Institute of Sociology of RAS, Russia)
Location: TBA Session ID: NARU_01

Authors and Papers:
Valery Mansurov (Institute of Sociology of RAS, Russia), Russian Sociology Today
David Konstantinovski (Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia), Sociology of Education in Modern Russia
Galina Osadchaya, Sociology of Social Sphere
Svetlana Kirdina (Russian Academy of Science, Russia), The Institutional Matrices Theory and the Prospects of Institutional Sociology in Russia

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Russian Society of Sociologists. Session 2
Chair: Valery Mansurov (Institute of Sociology of RAS, Russia)
Location: TBA Session ID: NARU_02

Authors and Papers:
Leokadia Drobizheva (Institute of Sociology Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia), Ethnic Problems in Russian Sociology
Zhan Toschenko (Russian Academy Od Sci.Inst.of Sociology, Russia), The Role of SociologicalMagazines in the Life of Sociological Society
Yuri Krasin, Julia M Rozanova (Russia), Public Policy as Subject of Research under a Partnership
Larissa Romanenko, Civilisation Approach is the General Paradigm of Current Russian Sociology
Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

Swedish Sociological Association. Analytical currents in Scandinavian sociology: Promises and controversies

Chair: Peter Hedstrom (Stockholm University, Sweden)

Location: QUT-GP-L501A  Session ID: NASW_01

Authors and Papers:

Peter Hedstrom (Stockholm University, Sweden), Analytical currents: Some introductory remarks

Jan O Jonsson (St George's Hospital Medical School, United Kingdom), Swedish stratification research in a fifty-year perspective: empirical and theoretical advancement

Christofer Edling (Stockholm University, Sweden), The position of rational choice theory in Scandinavian sociology

Lars Udehn (Mälardalen University, Sweden), The case against methodological individualism

Lars Mjøset, Restrictive and less restrictive notions of social science theory - the case of rational choice
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RAIB Asociación Iberoamericana de Sociología del las organizaciones
Coordinator: Isabel de la Torre

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 17:30 - 19:15
Regional Associations: Asociación Iberoamericana de Sociología de las organizaciones. Coordinator general: Antonio Lucas. Sesion 1: La aportación de las experiencias de participación publicas y privadadas
Chair: Isabel de la Torre (Universidad Autónoma, Spain)
Location: QUT-GP-L501A Session ID: RAIB_01

Authors and Papers:
Manuel da Silva Costa, Chair
Clemente Forero Pineda, Formas de la democracia participativa: Un esquema analítico desarrollado a partir de las experiencias de Bolivia, Brasil y Colombia
Maria Jose Aguilar Idanez, Indicadores de evaluación de procesos y resultados de los consejos de salud
Tomas Paez, La pyme latinoamericana: la experiencia de una década con los actores.
Isabel de la Torre (Universidad Autónoma, Spain), Gestión y participación en las entidades del tercer sector
José Luis Veira (Universidad De A Coruña, Spain), La Estrategia social de la Empresa
Antonio Lucas (Universidad Complutense, Spain), Nuevas formas de trabajo y nuevos desafios a la participación

Authors and Papers:
Berta Servat Poblete, Paradigma sistémico aplicado al análisis de las relaciones laborales en organizaciones educativas, procesos psicosociológicos.
Juan Del Pino Artacho, Indicadores empíricos de participación en las empresas cooperativas
Manuel da Silva Costa, Autogestión e Utopia Organizacional: Proudhon e la Postmodernidad.
Maria Angelica Olivares Zamorano, La evaluación como proceso de participación para la autogestión
Violante Martinez (Uned, Spain), La participación asociativa de género y el asociacionismo en España

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Joint Session of RC10 and RAIB: La sociedad de la información: conocimiento y poder
Chair: Antonio Lucas (Universidad Complutense, Spain)
Alejandro Piscitelli (Universidad Austral, Argentina)
Location: QUT-GP-Z701 Session ID: J10 RAIB_1
See full details in Joint Session section

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 20:00 - 19:45
Regional Associations: Asociación Iberoamericana de Sociología de las organizaciones. Coordinator general: Antonio Lucas. Sesion 2: Comunicación, participación y autogestión en las organizaciones
Chair: Angela García Cabrera
Tomas Paez
Location: QUT-GP-L501A Session ID: RAIB_02
See full details in Joint Session section

Saturday, 13 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Joint Session of RC10 and RAIB: Participación en comunidades: un balance de perspectivas teóricas y prácticas
Chair: Carlos Gadsden (Secretaría De Gobernación, México)
Sergio Contreras
Location: QUT-GP-Z701 Session ID: J10 RAIB_2
See full details in Joint Session section
Monday, 8 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
International Association for the Study of Persianate Societies: The Persianate World and Social Change: Panel 1
Chair: Said Arjomand (State University of New York, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-Z308 Session ID: RAPS_01

Authors and Papers:
Ali Akbar Mahdi (Ohio Wesleyan University, United States of America), Youth in the Middle East with a Special Focus on Iran
Shariyar Safarov (Uzbekistan State University, Uzbekistan), Language Policy of New Post-Soviet Governments and Persian-speaking Language Situation
Hossein Adibi (Queensland University of Technology, Australia), Historical Contributions of Afghan Camel People in Outback Australia
Masoud Kamali, Multiple Modernities, Civil Societies and Islam: The Iranian Path Through Modernisation
Poopak Taati (Montgomery College, United States of America), Discussant

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
International Association for the Study of Persianate Societies: Issues in Democratisation in Contemporary Iran: Panel 2
Chair: Poopak Taati (Montgomery College, United States of America)
Location: QUT-GP-Z308 Session ID: RAPS_02

Authors and Papers:
Elaheh Koolaee (Tehran University, Iran), Challenges of Democratisation: The View from Inside of the Majlis-Iranian Parliament
Gholam-Abbas Tavassoli (Tehran University, Iran), Rational versus Emotional Thinking in the Process of Democratisation of Iran

Jaleh Shadi-Talab (Tehran University, Iran), Women's Issue in Iran: A Domain for encounter
Poopak Taati (Montgomery College, United States of America), NGOs and the Process of Democratisation in Iran

Discussants:
Ali Akbar Mahdi (Ohio Wesleyan University, United States of America)
Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

Joint Session of RC01, RC04 and RC52:
Education and Professionalism in the new armed forces: New Missions (OOTW) and the changing international order

Chair:
Julia Evetts (University of Nottingham, United Kingdom)

Location: QUT-GP-Q216  Session ID: J 01 04 52

Authors and Papers:

Giuseppe Caforio (ISA: RC01, Italy), Officers Education, Professional Mind and New Tasks in MOOTW

Julia Evetts (University of Nottingham, United Kingdom), Explaining the Construction of Professionalism in the Armed Forces: Occupational change within and beyond the nation-state

Marina Nuciari (Department of Social Sciences-University of Turin, Italy), Coping with Cultural Diversity in MOOTWs Officers' adjustment and educational needs in a Comparative Perspective

Saturday, 13 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45

Joint Session of RC01, RC06 and RC32:
Gender, work and family issues in predominantly male occupations

Chair:
Mady Segal (University of Maryland, United States Of America)
Ann Denis (University of Ottawa, Canada)

Location: QUT-GP-S303  Session ID: J 01 06 32

Authors and Papers:

Joan Eveline (University of Western Australia, Australia), Susan Harwood (University of Western Australia, Australia), Challenging the Gendering of Police Work

Paul Higate (University of Bristol, England), Impact on the Military Family of Partner Discharge from the Armed Forces

Leena Parmar, Areas of Dispute Among Kargil War Widows

Francisca Omorodion (University of Regina, Canada), Maternal Role of Women in Southwestern Nigeria: Stress and Satisfaction

Rueyling Tzeng (Institute of European and American Studies, Taiwan), Female Expatriates in Multinational Corporations: Gender and Career/Family Conflicts

Ning Tang (University of Hertfordshire, United Kingdom), In a male-dominated world: academic mothers in China and the UK

Lisa Husu (University of Helsinki, Finland), Women's Work-related and Family-Related Discrimination and Support: The Case of Finnish Academia

Susan Prentice, Curt Pankartz, When Academics Have Babies: Family Leave Policies at Canadian Universities

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

Joint Session of RC02 and RC38: Ethnic Business and Biography

Chair:
Ursula Apitzsch (J.W. Goethe University Frankfurt, Germany)
Jan Rath (University of Amsterdam/IMES, The Netherlands)

Location: QUT-GP-Z306  Session ID: J 02 38

Authors and Papers:

Mark-Anthony Falzon, Individual Entrepreneurship vs Group Corporacy. Applying Contemporary Notions of Collective Intentionality

Angeline Low (University of Technology - Sydney, Australia), Branding Asian-born Women Entrepreneurs: Social Structures and Biological Process

Beverly Mizrachi (Hebrew University and Ashkelon Academic College, Israel), The Henna-Maker-An Immigrant Woman Entrepreneur in an Ethnic Revival

Maria Kontos (Johann Wolfgang Goethe-University Frankfurt, Germany), The Relevance of Biographical Resources for the Success of Non-privileged Migrant's Self-employment

Nonja Peters (Curtin University of Technology, Australia), Self-employment among the Dutch, Greek, Italian and Vietnamese in Western Australia

KogiJa Adam-Moodley
David Gillborn (University of Oxford, United Kingdom)
### XV World Congress of Sociology

**Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15**

**Joint Session of RC04 and RC05: Race/Ethnicity and Equality in Education.**  
Chair:  
Kogila Adam-Moodley  
David Gillborn (London University, United Kingdom)  
Location: QUT-GP-Z304  
Session ID: J_04_05

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors and Papers:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ghazala Bhatti (University of Reading, United Kingdom), Social Justice, Education and the Search for Equality: new hopes in the new century</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nazir Carrim, The Persistent Tenacity of Racism in Antiracist Context: The case of the 'new' South Africa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George J Safa Dei, Race, Difference and Schooling: why don't we talk more about this</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annette Henry (University of Illinois, United States Of America), Narratives of Inequality: two black women teachers speak about education in the US</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Mathews, Rawinda Sidhu, Who's Learning What? Australian students, international students and racialisation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussants:**  
Sally Tomlinson (University of Oxford, United Kingdom)

---

**Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15**

**Joint Session of RC04 and RC28: Special Session 1: Expansion of Higher Education and Social Stratification.**  
Chair:  
Jaap Dronkers (European University Institute, Italy)  
Location: QUT-GP-S405B  
Session ID: J_04_28

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors and Papers:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sheying Chen, David X Cheng, Qingwen Xu (City University of New York, United States of America), Bingyan Xing, Open Admissions through Remediation A Case Study of the Outcome</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sin Yi Cheung (Oxford Brookes University, United Kingdom), Annie Haunung Chan (Lingnan University Hong Kong, Hong Kong), Who Benefits from the Expansion of Higher Education? A Comparative Study of educational and Occupational Attainment in Hong Kong and Britain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cristina Ianneli (Centre For Educational Sociology, United Kingdom), Trends in the Patterns of Tertiary Entrance in Ireland, the Netherlands and Scotland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Post (Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, Hong Kong), The Impact of Higher Education Massification on Civil Society and Stratification in Hong Kong</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigal Alon, Racial and Ethnic Disparities in the Impact of Socioeconomic Status on College Destinations in the 1980's and 1990's</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussants:**  
Yossi Shavit (Tel Aviv University, Israel)

---

**Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15**

Chair:  
Tova Benski (The College of Management, Israel)  
Location: QUT-GP-L301B  
Session ID: J_05_18 44 48

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors and Papers:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ligia Tavera (Flacso, Mexico), Movements as Strategic and Discursive Resources for Political Parties</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carla Lipzig Murnme, Blurring the Boundaries: Trade Unions, New Social Movements, and the Problem of Citizenship</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tova Benski (The College of Management, Israel), Political Parties and Social Movements - from a Social Movements Perspective</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miikka Pyykkonen, Innovations of Becoming Citizen: Diasporic Communities and their Local Voluntary Associations in Finland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dunbar Moodie (Hobart And William Smith Colleges, United States of America), The interplay of race and ethnicity in South Africa social movement unionism: A case study of 1986 struggles on Vaal Reefs gold mine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45**

**Joint Session of RC05 and RC31: Migration and Racism**  
Chair:  
Kogila Adam-Moodley  
Lydio Tomasi (Center For Migration Studies, United States of America)  
Location: QUT-GP-Z504  
Session ID: J_05_31

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keynote Speakers and Papers:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lydio Tomasi (Center For Migration Studies, United States of America), International Migration after 9/11: Impacts on policy and theory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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Authors and Papers:

Guida Man (York University, Canada), Migration and the racialization of Chinese immigrants in Canada

Salim Lakha (University of Melbourne, Australia), Indian identity in multicultural Melbourne

Zeila de Brito Fabri Demartini (Universidade Metodista-CERU-USP, Brazil), Immigration and education: The Portuguese people in Sao Paolo at the beginning of the 20th century

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

Joint Session of RC06 and RC31: Migration and Family

Chair: Ursula Mehrlander

Bernard Nauck (Chemnitz University of Technology, Germany)

Location: QUT-GP-S405B Session ID: J 06.31

Authors and Papers:

Dan Chekki, Beyond assimilation: The immigrant family and community in a Canadian Metropolis

Jenifer Kunz (West Texas A&M University, United States of America), The effects of Migration on family: A Nine generation study

Abha Chauhan, Forced Migration and structural relocation of the families among the Kasmir bandits of India

Andjelka Milic, Family and ethnic migration of Serb population in the period 1991-2001

Pandey Vinita, Migration: Boon or Bane to the family

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15


Chair: Bernard Nauck (Chemnitz University of Technology, Germany)

Martin Abraham

Location: QUT-GP-Z503 Session ID: J 06.45

Authors and Papers:

Kate Strully (New York University, United States Of America), Alternative Forms of Martial Exchange: An Examination of Social Support and Martial Stability

Hartmut Esser (University of Mannheim, Germany), The Framing of Marriage and the Risk to Divorce

Friday, 12 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

Joint Session of RC08, RC14 and RC23: Special Session on Knowledge societies: Rising Expectations and Ambivalent Prospects

Chair: Marja Hayrinen-Alestalo (University of Helsinki, Finland)


Authors and Papers:

Steve Fuller (University of Warwick, United Kingdom), Knowledge Society Talk as 21st century Newspeak

Margareta Bertilsson (University of Copenhagen, Denmark), Disorganised Knowledge: A Problem of Knowledge in the Knowledge Society

Raimon Blom (University of Tampere, Finland), Knowledge Workers in Knowledge Societies: A Critique of the Rhetorics of Rising Individualism

Max Haller (University of Bielefeld, Germany), Why Top Research Has shifted from Europe to America. A Study of Nobel Prize Winners and Scientists Yesterday and Today

Discussants:

Nico Stehr (FZ Karlsruhe/GKSS, Germany)
Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Joint Session of RC09 and RC31: Migration, Transnationalism and World Development. Joint session of RC09 and RC31
Chair:
Han Entzinger (Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Netherlands)
Ulrike Schuerkens (Humboldt University, France)
Location: QUT-GP-Z802 Session ID: J 09_31

Authors and Papers:
Ulrike Schuerkens (Humboldt University, France), International African migrations to Europe and world development
Ninna Nyberg Sorensen, Transnational migration theory. Is there a U.S. bias and what can comparisons between the U.S. and Europe add to the field?
Roel Jennissen (Netherlands Interdisciplinary Demographic Institute, The Netherlands), Determinants of the dispersion of asylum seekers in Northern and Western Europe
Eric Popkin (Colorado College, United States Of America), Transnational migration and development in post-war peripheral states: An examination of Salvadoran and Guatemalan state linkages with their immigrant populations in Los Angeles
Johan Wets (Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium), Skilled worker migration: Part of a redistribution mechanism?

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Joint Session of RC10 and RAIB: La sociedad de la información: conocimiento y poder
Chair:
Alejandro Piscitelli (Universidad Austral, Argentina)
Carlos Gadsden (Secretaría De Gobernación, México)
Sergio Contreras
Location: QUT-GP-Z701 Session ID: J 10 RAIB 2

Authors and Papers:
Alejandro Piscitelli (Universidad Austral, Argentina), LA ONG como vía de participación política
Carlos Largacha-Martínez, La Empresa Integral, una aproximación al deber ser de las organizaciones del Siglo XXI
Maria Jose Aguilar Idañez (University of Castilla-La Mancha, Spain), El concepto de participación comunitaria. Revisión crítica y propuestas operacionales

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Joint Session of RC11, RC19 and RC20: The Politics of Pensions
Chair:
Diana Olsberg (UNSW Research Centre on Ageing & Retirement, Australia)

Authors and Papers:
Pieter Vanhuysse, Divide and Pacify: The double paradox of postsocialist peace and pensioners
Maria Cristina Gomes da Conceicao, Ageing and social security in Mexico
Karl Hinrichs (University Bremen, Germany), Basic Security plus private employment related pensions (Aus, Denmark, Netherlands and Switzerland)
XV World Congress of Sociology

Diana Olsberg (UNSW Research Centre on Ageing & Retirement, Australia), Doing and Undoing - Australia's national retirement incomes policy

Jørgen Goul Andersen (Aalborg University, Denmark), Pension politics and policy in Denmark and Sweden: Pension systems, path dependencies and policy styles

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Joint Session of RC13 Leisure and RC27 Sport
Chair:
Francis Lobo (Edith Cowan University, Australia)
Mari Kristin Sisjord (The Norwegian University of Sport and Physical Education, Norway)
Tony Veal (University of Technology - Sydney, Australia)

Location: QUT-GP-S308 Session ID: J13 27

Authors and Papers:
Brian Wilson (University of British Columbia, Canada), Interrogating notions of community in contemporary youth leisure cultures

Alan Law (Trent University, Canada), Living in leisure scape: The politics of symbols in Canadian rural communities

Yee-Joong Yoon (Jeonnam University, Korea), The prospect of sports tourism in Korea

Han-Kyu Lee, Prospects for the trend of national participation in sports activities after introduction of 5 days a week working system in Korea

Cheon-Beom Seo, Prospects for the Korean leisure market by the introduction of the 5 days week working system

Monday, 8 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Joint Session of RC16 and RC14: The Status of the Object 1
Chair:
Dick Pels (Brunel University, United Kingdom)

Location: QUT-GP-C405 Session ID: J14 16 2a

Authors and Papers:
Margaret Archer (University of Warwick, United Kingdom), The object as pivotal in the development of knowledge

Dimitri Ivanov (St. Petersburg State University, Russia), Virtualization of (Reified) society

Willem Schinkel (Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Netherlands), Bourdieu and Latour: Two cases of "Elevated Realism"

Fernando J Garcia Selgas, Outline of an Ontology of Social Fluidity

Friday, 12 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Joint Session of RC14 and RC16: The Status of the Object 2
Chair:
Frédéric Vandenberghe (University for Humanist Studies, The Netherlands)

Location: QUT-GP-Z801 Session ID: J14 16 2b
Authors and Papers:

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Joint Session of RC15 and RC49: Influence of globalization of the economy on physical and mental health and health care.
Chair:
Jerzy Krupinski (Monash University, Australia)
Location: QUT-GP-S403
Session ID: J 15 49

Authors and Papers:

Fran Collyer (University of Sydney, Australia), Globalisation and Health Care Policy: The Creation of a New Market Sector
Mary Allison, Health promotion policy in Scotland: From people to...places to planets
Tai Gilbert, Leah Gilbert (University of The Witwatersrand, South Africa), South African health in an Era of Globalization
Margot Lyon, Health in global economic order: changing patterns of pharmaceutical use in the context of economic change: the example of Indonesia
SD Short (University of New South Wales, Australia), VD Hadijev, Health, health care and human rights in Bulgaria in transition
Terri Lituchy, Vishwanath V Baba (McMaster University, Canada), Louise Touirgy, Helena Addae, Occupational mental health across cultures: International perspectives
David Coburn (University of Toronto, Canada), Globalization, Neo-Liberalism, Income Inequality and Health

Authors and Papers:

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Joint Session of RC15 and RC52: Health professions and the public I
Chair:
Mike Saks (De Montfort University, United Kingdom)
Elianne Riska (Abo Akademi University, Finland)
Location: QUT-GP-S403
Session ID: J 15 52 1
Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15

Joint Session of RC15 and RC52: Health professions and the public II

Chair:
Mike Saks (De Montfort University, United Kingdom)
Elianne Riska (Åbo Akademi University, Finland)

Location: QUT-GP-S403  Session ID: J 15_52_2

Distributed Papers:

Judith Allsop (De Montfort University, Leicester, United Kingdom), Professional associations and their engagement with health consumer groups in the UK

Allanah Ryan (Massey University, New Zealand), Cervical screening in New Zealand and the loss in medical professionals and expert systems: A case study in depprofessionalisation

Giedre Baltrusaityte, Primary health care reform in Lithuania: Challenges (and opportunities)

Ian Shaw (University of Nottingham, United Kingdom), Managing difficult patients: GPs and dirty work

Fiona Brooks (University of Hertfordshire, United Kingdom), Helen Lomax, New beginnings? Contested ways of knowing and public participation in health care

Lee Berney (St George's Hospital Medical School, United Kingdom), The changing nature of general practice consultations: what level of patient involvement is both desirable and practical?

Alex Broom (La Trobe University, Australia), The use of Internet by Australian prostate cancer patients

Hsin-Yen Hsieh, Another field of economic incentive: Professional incentive and doctor's medical decision

Alice Itani (Unesp, Brazil), Health as a requirement and managerial practices regarding health: Aviation workers' experience

AV Plotnikov, E Plotnikov, Ways of physicians' professional careers in Russia

Mala Sinha, Problems of women doctors in India: A case of Bihar

S L Hiremath (Gulbarga University, India), Professionalization, professional competence and professionalism among Indian physicians

K Srinivasan (Iitimk, India), Telehealth initiatives in India: A road map to prospective future

Thursday, 11 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45

Joint Session of RC16 and RC18: Theorizing Society beyond the nation-state.

Chair:
Sven Bislev (Copenhagen Business School, Denmark)
Elisa Reis (Federal University of Rio De Janeiro (UFRJ), Brazil)

Location: TBA  Session ID: J 16_18

Authors and Papers:

Nilgun Celebi (Ankara University, Turkey), The concept of "Socius"

Risto Heiskala (University of Helsinki, Finland), Economy and society in the global context

Roland Robertson (University of Aberdeen, United Kingdom), David Inglis (University of Aberdeen, United Kingdom), On the horizons of World History: In pursuit of a Genealogy of Global thought

John Urry (Lancaster University, United Kingdom), Global Complexity

Distributed Papers:

Dimitri Morakhovski (La Trobe University, Australia), "Strangers: Do they need to feel 'home' in the public sphere?"
XV World Congress of Sociology

Friday, 12 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Joint Session of RC16 and RC37: Aesthetic work and social construction.
Chair: Tia DeNora
Marcel Fournier (Université De Montréal, Canada)
Location: QUT-GP-M306 Session ID: J 16 37

Authors and Papers:
Jean-Louis Fabiani (Ehess, France), titre: Le Festival d’Avignon est-il devenu un obstacle à la créativité théâtrale?
Tomaz Krpic (Ljubljana University, Slovenia), Audience as an Art ‘Producer’: The importance of Cognitive Limitation to Socially Constructed Reality for the Sociology of Art
Inka Väkipakka (University of Joensuu, Finland), Alternative constructions of the sacred and spiritual: Women dancing in the church space
Tony Bennett (The Open University, United Kingdom), The limits of aesthetics and self governance: toward a critique of the critique of everyday life
Khai-Wei Choong (University of Queensland, Australia), Biomusic: The New Environmental Paradigm in Music
Marcel Fournier (Université De Montréal, Canada), Contemporary Art and Internationalisation. The social construction of international artistic careers
Arturo Rodríguez-Morató (University of Barcelona, Spain), Aesthetic work and social dynamics in contemporary cities
Rudi Laermans (Catholic University of Leuven, Belgium), Social ambiguity within professional dance and theatre companies

Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Joint Session of RC17 and RC30: Thematic Seminar II - The Organisation of Knowledge Production II.1
Chair: Jan Spurk
Hanns-Georg Brose (University Duisburg, Germany)
Location: QUT-GP-M310 Session ID: J 17 30 1

Authors and Papers:
Uwe Wilkesmann (Ruhr-University Bochum, Germany), Ingolf Raseher (Ruhr-University Bochum, Germany), Motivation and structural prerequisites of knowledge management
Stephen J Frenkel (Australian Graduate School of Management, Australia), Compliance and Collaborative Forms of Knowledge Sharing underpinning the adidas Code of Labour Practices in China
Jochen Glaser (Australian National University, Australia), Communities, not individuals or organizations, produce scientific knowledge
Wolfgang Littek, Christel Lane, Knowledge Work in Professional Settings
Hans-Werner Franz (SfS Sozialforschungsstelle Dortmund, Germany), Jürgen Hovaldt (SfS Sozialforschungsstelle Dortmund, Germany), Social Science Production in the 21st century
Tuesday, 9 July 2002: 15:30 - 17:15
Joint Session of RC17 and RC30: Thematic Seminar II - The Organisation of Knowledge Production II.2
Chair:
Jan Spurk
Hanns-Georg Brose (University Duisburg, Germany)
Location: QUT-GP-M310 Session ID: J 17 30 2

Authors and Papers:
Volker Baethge-Kinsky , Innovation and Competence: How to Develop Skills in a Globalized World of Work
Simone Zolingen , Knowledge management and the development of services
Lothar Lappe , Knowledge-intensive business services as co-producers of qualified employment.
Rot Gwenaéle (Université De Paris X, France), Savoirs partagés et responsabilité face au savoir
Kimmo Saaristo , From Closed Professions to Open Expertise

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 13:30 – 15:15
Joint Session of RC17 and RC46: Session Speciale: Sociologies et intervention dans l’entreprise
Chair:
Vincent de Gaulejac
Genevieve Dahan-Seltzer (Institut Etudes Politiques Paris Et LSCI (CNRS), France)
Location: QUT-GP-L306 Session ID: J 17 46

Authors and Papers:
Jean-Emile Charlier (Facultés Universitaires Catholiques De Mons (FUCaM), , Belgique) Frédéric Moens (Facultés Universitaires Catholiques De Mons (FUCaM), Belgique), Exploration d’un désarroi contemporain: sociologie et intervention dans de petites et moyennes entreprises belges
Rheaume Jacques (University of Quebec In Montreal, Canada), Observer et accompagner les pratiques stratégiques innovantes des entreprises: contribution à une stratégie de l’action managériale

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45
Joint Session of RC19 and TG01: Beyond mere money income- social policy of the allocation of time to market work, non-market work and leisure. Joint Session with TG01 and RC19
Chair:
Oriel Sullivan
Location: QUT-GP-S309 Session ID: J 19 TG01

Authors and Papers:
Tony Fitzpatrick (Nottingham University, United Kingdom), Temporal Autonomy and Policies of Decelerative Time
Jouko Natti , Beyond Mere Money Income - Social policy of the allocation of time to market work, non-market work and leisure
Galina Gvozdeva (Institute of Economics and Industrial Engineering SBAS, Russia), The Ways of Adaptation and Allocation of Work Time of Russian Households in the Period of Crisis
Lyn Craig, Michael Bittman (University of New South Wales, Australia), Public Policy and the Money and Time Costs of Raising Children.
Saturday, 13 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15

Organisers:
Jean Guy Vaillancourt (University De Montreal, Canada)

Location: QUT-GP-Z606 Session ID: J 23 24 48

Authors and Papers:
Steve Fuller (University of Warwick, United Kingdom), Knowledge society talk as 21st century newspeak.
Margareta Bertilsson (University of Copenhagen, Denmark), Disorganized knowledge: A problem of knowledge in the knowledge society.
Raimon Blom (University of Tampere, Finland), Knowledge workers in knowledge societies: A critique of the rhetoric of its rising individualism.
Jeffrey Broadbent (University of Minneapolis, United States of America), Networking global climate change into Japan: NGOs, Igos and INGOs.
Jaime Jimenez (National Autonomous University of Mexico, Mexico), Networking global climate change into Japan: NGOs, Igos and INGOs.
Dieter Rink (Environmental Science Centre Leipzig, Germany), The environmental movement in eastern Germany.
Hiroaki Obitani (Tohoku University, Japan), Growth and transformation of a new environmental movement in Japan: A case study on tree-planting movement by fishing people.
Chris Rootes (University of Kent At Canterbury, United Kingdom), Environmentalism Transformed?
Carolyn Hendriks (Australian National University, Australia), Civil society and deliberative democratic processes in environmental policy.
Ranjit Dwivedi, Environmental movements, local issues, transnational alliances, global gains.
Max Haller (University of Bielefeld, Germany), Why top research has shifted from Europe to America: A study of Nobel prize winners and scientists yesterday and today.
Worawan Ongkutraksa (Tokai University, Japan), A content analysis of Japanese and Thai Environmental Advertising.

Discussants:
Nico Stehr (FZ Karlsruhe/GKSS, Germany)
Karel Muller (Charles University, Czech Republic)

Saturday, 13 July 2002: 13:30 - 15:15
Joint Session of RC24 and RC40: Special Session 2: 'Exploring nature-society relations: agro-food systems and biodiversity'.

Chair:
Kris van Koppen (Wageningen University, The Netherlands)
Frederick Buttel (University of Wisconsin, United States of America)

Location: QUT-GP-C406 Session ID: J 24 40

Authors and Papers:
Sarah Bell (Murdoch University, Australia), A New Agriculture in Western Australia: The Oil Mallee Project
Yiching Song (Center For Chinese Agriculture Policy, China), Exploring the Potential for Crop Development and Biodiversity Enhancement: Fostering Synergy between the Formal and the Farmers' Seed Systems in China.
Gilberto Aboites (Centro De Investigaciones Socioeconómicas (Universidad Autónoma De Coahuila), , México) Francisco Martínez, Farmers and plant breeding in Mexico.
Nicoleta Bulz (Ecological University Bucharest, Romania), Rebirth of Agriculture and Environment: the Romanian Case.
Udaya Rajapaksha, Household food security: the role of traditional food plants in Sri Lanka.
Tiina Silvasti (Helsingin Yliopisto, Finland), The cultural model of being a good farmer and the environmental question - construction of farmers' relationship with nature in the light of biographies.
Kris van Koppen (Wageningen University, The Netherlands), Nature's marks: Exploring the rationalities of biodiversity monitoring.
Peirina Castelli, Does the "new biotechnology" contribute to Food Security? A Perspective From Developing Countries.

Wednesday, 10 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45

Chair:
Giles Verpraet (Cnrs, France)

Location: QUT-GP-Q216 Session ID: J 30 52
Authors and Papers:

Katja Lahenius (Helsinki University of Technology, Finland), Elia Jarvenpaa, Stina Immonen, Are we experts? Expertise and Professionalism in Journalist Work

Verene Chevalier, La conversion professionnelle des amateurs

Alain Chenu, Occupational groups and the organization of working time

Florent Champy (CNRS, France), Les obstacles à l'action collective des architectes: études de la reforme en cours de la loi sur l'architecture du 3 janvier 1977
Friday, 12 July 2002: 20:00 - 21:45

Special Session 2: Continuation: National and Regional Sociologies (Roundtable): American Sociology: Hegemony and Its Limitations

Chair:
Sujata Patel (University of Pune, India)
Goran Therborn (Swedish Collegium for Adv Study in Social Sciences, Sweden)

Location: QUT-GP-S410

Session ID: SS02 2
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Index Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aaltonen, Sanna</td>
<td>RC34_10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aballea, Francois</td>
<td>RC52_04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbasi-Shavazi, Mohammad J</td>
<td>RC41_08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbott, Pamela</td>
<td>RC15_09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdallah, Paula</td>
<td>RC23_10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdolahi, Mohammad</td>
<td>RC08_03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abe, Kiyoshi</td>
<td>AH06_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abel, Gillian</td>
<td>RC53_09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abotie, Gilberto</td>
<td>J_24_40, J_24_40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abotiz, Ricardo Jimenez</td>
<td>RC41_04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abraham, Margaret</td>
<td>RC32_07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abraham, Martin</td>
<td>RC06_04, RC45_06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abrahamson, Peter</td>
<td>RC19_02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abramson, Michael J</td>
<td>RC15_08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abreu, Alice</td>
<td>SS02_1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abreu, Domingos</td>
<td>RC29_01, RC34_07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ackermann, Lisanne</td>
<td>RC38_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adair-Toteff, Christopher</td>
<td>RC38_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam, Katerina</td>
<td>RC52_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam, Heribert</td>
<td>RC05_11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adamczyk, Amy</td>
<td>RC22_09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adanlants, Tamara</td>
<td>RC14_12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adams, Suzi</td>
<td>RC24_15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adams, Ann</td>
<td>RC15_09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adams, Tracey</td>
<td>RC52_02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adato, Michelle</td>
<td>RC10_10, RC32_02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addae, Helena</td>
<td>J_15_49, RC49_02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addi-Raccah, Audrey</td>
<td>RC28_12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adelman, Miriam</td>
<td>RC16_13, RC32_09, RC32_09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ademola-Adcoye, Feyi</td>
<td>RC25_03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aderinto, Adeyinka</td>
<td>RC32_08, RC29_06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adibi, Hossein</td>
<td>RAPS_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adilova, Fatima T</td>
<td>RC51_17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adkins, Barbara</td>
<td>RC43_03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adorno, Sergio</td>
<td>RC29_03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriaenssens, Stefan</td>
<td>RC18_05, RC22_10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adsett, Margaret D</td>
<td>RC34_12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agarwal, Kuntal</td>
<td>J_17_23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agozino, Biko</td>
<td>RC29_01, SS05, RC12_13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aguiar, Luis LM</td>
<td>RC30_12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aguiar, Neuma</td>
<td>RC32_13a, RC32_13a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aguilera idañez, Maria Jose</td>
<td>J_10_RAIB_2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agulles, Juan Manuel</td>
<td>RC21_02a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agusta, Ivanoch</td>
<td>RC19_06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmad, Mokbul Morshed</td>
<td>RC19_06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmed, Samir Naim</td>
<td>RC12_02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahn, Namkee</td>
<td>RC41_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahola, Sakari</td>
<td>RC28_11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aida, NAKHLE</td>
<td>RC22_07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ailwood, Jo</td>
<td>RC53_02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aittomaki, Akseli</td>
<td>RC15_09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alacantara, Armando</td>
<td>RC04_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alam, Aslam</td>
<td>RC24_14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alam, Jinnat Ara</td>
<td>RC39_03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alanen, Leena</td>
<td>RC53_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alapuro, Risto</td>
<td>RC47_08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alario, Maggie</td>
<td>RC24_14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alatas, Syed Farid</td>
<td>RC22_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alati, Rosa</td>
<td>RC49_03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albers, Cheryl</td>
<td>RC04_09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albert, Mathieu</td>
<td>RC23_08, RC23_07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albertsen, Niels</td>
<td>RC51_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Brauzat, Fares</td>
<td>RC18_08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albro, Martin</td>
<td>GS03, TG06_02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albuquerque, Rosana</td>
<td>RC34_12, RC05_14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albury, Rebecca</td>
<td>RC32_08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alderson, Arthur S</td>
<td>SS06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aldrich, Brian</td>
<td>RC43_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aldridge, Meryl</td>
<td>RC52_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aldridge, Alan</td>
<td>RC52_08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aldwyn, Jeni</td>
<td>AH07_02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aleksandrowicz, Ana Maria C</td>
<td>AH07_02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander, Jeffrey</td>
<td>RC47_S, TSY04_01, TSY05_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander, Peter</td>
<td>RC31_14, RC30_09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander, Jeffrey</td>
<td>AH05_02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander, Victoria D</td>
<td>RC37_09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander, Peter</td>
<td>RC02_01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander, Jon</td>
<td>FS02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander, Jeffrey</td>
<td>J_14_16_1a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander, Malcolm</td>
<td>RC02_07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander, Jon</td>
<td>RC26_01, RC26_04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alisova, Loubov</td>
<td>RC20_03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aliste, De Barrio</td>
<td>RC24_14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Khalifah, Abdullah H M</td>
<td>RC25_03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Krenawi, Alean</td>
<td>RC49_03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen, Jim</td>
<td>RC34_04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen, M</td>
<td>RC52_04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison, Mary</td>
<td>J_15_49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allovio-Neaecke, Lars</td>
<td>RC20_10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allsp, Judith</td>
<td>RC52_07, J_15_52_2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Zoyem, JP</td>
<td>RC34_05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zuberi, Daniyal</td>
<td>RC20_03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zubok, Julia A</td>
<td>RC34_12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zulean, Marian</td>
<td>RC01_08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zunna, Gianpiero</td>
<td>RC06_08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ideally located for business and leisure...

Only a few steps to Rydges South Bank Hotel and...
- South Bank Parklands
- Queensland Performing Arts Complex
- The Conservatorium of Music
- The Brisbane River

Only minutes walk...
- Brisbane’s Central Business District
- Queensland Museum
- State Library
- Queensland Art Gallery

- Maritime Museum
- 10 kms of picturesque, dedicated riverfront bikeway, running and walking tracks
- The fast river cat ferries stopping at key hotels and tourist attractions
- Brisbane’s Botanic Gardens
- City cinemas, theatres and nightclubs
- Stylish restaurants and sidewalk cafes
A practical & flexible venue...

The Plaza level is the top floor of the Convention Centre and can be accessed from the Foyer level.

The Mezzanine Level is the middle floor of the Convention Centre and can be accessed from the Foyer Level. The Great Hall can be accessed from this level.

The Foyer level is directly accessed from the Main Entrance, Front Entances and lifts from the underground carpark. The Great Hall and Exhibition Halls can be accessed from this level.
Proudly sponsoring this week's solutions for society.

Griffith University continues to lead the field in humanities and social sciences. There's no better place to take your postgraduate studies to new heights. Naturally then, we're proud to be sponsors of the XV World Congress of Sociology. For a full picture of the depth and breadth of study available phone 1800 303 603 or visit www.gu.edu.au
QUT's Faculty of Business is proud to support the XVth ISA World Congress of Sociology, and extends a warm welcome to delegates from around the world.

**Real World Sociology in Business**
In this part of the world it is not unusual for the sociology of work and organisation to be found in Faculties of Business, Commerce and/or Economics. As one of the largest Faculties of Business in Australia our teaching, research and service encompass traditional business disciplines as well as:

- Organisational sociology
- Industrial relations
- Work and industry futures
- Organisational behaviour
- Women and IT (a rural connection program)
- Organisational effectiveness
- Leadership and change
- Occupational health and safety
- Equity and diversity

For more information visit www.bus.qut.edu.au
We hope you enjoy Brisbane and the congress at the Brisbane Convention Centre and our beautiful Gardens Point campus.
A world class education in social science

The School of Social Science at The University of Queensland wishes to extend a warm welcome to the delegates attending the XV World Congress of Sociology and invites you to visit our school and its facilities. A trip on the City Cat will bring you direct to the campus where you can enjoy our wonderful surrounds.

The University of Queensland is ranked in the top band of Australian universities for teaching, research and community service. UQ’s School of Social Science offers a range of undergraduate and graduate programs at the St Lucia and Ipswich Campuses that are internationally recognised in a number of areas including:

- Anthropology
- Archaeology
- Criminology
- Sociology

So why study at UQ St Lucia/Ipswich?

- A proud history of over 100 years providing first-class programs with international students from more than 40 countries through the Study Abroad program, AUS Aid, Graduate Masters programs, our specialisation in social planning and development and MPhil/PhD programs.
- Internationally recognised programs that are the best of their type in Australia run by academic staff internationally renowned for teaching and research.
- A unique mix of historical buildings and modern, sophisticated and fully-equipped laboratories and field facilities.
- Close links with other universities and educational providers as well as industry and external research organisations.
- Situated in a tropical/subtropical region providing pleasant living conditions all year round.
- Students enjoy a safe supportive environment with the benefit of a relatively personalised educational experience.
- Full range of student support services.
- Facilities include on-campus accommodation, libraries, sporting facilities, cafe and club facilities.

For more information email asoffice@uq.edu.au or visit the School’s website at www.ansoc.uq.edu.au

Come and visit our world class Anthropology Museum at the St Lucia Campus.
The University of Newcastle has a student population of over 20,000 and provides a unique study environment with a bushland campus situated in the largest regional city in Australia, 160km north of Sydney. It offers over 150 undergraduate and graduate courses and is an exceptional achiever in research with an international reputation for expertise in innovative approaches to teaching and learning. Its School of Social Sciences incorporates the disciplines of Sociology, Leisure & Tourism, Social Work and Anthropology, with a staff of 55 dedicated to excellence in teaching, research, scholarship, and community services in the field of social science.

www.newcastle.edu.au
Sociology Journals

The British Journal of Sociology
Editor: Stephen Hill, London School of Economics and Political Science, UK
Volume 53, 2002, 4 issues per year
Print ISSN 0007-1315
Online ISSN 1468-4446

Economy and Society
Managing Editor: Nikolas Rose, Goldsmiths College, University of London, UK
Volume 31, 2002, 4 issues per year
Print ISSN 0308-5147
Online ISSN 1469-5766

Ethnic and Racial Studies
Editor: Martin Bulmer, University of Surrey, UK
Volume 25, 2002, 6 issues per year
Print ISSN 0141-9870
Online ISSN 1466-4356

European Societies
Editor: Claire Wallace, Institute for Advanced Studies, Vienna, Austria
Volume 4, 2002, 4 issues per year
Print ISSN 1461-6696
Online ISSN 1469-8307

Information, Communication & Society
Editors: Brian D. Loader, University of Teesside, UK; William H. Dutton, University of Southern California, USA
Volume 5, 2002, 4 issues per year
Print ISSN 1369-118X
Online ISSN 1468-4462

Innovation: The European Journal of Social Science Research
Editors: Ronald J. Poltoryles and Liana Giorgi, both at The Interdisciplinary Centre for Comparative Research in the Social Sciences, Vienna, Austria
Volume 15, 2002, 4 issues per year
Print ISSN 1351-1610
Online ISSN 1469-8412

International Journal of Social Research Methodology
Co-Editors: Professor Julia Brannen, Institute of Education, UK; Professor Rosalind Edwards, South Bank University, UK
Volume 5, 2002, 4 issues per year
Print ISSN 1264-5379
Online ISSN 1464-5300

International Review of Sociology: Revue Internationale de Sociologie
Editor: Mino Vianello, University of Rome, Italy
Volume 12, 2002, 3 issues per year
Print ISSN 0390-6701
Online ISSN 1469-9273

Journal of Youth Studies
Editor: Andy Furlong, University of Glasgow, UK
Volume 5, 2002, 4 issues per year
Print ISSN 1367-6261
Online ISSN 1469-9680

Policy Studies
Editor: Jim Skea, Policy Studies Institute, London, UK
Volume 23, 2002, 4 issues per year
Print ISSN 0144-2872
Online ISSN 1470-1006

New for 2002
Journal of Human Rights
Editor: Thomas Cushman, Wellesley College, Massachusetts, USA
Volume 1, 2002, 4 issues per year
Print ISSN 1475-4835
Online ISSN 1475-4843

Social Movement Studies: Journal of Social, Cultural and Political Protest
Editors: Tim Jordan, The Open University, UK; Adam Lentin, University of Sheffield, UK; George McKay, University of Central Lancashire, UK; Ann Marcus, Rutgers University, USA
Volume 1, 2002, 2 issues per year
Print ISSN 1474-2837
Online ISSN 1474-2829

New to Routledge for 2002
Radical Society: Review of Culture and Political Thought
Editors: Greg Smith, Simon, Kira Brunner, Rachel Neumann, The Center for Social Research and Education, New York, USA
Volume 29, 2002, 4 issues per year
Print ISSN 1476-0851
Online ISSN 1476-086X

All of these journals are available ONLINE, for further information or to request a sample copy please connect to: www.tandf.co.uk/journals

For subscription information please contact:
Taylor & Francis Inc, Customer Services Department,
325 Chestnut Street, 8th Floor Philadelphia, PA 19106, USA
Tel: +1 215 625 8900 Fax: +1 215 625 8914 Email: info@taylorandfrancis.com